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Abstract 

The research aims to study the war experiences obtained after the end of Russo-

Japanese War until the early stage of the Second Sino-Japanese War, investigate the 

relationship and interaction between the war experience and lesson learning 

throughout the period. 

 

The dissertation argues that, after the Russo-Japanese War, Satō Tetsutarō integrated 

the Japanese war experiences, historical examples and naval strategical discussions 

from the west, and the oriental military thoughts to forge his ideal naval strategy. 

Although strategically aimed to protect the Empire’s maritime economy and national 

security, operationally it emphasized to secure the strategical objective by close 

blockade, and an attrition campaign on hostile fleet if the blockade was impossible. 

Tactically, being inferior in number, it also suggested avoiding a concentration of 

fleet, but to separate the fleet to outplay the hostile fleet for tactical advantage, and a 

final destruction of hostile fleet. His naval strategy became an orthodox doctrine for 

the navy, marked the beginning for the navy to prepare for a multi-layered attrition 

naval campaign against the approaching European navies. 

 

During the Great War, the Japanese navy obtained war experiences from the naval 

attachés deployed to the Royal navy, and the Second Special Squadron in the 

Mediterranean Theatre. Influenced by the victorious experience of the Russo-Japanese 

war, the preference on fleet battle and techniques related was notable. During the 

Interwar period, the fleet manoeuvres and training revealed a continued focus on 

decisive battle, reinforced by the latest technological innovation such as naval 

aviation, treaty cruisers and axillary vessels to overcome the numerical disadvantage 

restricted by the naval treaties. The Grand exercises showed an interest in developing 

the attrition warfare towards the approaching American Fleet. However, these 

exercises also revealed an ignorance on trade protection and the potential of 

submarine’s commercial raiding, which the Japanese navy only began to investigate 

shortly before the Pacific War.  

 

While preparing the war with the US during the interwar period, the conflict and war 

with Republic of China provided precious war experience for the Japanese Navy since 

the Great War. The aerial operations in Shanghai incident and the early stage of 

Second Sino-Japanese War revealed the incapability of the Japanese navy’s logistical 

system. The flaws in design of aircraft and equipment, and the inadequate logistical 

personnel on the aircraft carrier also discovered by the officers. The conflicts also 

provided experiences on the usage of seaplane and cooperation with the carrier-based 

aviation. The aerial reconnaissance experiences obtained was vital for the navy to 

polish its aerial doctrine. However, the overwhelming advantage enjoyed by the 

Japanese navy had made them unaware of the logistical and tactical problem revealed 

in actions. Thus, the improvements adopted by the navy was limited. 

 

The understanding of war defined their adoption on lesson learnt, and the lesson learnt 

continued to refine their understanding of war. The dissertation provides another 

perspective to understand Japanese navy’s decision during the interwar period and the 

Pacific War. Lessons obtained from the study also provide an insight on military 

learning. 
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Introduction 

 

The history of the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) during the interwar period (1919-

1939) has received much scholarly attention. Naval battles and campaigns during the 

Pacific War, war planning immediately before the war and equipment and vessels of 

the Japanese Navy are all popular topics in academia. The earliest research on IJN’s 

battle history during the Pacific war was the U.S. Naval Technical Mission to Japan 

written by the US Navy Mission sent to Japan immediately after the War ended.1 

Samuel Eliot Morison’s History of United States Naval Operations in World War II 

was the earliest publication on the history of the Pacific War.2 Notable works in the 

1950s to 1960s were narratives of the famous battles such as the attack on Pearl 

Harbour, operations in the Philippines operations and the sinking of the battleship IJN 

Yamato.3 Among the latest studies, Jonathan Parshall and Anthony Tully’s Shattered 

Sword: The Untold Story of the Battle of Midway is a masterpiece in the field.4 Craig 

Symonds’s The Battle of Midway is another excellent scholarly work on the Battle of 

Midway while his World War II at Sea: A Global History, which was part of the 

content that covered the naval operations in Pacific, demonstrates the author’s 

knowledge in the naval history of the WW2.5 Professor Charles Schencking’s Making 

 
1 U.S. Naval Technical Mission To Japan, History of the Mission (Washington: US Naval History 

Division, 1974), pp. 1-13. 
2 Samuel E. Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in World War II (New York: Little, 

Brown and Company, 1947-1962), vols. pp. 1-15. 
3 Walmer Elton Strope, ‘The Decisive Battle of the Pacific War’, United States Naval Institute 

Proceedings, Vol. 72, No. 5, Whole No. 519, May 1946, pp. 627-641. Mitsuo Fuchida, ‘I led the air 

attack on Pearl Harbour’, United States Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 78, No. 9, Whole No. 595, 

Sept 1952, pp. 939-952. Shigeru Fukudome, ‘The Hawaii Operation’, United States Naval Institute 

Proceedings, Vol. 81, No. 12, Whole No. 634, Dec 1955, pp. 1315-1331. Koichi Shimada, ‘Japanese 

Naval Air Operations in the Philippines Invasion’, United States Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 81, 

No. 1, Whole No. 623, Jan 1955, pp. 1-17. Mitsuru Yoshida, ‘The End of Yamato’, United States 

Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 78, No. 2, Whole No. 588, Feb 1952, pp. 117-129. 
4 Jonathan Parshall, and Anthony Tully, Shattered Sword: The Untold Story of the Battle of Midway 

(Washington D.C.: Potomac Books, 2005). 
5 Craig L. Symonds, The Battle of Midway (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). Craig L. 
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Waves: Politics, Propaganda, and the Emergence of the Imperial Japanese Navy, 

1868-1922 is another excellent example that discusses the development of IJN and its 

reaction to the Diet. The chapters discussing the Naval expansion in the early 1910 

also demonstrate and highlight the importance of inter-service rivalry in the history of 

Imperial Armed Forces.6 The history of the Pacific war has never been out of the 

attention of the academia and the public. 

 

Academic work utilizing Japanese materials, however, did not appear until Paul S. 

Dull’s A Battle History of The Imperial Japanese Navy, 1941-1945. First published in 

1978, he was, according to the US Naval History Division, the first scholar to make 

good use of the USNTMJ’s reports since they were published in the late 1950s. As a 

specialist of the Japanese language and intelligence officer with the US Marine Corps 

during the Pacific War, he also could access the original Japanese archives from the 

War History Section of the Japanese Defence Agency. Written using sources and 

materials from both sides, the book is an ice-breaking one compared with previous 

publications. Dull not only narrated the progress of the battle but also mentioned the 

causes behind several decisions such as the decisions on South-approaching policy 

and the war planning shortly before the Pacific War.7 Dull’s book was the earlier one 

to discuss the decision-making processes of war. However, developments of the IJN 

in the post-WW1 and the interwar period were still not yet covered in his book due to 

the restriction of the time frame; neither did the publications at the time do any better. 

Dull’s book focuses on the period between 1941 and 1945, as the title shows, a battle 

 
Symonds, World War II at Sea: A Global History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018). 
6 Charles Schencking, Making Waves: Politics, Propaganda, and the Emergence of the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1868-1922 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005). 
7 Paul S. Dull, A Battle History of The Imperial Japanese Navy (1941-1945) (Annapolis: Naval 

Institute, 2007). 
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history of the Japanese navy. 

 

A book Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial Japanese Navy, 

1887-1941 written by David C. Evans and Mark R. Peattie in 1997 was an excellent 

academic work studying the development of the IJN from its very beginning till the 

beginning of the Pacific War. As the title suggested, the book focused on the 

development of the military sciences within the Japanese Navy, explaining how the 

Japanese failed to prepare properly for the war in the Pacific despite a relative early 

advantage in the war, aided by various sources from both the US and Japanese sides.8 

 

In 2001, Mark Peattie’s The Rise of Japanese Naval Air Power examined the 

development of the Japanese naval air force from 1909 till the destruction in 1944.9 

Both books provide a detailed narrative of the IJN and suggested weakness within the 

Japanese Navy during the period. However, the two books still majorly focus on the 

organization and the equipment, separating the human factors from the institution, 

thus not giving a full picture of the interactions between the military officers and the 

development of the war machine. Still, Evans and Peattie have done an inspiring work 

by summarizing the possible directions for further study. Utilizing Japanese 

publications and materials, they pointed out that these materials ignored the questions 

on the relationships between officers and naval policy, adaptation of technologies and 

discussions on strategy and tactics. Although the authors suggested that they have 

chosen the perspective of strategy, tactics and technology to focus on, they also 

 
8 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997). 
9 Mark Peattie, Sunburst: The Rise of Japanese Naval Air Power, 1909-1941 (Annapolis: Naval 

Institute Press, 2001). 
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concluded that a complete history of the IJN is needed. To achieve such a goal would 

require further research in various areas including Japanese Navy’s administration, 

financial, educational and training systems, its relationship with the Japanese 

government, its role in diplomatic and foreign policy, and finally its efforts during the 

treaty era.  

 

However, Evans and Peattie also felt that the massive destruction of files and official 

documents by the Japanese authorities at the end of the war has made a complete 

understanding of the IJN an unachievable goal.10 An example to demonstrate this is 

the content of naval education system in Naval Armaments written by the post-war 

Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force, in which only five pages are related to the 

naval education system.11 Even though the education system or the content of training 

procedures are directly inaccessible, it can be made accessible by analysing the rest of 

the naval documents that survived the destruction. Also, the picture of training, 

especially the content on grand exercises, can be reconstructed to a certain extent. 

 

By utilizing such remaining materials, this dissertation investigates the relationship 

between war experience and military learning of the IJN from 1908 to 1940. It aims to 

study the war experiences after the end of Russo-Japanese War until the early stage of 

the Second Sino-Japanese War through an investigation of the relationship and 

interaction between the war experience and the lessons learnt throughout the period. It 

is argued that IJN’s strategy and tactics were shaped and formalized by the experience 

 
10 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. xxi-xxiii. 
11 Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval 

Armament, volume 1] (Tokyo, Asagumo shinbunsha, 1975), pp. 633-637. 
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of the Russo-Japanese War, which then became their blueprint for victory in the 

coming war with the US. Using a complex war plan involving multiple stages of 

ambush and attritions, the Japanese navy aimed to repeat the Battle of Tsushima and 

obtain a tactical victory by destroying the hostile fleet as a means of power projection. 

 

This dissertation also attempts to discuss how such a theory of victory influenced the 

Japanese officers in observing and adopting foreign war experiences, as well as the 

lessons learnt from the war with China in the 1930s, which mostly consisted of non-

fleet-battle operations. Finally, the dissertation suggests that the war experiences and 

lessons learnt during the study period could contribute the understanding of IJN’s 

performance during the Pacific War. 

 

Central research question: War experience and lessons learnt 

Learning from a war experience is not new for officers or military historians and it 

has become an important topic for the modern armed forces to study. One of the 

notable academic works is Lessons Encountered: Learning From the Long War edited 

by Richard D. Hooker, Jr, and Joseph J. Collins. Published in 2015, the book 

discusses the experience of and lessons learnt from the wars fought in both 

Afghanistan and Iraq.12 Edited by Thomas G. Mahnken and published in 2020, 

Learning the Lesson of Modern War, is another work that discusses the lessons of 

war. Apart from the war experience from both Afghanistan and Iraq, the chapters also 

cover war and combat experience from the history of other wars and conflicts.13 

 
12 Richard D. Hooker, Jr, and Joseph J. Collins ed, Lessons Encountered: Learning From the Long War 

(Washington D.C.: National Defense University Press, 2015). 
13 Thomas G. Mahnken ed, Learning the lesson of modern war (Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
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As a platform to discuss and debate issues of sea power and global security, articles 

discussing operational experiences of the US Navy have never been absent from the 

USNI Proceedings. Some of them portray the war experience from the past to answer 

the modern question.14 Numerous scholarly works have emphasised how important 

the war experience or operational experience in peacetime and the learning process 

are. 

 

Such interest in the lessons learnt from past experience is maybe best summarized in 

the words of Williamson Murray: ‘The process of lessons learned are a product of the 

complexity of war in the twentieth century’.15 But, as he also highlighted, it does not 

mean that such a learning process from war experience did not exist in the past. One 

example he mentions to demonstrate the importance of learning from war experience 

was the strategic decision made by the British leaders in the eighteenth century to 

support the allies in Europe, which he considered was critical to win the war. 

Clausewitz during the Napoleonic War, and General William Tecumseh Sherman and 

General Emory Upton, who participated in the US Civil War, recognized the 

importance of learning from the battlefield. Using the lessons US armed forces’ learnt 

since the WW1 as an example, he concludes that the nature of this process is a 

 
Press, 2020). 
14 In the December 2020 USNI Proceedings, there are two articles highlighted the possibility to utilize 

amphibious airplanes to overcome the operational difficulties in vast area of the ocean. Both articles 

referred to the historical examples during WW2 and early Cold War. Another article is discussing the 

naval strategy of Julian Corbett and Alfred T. Mahan and their values for modern strategical 

discussion. Please refer to Christopher D. Booth, ‘Overcome the Tyranny of Distance’. USNI 

Proceedings, no. 12 (2020): pp. 25-29. Walker D. Mills, and Dylan Phillps-Levine, ‘Give Amphibians 

a second look’. USNI Proceedings, no. 12 (2020): pp. 26-29. Matthew Suarez, ‘Going to War with 

China? Ignore Corbett. Dust off Mahan!’. USNI Proceedings, no. 12 (2020): pp. 48-53. 
15 Williamson Murray, ‘Thoughts on Lessons Learned in the Past’, in Learning the lesson of modern 

war, ed Thomas G. Mahnken (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2020), p. 24. 
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continuing event at strategical, tactical and operational levels.16 Williamson Murray’s 

work excellently demonstrates the importance of researching the relationship between 

war experience and the lessons learnt therefrom. 

 

In recent years, several publications have discussed such lessons learnt from the past, 

including Albert A. Nofi’s To Train the Fleet for War: The U.S. Navy Fleet Problems, 

1923-1940, Trent Hone’s Learning War: The evolution of fighting doctrine in the U.S. 

Navy, 1898-1945 and Frank G. Hoffman’s Mars Adapting: Military Change during 

War.17 Brent L. Sterling’s Other People’s Wars studies the war experience from 

another aspect, examining how did the US military access and learn from other’s war 

experience.18 

 

It is also worth mentioning Dr. Kwong Chi-man’s excellent work while talking about 

notable scholarly works in military learning. Although not related to naval history, his 

book State for the People or State for War? The Intellectual Officers, Military Science 

and Military Change before the Second Sino-Japanese War discusses the 

relationships between China’s intellectual officers and the development of military 

thoughts in the first half of the twentieth century. Using observations from the WW1, 

he pointed out the difficulties faced by the China military during the interwar period. 

The book demonstrates how a historical study of military learning could renew the 

understanding of an armed forces’ history.19 

 
16 Williamson Murray, ‘Thoughts on Lessons Learned in the Past’, in Learning the lesson of modern 

war, ed Thomas G. Mahnken (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2020), pp. 24-43. 
17 Albert A. Nofi, To Train the Fleet for War: The U.S. Navy Fleet Problems, 1923-1940 (Newport: 

Naval War College Press, 2010). Trent Hone, Learning War: The evolution of fighting doctrine in the 

U.S. Navy, 1898-1945 (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2018). Frank G. Hoffman, Mars 

Adapting: Military Change during war (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2021). 
18 Brent L. Sterling, Other People’s Wars (Washington D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2021). 
19 Kwong Chi Man, Minguo hu? Junguo hu? : dierci ZhongRi zhanzheng qian de Minguo zhishijunren, 
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Compared with research regarding such lessons of the US armed forces, especially the 

navy, not much has been done on the lessons IJN learnt from its war experiences. 

Sadao Asada’s From Mahan to Pearl Harbour should be considered one of the very 

few publications, if not the only one, that do so. The book discusses how the Japanese 

navy learnt from Mahan in the early twentieth century and its influences till the 

Pacific War.20 Asada’s book on one hand demonstrates how the academia could 

benefit by studying the learning process of learning foreign concepts and theory. 

However, on the other hand, it leaves a vast area regarding what IJN learnt from past 

untouched. Considering that the British Royal Navy was still ruling the seven seas, it 

is controversial to conclude that the Japanese navy was influenced by Mahan and not 

by the British naval thoughts. Also, during the Great War, the Japanese navy was in 

close cooperation with the Royal Navy. If any doctrines or tactics were to be imported 

into the Japanese navy, it would have been from the British and not the US 

experience. If the Japanese navy was influenced by foreign ideas until the outbreak of 

the Pacific War, such foreign influences should be considered as coming from 

multiple sources instead of the only one of Mahan. 

 

The education system and training system of the Japanese navy may never be 

reconstructed to the full, however, an indirect approach from the discussion of the war 

experience and lesson-learning can still provide some insights into how the Japanese 

navy was influenced, what was its leadership interested in, and what were being 

 
junxue yu junshibiange, yijiuyisi--yijiusanqi民國乎？軍國乎？：第二次中日戰爭前的民國知識軍

人、軍學與軍事變革，一九一四—一九三七 [State for the People or State for War? The Intellectual 

Officers, Military Science and Military Change before the Second Sino-Japanese War] (Hong Kong: 

Zhonghua shu ju (Xianggang) you xian gong si, 2017). 
20 Sadao Asada, From Mahan to Pearl Harbour (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2006). 
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selected as important lessons as the navy evolved. Research in the area of lesson-

learning can contribute to the academia with a more complete understanding of the 

Japanese navy, especially before the Pacific war. 

 

What is a navy: Strategy, tactics, and the theory of victory 

As Michael Evans explains, policy makers and military personnel study history to 

learn from the lessons to ‘inform their actions in the present and the future’.21 

Therefore, to understand the Japanese navy from its learning from its war experience, 

‘What is navy?’ in the IJN officer’s mind is another research question, since it would 

define the navy’s missions and objectives which influence the concepts of strategy, 

tactics, and theory of victory. And these concepts all shaped the IJN officers’ 

intention to select and adopt from the lessons they learnt in the process. 

 

‘What is a navy?’ is not a difficult question. As Andrew Lambert suggested, the 

developmental history of the European navies since 1650 had demonstrated how it 

was built and linked to a nation’s policy, commercial activity and imperial 

expansion.22 Even now, the answer to ‘What is a navy?’ does not change much. The 

latest naval strategy plan released by the Chief of Naval Operations of the USN still 

argues that sea control and power projection are the main objectives for the navy. 

However, also as the report suggests, the means to fulfil the objectives are always 

changing.23 Even in the same period of time, the means to complete the objectives and 

 
21 Michael Evans, ‘Learning Lessons: The Value of a Contemporary Approach to History’, in Learning 

the lesson of modern war, ed Thomas G. Mahnken (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2020), 

pp. 7-8. 
22 Andrew Lambert, War at Sea in the Age of Sail 1650-1850 (London: Cassell, 2000), pp. 16-21. 
23 Chief of Naval Operations, ‘CNO Navigation plan 2021’, 
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the means to deploy forces in a battle to meet the objectives vary from navy to navy, 

which is reflected in different strategies and tactics defined and adopted by different 

navies. 

 

The concept of strategy is a relatively universal one, but varies from people to people. 

For Julian Corbett, ‘strategy’ is ‘the art of directing force to the ends in view’.24 While 

for David C. Evans and Mark R. Peattie, it is ‘the coordination and direction of naval 

forces toward achieving a national objective, usually, but not necessarily, through 

combat’.25 The two definitions are similar as both refer to the allocation of naval 

resources to achieve the national objective. However, the difference is that Corbett did 

not clarify if strategy was involved in wartime only or not. Evans and Peattie are more 

specific, clearly pointing out that it could be resource allocation both in a combat or 

not. The definition of tactics, however, varies even for modern scholars. Evans and 

Peattie defined it as ‘the planning, training and direction of naval forces to achieve 

victory in combat’. They also suggested that it influences and is being influenced by 

strategy and technology.26 But in the latest edition of their book Fleet Tactics and 

Naval Operations, the authors define tactics as ‘handling of forces in battle’. They did 

not agree with the idea that tactics are to win a battle, as they believed that it is too 

much to expect from tactics adopted by an inferior force.27 

 

 
https://media.defense.gov/2021/Jan/11/2002562551/-1/-1/1/CNO%20NAVPLAN%202021%20-

%20FINAL.PDF, p. 4. (Accessed August 6, 2021). 
24 Julian S. Corbett and Eric J. Grove, Some principles of maritime strategy: with an introduction and 

notes by Eric J. Grove (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1988), p. 308. 
25 David C. Evans and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p. xxiv. 
26 David C. Evans and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p. xxiv. 
27 Wayne P. Hughes, Jr., and Robert P. Girrier, forward by John Richrdson, Fleet Tactics and Naval 

Operations (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2018), p. 3. 
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From the above comparison, it is clear that both strategy and tactics refer to the 

arrangement and allocation of naval resources at different levels during a war. 

However, the differences in the definition of strategy and tactics raises the question of 

definition: what the victory condition is the strategy or tactics aimed for. If naval 

strategy is defined as to be capable in a non-combat situation, there would be a lack of 

a clear ‘victory’ condition. For tactics, what is the ‘battlefield victory’ Evans and 

Peattie referring would be a debatable question. So, the question of ‘What is navy?’ 

leads to another question apart from what the understanding of naval strategy and 

naval tactics of the IJN was. The question is: what type of victory the Japanese navy 

was pursuing? This question leads to the concept of victory and ‘theory of victory’. 

 

William C. Martel suggested that the traditional usage of ‘victory’ is not precise 

enough. He argues that the concept that a war is won once the fighting has stopped is 

not always true. As in Iraq the war was not won when the land operations were 

proclaimed to have ended. He suggested that there are three levels of victory: a 

tactical victory, a political-military victory, and a grand strategy victory.28 According 

to Jon R. Lindsay, theory of victory refers to ‘an intellectual concept that describes 

how military organizations can prevail in war’. It is the combination of how armed 

forces expect war in the future to be and how the armed forces are expected to prepare 

fighting it. The concept can be organized into a strategic direction of war or fighting 

doctrines, or just as a common belief of war practiced within a military institution.29 

 

 
28 William C. Martel, Victory in War, Foundations of Modern Military Policy (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007), p. 4-8. 
29 Jon R. Lindsay, Information Technology and Military Power (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, 2020), 

p. 13. 
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The two concept not only widen the horizon of investigation of victory and the means 

of military institutions to pursuit victory at war; they also provide an insight while 

discussing the war experience of and lessons learnt therefrom by the IJN, since it is 

important to investigate what type of victory the Japanese naval officers chose as their 

main objective and what kind of strategy and tactics they had chosen to achieve the 

objectives of the navy. Therefore, ‘What is navy?’ is an underlined question in the 

thesis, and it is related to the theory of victory developed by the Japanese navy as well 

as the strategy and tactics revealed from the discussion of the lessons IJN’s learnt 

during the period. 

 

Confirmation bias: not able to learn or learning in their context? 

As the thesis discuss the lesson learning process of the IJN, another underlying 

question would be “Did the IJN not able to learn from the experience, or they were 

just learning in their context?” To discuss such question, Confirmation bias is a 

concept that the research could not ignore. According to Raymond S. Nickerson, 

when someone is trying to confirm an idea or values, one would tend to search for 

information and intelligence to support and confirm such ideas. The tendency is called 

confirmation bias.30   

 

In past decades the military personnel had already realised the danger of confirmation 

bias in military problem analysis and decision-making. For Major Christopher J. 

Tatarka, he considered confirmation bias as the second major bias that causing 

 
30 Raymond S. Nickerson, ‘Confirmation bias: A ubiquitous phenomenon in many guises’, Review of 

General Psychology, Vol 2, issue 2 (1998): pp. 175–220. 
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troubles in intelligence analysis and military decision-making. Just like what 

Nickerson suggested, once a person developed his own experience for an event, the 

confirmation bias would lead the person to selectively looking for evidence confirms 

or favour his experience, and to reject evidence on the contrast. He even suggested 

that General Ulysses Grant was affected by confirmation bias during the Battle of 

Shioh in 1862, which he continuously rejected reports from frontline units about the 

movement of enemy units that not matching his assessment on the enemy.31 

 

During the period of study, the IJN had numerous opportunities to learn from the war, 

either in first-hand or as an observer. However, they were not affected only by the 

Russo-Japanese War experience, but also the concept of “What is a navy” and the 

ideas of related naval strategy, tactics and the theory of victory. Generations after 

generations, the IJN officers were affected by the traditions and experiences founded 

by the Battle of Tsushima.  

 

From the materials studied, the research would like to point out that, the IJN officers 

had almost everything they could have had learnt during the Great War, both the fleet 

battle and the non-fleet battle naval operations. However, the officers sent to 

European waters had different point of views upon the warfare, and different point of 

view of what to learn. Confirmation Bias keeps operating during the interwar period 

as well as the conflicts against China in late 1930s. The experience obtained from 

actual combats and Fleet exercises were selectively adopted and learnt, and to justify 

the existing strategy and doctrine, instead of challenging it. Just like other military 

 
31 Christopher J. Tatarka, ‘Overcoming Biases in Military Problem Analysis and Decision-Making’, 

Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin, Vol 28, no. 1 (2002): pp. 8-10. 
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institution or organisation, the IJN were willing to learn, but they learnt in their 

context. 

Scope and structure of the dissertation 

The war experience and lessons learnt process were a consequence instead of several 

independent events. As the title suggests, the research focuses on the time period 

between 1908 and 1940. The year 1908 marks the publication of Satō Tetsutarō’s 

second edition of his Historical Discussion on Imperial Defence, which was the 

renewed version of the orthodox naval theory with war experiences from the Russo-

Japanese war. It also marked the beginning of another long period of lessons learnt to 

defeat the ultimate enemy on the other side of Pacific: the US. The research does not 

cover the period after 1940 for two reasons. First, there are numerous publications 

covering the battle history and Japan’s decision to declare war. The second reason is 

that the year 1940 marked the last reconstructable exercise of the IJN, which is 

covered in the dissertation. 

 

The time between 1908 and 1940 could be further divided into five periods: i) the 

Post-Russo-Japanese War period (1908-1914); ii) The WW1 period (1914-1918); iii) 

The interwar period, (1919-1932); iv) Post-Shanghai-incident period (1932-1937); 

and v) The Second Sino-Japanese War period (1937-1940). The classification of the 

first three is obvious, as all three are the same as the namesake events. The fourth and 

fifth are based on the common understanding of the interwar period. They are 

separated from the third to highlight the importance of the Shanghai incident and the 

Second Sino-Japanese War. Although the process of learning should exist in each 

period, each chapter focuses on one research question to deepen the discussion on IJN 
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war experience and the lessons it learnt in the respective periods. The research 

questions are as follow: 

 

1. What was the Japanese navy’s understanding of ‘What is navy?’ after the 

Russo-Japanese War, and what was their answer on naval strategy to accomplish the 

missions? 

2. What did the Japanese naval officers observed from the European War, and 

what lesson they had concluded and learnt during the process? 

3. From the contents of exercise and drill, what did the Japanese navy adopted 

from the foreign war experiences obtained during the Great War? 

4. During the Shanghai incident, what kind of war experience was observed, and 

what did they learnt from these lessons? 

5. What lessons the IJN officers encountered during the early stage of Second 

Sino-Japanese War, and on what extent these war experiences had influenced the 

Japanese navy’s preparation for the war with the US? 

 

Chapter one of the dissertation is answering the first research question. The Russo-

Japanese War was Japan’s first war against a European power, the scale was much 

larger than the Sino-Japanese War a decade ago. The naval engagements also reflect 

the technological innovations accumulated shortly before the birth of dreadnought. To 

analysis the understanding of the nature of navy, the IJN’s viewpoint of the war 

experiences and their lessons learnt process, the chapter discusses the content of 

Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense written by Satō Tetsutarō, a famous naval 

strategist, also an officer who participated the Russo-Japanese War. As his thesis was 

presented to the Emperor under the instruction of the Minister of Navy, his work on 
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naval strategy reflected an official understanding of what is navy, and the means to 

achieve the objectives. It also provides some insights on how did Satō Tetsutarō 

understand foreign war experiences and incorporated them into his theory. 

 

Chapter two focuses on two groups of IJN officers who participated in the Great War. 

The first group of officers were naval attachés deployed to the European region 

during the Great War. Reports written by six of them are selected for discussion, since 

the reports reveal their ideas on the latest technological innovations used during the 

war. Their works provide precious insight into the Japanese naval officers’ viewpoint 

on war experience and their attitude towards these second-hand experiences. The 

second group of officers were those deployed to the Mediterranean region with the 

Second Special Squadron to assist the convoy escort missions in the second half of the 

Great War. Their reports represent the attitude towards convoy escort and submarine 

warfare. These two groups of officers together represent the viewpoint of the naval 

warfare during the Great War both as observers and participants. 

 

Chapter three answers the research question by an analysis and discussion of the 

Japanese navy’s fleet exercises and drills. Although the details could never be fully 

recovered, the existing materials reflect IJN’s theory of victory during the interwar 

period. The grand exercise was planned and executed in the only scenario of a series 

of skirmishes that ended in a battle between two fleets. Based on the Tsushima style 

of naval battle established after the Russo-Japanese War, long range gunnery, naval 

air force, torpedo attack from light vessels and submarines were incorporated into the 

fleet battle doctrine. The content of exercises and drills also represented an over-

emphasis on fleet battle, an experiment about a submarine’s potential for commercial 
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raiding and sea-transport destruction only appeared in exercises shortly before the 

war, which was too late for the IJN to make any improvements either in ship design or 

tactics. The chapter also points out the limitation of resources, especially the fleet size 

limited the operational experiences obtained during the exercises and drills, which 

restricted their learning process at the time. 

 

Chapters four and five discuss the war experiences obtained from the Shanghai 

Incident and the early phase of the Second Sino-Japanese War. The navy’s 

participation at both times was limited to naval air force in addition to some missions 

on offshore fire support only. In both chapters, only the participation of the naval air 

force is discussed, as the after-action reports saved from the mass destruction at the 

end of war on this are only the ones accessible. These operations were regarded as 

useless, and diverted resources from the preparation works for the fleet battle from the 

viewpoint of the IJN officers. However, these operations revealed numerous flaws in 

naval air force tactics, fleet logistic, aircraft design, and even inspired the navy to 

consider improvements on logistics for overseas deployment. However, naval 

officers’ negative attitude towards the war with China hindered their adaptation of the 

lesson learnt from non-fleet battle operations. Also, the underpowered opponent made 

the IJN to overestimate their strength, which further hindered their awareness to 

correct the flaws that revealed during the operations. 

 

The conclusion points out that IJN established a theory of victory with the goal of 

achieving a tactical victory to overcome the primary strategic question. Influenced by 

the Russo-Japanese War, the Japanese navy believed that a well-planned and 

complicated war plan could help them weaken the enemy and destroy them in the last 
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decisive fleet battle and destruction of the enemy fleet would block the power 

projection by the enemy to Japan, which would force them to negotiate. However, 

after the attack on Pearl Harbour, their expectation of the war in future was totally 

difficult and the early stage of the Pacific War revealed that despite an excellent 

tactical performance, the skills of the fleet did not reach the overestimated level the 

navy had expected. The underestimated difficulties in cooperation and communication 

between fleets also hindered the actual effectiveness of fleet dispersion, a tradition 

inspired by the oriental military thoughts established by Satō Tetsutarō.  

 

Limitations and suggestion for future study 

The most significant limitation the research faced is the massive destruction of 

materials by the IJN at the end of the Pacific War. As Evans and Peattie have 

suggested, the destruction makes a complete understanding on the IJN impossible.32 

However, the existing materials could still provide precious insights to further 

understand the Japanese Navy at war under careful reconstruction and discussion. The 

dissertation demonstrates the potential contribution from the survived materials by a 

detailed and thoughtful examination.  

 

On the other hand, although the war experience and the lessons learnt from it 

discussed in the dissertation are limited, it provides an understanding of the learning 

process from 1908 to 1940. The research also contributes the understanding of IJN by 

discussing the relationships between the lessons learnt, construction of the theory of 

 
32 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. xxii-xxiii. 
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victory, and Japanese navy’s performance during the Pacific War. With more research 

on the education system of the IJN in the future, the relationship among war 

experience, lessons learnt from it and the role naval officers who participated in the 

process would be clearer. Also, the Japanese navy’s observation about foreign 

experiences during the interwar period, and their influences on Japanese war planning 

and ship design is another area that requires further study. All these could help enrich 

the understanding of the Japanese navy, although a complete understanding would 

still be impossible. 

 

Finally, experience of the IJN on lessons learnt should be considered an experience 

for the modern navies. With rapid technological innovations in the recent years, the 

experience of the Japanese navy to learn from past and transform it into fleet doctrine 

should provide some insights to modern navies in coping with the integration of latest 

technology and fleet doctrine. 
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Chapter 1 Discussion on Satō Tetsutarō’s Naval Strategy 

 

Introduction 

In the war history written by the post-war JMSDF, Satō Tetsutarō was regarded as the 

most important strategist of the Imperial Japanese Navy. He established the 

theoretical foundation of the Japanese naval strategy and influenced the navy 

operations throughout the Shōwa period. In this chapter, The Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense is analysed to examine Satō Tetsutarō’s understanding of naval 

strategy. Satō Tetsutarō’s work is important to understand the IJN’s naval strategy 

and its concept of navy itself. 

 

The reason why Satō Tetsutarō’s work represented, or reflected the thoughts and ideas 

on naval warfare at the time is obvious. He was one of the Staff of the Second Fleet 

during the Russo-Japanese War and also an instructor and later the Principal of the 

Naval War College. A career path like this undoubtedly helped him to impart his 

naval thoughts to the younger generation of naval officers. Apart from being an 

instructor and the Principal of the Naval War College, he enjoyed another significant 

advantage compared to other naval strategists at the time. His earlier work on the 

national defence was written under the order of the Minister of Navy and presented to 

Emperor Meiji in 1902. The ensured that his thoughts would become the dominating 

theory for the navy approved by the Emperor himself, the supreme commander of the 

Japanese armed forces.33  

 
33 Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval 

armament, volume 1], p. 119. 
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The reason why Satō Tetsutarō was selected by the Navy to write the books could 

help explain why it is important to analysis his writings. In 1900s, especially after the 

end of Russo-Japanese War, the IJN demonstrated themselves as the saviour of the 

nation. They defeated the Russian Fleet, which destroyed the last instrument the 

Russian could rely on for an invasion of Japanese Island. However, under such 

situation, the Navy still needed to fight a rivalry against the Imperial Japanese Army 

(IJA), as well as a budget war in the Imperial Diet. 

 

Although being described as a less democratic era, the Meji Imperial Diet were dared 

to turn down the Navy courageous expansion plan and the budget she demanded. 

Under such circumstance, the best way for the Navy was to gain support from public 

opinion and the Political parties at the time. On one hand, the Navy hosted several 

Grand reviews after the Exercises in 1900s. The members of Political parties were 

invited as VIP, and the events were opened to Public. On the other hand, the Navy 

needed someone to write for them, to promote the importance of the Navy to Japan’s 

national defence. It was why Satō Tetsutarō was selected, and why his books 

published so rapidly at the time. 

 

Satō Tetsutarō was an ideal naval officer at the time to write such book. He was an 

able navy writer, which was proved in 1890s when he first wrote his Personal 

opinions on national defese (Kokubō Shisetsu). Also, he was able to read and process 

English and German materials, which makes him an excellent candidate to be sent for 

overseas study. Combined with his frontline service experience during the Russo-

Japanese War, he was the only capable officer the Navy could rely on to write the 
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naval strategy at the time.34 

 

An analysis of Satō Tetsutarō’s work also provides an opportunity to understand the 

Japanese naval officer’s process on understanding war experience. His 1908 version 

on national defence was expanded with numerous Western naval historical examples 

and. most importantly, the first-hand experience obtained from the Russo-Japanese 

War. His work thus could provide us an idea on how one of most influential naval 

strategists learnt from latest experience and how these experiences were discussed and 

then integrated into the Japanese naval doctrine. Also, it provides some insight 

regarding how Japanese naval thoughts were structures and inspired by pervious war 

experiences.  

Using the analysis, the chapter points out that Satō Tetsutarō was not influenced by 

Mahan only. Instead, his theory and naval thoughts were both a combination of 

Western naval thoughts and the oriental military philosophy. In addition to the 

numerous examples of naval battle, he also referred to the experiences obtained 

during the war against Qing China and Russian Empire. The chapter argues that Satō 

Tetsutarō’s ideas on naval strategy spread within the navy as the Japanese official war 

history suggest as well as it influenced the naval officers to adopt a decisive fleet 

battle doctrine developed separately from Mahan. The understanding of navy 

proposed by Satō Tetsutarō influenced naval officers’ observation and adaptation of 

the Great War experience and the war planning against the US during the interwar 

period. The chapter also points out that several historical examples as well as previous 

war experiences were selectively adopted. However, the lack of first-hand experience 

 
34 Charles Schencking, Making Waves: Politics, Propaganda, and the Emergence of the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1868-1922 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005), pp. 110-131 
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to justify these naval thoughts hindered the Japanese Navy to improve the naval 

theory founded by Satō Tetsutarō. 

 

An overview of Satō Tetsutarō’s writing on naval strategy 

Satō Tetsutarō wrote three works on naval strategy and national defence in the 1910s. 

The first was ‘On Imperial Defence’ in 1902, which he wrote shortly after he returned 

from his overseas deployment from the UK and the US between 1901-1902. Six years 

later, his work was published as ‘Historical Discussion on Imperial Defence’, which 

was a further discussion on naval strategy and national defence of the Japanese 

Empire.35 In 1912, a revised version was published, which Satō Tetsutarō described as 

an reduced version of his previous writing, which was 563 pages long compared to 

the previous 811 pages. In his own words, he had removed numerous too-detailed 

discussions that may bore the readers. The structure and content of the extracted 

version was overall identical to the complete version.36 

The two publications before and after the Russo-Japanese War were significantly 

different in appearance and content. ‘On Imperial Defence’ was only 289 pages and 

consisted of four chapters. The first chapter discussed the goal of armament, necessity 

of armament, guidelines to improve the armament and military expenses. The second 

chapter was a discussion on how to properly evaluate a nation’s armament from 

financial, population, and geographical perspectives. The third chapter discussed 

national defence with historical case studies while the fourth chapter was a discussion 

 
35 Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval 

armament, volume 1], p. 119. 
36 The extracted version was not mentioned in the Naval history wrote by the Bōei kenshūjo 

Senshishitsu. It will not be discussed in the chapter, since the completed version could demonstrate the 

ideas and thoughts of the author more precisely. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō eonshō 

帝国国防論抄 [Extracted version of On Imperial Defense] (Tokyo, Suikōsha, 1912). 
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on the ideal level of the strength of the Japanese Navy. Considering that it was 

finished within a year, it was reasonable that Satō Tetsutarō had significantly 

expanded the content of his book.37 

 

The ‘Historical Discussion on Imperial Defence’ (the 1908 edition) was nearly three 

times thicker than the former, exceeding 800 pages. It consisted of eight chapters, 

evenly divided into two volumes. The content suggest that Satō Tetsutarō had revised 

the content of his former work to be integrated into the new publication. The four 

chapters of Volume One still discussed the armament and national defence, with a 

different approach. The 1908 book began with the necessity of armament, followed by 

the goal of armament. Sub-section three of the 1902 book became Chapter three of 

this volume, with the focus switched to the preparedness of armament. Chapter four 

discussed national defence, which was a merger of chapters three and four of the 

previous publication. One of the significant differences between the two versions is 

the extensive usage of historical examples from Ancient Greece to the recent Russo-

Japanese War. Another difference was the discussion of the navy’s usage. In the 1902 

version, Satō only discussed the offensive and defensive factors in naval warfare. In 

the 1908 version, he further discussed the importance of naval supremacy before 

attacking, interception of the approaching hostile fleet, escorting the transport ships 

and a surprised attack on the enemy. These discussions were supplemented with 

numerous historical cases too.38  

 
37 The book was written under the instruction of Yamamoto Gonnohyōe, Minister of Navy in January 

1902, when Satō Tetsutarō returned to Japan and was appointed as an instructor in the Naval War 

College. The book was presented to the Emperor on 28th October 1902. So, the 1902 version was 

finished within a year and should be considered as the preliminary framework of Satō’s naval strategy 

theory. Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ 

[Naval armament, volume 1], p. 119. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō ron 帝国国防論 

[On Imperial Defense] (Tokyo, Suikōsha, 1902). 
38 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō ron 帝国国防論 [On Imperial Defense], 1-2. Satō 
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In Volume Two, Chapter 5 discussed regional coastal defence against the approaching 

hostile fleet. Chapter 6 was a discussion on the propriety of armament, especially the 

relationship between nation’s wealth, geographical characteristics and the size of its 

fleet. Chapter 7 discussed armament to acquire naval supremacy as a priority issue of 

imperial defence. In this chapter, Satō Tetsutarō also discussed the minimum scale of 

the Imperial Navy, comparing his argument in the earlier publication. Chapter 8 was a 

discussion on the size of land mobile force, which, not surprisingly at all, he 

emphasized should be a small but manoeuvrable force. Chapter 8 was followed by the 

concluding chapter, which was a summary of his thoughts on national defence. The 

previous book did not have a concluding chapter but included seven points of 

‘Summary of Imperial Defence’, which was extended to ten points in the conclusion 

of his 1908 version.39 

 

The rationale behind his theoretical structure is unknown but he did neither point out 

the actual objectives of national defence until discussing at length various examples 

nor his ideal naval strategy. He believed that major objectives of national defence are: 

1) maintain and enrich the peace and safety of the nation; 2) protect the commercial 

activities from any hostile countries’ disputes and improve them; and 3) prevent any 

invasion or threats to the imperial citizens while at war. In his own words, ‘a nation’s 

defence is successful as long as not even a single finger of his enemy could get inside 

the boundaries’, since property and civilian lives would be threatened once the enemy 

 
Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial 

Defense] (Tokyo, Tokyo Insatsu Kabushikigaisha, 1910), vol. 1, content page pp. 1-15. 
39 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, content page pp. 1-15. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō ron 帝国

国防論 [On Imperial Defense], 288-289. 
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had successfully landed and was fighting in the Japanese homeland.40 For 

comparison, his ideas on armed forces and national security were similar to 

Clausewitz who also emphasized war or armed conflicts as the consequences of 

politics that disarmed the enemy and forced them to surrender. Therefore the 

existence of a nation’s armed forces as a policy tool was necessary. According to Satō 

Tetsutarō, navy was the major and only means to prevent an island nation like Japan 

being invaded, a tool of national defence policy.41 Considering that strategy is defined 

as ‘the art of directing force to the ends in view’, Satō Tetsutarō’s discussion on 

national defence was a discussion of national and naval strategies when the definition 

is combined with his understanding about navy.42 

 

Following the three objectives of national defence and his concern for invasion, Satō 

Tetsutarō came up with a framework of national defence theory: 1) landward defence 

and coastal defence; 2) the three lines of national defence, and the three sublines of 

the first line; 3) the offensive and defensive stances for national defence; and 4) 

national defence across all lands and a local national defence. 

 

The framework was not difficult to understand, at least on paper. The first point 

seemed to be mostly related to his understanding of ‘What is navy?’ It was simply 

pointing out that a nation’s army and navy were responsible to handle the enemies 

approaching at the two fronts. Not before a lot of historical examples, however, the 

 
40 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 189-193. 
41 Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, eds. & trans. Michael Eliot Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1989), 77-99. 
42 Julian S. Corbett, Eric J. Grove, Some Principles of Maritime Strategy: With an Introduction and 

Notes by Eric J. Grove, 308. 
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author reveals his opinion on a fixed local defence and a mobile striking navy. In 

comparison, the second point was slightly complicated since he divided the line of 

national defence into three, then further divided the first line again into three. The 

three lines of national defence were related to strategic discussion, but they also 

revealed his idea on navy’s responsibility towards national defence. What make his 

theory more difficult to understand is that his concept on offensive and defensive 

stances of national defence are related to his argument on local defence. The author 

proposed them after integrating the British military thoughts with the oriental military 

ideas.43 

 

Thoughts on armament 

Satō Tetsutarō began his discussion on imperial defence with the necessity of 

armament, which cover three chapters. The content of Chapters 1 and 2 is a 

justification of the need of armament with historical examples and a narrative of the 

current international situation. Apart from praising the fact that Japan had not been 

invaded in the past, he also supplemented his argument with historical examples from 

Ancient China. These examples included Marshal’s Art of War (司馬法), Tao-Te-

Ching (道德經), The Stories of the Eastern Zhou, and some discussion on 

Confucianism and Buddhism. To strengthen his argument, he even gives Zhuge 

Liang’s southern campaign as an example to prove that an expansionist policy is 

necessary. He argued that it would be meaningless if a country developed its armed 

forces too late; it should have completed earlier to utilize the resources. With massive 

 
43 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 194-198. 
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usage of oriental examples, he concluded that armament was important for 

maintaining peace in long term. Without proper armament, a nation could not prevent 

war, neither defeat its enemy fast enough nor deter its enemy from achieving their 

political goals with armed forces. 

 

The conclusion of the two chapters was followed by his elaboration of the importance 

of navy. For the Japanese Empire, self-strengthening of armament was the primary 

goal of imperial defence. Referencing to ancient Rome’s operations in the 

Mediterranean, he concluded that a strong fleet would be the best choice of armament 

to defend Japan, and the size of the fleet would determine the outcome of the war. He 

summarized several points from ancient Roman’s maritime operations, of which the 

third point was related to naval warfare: ‘the size of the fleet determines the outcome 

of war against an island nation’. It is here the first time in his book that the importance 

of navy is mentioned. However, there is no follow-up of the idea.44 

 

The first three chapters reveal the author’s thoughts on war but did not touch upon his 

idea of naval strategy or his concept of national defence, except emphasizing the 

importance of navy for an island country. The definition of national defence does not 

appear until Chapter 4 of the book, in which he concluded that self-defence was 

national defence, and national defence was armament, these three terms being 

interchangeable. For him, self-defence and self-strengthening were the primary goals 

for any country to maintain its existence, which also was a national defence goal. He 

specifically highlights the term ‘defence’, saying that national defence should not be 

 
44 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp.1-188. 
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understood as being purely defensive. Offensive operation was also essential if the 

situation required it, and which should also be considered as national defence.45 

 

Satō Tetsutarō’s opinion that national defence should be a self-defence in nature has 

been reemphasized several times throughout his book. However, his claim was more 

like a propaganda for a navy-first policy than an anti-war statement. This could be 

seen in the content discussing the size and strength of the armed forces. He believed 

that a strong army would only bring political instability for the region: the required 

strength of army for an island country to self-defence has to be limited to a point and 

more than that would be regarded as an offensive means for other countries. For 

example, he argues that the army’s expansion after the Sino-Japanese War would 

have been regarded as an armament expansion towards the Russians from Russia’s 

perspective. He argued that if the army maintained its size at the Russo-Japanese War 

standards and diverted all resources to the navy, Japan could fulfil its self-defending 

requirement by building another 400,000 to 700,000 tons of warships within a 

decade.46 The problem is that if the army expansion could be a potential threat to the 

surrounding countries (or the West), his argument that naval expansion would not 

pose any such threats would be a logical inconsistency of his theory. Satō Tetsutarō 

did not explain the difference between army and navy expansion, and he ignored or 

did not realise it as a logical inconsistency.47 

 
45 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 189-193. 
46 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 117-122. 
47 Since 1830s, the French had become a major threat to the British navy, as the British worried that 

French expansion of their sphere of influence to the Northern Africa and the intervention of Italians as 

a signal to establish a dominance in the Mediterranean, thus blocking British route to India through the 

Mediterranean. Such examples already point out that even without actual expansion of armed forces, 

political moves and decision could make a nation a potential threat to another nation. They also prove 

that as long as one nation’s armed forces were expected to increase, it could pose a threat to another 
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As for the strength and size of the navy, Satō Tetsutarō linked them with the nation’s 

wealth, population, and the geographical characteristics to prove that Japanese naval 

expenditure was below standard. For the relationship between wealth and navy, he 

simply compared the ratio of armed forces expenditure to the total government 

expenditure, the export-import and military expenditure ratio, and the growth of 

Japanese merchant fleet among seven countries: Britain, France, Germany, the US, 

Russia, Italy and Japan itself. The data he used for the comparison were extracted 

from the Ministry of the Treasury’s annual yearbook for 1908 and 1909. The 

conclusion was not surprising: he argued that Japanese’s naval expenditure was less 

than Britain and its rapidly expanding merchant fleet required a bigger navy for trade 

protection, an objective that Satō Tetsutarō does not explain in his book at all. For the 

population, he only briefly concluded that Japan had an armed forces (army and 

navy)-to-total-population ratio between Britain and Germany. As for the relationship 

between national defence and geographical characteristics, it was a narrative on the 

national defence policy of the six European countries mentioned above. Both the 

discussion on population and geographical characteristics served as evidence for Satō 

Tetsutarō to prove that navy was more important for an island nation like Japan and 

that Japanese Navy was significantly understrength.48 

 

Satō Tetsutarō’s opinion that Japanese Navy was understrength leads to another 

 
nation already, thus leading to an arm race. Therefore, Satō Tetsutarō’s argument that naval expansion 

would pose no threat to another country in the region is more like a political propaganda towards the 

army, instead of a wish for stability in East Asia. Norman Friedman, British Cruisers of the Victorian 

Era (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2012), p. 10. 
48 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 128-143, 151-205. 
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question: What his ideal size for the navy was. He tried to set a minimum standard of 

the IJN by two criteria: the ability to control the sea and the strength of the 

hypothetical enemy. For the first criteria, he tried to figure out the most important 

types of vessels of the navy by a comparison of fleet structure among the seven 

navies. He highlighted that a common characteristic in a fleet structure was that every 

navy had a two-to-one ratio between battleship and the total number of armoured 

cruiser and second-class cruiser. The ratio would get close to one-to-one, since the 

navies were replacing the second-class cruiser with armoured cruiser. So, he argued 

that battleship, armoured cruiser and large destroyer were the most important ship 

classes for the navy in near future. Other ship classes would be situational, which 

should be added to the fleet depending on the missions. Another characteristic he 

observed was the percentage of modern vessels within the navy. He suggested that 

Japanese vessels were rather obsolete, since one-third of the vessels in five navies 

were commissioned recently. Japanese navy only got a one-seventh, while British 

navy was even worse, with about one-twelfth. He concluded that the Japanese navy 

should receive funds equivalent to the percentage of the government expenditure 

same as that of the British Navy. This reveals Satō Tetsutarō’s desire for a fleet-battle 

oriented navy formed by up-to-date combat vessels.49  

 

As mentioned above, Satō Tetsutarō’s second criteria to evaluate a navy’s minimum 

strength was the hypothetical enemy. Before he discusses the second criteria, he 

reveals his idea on the operational level of a war. He believed that Japanese navy 

could practice an attrition naval campaign to divide and defeat an incoming superior 

 
49 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 234-236, 240. 
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hostile fleet. But He also believed that massing up all capital ships, say, forty, in a 

single fleet would be extremely difficult to operate. He suggested that the fleet should 

be divided into two to be more efficient to operate and execute tactical movement. 

The operational principles of the fleet mentioned above seem irrelevant to a 

discussion how the hypothetical enemy could affect a navy’s structure and size. 

However, it was the first step in his elaboration: he assumed that the enemy navy 

would also be divided into two or even three fleets for better operational efficiency, 

which was the ‘minimum strength’ of the navy mentioned by Satō Tetsutarō. So, the 

Japanese navy and the facilities should be able to tackle multiple hostile fleets 

successfully. Such ‘minimum requirement’ should be solely focused on fleet battle, 

since he classifies the trade protection as a secondary objective for which the fleet 

should not be separated. He believed that the French navy was a textbook example to 

demonstrate the importance of focusing on fleet battle, since he argued that the French 

had invested too much in commercial raiding. His negative attitude on trade 

protection was similar to that of the British Navy at the end of the nineteenth 

century.50 Satō Tetsutarō’s attitude towards trade protection would prove 

controversial in the Great War, and the rationale is discussed later. 

 

On the other hand, his thoughts on the most dangerous hypothetical enemy for the 

Empire were surprising. He suggested that Germany would be the most dangerous 

hypothetical enemy since the end of the Sino-Japanese War. He elaborated his 

 
50 Satō Tetsutarō devotes nearly a whole chapter to discuss the integration of )oriental military wisdom 

into naval doctrine in his book. For example, his idea of divide and defeat was learnt from Sun Tsu, 

which he had long elaborated in his writings. Sun Tsu’s idea had shaped Satō Tetsutarō’s theory on 

coastal defence and the deployment of the fleet. See the next sub-section of this chapter. Satō Tetsutarō 

佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 

2, pp. 242-245, 252. 
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argument from two viewpoints, geographical and diplomatic. For the diplomatic 

aspect, he highlighted that Germany’s overseas commercial activities were expanding 

rapidly and the German government sounded willing to demonstrate its naval 

presence overseas as the shield for its merchant ships. Geographically, He argued that 

Germany’s geographical characteristic favoured its navy to deploy overseas, since the 

coastline could be defended by torpedo boats and coastal batteries effectively, thus 

freeing the German navy to operate overseas. Also, the German navy in his opinion 

was focusing overseas since most of the conflicts between Germany and its 

continental opponents relied on the army. He argued that the German empire would 

be the most dangerous opponent for the Japanese navy since it had demonstrated its 

interests in Far East affairs since 1895.51 

 

For the US, Satō Tetsutarō did not quite believe that Japan would declare war with it, 

since the two countries had a common understanding on East Asia affairs as well as 

common benefits in the region. But he also referred to the recent anti-Japanese 

movement in the US. He could not deny the fact that conflicts on economics and 

diplomatic disputes could lead to a war between the two countries. He even quoted 

from Theodore Roosevelt: ‘A good Navy is not a provocation to war. It is the surest 

guaranty of peace’. To conclude, he believed that, at least on paper, the peaceful 

diplomatic relationship with the US should be maintained, as it was most beneficial to 

Japan. However, peace should be backed up by a strong navy, which he argued that 

the quote from Roosevelt was applicable to the Japanese empire too. For the Great 

Britain, Satō Tetsutarō suggested that it was unnecessary to treat it as a hypothetical 

 
51 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 254-270. 
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enemy due to the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.52 

 

With treating German Navy as the most potential enemy in the future, Satō Tetsutarō 

began to draft his ideal minimum size of the Imperial Navy by comparing Japanese 

navy to the German. He suggested that beginning 1908, German was constructing a 

new battleship yearly and it would probably launch another replacement construction 

programme of nine battleships for the obsolete pre-dreadnoughts from before 1897. 

So, the Japanese Navy would need to further expand to match the strength of the 

German navy. He expected that as of 1920, the Japanese Navy should reach these 

strength: a fleet-battle fleet consisted of 24 battleships in three eight-ship division, 12 

armoured cruisers in three four-ship divisions, and 12 small cruisers in three four-ship 

divisions. Ships commissioned over 25 years would be switched to auxiliary fleet, 

which consisted of 12 battleships, 12 armoured cruisers and 12 small cruisers and all 

ship classes would be formed into three four-ship divisions.  

To satisfy such ‘minimum strength’, he expected the navy would need to build 

another 21 battleships apart from the currently planned three, another nine armoured 

cruisers apart from the planned three, and 12 brand new small cruisers, which the 

Japanese navy did not plan to build even one at the time Satō Tetsutarō was writing 

his book. He believed that the Japanese empire would not be able overrun the German 

empire with such competition, so he suggested to rapidly reallocate the army’s funds 

to the 13 divisions standard. He argued that after the reduction in army, the navy 

could build another 30 capital ships (battleships and armoured cruisers) and 15 

cruisers. 

 
52 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 253-254, 299-310. 
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As for the US, Satō Tetsutarō argued that the US navy would be separately deployed 

in the two oceans and the Philippines, and the three fleets could not possibly 

rendezvous on time. The Japanese Navy reaching the minimum standard to fight 

against German would be enough to battle one-third of the approaching US navy. As 

a supplement, he highlighted that the minimum strength should not include fleets 

from the Allies. He argued that fleets provided by the allies were ineffective since the 

cooperation of fleets from two countries would hinder the combat effectiveness due to 

inevitable compromises and conflicts regarding the decision-making process.53 

 

The three lines of national defence 

In order to prove the superior status of navy, Satō Tetsutarō merged the oriental 

thoughts into the discussion on Japanese national defence. Through the elaboration, 

he equalized the concept of national defence as self-defence, trying to argue the 

unnecessity of a strong army. After that, he tried to analyse the minimum strength the 

Japanese navy required to defend itself from the potential enemy. However, after 

discussing armament, he still needed to answer the question how the navy should 

deploy and what stance it should take. The concept of ‘three lines of national defence’ 

his conclusion on the Japanese naval strategy, also become the core of his naval 

thoughts. 

 

The ‘three lines’ concept was borrowed from the British. The first line was the 

coastline of the enemy, the second line was the ocean in-between, and the third line 

 
53 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 279-302. 
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was the coastline of the homeland. He believed that the British faced the same issues 

regarding either army or navy was to play the major role of defending the empire, 

similarly to the Japanese empire that became an island country with territories on the 

Asian continent. To support his adaptation of the three lines concept for the Japanese 

empire, he quotes Vice-Admiral Colomb’s argument for a strong navy to defend the 

British Empire: ‘The first and only real line of defence for an island consist in an 

efficient navy’. 

 

Apart from the three lines and the concept of an ‘efficient navy’, Satō Tetsutarō 

highlighted that the regional coastal defence was essential for national defence, which 

was downplayed by Colomb. According to Satō, even for the British Empire it was 

impossible to rely on navy only to protect the coastline, since its navy had to spread 

all over the empire for trade protection. Therefore, coastal fortifications were critical 

for national defence. But how to solve the contradiction between the efficient navy 

and coastal defence was another problem for the author. Satō’s solution was to claim 

that even Colomb believed in the importance of coastal defence too. However, the 

proposal for coastal defence would consume part of the funding for the navy, the 

reason Colomb decided to all-in for an efficient offensive navy. It is doubtful if 

Colomb thought in this way or it is just some smokescreen Satō Tetsutarō lays out to 

protect his navy-first theory. However, at least a reason was given to prevent 

bankruptcy of the national defence theory. 

 

On the other hand, Satō Tetsutarō believed that the concept of three national defence 

lines was problematic. He argued that under such concept, in which national defence 

was an offensive navy, would restrict the concept of national defence to the war at sea 
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only. To present his idea, he gives many historical examples and illustrates it, using a 

similar approach from the first three chapters. He narrated the battle history of the 

British Navy between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to prove why an 

efficient navy itself was not enough for island defence, even of it was deployed 

offensively. From Satō’s viewpoint, these battles that he summarized as ‘national 

defence battle’, had shown that Britain would be in danger when a continental country 

suddenly developed a strong navy, even though the British were enthusiastic and 

eager to keep a strong navy since King Alfred’s regime in the ninth century. He 

considered that the rise of French navy under the administration of Richelieu and 

Jean-Baptiste Colbert was a sudden challenge for the British navy since the French 

Navy expanded rapidly to be superior to the British one with massive resources 

invested under the influence of the prime minister. Although the French Navy 

collapsed after its pro-navy officials stepped down, the French Navy at its peak was 

able to defeat the British at sea and was capable to invade the British Isles. A 

successful invasion then would lead to land battles at home, which was the third 

national defence line according to the British concept.54 

 

Satō Tetsutarō was confident that his further division on the lines of national defence 

was superior to the original British concept. As in the previous chapters, he first 

praised that the Japanese had repulsed the invading enemies at the coastline already, 

thanks to the brave Japanese men who were eager to protect the ‘divine land’ and the 

blessing of the imperial ancestors. However, in case the enemy landed on the 

 
54 Vice-Admiral Philip Howard Colomb and his brother John Colomb were both Naval Strategist at the 

time. However, when Satō Tetsutarō quotes Colomb, he quotes him as ‘Vice Admiral Colomb’, so it is 

clear that he refers to Philip Howard Colomb, not the younger Colomb. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, 

Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 198-

217. 
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Japanese coastline, it was uncertain what would be the outcome of the battle or what 

kind of destruction the Japanese would suffer. He concluded that the British three-line 

defence concept had to be further elaborated. He first promoted his version of the 

three lines: 1) the seas, 2) the coastline of home country, 3) to battle with enemy 

inland. The first line was further divided into three, so in his mind there were five 

lines in total: the first line would be the coastline of the hostile country, the second 

line was the high seas between homeland and the hostile country, the third line was 

the coastal waters of the home country, the fourth line was the coastline, and the fifth 

line was the homeland itself.  

 

Despite homeland was listed as the final defence line, Satō Tetsutarō reminded the 

readers that his theory was not to promote a land–sea cooperation; the navy was still 

the only answer to protect Japan. He argued that the first line should be the hostile 

country’s coastline instead of its inland, since the latter was irrational and violated the 

principle of national defence as self-defence. From his viewpoint, the land campaign 

of the Russo-Japanese War was not a national defence battle, since it did not help 

ending the war swiftly. He pointed out that the Battle of Tsushima was a battle which 

ended the war and restored peace between Japan and Russia. Also, a land battle would 

expand the empire’s territory into Asia, which would be inconvenient to his multiple 

national defence lines concept. To sum up, land campaign was unnecessary and 

contributed nothing to the national defence. The main defence line for a nation could 

only be the first line, at the sea. 

 

His opinion on land operations during the Russo-Japanese War is quite complicated to 

understand but it is logical with his theory that any military operations exceeding the 
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first national defence line was unnecessary for a nation’s defence. He supplemented 

the argument with examples from the Russo-Japanese war, which shows his opinion 

regarding navy’s strategic objectives during a war. 

 

The surprised attack at the Russian Pacific Fleet anchored at Port Arthur, followed by 

the blockade and surveillance of the port that forced the Russian to idle at the harbour, 

was a brilliant execution of national defence at the first line. Satō Tetsutarō continues 

that once the Russian Pacific Fleet was destroyed in Port Arthur, they had lost the 

capability of sea transport, thus it was impossible to launch any invasion on Japan. 

The naval actions of Russo-Japanese War as well as the earlier Sino-Japanese War 

were both considered by Satō Tetsutarō as brilliant historical examples demonstrating 

navy as the best option for national defence of an island country. He praised these 

examples as identical to the lesson of war derived from the British’s national defence 

campaign against French in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As long as the 

navy was strong enough to obtain naval supremacy, the national security was firmly 

secured.55 

 

Readers who had no idea what was happening during the Siege of Port Arthur would 

appreciate Satō Tetsutarō’s illustration of the Russo-Japanese War. It was well-known 

that the Russian Fleet in Port Arthur did not leave until the Hill 203 was captured by 

the Japanese Third Army with great causalities and a lengthy siege, which allowed 

heavy howitzers to precisely bombard the Russian vessels.56 It was a strong challenge 

 
55 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 218-225. 
56 Gunneibu 軍令部, Meiji Sanjyūshichi. Hachi kaisen shi 明治三十七‧三十八年海戦史 [Naval battle 

history of the 37th and 38th year of Emperor Meiji] (Tokyo: Naikaku Insatsukyoku Chōyōkai, 1934), 

vol. 1, pp.621-627. 
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to the navy-first theory, which Satō Tetsutarō was so clear about. To minimize the 

failure of the navy during the siege of Port Arthur, he offers historical cases to 

strengthen the argument of the importance of navy. He lists 20 island invasion cases 

without naval supremacy, highlighting that there was only one successful case 

(French invasion of Malta). He points out that it would be impossible to launch any 

successful invasion of an island country without a supreme navy. The only successful 

case was due to the British Mediterranean Fleet’s inability to intervene because of bad 

weather. He concluded that, without naval supremacy there could be no invasion of 

hostile coastline, which he had already highlighted earlier in his thesis.57 

 

Examples of these failed attempts of invasion seem irrelevant for the fact that the 

navy was unable to neutralise the Russian fleet in the harbour. The author tried an 

indirect approach to address it. Although the Japanese Combined Fleet had failed to 

neutralize the Russian fleet, the Russian fleet was unable to intercept the Japanese 

transports. To further defend the navy’s performance and his theory, Satō Tetsutarō 

highlights that the navy was capable to repulse the Russian fleet breakthrough from 

the port as the Battle of Yellow Sea had demonstrated. However, he admitted that if 

the Russian fleet was brave enough to breakthrough at night and had succeed, the 

navy might not have been able to win the Battle of Tsushima that swiftly. But still he 

emphasized that even the army was transported to Manchuria before the Russian fleet 

was neutralized, it supported his theory. The Japanese Navy still controlled the region 

as the Russian fleet was bottled. 

 

 
57 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp.225-239. 
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Satō Tetsutarō’s indirect approach did not answer the question how did the navy 

neutralize a fleet stationed in a port protected by coastal fortifications. Not 

surprisingly, he continues to argue that it should not have happened, instead of 

directly answering the dilemma. He argued that even if the Russians launched an 

invasion before the navy obtained absolute naval supremacy, the invading enemy 

would have been cut off from the sea transportation by the Japanese navy and starved 

to a surrender, the same fate the Japanese army would have faced in mainland. In 

support he even raises the two Korean campaigns launched by Toyotomi Hideyoshi in 

the late sixteenth century. He suggests that the first campaign was unsatisfied since 

Hideyoshi could not defeat the Korean fleet before the land battle commenced, and 

this strategic failure was recognized and corrected during the second campaign. He 

argues that the army officers had underestimated the importance of naval supremacy 

for a successful transportation across the waters. In other words, it was the army that 

put the Japanese in a dangerous strategical position.58 

 

However, the outcome of the war with Qing China and the Russian empire were not a 

match with his theory since in both cases the Japanese army had landed before the 

hostile naval forces were neutralized. To get out of the contradiction, Satō Tetsutarō 

further discusses that a hostile relief fleet was on its way while the coastal fort was 

being sieged. He points out that there were roughly 14 cases, of which only four of 

them, with the relief fleet, could accomplish the missions. For the remaining cases, 

the siege was lifted as the attackers gave up. He concluded that the attacking forces 

were in a disadvantageous position, and it was Admiral Itō and Admiral Togō’s 

 
58 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 242-246, 248-250. 
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determined decisions at the sea that contributed the Japanese army’s success in both 

wars.59 

 

Thoughts on close blockade 

Satō Tetsutarō was a strong supporter of close blockade as revealed in his discussing 

the experience of the Russo-Japanese War, which is identical to his argument that the 

frontline of national defence is the coastline of the enemy. On one hand, he argued 

that the weather would be a dominating factor of the efficiency of a drawn-out 

blockade. The hostile fleet can easily break the blockade during a foggy weather, 

when the visibility is low. The low visibility would also significantly increase the 

difficulty to spot the hostile fleet in time, and the response time would be lengthened 

if communication was inefficient. On the other hand, the hostile fleet could slip away 

due to the longer response time in a long-range blockade. If the fleet could not 

response in time and the enemy could successfully sail into the high sea, it would be 

difficult to search and hunt, and more difficult to achieve success if the visibility was 

poor. His reasons to oppose distant blockade could be summarized as lengthy 

response time, improper communication network and surveillance line, and 

unacceptable visibility due to adverse weather. 

 

The actual reason for his stand was the failure of the Second Fleet to hunt the Russian 

Vladivostok cruiser squadron during the latter part of the war. Although the Pacific 

Fleet was trapped in Port Arthur, the cruisers stationed in Vladivostok could still 

 
59 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 295-302. 
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execute commercial raiding operations in the Sea of Japan. The Second Fleet sent for 

trade protection could never catch the Russian cruisers on time. There was at least one 

time that the Second Fleet was as close as 30 miles from the Russian squadron, 

however the foggy weather prevented the two fleets to discover the other or to 

engage. While it sounds like an example demonstrating the navy’s inability, Satō 

Tetsutarō corroborates his argument with Nelson’s failed pursuit of the French fleet in 

the Mediterranean Sea, and that of Collingwood’s fleet of French transport ships in 

1807 as examples. He suggests that these examples reveal the flaws of a distant 

blockade, when the two fleets could easily pass each other but fail to spot and 

intercept the other if the blockaded fleet could reach the high sea.60  

 

The inability of navy to search and intercept a hostile fleet swiftly at sea did not only 

pose a problem in trade protection, it was also a critical weak point for Satō 

Tetsutarō’s naval strategy since if the navy could not efficiently destroy a fleet at the 

sea, it would be possible for the hostile transport ships to pass through the patrol lines 

and land on the Japanese coastline. The Royal Navy’s fleet in the 1890s came up with 

a similar conclusion. It was a strong argument for those opposing the navy’s universal 

theory.61 Probably, it was why Satō Tetsutarō discussed the efficiency on blockading 

the hostile coastline and surprised invasion on the enemy. He argued that though there 

 
60 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 321-324. 
61 According to Norman Friedman, once the hostile fleet was deployed at sea, it would be nearly 

impossible to track it except by guessing its target or destination. Also, scouting would be vital for one 

fleet to intercept another, which the Royal Navy’s experiences revealed was not as easy as Satō 

Tetsutarō had imagined. For example, In the 1890 manoeuvres, Vice Admiral George Tryon tried to 

make use of his cruisers to search and bring the enemy fleet into the fight. He did not know where the 

hostile fleet was, so he could only concentrate his cruisers in the focal trade area, and gathering as 

much intelligence as possible from the Admiralty. However, the two fleets had never engaged during 

the manoeuvrers. Tryon had never been able to get to the hostile fleet closer than 300 miles. Norman 

Friedman, British Cruisers of the Victorian Era, p. 33. 
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were examples (such as the Egypt campaign and the West Indies campaign during the 

Napoleonic War) that an enemy successfully launched a convey, bypassed the 

superior navy’s blockade or pursuit force, and reached its destination, it was not a 

threat worth worrying. The reason was simple: he felt that the enemy’s fleet should be 

suppressed and blockaded in the waters near their home port, the principle of his first 

line defence. Even if the enemy fleet succeed to launch an invasion, the invading 

troops would be limited (about 50,000 as he estimated). Such limited troops could be 

easily surrounded and eliminated by the land mobile force.62 

 

His confidence on close blockade was based on the technological advances in the past 

decades, the steam ship. Since the British imperial defence in the mid-late nineteenth 

century involved debates on the invention of steam ship, torpedo and mine, Satō 

Tetsutarō also voice his opinions on these latest innovations. He thought that 

torpedoes and mines had significantly increased the difficulties to execute a close 

blockade. However, he believed that it would be a ‘hasty conclusion’ to admit that 

close blockade was impossible under threats of modern weapons. He believed that 

steam ships are an important invention to restore the balance between the attacker and 

defender. Although steam ships increased the difficulties to blockade the hostile 

coastline by its manoeuvrability, it also improved the endurance of a blockade fleet, 

especially under bad weather. He referred to the experiences of wind-powered ships 

that warships could only carry limited supplies, and a fleet train would be necessary to 

keep them supplied. Also, the wind-powered ships were easily affected by the winds, 

which could blow them away from the blockading position and also provided a 

 
62 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 327, 349-355. 
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chance for the blockaded fleet to breakthrough if the wind direction favoured them. 

 

Unlike wind-powered warships, steam-powered warships do not depend on the wind, 

can carry more supplies with a larger hull, and withstand extreme weather conditions 

at the sea. Satō Tetsutarō talked about the storm the Japanese navy faced during their 

blockade of Weihaiwei on 31 January 1895 as an example. He believed that only 

modern vessels could maintain the blockade as the fleet would have to withdraw or 

suffer destruction for the wind-powered ships. He also praised the endurance of 

modern steam-powered ships that enabled better blockade of Port Arthur by the 

Japanese fleet during Russo-Japanese War. He said that the months-long blockade 

should be considered an excellent example of blockade in modern naval history.63 

 

However, Satō Tetsutarō did not directly answer the question how could a modern 

fleet execute a close blockade under threats from torpedo and mines. It should be a 

question as Satō Tetsutarō had first-hand experience about two major combat vessels 

sunk by mines outside Port Arthur.64 Probably Satō Tetsutarō decided to avoid the 

threat but emphasized the tactical advantage on blockade that can be made by modern 

combat vessels. However, the British Navy experiences obtained from manoeuvres in 

the 1890s revealed that modern technology had bought predictable threats to a 

blockading fleet. They even expected that the blockading fleet had to be in a five-to-

three advantage against the blockaded fleet. Satō Tetsutarō’s expectation on the 

effectiveness of blockade is controversial.65 

 
63 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 44-48. 
64 Gunneibu 軍令部, Meiji Sanjyūshichi. Hachi kaisen shi 明治三十七‧三十八年海戦史 [Naval battle 

history of the 37th and 38th year of Emperor Meiji], vol. 1, pp. 238-239. 
65 Norman Friedman, British Cruisers of the Victorian Era, 31. 
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Another question of local defence bought by a steamship fleet was the threat of 

invasion, since steam power freed vessels from the vagaries of wind and the time to 

travel from shore to shore was reduced. Satō Tetsutarō had a contradictory attitude 

towards an invading steam-powered fleet. Though he admitted that the high mobility 

of steamship reduced the reaction time for the defenders, the landing facilities always 

reduced the unloading time in ports and harbours. However, the increase in the 

numbers and size of armament necessary for an army to fight would slow down the 

unloading process without any harbour facilities. Therefore, the overall time required 

for an invasion would be longer, which would allow the defending fleet to attack the 

landing forces as well as the escorting fleet. For reference, Satō Tetsutarō mentions 

that the Russo-Japanese War experience revealed that it would be impossible for a 

modern army to have completed the landing process within 12 hours. Steam power 

allowed the navy to response quicker. He estimated that a fleet could respond to a 

hostile invasion within 400 to 500 miles on time. To sum up, steam-powered ships 

were not a threat to his naval strategy. Satō Tetsutarō believed that steam power was 

in favour for blockading and counter-attacking a landing at sea.66 

 

His optimism about a close blockade, or the first line defence, was effective and 

practical back in the age of sails, which was also the era for most of his examples. A 

close blockade could prevent a hostile fleet to leave the port, or the supplies to get 

into the harbour, the enemy would have no choice but to surrender.67 However, if that 

could be as efficient in the early 20th century as in the past is another question. 

 
66 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 48-50. 
67 Andrew Lambert, War at Sea in the Age of Sail 1650-1850 (London: Cassell, 2000), pp. 17-18. 
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Blockade could have been a practical tactic in the late 19th century, for convoy 

protection was based on the nature of the navy’s management at the time and many of 

the combat vessels were kept in reserve in peacetimes. These reserved vessels would 

be bought back to service when needed and the reserved personnel were also called 

for duty. Therefore, blockade was not simply blockading the enemy at his ports, but to 

prevent the merchant ships from reaching the harbour, thus preventing the reserved 

vessels to be mobilized successfully. Also, blockading could prevent a port or a 

harbour to become the base for commercial raiders.68 However, Satō Tetsutarō 

probably did not realize this since he does not mention the reserved personnel system 

nor the practice of reserving vessels in peacetime. 

 

However, even while solely narrowing down the definition of blockade to prevent the 

enemy fleets to get to sea, Satō Tetsutarō should have realized that it was too much 

for the Japanese navy. The content of his book suggests that he was not as confident 

about it as his theory claimed. This was the reason he included coastal defence and 

inland defence as part of his multiline national defence system. Once the enemy 

managed to establish a bridgehead on the coastline, they would possibly utilize the 

captured coastal defence. Japanese troops had bombarded Qing’s fleet with the 

captured coastal batteries during the Sino-Japanese War, therefore it was a potential 

threat for Satō Tetsutarō to consider.  

 

Offensive and defensive stances of national defence 

Satō Tetsutarō’s concept of offensive and defensive national defence was strongly 

 
68 Norman Friedman, British Cruisers of the Victorian Era, pp. 21, 23. 
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influenced by the oriental military theories. It was derived from the military thoughts 

of Sun Tsu and Wu Qi. He stated that navy operating at hostile coastline was an 

offensive national defence, which was identical to Sun Tsu’s idea of deploying troops 

in both direct and indirect tactics, to keep the force active, be unrestricted, and be 

mobile in the battlefield. Satō Tetsutarō claims that his idea of naval strategy and his 

three lines of national defence could be proved by the Sun Tsu’s theory.69 

 

According to Satō Tetsutarō, the ‘direct and indirect tactics’ of force deployment was 

not difficult to understand. The principles that to concentrate, to disperse, to attack 

and to defend at approximate timing was a universal rule of thumb for field 

commanders. To further integrate the oriental military wisdoms into his theory, Satō 

Tetsutarō imported the concept of ‘hobbling force’ and ‘separated force’ into his 

discussion on national defence. Hobbling force was first described by Sun Tsu in 

Chapter 3 of his Art of War, referring to the force advancing or retreating regardless 

of the fact and situation of the battlefield. While the concept of separated force was 

created by Li Jing, a Chinese general of the Tang Dynasty. Li Jing suggested that a 

force that did not disperse at the necessary time was a hobbling force, a force that did 

not concentrate at the time it should was a separated force.70 

 

From the idea of direct and indirect tactics as well as hobbling and separated forces, 

Satō Tetsutarō concluded that military thinkers thousand years ago favoured mobile 

 
69 Sun Tsu, On the Art of War: The Oldest Military Treatise in the World, trans. Lionel Giles (London: 

Luzac & Co., 1910), 35. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical 

Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 395-397. 
70 Sun Tsu, On the Art of War: The Oldest Military Treatise in the World, trans. Lionel Giles, 22. Satō 

Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial 

Defense], vol. 1, pp. 397-398. 
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warfare instead of a static and passive warfare. So, the national defence of the 

Japanese empire should adopt the oriental wisdom. He mentioned that these military 

thoughts could be observed in four naval battles (Battle of Cape St. Vincent, Battle of 

Nile, Battle of Copenhagen and Battle of Trafalgar) commanded by Admiral Nelson. 

Satō Tetsutarō argued that Nelson utilized the positioning of fleet to separate the 

numerically superior enemy fleet and concentrated the British fleet to crush the cut-

off enemy. Therefore, these were brilliant examples of victories obtained by utilizing 

direct and indirect tactics. 

 

Satō Tetsutarō’s discussion on Nelson’s tactics adopted in the Battle of Trafalgar 

shows his critical attitude towards the Western naval theories. He suggested that 

oriental military thoughts were more thoughtful than the Western naval tacticians of 

the time. It was not clear whose opinion or comments upon Nelson’s tactical decision 

he was referring to, but he claimed that several naval military thinkers considered 

Nelson’s decision to approach the Franco-Spanish fleet in two columns violated the 

common sense to avoid ‘crossing the Ts’. For Satō Tetsutarō, Nelson’s decision might 

have violated the common sense of naval tactics at the time in appearance, its 

intention to divide and destroy the numerically superior fleet was a brilliant example 

utilizing the art of war to win the battle with significant numerical disadvantage. 

 

Following the comments on Nelson’s example, Satō Tetsutarō continued to promote 

what he considered to be the ideal principle to deploy a fleet, which was the military 

concepts of dispersing, concentrating, hobbling and separating the enemy. He 

believed that a fleet should keep mobile and not restricted by the enemy’s position or 

movement, just as Sun Tsu said. He considered that a static fleet would be doomed as 
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it could not utilize its mobility to create a favourable battlefield situation. 

Furthermore, cooperation between fleets or multiple vessels would be important in 

naval combat. The side that could execute tactical cooperation in a more efficient and 

more determined way would be more likely to secure the upper hand during the fight. 

 

To sum up his discussion of the offensive and defensive attitude of national defence, 

offensive and defensive attitude are two sides of a coin, an armament could be used 

both during an offensive operation or while defending the nation. It is always better to 

have a weapon at hand instead of fighting with an armour but bare-handed, just as an 

island country should offensively defending itself by fighting at the coastline of its 

enemies.71 

 

The coastal defence in Satō Tetsutarō’s mind was more than a static defence as 

revealed by the long elaboration on the importance of positioning and distraction of 

enemy by Sun Tsu: its objective was to spare the vessels to join the offensive 

operations and to attract a certain proportion of hostile forces, a ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ 

tactics suggested by Sun Tsu. He argued that such arrangement was necessary. 

Imagine a situation where the British fleet are all deployed to blockade the French 

military ports, and suddenly the French manage to send an invasion fleet to England. 

This would be a disaster. If there was no coastal defence along the English coast, the 

British fleet could never concentrate to keep the enemy on shore. He even criticized 

the Western countries allocating the duty of coastal defence to the navy as a huge 

strategic mistake. He argued that it restricted the navy for littoral operations only and 

 
71 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 397-420. 
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forced it to spend certain amount of resources to protect certain strategic points along 

the coastline (a ‘local defence’ in his words). These heavy burdens forbid the navy to 

shift freely between the offensive and defensive role. With reference to the 

confrontation between England, France and Spain, Satō Tetsutarō considered that the 

British could always attack the enemy’s coast, which is described by Sun Tsu as ‘our 

opponents will be in dire straits’, while the French and Spanish were forced to 

disperse their forces along the coastline ‘to prepare against a possible attack at several 

different points’. The British Navy was superior as they grabbed the initiative to 

decide where and when to fight.72 

 

Thoughts on local defence 

Local defence played a major role of Satō Tetsutarō’s naval strategy. It is clear that 

Satō Tetsutarō strongly opposes an island country like Japan to own a large army or a 

defensive coastal fleet. However, though coastal and inland defences have a lower 

priority in his national defence theory, they are still essential components for an ideal 

defence system.73 

 

Following the discussion on offensive and defensive national defence, Satō Tetsutarō 

focuses on coastal defence. In his mind, the static coastal defence was an insurance to 

keep the enemy at bay if they managed to slip through the navy’s blockade and 

successfully invaded, but he also integrates the thoughts of direct and indirect usage 

 
72 Sun Tsu, On the Art of War: The Oldest Military Treatise in the World, trans. Lionel Giles, p. 47. 

Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial 

Defense], vol. 1, pp. 422-424. 
73 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 394-395. 
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of forces into the discussion. To justify the necessity of coastal defence as a ‘direct 

force’ in national defence, he quotes a long paragraph from Sun Tsu. It emphasizes 

exploiting the enemy’s weak points to seek an engagement, the importance to disperse 

the enemy while concentrating own forces to fight a battle with a numerical 

advantage, also the importance to obtain the initiative of a battle by utilizing the 

tactics or intelligence to distract the enemy. To sum up, force the enemy to fight at an 

uncertain and unprepared time and place when his forces are all dispersed.74 

  

He specifically mentioned that his discussion on land defences does not mean that 

there could be alternative strategy of island defence. Japan’s national defence strategy 

could only be relied on the first line, a strong navy that could prevent the enemy from 

the sea. However, the discussion should be regarded as a supplement to further polish 

the national defence, to further strengthen a nation’s armament for defence. His 

attitude and excuses to discuss the land defence reveal his concerns: he is afraid that 

the example would be utilized by pro-army parties to attack his theory (and the navy) 

and argue for a strong army. It is also his attitude throughout the book.75 

 

Satō Tetsutarō divided landing operations into two types of scenarios for discussion: 

the enemy launches an invasion with a limited landing force supported by a superior 

navy that has successfully blockaded the island, and the invasion in which the landing 

troops faced resistance at the bridgehead. For the former, he counted that only in two 

 
74 He quotes almost half of the content of Chapter 6 of The Art of War. Sun Tsu, On the Art of War: 

The Oldest Military Treatise in the World, trans. Lionel Giles, pp. 45-49. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, 

Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp..421-

422. 
75 If Satō Tetsutarō did not worry that his examples could be used against his theory, he could have 

saved the words to clarify the unity among the content, examples and theory. Such confidence was one 

of the features of his book. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 

[Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 354-355. 
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out of 70 cases the invasions failed. He does not clearly mention in the book but his 

first type of landing operation should be referring to the enemy troops landing in an 

unexpected area after the first and second line of national defence are eliminated and 

the facilities are captured. He thought that Japan’s geographical characteristic were 

favourable to the attackers for this kind of invasion. According to him, Japan was an 

island of four isles plus Taiwan and Korea, and Manchuria. Once the navy was largely 

neutralized, the enemy could land anywhere without much resistance and deal some 

significant damages or destruction to the inland area. Even if the land force could 

eliminate the landed enemy, the enemy could still blockade and raid the Japanese 

coastline. It was possible if the Japanese Navy received a devastating strike from the 

enemy at the first or second national defence line.76  

 

The high success rate of a surprised invasion would probably lead to this conclusion 

on coastal defence: distribute the forces along the coastline. Satō Tetsutarō did not 

agree with that. He believed that landing troops supported by a superior fleet seldom 

failed in securing a beachhead. Probably it was his intention to define and discuss the 

two types of landing operation. The first scenario to prove that without a navy it 

would be impossible to prevent enemy invasion; the second to further argue that 

shattered coastal garrisons could not help too. For the second scenario, he gathered 14 

cases. Only in one the defender managed to repel the landing troops. Among those 

that successfully established a beachhead, ten out of the remaining 13 had achieved 

 
76 Satō Tetsutarō does not write precisely enough. From what appears, one could not tell the difference 

between two scenarios: generally speaking, even though the landing forces were supported by naval 

gunfire, the troops would eventually face the resistance at the coastline, either at the beachhead or a 

defence-in-depth slightly inland. He describes just the first scenario as ‘hostile landing in any part of 

the coastline’, which revealed the actual definition of the first type of landing. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太

郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 357-

379. 
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the objectives in post-landing operations, in two of them the post-landing operations 

were aborted, and one failed.77 

 

Satō Tetsutarō suggests that these examples already highlight the difficulties in 

repelling the enemy invasion solely by land forces; more precisely, the thin and over-

extended coastal defence line manned by numerous small units. Since he expected 

that someone would counter-argue that reinforcing the armament of army would do, 

he gathered the wisdom from Sun Tzu, historical examples from the Napoleonic era, 

as well as the Japanese invasions of Korea in the late 16th century in support. He 

reminds the reader that just as Sun Tzu said, ‘If he sends reinforcements every, he will 

everywhere be weak’, it would be extremely cost inefficient to raise an army capable 

to defend the whole coastline of Japan.78  

 

Satō Tetsutarō’s discussion on local defence was also influenced by Colomb since he 

quotes the exact words of Colomb in his book, emphasizing that communication 

network at the sea should be given more resources than the fixed local defence. Of 

course, the only tool to achieve such a goal was a strong navy, which is responsible 

for offensively defending the empire and let the coastal defending forces deal with 

local defence. Thus, the major objective of the local defence was to free the fleet to 

operate globally and offensively.79 Same as in his previous discussion on other aspect 

 
77 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 379-384. 
78 Sun Tsu, On the Art of War: The Oldest Military Treatise in the World, trans. Lionel Giles, p. 48. 

The content of Sun Tsu’s Art of War quoted by Satō Tetsutarō is in Japanese. The English version used 

in this chapter is the text translated by Lionel Giles.. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō 

shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, p. 384. 
79 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp.56-60. 
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of naval strategy, Satō Tetsutarō gathered examples of an inferior fleet protected by 

coastal batteries attacked by a superior hostile fleet. These examples were used to 

oppose the idea of implementing a small fleet with numerous coastal defence 

batteries, which he regarded as a waste of resources and failing to protect the country. 

By referring to experiences during the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese Wars, he 

highlighted again the importance of a strong navy since an inferior fleet would be 

starved to surrender like the Russian Pacific Fleet was during the Siege of Port 

Arthur.80  

 

Later, he narrates the debates regarding imperial defence by several British officers in 

mid-late nineteenth century, including opinions from Lieutenant Colonel George 

Clarke and Colomb. Referring to their opinions and ideas, Satō Tetsutarō argued that 

the development of British imperial defence proved that coastal defence for overseas 

coal station and strategic ports was intended to secure the logistic requirements for 

navy at distant waters. Not surprisingly, he repeats his argument about a navy capable 

of operating at a hostile coastline as the best solution for national defence as well as 

for trade protection.81  

 

As he has repeated several times, a fleet could protect Japan from invasion from the 

coastline of the enemy, his first line of national defence. He believed that the 

confrontation between British and French during the Peninsular War revealed the 

capability of a limited land troops (supported by the navy) to hold the ground against 

 
80 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 21-27. 
81 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 27-44. 
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a superior hostile armed force. While the Japanese invasion of Korea in the late 16th 

century proved that an army could not survive on the continent without naval 

supremacy: since the waves were controlled by the Korean fleet, the Japanese army 

could not be resupplied properly. It was an example to demonstrate the nature of sea 

power, also an argument he has repeated throughout in his book. After all, even if the 

army was strong enough to repel invasion at any point on the coastline, enemy’s fleet 

could still commence a blockade and the economy of Japan would eventually 

collapse. 

 

Not surprisingly, he opposed the opinion that ‘every war ends with a large-scale land 

campaign’. Instead, from the experience of the Spanish Armada, the Anglo-Dutch 

Wars, the French’s attempts to invade England, he believed that the national defence 

war of an island country ends with a decisive naval battle. The first line of national 

defence, the navy, should be the major objective of Japan. The preparation work for 

the second and third lines (the coastal and inland defence) should have a lower 

priority.82 He concluded the relationships between local defence and the navy by 

referring to Colomb:83 

 

‘I always feel that in this I may be wrong, and yet every examination I maybe every 

fresh illustration that I bring before my mind, with the view of balancing it, tends 

more and more to raise the value of all that keeps up communication by sea, and to 

lower the value of all absolutely by fixed local defence’. 

 
82 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 379-395. 
83 The quote of Colomb is the exact version used in Satō Tetsutarō’s book. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, 

Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, p. 60. 
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Satō Tetsutarō probably believed in Colomb’s idea of communication by sea in the 

same way since he refers the navy as the only means to defend the nation at the sea by 

trapping the enemy at their own coastline.84 After defining the subordinate status of 

the local defence to the navy, Satō Tetsutarō presents four criteria to determine if 

local defence is suitable and to decide if the local defences should be implemented: 1) 

the capacity of the local defence, 2) the freedom for the fleet to operate unrestricted, 

3) ability to resupply the fleet to full strength, and 4) defence of commercial sea 

transportation.85 These four criteria were more like summaries of Satō Tetsutarō’s 

elaboration on the importance of coastal defence, since he repeats and reinforces his 

arguments instead of pointing out any practical figures for decision-making.  

 

For the first criteria, he pointed out two principles to evaluate local defence: 1) 

whether the defence facility could accomplish its mission independently without any 

other unit’s assistance, and 2) whether the garrison could repel the hostile’s siege once 

the mobile force’s reinforcement arrives. The first point was easy to understand, but 

his explanation was not even a response to it. After a few lines, after pointing out that 

a strong coastal defence could deter enemy’s invasion, he praised the British’s coastal 

defence as a good example which forced the French to retreat. However, he then 

pointed out that if the enemy was determined enough to launch a siege despite a 

superior mobile force coming to aid the defenders, most of the time the coastal 

defence would be captured at last. He gathered 99 examples of siege form the sea, of 

 
84 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 58-59. 
85 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 60-61. 
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which only in one case the attackers had failed due to a superior reinforcement. Not 

surprisingly, he repeated the importance of navy as a mobile force, and the coastal 

defence’s dependency on the navy.86 

 

Using such examples, Satō Tetsutarō emphasized that the navy was the answer to 

sieging or defending a coastal fort. In defending a coastal fort, suppressing the hostile 

fleet first could eliminate the possibility of an invasion. To siege a coastal fort, 

suppressing the hostile fleet could ensure the safety of army’s transportation. Also, it 

allows the troops to land at the relatively under-defended rear of the fort, just as the 

siege of Weihaiwei and Port Arthur showed. The advantage of landing at the rear of 

the fort is to avoid any frontal attack to the fort itself, which Satō Tetsutarō regarded 

as extremely dangerous, and supported it his position by quoting Colomb.87 From his 

elaboration on emphasizing the importance of navy, one question could be asked: if 

the coastal defence could not resist an invasion of the fleet, then it was impossible for 

any coastal forts to meet the first principle. According to his elaboration, no fort could 

withstand a siege without a fleet come to relief and the best solution to defend a fort is 

to eliminate any possibility of an invasion. Therefore, in his theory, any coastal fort or 

defence depended on the navy and there is no exception. It is a critical logical 

 
86 The author states that he has gathered 66 cases of siege on coastal local defence, including the siege 

of Weihaiwei during the Sino-Japanese War and the siege of Port Arthur during the Russo-Japanese 

War. However, he gathered 14 cases of sieging superior coastal forts, 44 cases of sieging a coastal fort 

with ‘moderate’ strength, and 31 cases of the invasion of a defended place along the coastline. In total, 

there were 99 cases for these three types of battle. Another point is that the author did not explain how 

he defined the three types of battle, since it is unclear what coastal defence can be classified as 

‘superior’, ‘moderate’ or a ‘defended position’. Therefore, it is logical to doubt whether these examples 

were gathered merely to support his theory. In fact, the author never provides any clear definitions or 

criteria of selection while gathering examples throughout the book. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, 

Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 61-64, 

68-69, 75-76. 
87 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 82-84. 
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inconsistency of his theory. 

 

It is unknown if Satō Tetsutarō realized the logical inconsistency, since he does not 

further explain it, but judging from his first criteria, probably he did not care at all. He 

summarized that coastal defence should be responding to the distance and the strength 

of sphere of activity of a superior enemy. The coastal defence should also reach a 

required degree of endurance, which can be defined by the length of time the navy 

could take to come to relief. Finally, the coastal defence should be second to the fleet, 

no funding should be spent until the fleet had strengthened to a satisfactory level. The 

summary in fact does not do anything apart from the theoretical definition, but it 

reveals Satō Tetsutarō’s idea of coastal defence: it is a supplement to the fleet instead 

of a necessary item for national defence.88 

 

The second point (freedom for the fleet to operate unrestricted) was a further 

elaboration of the first point. Despite the heading seems to be discussing fleet 

manoeuvre, it is aimed to discuss the relationship between a fleet and a coastal fort. 

More precisely, whether the commander of the fleet should seek naval supremacy. 

Satō Tetsutarō already emphasizes his opposition to a stationed fleet. He argued that a 

stationed fleet was threatened by modern weapons like mines and night attack from 

torpedo boats. Therefore, he suggested that it was important to clarify under what 

conditions the fleet should operate independently.  

 

Satō Tetsutarō listed three criteria to determine. Such an attitude is more enthusiastic 

 
88 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 88-89. 
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about his discussion of the first point. These are: 1) when the fleet has to attack an 

important port, could that be the last battle of the war, 2) when the hostile fleet is 

superior, could the offensive of hostile’s coastal defence be ahead of the enemy’s 

invasion, and 3) when a superior hostile fleet is approaching, should a proportion of 

the fleet be sent to siege a coastal fort. For the first criteria, he repeated his opinion 

that sieging a fort was a bad idea, as the fleet should aim to suppress or neutralize 

hostile fleet for naval supremacy. If the fleet was really superior, maybe some vessels 

could be allocated to the coastal forts, but he felt that the fleet should always be freely 

operating at the sea, so being stationed at the coastal fort was an unwelcoming 

decision. 

 

For the second criteria, he begins his discussion with a quote from Colomb, ‘the 

[British] Navy had never felt necessary on a single piece of coastal defence from the 

Anglo-Dutch War to the Battle of Trafalgar’, the time for which the steamboat had 

further reduced for the British fleet to reinforce the British Isles from a month to a few 

days. Satō Tetsutarō argued that it would be better for the fleet to hide as ‘a tiger in 

the mountain’, wait for the superior fleet support the troops to land, and then suddenly 

strike the enemy when this was in progress. Instead of striking the superior enemy 

directly, he promoted a defensive stance of combining intelligence from sentry lines 

at the sea, observation posts at the coastline and the mobile force (navy) to catch the 

enemy’s fleet with surprise.89 

 

For the third criteria, he argued that the fleet should not be separated, which has been 

 
89 Colomb’s quote is retranslated by me as the author used a Japanese translation, and it is unclear 

which book he was referring to. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 

[Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 92-103. 
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emphasized throughout the thesis, but he added that detaching cruisers for a scouting 

mission could be avoided by onshore observation posts connected by wireless 

communication. He also emphasized again that coastal defence is supplementary to 

the navy. Coastal fortifications could provide a protected location for the fleet to 

resupply while fighting against a superior enemy. It could also free the navy from the 

static defending mission while fighting an inferior mission. He pointed out that the 

fleet stationed at a protected port could act as a potential threat for the superior 

enemy, which he referred to as the ‘fleet in being’ theory suggested by British 

strategists. Based on this, he highlighted that Colomb’s idea to abandon all coastal 

defence was too controversial for the Japanese Navy to follow.90 

 

Satō Tetsutarō considered logistic capability and commercial protection aspects as 

both referring to the protection of a coal station. He derived this idea using a 

hypothetical scenario of a war between Britain and a Franco-Russian alliance. He 

argues that if France and Russia declared war with Britain, they could deploy their 

fleets at the east of Suez in advance, then destroy the important coal stations such as 

Aden, Sirloin, Singapore and even Hong Kong before the British Navy could react. It 

would be disastrous for the British fleet to deploy to the Far East without these coal 

stations. Since these coal stations are strategically crucial for the navy, he suggests 

that it is unimaginable not to establish any coastal defence on these strategic ports. He 

also points out that the method to predict a hostile fleet’s course and destination based 

on the ports they visit should be further studied. However, he does not explain the 

relationship between coal station protection and the commercial protection, or how 

 
90 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 103-110. 
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the coal station could contribute to commercial protection.91 

 

Discussion on the land mobile force 

As mentioned above, the army in Satō Tetsutarō’s naval strategy was downgraded as 

auxiliary to the navy. One of its major tasks was to push back any invasion that 

slipped through the navy at sea, but the size of the army or the rationale to evaluate 

the optimal size of the army was a question following his argument to reallocate the 

army’s resources to the navy. Satō Tetsutarō suggested three criteria for evaluation. 

The first criteria was necessary army strength for overseas expansion. He argued that 

an army for an island country would only be required to capture some strategical 

locations held by enemy. He believed that about six to seven divisions would be more 

than enough for the purpose.  

 

The second criteria was the strength enough to settle any armed conflicts with 

continental countries. He suggested that, instead of pursuing interests on the 

continents, maintaining the peace with neighbour countries like Qing China to 

confront the Russian would have been much better than spending ten million on army. 

However, unlike his first criteria, he does not give an exact number of the divisions an 

army required to fulfil the self-defence mission, or how to define the number of 

divisions the army could keep. Instead, he argues that the Japanese army had 

expanded too much after the Sino-Japanese War, while the navy remained 

understrength.  

 
91 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 110-112. 
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He highlighted that the army had created several new divisions, which combined with 

the two-years conscription, made its strength ten times its strength in 1895. While the 

navy had only expanded from 60,000 to 260,000 tons. He suggested that the tonnage 

on paper did not tell the truth. Considering that the technological innovation had 

radically increased the tonnage of combat vessels, it was only seven times the strength 

it was in 1895. He suggested that while Japanese overseas commercial activities had 

increased 16 times, the tonnage of merchant vessels had increased 30 times. 

Combining this with his argument that the Russo-Japanese War was won because the 

navy managed to defeat two Russian fleets, he insisted that the navy should have 

more resources at the cost of a restricted army. Such argument does not provide any 

answer to his second criteria at all. 

 

The third criteria was the required force strength that could push back the first wave 

of hostile invasion. He argued that a massive invasion would be impossible to keep 

completely secret. So, any successful invasion would probably be limited to a few 

thousands of troops, which was small enough in scale to transport in surprise. He did 

not further explain how he came up with the conclusion, although he might have 

assumed that the navy had obtained the control of sea. Under such condition, he 

estimates that a brigade of troops would be enough.92 

 

Interestingly, Satō Tetsutarō evaluated the value of Korea and Manchuria to the 

Imperial defence while discussing the strength of land forces. He reemphasized that 

 
92 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 340-354. 
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the Japanese empire should focus on island defence instead of continental expansion. 

Armament for self-defence should be the navy, not army. So, from his point of view, 

the occupation of Korea and Manchuria was problematic since the army had to 

expand to defend these territories at the cost of the strong navy he dreamed of. 

Although it was too late, and somewhat too controversial, he even suggested that 

these regions should be returned to Qing China and support a pro-Japanese Korean 

regime. Thus, Japan could assist Qing government to defend its northern border and 

Korea to improve its administrative efficiency. He believed that such attempts could 

improve the relationship between Japan, China, and Korea, and the latter countries 

could become buffering zones against Russia. Also, such policies could further 

weaken Russi’s military presence in the Far East. Another point Satō Tetsutarō raised 

to oppose the occupation of Manchuria and Korea was that it would be an endless 

landward arm race in Manchuria if Russia was to seek revenge. He questioned that 

even 70 or 80 divisions would never be enough to confront the recovered Russian 

empire.93 

 

Protection of sea lanes  

From the above discussion, it is clear that Satō Tetsutarō believed that navy was the 

key factor for an island nation’s defence, as a mobile striking force and a close 

blockading force instead of a defensive force. Following this argument, his opinion on 

the relationship between the navy and sea lanes’ protection is controversial. He felt 

that it would be the worst idea of all to spare combat vessels to escort merchant ships 

 
93 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 354-367. 
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at the sea. Those who argued for a convey escort were short-sighted in his opinion.94 

Although he admitted that trade protection was one of the important missions of the 

navy, he highlighted that trade protection was not worth any resources from the fleet. 

It would be essential to investigate how he treated sea lanes’ protection to examine his 

understanding on navy.  

 

Fortunately, he mentioned his attitude towards trade protection and escorting mission 

while criticizing army’s land offensive operations. He believed that there should not 

be any escort or protection for the transport. Instead, the transport ships should be 

forbidden to set sail until the navy had neutralized hostile vessels within the region, or 

only sail when the navy was pursuing the hostile raiders. This idea was derived from 

the seventeenth century Anglo-Dutch confrontation, in which the Dutch government 

forbade its ships to sail until the British fleet was defeated. To further strengthen his 

argument, he claimed that Colomb also held a similar opinion: ‘escorting the transport 

ships with an inferior fleet was unworthy; the transport ships better sail on their 

own’.95 To further clarify, he gathered 40 historical cases to evaluate if it was worth 

providing a direct escort to a convey. Among these cases, seven were considered as 

special cases. The first case was that of a convoy that successfully reached its 

destination at the cost of the total loss of the escort fleet in a naval battle in 1747. In 

the second case, the convoy sailed away while the fleet had to engage the hostile fleet. 

It is not clear which battle he is referring to. The third case was a naval combat in 

1747 when the escorting fleet fled and the whole convey was captured. Captain 

 
94 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, p. 58. 
95 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 303-305. 
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Thomas Fox of the Royal Navy was commandeering six ships of the line and two 

frigates intercepted 160 merchant ships and captured 48 of them, while the escorting 

French vessels fled. The fourth example was of a convoy being captured while a 

superior escorting fleet could not protect it. This was the Battle of Ushant in 1781. In 

the fifth case, the raider concealed itself and infiltrated the convoy. Again, it is not 

known which battle he is referring to, but it involved the USS Raleigh in 1777. The 

sixth and seventh special cases were about the escort vessel being captured instead of 

the convoy (one in 1799), while in another in 1762, the attacking fleet gave up 

capturing the convoy since it was bounded by another mission. It is not clear what 

battle the author is referring to.96 

 

These ‘special cases’ were excluded from his analysis, probably because they would 

be a trouble for Satō Tetsutarō to persuade his reader that a tiny escorting group 

would be meaningless. Among the remaining cases, he pointed out that in twenty-one 

cases of a large-scale convoy escort by an inferior group of escorting vessels, thirteen 

cases the convey transport ships received massive destruction, while seven of the 

 
96 It is an interesting characteristic that Satō Tetsutarō did not clearly write down the exact name of the 

naval battles he was referring to. Instead, he wrote down the year and the name of the naval 

commander for these cases. Just like the seven special cases he specially mentioned and separated from 

the others, the fifth, sixth and seventh cases could hardly be precisely recognized. For example, when 

he writes about the first case, he only mentions ‘1747, Howke’, while there was no British Admiral 

named Howke, but there was a Rear Admiral Hawke who attacked a French convey escorted by nine 

French battleships on 14th October 1747. So, the ‘Howke’ should be a misspelling of ‘Hawke’. For the 

second case, the only words marked down are ‘1748’ and ‘Holms’. There was a Royal Navy officer, 

Captain Charles Holmes, who was commanding HMS Lenox at the time. Captain Charles Holmes and 

his ship were detached under the command of Admiral Knowles to seek the Spanish Treasure Fleet 

sailing from Vera Cruz to Havana. For the third case, it was an indecisive naval encounter between the 

First and Second Finisterre and the French escort failed to fight back the British. The fourth case was 

the Second Battle of Ushant and the French navy was unable to defend the transport ships at the rear 

because of their leeward position. Andrew Lambert, War at Sea in the Age of Sail 1650-1850 (London: 

Cassell, 2000), pp. 110-111. N.A.M. Rodger, The Command of the Ocean: A Naval History of Britain 

1649-1815 (London: Penguin, 2006), pp. 252-253. Walliam Laird Clowes, The Royal Navy: A History 

from the Earliest Times to the Present (London: Sampson Low, Marston and Company, 1898), pp. 135-

137, 509-510. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical 

Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 308-311. 
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twenty-one cases were nearly total loss. For the loss of the escorting vessels, 

seventeen cases these combat vessels suffered heavier losses, in nine cases the enemy 

had destroyed nearly all the combat vessels. For the cases in which the escorting 

vessels were more in number and therefore the convey should face less danger, still 

one out of three faced considerable battle losses. From these 40 cases, even though he 

admits that many minor cases were missed, he concluded that it would be extremely 

dangerous to launch any transport ships from shore to shore. An escort group may 

protect the convoy from inferior enemy raiders but once the escort were forced to 

retreat or defeated, the losses of the convey would be huge. The only safety way was 

to let the navy secure the naval supremacy first. 

 

Satō Tetsutarō mentions that even Colomb had pointed out that large-scale sea 

transportation of troops before a naval supremacy was obtained would be extremely 

dangerous. Satō says that the historical examples he gave (probably including 

Colomb’s) took place at the Atlantic Ocean where the water body is much wider than 

the narrow East Asia waters (Sea of Japan, China sea). Although the national defence 

of Japan did not require any study of transporting hundred thousand of soldiers to the 

American continent, the transportation problem still existed, and it was more serious 

in East Asia: the narrow sea would significantly increase the frequency of transport 

being intercepted by hostile vessels. 

 

His intention to specifically include these historical examples was to further debate 

the principle that no transportation across the seas or landing operation should 

commence in times of war. As the content suggests, he was worried that instances of 

large-scale landings in Inchon and Rongcheng Bay (somewhere close to Weihaiwei) 
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would be raised to counter his theory. Even though these operations were launched 

before the Qing Beiyang fleet was destroyed, it was argued by Satō Tetsutarō that the 

retreated Beiyang fleet was in fact as good as neutralized fleet, so it was not a 

problem for his theory. He adds that it was similar to the situation of the early stage of 

Russo-Japanese War, in which the Russian Pacific fleet was trapped and monitored at 

Port Arthur. However, he reminds the reader that once the enemy fleet or vessels 

succeeded to slip out to the open waters, it would be hard to search and destroy them 

and it would be dangerous to the transport. So, it was always the safest way to secure 

the sea control first.97 

 

Apart from the opinion that sending combat vessels as escort would be inefficient, he 

also believed that convey system would be an impossible practice in modern times. 

He argued that merchant ships at the time were sailing separately and it was hard to 

coordinate them into a convey. On the other hand, he emphasized again that the most 

efficient way to deal with raiders would be blockading the hostile vessels in port. 

 

Satō Tetsutarō’s opinion on trade protection is best presented while he discusses the 

local defence: the navy should be a mobile force to operate globally instead of 

stationing at various overseas coal stations.98 Following this elaboration, it is not 

surprising that Satō Tetsutarō concludes destruction of hostile fleet as the first and 

primary objectives, and trade protection as a ‘secondary objective’ of a wartime navy. 

Being a secondary objective, it was unacceptable and to allocate vessels for it should 

 
97 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 312-315. 
98 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 56-58. 
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be avoided as much as possible.99 

 

Conclusion 

Sadao Asada argued that Satō Tetsutarō was strongly influenced by Mahan’s 

theory,100 but the content of Satō’s book tells another story: he constructs his theory 

with ideas from more than one Western naval strategists rather than simply adopting 

Mahan. In fact, Satō Tetsutarō directly quotes and mentions Mahan only twice in his 

book whereas he refers a lot to Colomb and the debates on British imperial defence in 

late nineteenth century in constructing his theory.101 Also, the war experiences of the 

Sino-Japanese War and Russo-Japanese War make a large proportion of the content. 

His naval theory was not a simple Japanese version of Mahan’s, but a theory 

constructed by cross-referring between Japanese war experience and the experience of 

European naval warfare, mostly since the First Anglo-Dutch War. The extensive 

usage of oriental military thoughts also suggests his intention to establish a Japanese 

style of naval theory. Therefore, even though Satō Tetsutarō theory is centred on 

fleet-decisive battle to solve all naval strategical problems, his naval thoughts and his 

naval strategy are a combination of several sources.  

 

Such background had shaped his naval thoughts, which were also the foundation of 

 
99 Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on 

Imperial Defense], vol. 2, pp. 245-246. 
100 Sadao Asada, From Mahan to Pearl Harbour, p. 33. 
101 The first time Satō Tetsutarō quoted Mahan’s opinion is about the usefulness of Roman naval 

supremacy during the Punic War. The second time he quotes Mahan is about the objection on French 

navy’s overemphasis on commercial raiding towards the British. Satō Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku 

kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial Defense], vol. 1, pp. 96-98. Satō 

Tetsutarō 佐藤鉄太郎, Teikoku kokubō shiron 帝国国防史論 [Historical Discussion on Imperial 

Defense], vol. 2, p. 252. 
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the IJN strategy that dominated for many years. It was a theory of victory with several 

unique characteristics. Strategically, he supported the concentration of the navy, but 

operationally he strongly opposed concentrating all vessels into a grand fleet and 

promoting multiple naval operations to weaken and destroy the enemy. Tactically, he 

even promoted fighting an oriental style of war at the sea: separating the navy into 

numerous flotillas to destroy a superior hostile navy as to divide and defeat it. His 

adaptation of war experiences from the two wars with China and Russia was selective 

if not biased to focus on fleet battles only. It was the root of IJN’s overemphasis on 

fleet battle based on the victorious experience over the Russian navy. 

 

Even though Satō Tetsutarō tried to enrich his theory by learning from historical 

examples and other naval strategists, the lack of actual experiences except the two 

between 1890s-1900s prevented him from polishing his ideas. For example, his idea 

on blockade and intercepting hostile fleets at the sea have proved less promising as it 

had been expected by the British navy during several manoeuvres in 1890s. Satō 

Tetsutarō would never been able to test it, even the Japanese navy tried, it did not had 

the resources to do so. On the other hand, Satō Tetsutarō and his colleagues probably 

did not realise the logistic pressure for a fleet operating in distant waters from 

homeports, which would rely on a fleet train consisting of several coal ships or, later, 

oilers. Even the US Navy did not realise it until the Great White Fleet in 1908.102 The 

 
102 The Great White Fleet 1907-1909 was intended to justify the US battleship’s ability to sail across 

the vast Pacific to reinforce the Far East. Massive reports were submitted to the Navy by the officers 

who participated and lessons covering various aspect of the fleet, from ship design to logistic, were 

covered. One of the most important lessons obtained from the cruiser was the capability to operate for a 

long period overseas, except for the coal supply. Also, the cruise provided valuable operational 

experience. It was only confirmed that the secondary armaments of the pre-dreadnoughts were almost 

totally useless due to low freeboard. Also, it was revealed that low freeboard also hindered the vessel’s 

combat effectiveness under high speed and heavy weather. Low freeboard also presented flaws in 

armour protection, as the unarmoured bow and stern would be easily flooded while hit by even five- or 

six-inch guns. The potential danger in single-hoisted turret was revealed during the cruise, which raised 
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communication between several fleets operating distantly during a massive campaign 

is not mentioned at all. The next chapters will reveal that over-reliance on fleet battle, 

ignorance on trade protection, and underestimation of logistics and communications 

had shaped IJN and its officers for generations until the Pacific War. 

 
the attention among the officers. To sum up, the cruise had bought precious experiences to the US 

navy, which benefited the future construction of combat vessels, improving the navy’s organization and 

structure. Norman Friedman, U.S. Battleships: An Illustrated Design History (Annapolis: Naval 

Institute Press, 1985), pp. 75-83. 
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Chapter 2 War Experience gained from the WW1 

Introduction 

As an ally of Britain, Japan had joined the War since 1914. Despite the effort of 

besieging German-occupied Tsingtao (Qingdao) and several patrol operations in the 

Pacific region, the Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN) also sent naval attachés and a 

squadron of destroyers and armoured cruisers to the Mediterranean theatre for anti-

submarine operations. On the other hand, just like other Western navies, the IJN was 

continually sending naval attachés overseas since the Meiji period. Naval attachés 

sent overseas or serving onboard foreign naval vessels were not only a diplomatic 

personnel; they were also gathering intelligence. During the Great War, several naval 

officers from different ranks and position were sent to different countries, serving as 

naval attachés. 

 

This chapter focus on the lessons IJN learnt from the British navy during the Great 

War. Reports from six Japanese naval attachés and officers serving under the 2nd 

Special Squadron are discussed here. The naval attaché are selected after examining 

the content of their reports and their background. Suetsugu Nobumasa, who would 

become the decision maker within the navy after the WW1, deciding the tactical 

requirements of submarines and their role in a fleet-battle oriented navy. Suetsugu’s 

overseas reports provide some valuable insights on the origin of his thoughts on naval 

warfare. Shimomura Tyusuke was a short-lived naval officer who did not restrict 

himself into fleet-battle only. He is a good example demonstrating that the Japanese 

navy could have switched to another road of development. Imamura Nobujirō also 

reviewed the Great War from a strategical aspect and his discussion of the potential 
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power of the US reveals that at least one, if not some, of the Japanese naval officers 

had realized the advantage on technology and industrial power enjoyed by the US two 

decades before Yamamoto Isoroku. WW1. Tamaki Tosu was a naval officer who was 

interested in both naval doctrine and naval technology. His reports revealed the 

understanding of the British way of naval warfare, also his observation and comments 

on the British fleet. Morita Menoru, the last officer discussed in the chapter, wrote 

numerous reports discussing naval warfare in the Mediterranean region. His writings 

are precious for studying the Japanese officer’s attitude towards non-fleet battle 

operations during the WW1. Taji Tan was a naval constructor to be discussed too. 

Although not a fleet officer, his work is valuable in understanding and evaluating to 

what extent the Japanese navy had learnt from the European navies on shipbuilding. 

The Second Special Squadron was the only Japanese naval element directly involved 

in the European theatre. The content of reports can reveal their attitude towards the 

assigned mission and reveal their preference on various aspect of naval warfare. The 

reports they wrote are essential to evaluate the first-hand war experience they had and 

their preference in using these experiences as a participant in the war, instead of 

solely being observers like naval attachés. 

It is worthy to point out that, the reports submitted by naval attachés at the time did 

not presenting any unified format nor focuses. On one hand it revealed that the 

officers could freely observe what they’re interested in or what they felt important to 

the navy. However, it also revealed that the IJN did not pay an attention to guide the 

naval officers on what to observe. The navy could be benefiting if the officers are all 

brilliant and eager to learn from various experience, but it could also hinder the 

navy’s lesson learning from others as the officers would have their own preferences in 

selecting what to learn and what to observe. The following discussion suggested that 
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the IJN naval attaché were willing to learn, however a lack of unified guidance 

resulted in a varied performance in the quality of reports, which its quality depended 

on the officer’s understanding on naval warfare. 

The chapter discusses what they observed and learnt from the European War. It is 

argued that experiences from and glorious victory at the Battle of Tsushima shaped 

the mind and tendency of those Japanese officers to fight a war. Despite being 

deployed to the European theatre which allowed the officers to learn directly from 

their allies, the experience was restricted by their preference for the fleet-decisive 

battle rather than convoy protection. Therefore, IJN missed the chance to be a more 

balanced navy. The officers and their theory of victory from the Battle of Tsushima 

encouraged the Japanese navy to further specialise for the decisive battle as the only 

means to obtain sea supremacy. 

 

Observations on fleet battle and naval gunnery 

Among the observation reports sent by the overseas naval attachés, intelligence 

related to fleet battle received most attention. The earliest reports discussing the 

observation and evaluation of fleet battle experience were those submitted by 

Suetsugu Nobumasa, a lieutenant-commander at the time he was deployed to Europe 

in late 1914. A report he sent was about the Battle of Dogger Bank fought in 24th 

January 1915, and which covered the experiences of fleet battle, tactics and fleet 

formation revealed during the Battle of Heligoland Bight. However, all these 

experiences were second-hand, since he had arrived in Europe from Japan just few 

months before the battle, and he was polishing his English, especially for the daily 

communicati0n in London. It is hard to believe that he could get any first-hand 
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experience onshore.103 Despite that he comments on several aspects of the battle. At 

the beginning of the report, he praises the talent of the British commander, Vice 

Admiral David Beatty, the superior long-range gunnery (above 15,000 yards) of the 

British Navy, and also comments on armoured cruisers, destroyers and submarines. 

His discussion of long-range gunnery is more detailed. He believed that the long-

range gunfire demonstrated in the naval battle would dominate the future naval 

encounters, which would be different from the Battle of Tsushima, which he 

considered as a close-range battle. He urged the navy to allocate more time in actual 

training instead of pursuing excellent result on paper with close-range gunnery 

training. He also suggested that armoured cruisers should be removed from the 

battleline, since this type of vessels had nothing to offer during a long-range gunfight 

between battleship calibres. Also, he praised the German destroyers and submarines. 

He recognized their contribution in covering the battleline during the fleet battle.104 

Later, he further emphasized the supporting role of destroyers in a battle fleet. 

According to Suetsugu’s report, the destroyers were to be sent out for pursuing 

submarines, while the minesweeping vessels were responsible for securing the main 

entrance of the port.105 While in the Mediterranean theatre, his impression of 

destroyers was just that of their being sentries of the blockade against the Austro-

 
103 Yon nen ichigatsu go nichi niche ninmu hōkoku sono ichi ４年１月５日 任務報告 其の１ 

[Mission report, 5th January, the 4th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100766500, pp. 

1-2. 
104 Yon nen nigatsu tsuitachi nichi Hokkai kaisen kanken ４年２月１日 「北海々戦管見」[A view 

of the naval battles in North Sea, 1st February, the 4th year of Emperor Taishō], 1915, The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100766700. 
105 Yon nen shitsugatsu tōka nichi Suetsugu chūsa jūgun kenmonroku ４年７月１０日 末次中佐従

軍見聞録[Memoirs of Commander Suetsugu, 10th July, the 4th year of Emperor Taishō], 1915, 

Kaigunsho gummu kyoku, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center 

for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100767000, pp. 13-14. 
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Hungarian fleet.106 

 

Suetsugu considered submarines as a threat to capital ships but not to convoys and 

sea-route transport. There is a chapter in his Memoirs during his service onboard 

HMS Queen Mary regarding the strategic importance of the submarines. However, 

the ‘strategical importance’ of submarine was rather operational or tactical, which 

seriously hindered the freedom of movement of the British navy. He mentioned that 

indirect blockade was a favourite strategy adopted by the Royal Navy, in which the 

main fleet was standing by in the port, responding to any possible situation of the 

enemy’s fleet. However, submarines had restricted the movement of the British Grand 

Fleet, since the British fleet had to deploy so many destroyers as vanguard and rear-

guard to screen the capital ships, the deployment time of the fleet was considerably 

lengthened. Such situations, according to Suetsugu, offered limited efficiency of the 

indirect blockade adopted by Britain towards the German High Sea Fleet, as the fleet 

could not respond fast enough to deal with the movement of the German fleet. 

However, he did not expect much from submarines. As the field experiences revealed, 

submarine was an instrument for spreading fear but they did not dominate the 

outcome of the War, for which the dreadnoughts were still playing the primary role.107 

On the other hand, Suetsugu did not realise the importance of submarines regarding 

convoy raiding, which could lead to a disaster for logistics for an island country like 

Britain. For him, submarines were instead a tactical weapon which could limit the 

deployment of the enemy fleet. Probably it was similar to the Japanese destroyers 

 
106 Go nen sangatsu matsu Chichūkai jūgun hōkoku dai 1 kai ５年３月末 地中海従軍報告 第１

回 [Service report during Mediterranean theater, late March, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, 

The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100767700, p. 30. 
107 C10100767000, pp. 16-18. 
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launching a torpedo attack towards the Russian Pacific Fleet in Port Arthur at the 

beginning of the Russo-Japanese War. 

 

Suetsugu Nobumasa was not the only Japanese naval officer who mentioned naval 

battles during the early stage of Great war. Lieutenant Commander Shimomura 

Tyusuke also submitted a report discussing the Battle of Dogger Bank. Shimomura 

wrote his report in 1916, a year after the battle, so he should be able to access more 

information and intelligence than Suetsugu. Shimomura’s report was more detailed. 

He also had a clearer mind and understanding regarding submarine operations, 

commercial raiding as well as distant blockade in comparison with Suetsugu. 

 

One significant difference between Suetsugu and Shimomura is the detailed narrative 

on the strategical situation of the German Navy and British Royal Navy, which is 

absent in Suetsugu’s report. For the effectiveness of submarines in naval warfare, 

Shimomura pointed out that the main task for submarines should be commercial 

raiding and their contribution on damaging or sinking the British fighting vessels 

should be recognised but not overestimated. Shimomura also pointed out that the 

pressure from the US had restricted the effectiveness of German submarines on 

commercial raiding. He also provides the figure of merchant ships sunk as released by 

the British, who catalogued how the transport ships were sunk. From the figure, 

Shimomura suggests that the submarines not only contributed to commercial raiding, 

the threat from mines along the Eastern coastline of British Isles should also be 

recognised. 

Compared to Suetsugu’s discussion about the Battle of Dogger Bank and the Battle of 

Tsushima, Shimomura pays more attention to the intention of the British Royal Navy 
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during the Battle of Dogger Bank. His report mentions that the British’s intention was 

to lure out a small detachment of the German fleet and eliminate them with a superior 

force, a typical defeat in detail. He was also able to point out that the British did not 

adopt coastal blockade in the age of sails to protect themselves from the threat of 

German submarines, and as an attempt to let the force be prepared well to strike when 

the intelligence suggested that the seek-and-destroy time had come. Such 

understanding of naval warfare is absent in Suetsugu’s report. For the effectiveness of 

defeating the hostile fleet in a single battle, he suggested that it was a dream too far 

away to chase. He realised that the British navy enjoyed a massive numerical 

advantage on capital ships, with which the German fleet would avoid a head-on 

confrontation. 

 

Apart from mentioning the Battle of Dogger bank, Shimomura also reported the 

consequences after the engagement, an insightful part which is also missing in 

Suetsugu’s report. He mentioned that the outcome of the Battle of Dogger band 

pushed an increase in demand for battlecruisers since their high speed combined with 

superior calibre (compare to the 11”/12” main guns onboard the German battlecruiser) 

would be extremely useful to slow down the retreating German Battlecruiser Fleet. He 

also mentioned the importance of the Scapa Flow for a distant blockade against 

Germany. The expanding British military air force is mentioned in the report too. 

Shimomura also attached around 150 pages of Royal Navy correspondences in this 

report. The availability of first-hand materials may explain the difference in the 

content of the reports of Suetsugu and Shimomura. 

 

Shimomura also provides a summary of the battle report of the Battle of Dogger Bank 
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at the end of his report. In this summary, he mentions several insights on naval 

gunnery generated from the experiences gained from the battle. Some of the 

experiences were different from what the Japanese navy had in the interwar period. 

The first concept he suggests is that the maximum combat range would inevitably 

increase from 20,000 yards to at least 25,000 yards. However, the second point he 

suggests is that despite the increased maximum range, the decisive combat range 

would be around 12,000 to 14,000 yards. He suggests that long-range gunfire would 

be unrealistic and indecisive, a conclusion made by the Royal Navy after the battle, 

but Shimomura does not further elaborate it. However, a possible explanation would 

be that long-range gunfire was hard to observe and correct. Shimomura also mentions 

that the Royal Navy too discovered that it was hard to observe the fall of shot, 

especially if the shot fell long, the water blast was hard to recognise. This means that 

it would be difficult to decide if the salvo blanketed the target or not. Another factor 

that hindered the effectiveness of long-range gunfire was that the armour piercing 

shell exploded after it got behind the ship’s armour, which meant that there would not 

be any fire or explosion clear enough to determine if the shot scored, near missed or 

missed. 

 

Apart from the long-range gunnery fire, Shimomura also raises some thoughts on 

dispersion and shell. He suggests that dispersion should not be too concentrated or too 

widespread since both would affect the possibility of blanketing the target, which 

means it would also affect the calculation of firing solution. The sensitivity of the 

bursting charge in the armour-piercing shell should receive further attention, since the 

Battle of Dogger Band had demonstrated that the British shells were too sensitive. 

Half of the shells detonated as they hit the surface of the armour or water. 
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Surprisingly, he observed the danger of turret hits and high explosive shells too. He 

suggests that the top of the turret and the conning tower were too vulnerable even 

when being hit by a plunging fire from an 8” gun. In order to protect the gunsights on 

the rooftop, he suggests adding 1’ high-tensile steel on the turret top. For the 

damaging of high explosive shells, he thinks that the shell is potentially dangerous to 

the underwater part of the hull, the splash damages, as well as the splinters could 

harm the personnel and equipment at the superstructure. What he summarised in the 

report was matched with the gunnery principles presented in several Grand Fleet 

orders before the Battle of Jutland. It shows that Shimomura’s English was good 

enough to read and correctly understand the materials he collected.108 

 

German navy’s bombardment of Yarmouth and Lowestoft and the engagements from 

24th to 26th April 1916 were discussed by Shimomura too. In the report, he mentions 

the situation of the British fleet, the intelligence received and the order of engagement 

and the flow of the battle. His observation of the Battle is at the end of the report. In 

this part, he recounts the intention of the German and British fleets, the impossibility 

of British battlecruisers to chase the fleeing German as well as attempts to stop the 

German bombarding the English coast. His argument on the impossibility of British 

battlecruisers to stop the German bombardment is based on the location of the British 

battlecruiser fleet: the fleet based at Rosyth was too far to respond when the German 

fleet was sighted. However, a more southward position left the fleet open to a German 

 
108 Go nen yon gatsu ichi nichi jūgun hōkoku 1915 nen ichi gatsu nijyūyon nichi hokkai kai Sen eigun, 

sentou hōkoku mani ni shoken ５年４月１日 従軍報告 １９１５年１月２４日北海々戦英軍、

戦闘報告並に所見[Service Report of the British Navy during the Naval battle at North Sea on 24th 

January 1915, 1st February, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100780400, pp. 

913-996. Norman Friedman, Naval firepower: Battleship Guns and Gunnery in the Dreadnought Era 

(Barnsley: Seaforth Publishing, 2013), pp. 101-110. 
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airstrike. He also mentions that the airstrike from the German airships was one of the 

most critical concerns for the Grand Fleet.109 Probably this is one of the earlier 

discussions on air-sea operation, if not the earliest one. 

 

Shimomura Tyusuke further discusses airstrike and fleet–air defence of the Royal 

Navy. According to Shimomura, the British planned to launch the airstrike with 14 

floatplanes from an aircraft carrier, although finally only three planes were able to 

participate in the operation. He also mentioned the anti-air procedures of the fleet he 

observed when they were leaving the base since the intelligence suggested that 

German airships were patrolling in the operation area. These procedures including the 

anti-air gun crews all into action station, the 4’ gun crews will standby in cover, the 

13.5’ main gun make ready the shrapnel shell and gun crew standby inside the turrets, 

all the ships blackout, all openings on deck sealed, and all hands not in battle station 

remained below the lower deck. 

 

He also discussed how the weather would affect fleet actions, demonstrated by 

German destroyer squadrons failing to attack the British fleet during the operation. 

According to Shimomura, the weather was foggy during the operation, which 

provided an extremely favourable environment to the German destroyers to get close 

to the British capital ships. However, the British fleet did not encounter these German 

destroyer attacks. Shimomura tries to explain that despite the weather was favourable 

to the German destroyers, the concerns of engaging the bigger British destroyers 

forced the German to think twice. The foggy weather also hindered the German from 

 
109 Jūgun hōkoku sono yon 従軍報告其４[Service Report no. 4, April, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 

1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical 

Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100780800, pp. 1159-1195. 
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discovering the position of the British fleet. This report demonstrates Shimomura’s 

expertise in understanding the naval warfare in the Great War, which was a 

cooperation between different ship -classes or even different branches, as well as his 

considering the effectiveness of the destroyer attack. These inspirations would be 

precious to the Japanese navy for another war.110 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, interception of the hostile invasion was 

considered as an important mission of the navy in Satō Tetsutarō’s theory. One of the 

reports submitted by Shimomura was an estimation on German invasion plan on 

Britain. He calculated the distance between the British Isles and the two ports for 

German to launch the operations from, which were both within 300 miles from the 

British Isles. He suggests that the German would very likely set a minefield and a line 

of submarine ambush line on the flank of the invading path, intended to delay the 

Grand Fleet to intercept the German invasion fleet. Shimomura thinks that it would be 

impossible for the British fleet to go southward to intercept the invading fleet in time. 

To deal with this possible invasion, the British navy deployed several steamboats or 

auxiliary ships to set up a patrol line between British waters and the coast of 

Netherland, about 100 miles from the British coast. When the German fleet was in 

sight, the patrolling ships would inform the Admiralty on radio. The submarines, 

motor torpedo boats and the destroyers would then attack the German fleet, especially 

the transport ships. After evaluating the possibility of a German invasion, he mentions 

the minefield at the central part of the North Sea with an annotated map attached. For 

 
110 Go nen go gatsu go sokuji hōkoku go gatsu san nichi kara go gatsu go nichi iIgirisu kantai no kōdō 

no gaiyō ５年５月５日 即報 自５月３日至５月５日 英艦隊行動梗概 [Immediate summary 

report of British fleet action from 3rd-5th May, 5th May, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100780900, pp. 1199-1227. 
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Shimomura, the minefield not only became a potential threat for ships nearby but also 

affected the consideration of action for both sides. He mentions some examples of the 

action that could be affected, for instance, the British patrol line would have to pay 

attention to the German minelayers and the submarines besides the German invasion 

fleet. Despite there is no evidence, Shimomura says that the German also had to be 

more attentive when they planned another bombardment in the future, since the 

British may have cleared a path in the minefield, which would allow them to block the 

retreat routes of the German fleet back to their base. 

 

The remaining of the report is all about naval gunnery, except a two-pages section 

mentioning the latest long-range torpedo of the Royal Navy, a one-page summary of 

the technical characteristic of the new 3” anti-aircraft gun and another one-page 

summary of the guns mounted on merchant ships. For the naval gunnery section, 

Shimomura starts with a record of the ammo storage per turret (two 13.5” guns each). 

He mentions that these ammo storage figures were amended after several naval 

encounters during the early stage of the War. According to his intelligence, every 

main turret had 132 armour piercing rounds, 44 high explosives, 44 capped common 

shell and eight shrapnel shells, with for 242 full-charge propellants. He also 

mentioned the battlecruiser fleet’s gunnery exercise on Northern Scottish waters in 

mid-April. The exercise was conducted with around 28 destroyers providing essential 

anti-submarine watch out. In the exercise, the ship Shimomura was on board (HMS 

Queen Mary) fired four rounds per gun (32 rounds in total) with ¾  charge. The target 

was at 30 feet height, towed by other ships to simulate a six to ten knots target. The 

range between the 24 knots sailing battlecruiser was around 7,000-13,000 yards, 

combined with the ¾  charge, it probably simulated a battle scenario of combating a 
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target 10,000 to 18,000 yards away. From the description, the gunnery officer on 

HMS Queen Mary decided to order a half-salvo on the A and B turrets for trial and 

followed by a full salvo from all turrets. There was only one round not firing due to 

the poor quality of the propellant. According to Shimomura, the result of HMS Queen 

Mary was 12  scores out of 32 rounds, or around 37.5% accuracy. He explains that the 

foggy weather added the difficulty to observe the fall of the shot. Although the 

accuracy was not satisfactory, Shimomura was impressed and suggested his superior 

in Tokyo pay more attention to the necessary fire-control equipment for the inevitable 

long-range gunfight in future. He also mentioned that the handling of searchlight was 

not as skilful as in the pre-war period, probably thanks to the lack of training since the 

Great War begun.111 

 

Another Japanese naval officer, Imamura Nobujirō, also provided some opinions on 

the fleet battle. Considering he was deployed to Europe at a later stage of the War, his 

report had covered several aspects during the Battle of Jutland, not only focusing on 

the fleet-battle itself. His report provided a very detailed narrative of the fleet 

operations during the Battle of Jutland he observed onboard HMS Vanguard. He also 

recorded his observation about the British fleet, the conversation with the captain of 

HMS Ardent and officers from several battlecruisers, the operations against German 

High Sea Fleet before the Battle of Jutland, the transfer of wounded and his 

conversations with officers onboard the hospital ship, and finally the minesweeping 

operation of the Grand Fleet. Imamura describes the Battle of Jutland in detail, with 

 
111 Go nen go gatsu hachi nichi jūgun hōkoku, dokugun igirisu shin’nyū ni kansuru kudan-gai nana-ken 

hōkoku no kudan ５年５月８日 従軍報告、独軍英国侵入に関する件外７件報告の件 [Mission 

report on the German invasion plan on Britain and another seven reports on military issues, 8 th May, 

the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100781000, pp. 1228-1254. 
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help from the participating officers. However, he does not give many self-reflections 

on the battle since he thought that more should be discussed after a detailed after-

action report was obtained. In his one page self-reflective, Imamura only mentions 

that the German Fleet’s gunnery was superior to the Grand Fleet. He also mentions 

the importance of materials (the equipment) for a modern navy as well as efforts to be 

made to adopt these new inventions and the cooperation from submarines and air 

force. Nevertheless, one point should be mentioned here: Imamura had a keen interest 

in the hospital ship, his report has attached about ten postcards available on the 

hospital ship he visited. 

 

After the long narrative of the Battle of Jutland, Imamura provided a summary of 

experiments on several anti-submarine tactics by the British Admiralty with annotated 

hand-drawn graphs. This summary is followed by the record of recently 

commissioned vessels by British and German navies, field trip report on HMS 

Bahram (which mainly focuses on the fire control equipment, the conning tower and 

the bridge). He also mentions some intelligence he gathered from the Admiralty and 

the War Office, describes the auxiliary cruisers severing in the 10th cruiser squadron 

(the Northern Patrol) and some miscellaneous items. For the second part of the report, 

He provides a table of movement of the Royal Navy’s main fleet when he was on 

board HMS Vanguard.112 

 

Appearing to be more interested in naval technology (discussed later in the chapter), 

 
112 Taishō san-nen gaikoku chūzai-in hōkoku maki nana 大正３年 外国駐在員報告 巻７止 

[Overseas naval attache report, volume 7 of the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100777200, pp. 757-850. 
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Captain Tamaki Tosu also demonstrated his understanding of the naval warfare. In 

one of his reports, he discusses several operational aspects, including the formation 

and organisation of the British and German fleets, the choice of and rationale for the 

base for Battleship Fleet and Battlecruiser Fleet, battle justification for the Grand 

Fleet, the use of smokescreen, procedures of anti-air and anti-submarine warfare, 

deployment of battle formation in different weather and visibility, the usage of naval 

air force and submarine during a fleet battle, and the use of mines. 

 

Tamaki Tosu illustrates the British way to fight a decisive fleet battle as well as the 

usage of the latest invention such as air force and submarines. Firstly, Tamaki has 

most of his attention to battle justification, which is the fourth section in Chapter 1. In 

this section, he details how the Grand Fleet would act under different circumstances. 

For example, when the enemy is in sight, the forward deploying light cruisers and the 

Battlecruiser Fleet were both required to shadow them until the main fleet was 

deployed into battle formation. Each squadron would be expected to cooperate closely 

with each other to ensure a concentrated fire upon a part of the enemy fleet. The 

flagship would be either in the third or fourth battleship squadron so that the 

Commander-in-Chief could always command the fleet in the centre of the battle line. 

For the Battlecruiser Fleet and the fifth battleship squadron (the Queen Elizabeth -

class fast battleship), they were expected to cooperate closely to obtain a favourable 

position. During the gunfight, they were also expected to assist the main fleet. 

 

Fleet deployment into battle formation would be a little bit different depending on 

visibility. When the visibility was excellent, the fleet will engage the enemy with a 

high speed in order to get to a suitable battle range, around 15,000 yards. For those 
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battleships at the rear-guard, armed with 12” main guns, were allowed to get to a 

position perpendicular to the enemy’s direction, which meant crossing the T at the 

enemy’s rear. Commanders of each squadron needed to try their best to maintain the 

line formation, but they were allowed to adopt some aggressive manoeuvres to strike 

the enemy if they saw fit. When the visibility was low, the squadron commander must 

first report the enemy’s position and direction to the Commander-in-Chief, the flank 

guards would maintain the current speed and direction until the Commander-in-Chief 

issued any new order. When the fleet deployed into battle formation, it should deploy 

at the maximum battle range if possible. In such a situation, since the visibility was 

not good enough for an excellent tactical situational awareness, the squadron 

commanders would have the rights to full command his squadron to achieve a 

desirable result. 

 

Besides deployment under different visibilities, Tamaki’s report also states that the 

British were aware of their fleet position during the battle. The fleet was to be in a 

precise position with regard to the flagship at the beginning of the battle to ensure that 

the Commander-in-Chief of the Grand Fleet could have a clear picture of his force. 

For those rear-guard ships, even though they might not fire due to their position in the 

battle line, they had to try their best to stay in formation and try to get into the battle 

range. Even when some of the enemy ships were sinking, the fleet order did not allow 

the capital ships to waste time on these easy targets. The sinking enemy ships were to 

be finished by the submarines or destroyers. Only one of the battleships within the 

rear battleship squadron was allowed to finish the enemy ship. The remaining 

squadron had to bypass it and continue following the flagship. Only if the enemy fleet 

was in chaos, the rear battleship squadron commander could make his own decision to 
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get close to the enemy. 

 

At the end of this section, Tamaki marks down the British fleet order on torpedo 

attack. The fleet was expected to maintain a direction perpendicular to the enemy 

fleet’s direction and keep the battle range of 15,000 yards to minimise the threat of 

torpedo attack by the enemy. The light cruisers were to repulse the approaching 

enemy torpedo boats with the aid of the battleship’s secondary guns if possible. The 

light cruisers were given the authority to deviate to evade the torpedo approaching. 

After dodging the torpedo attack, the light cruisers were to return to the original 

position as soon as the situation allowed. 

 

Tamaki wrote down the deployment principles and the tactics of the usage of 

submarines and naval air force, as also how the British attempted to counter them. For 

the usage of submarines, he states that the submarine squadron attached to the Grand 

fleet had three operational objectives, 1) to neutralise the German submarines nearby, 

2) scout for the German fleet, and 3) cooperate with the surface vessels during a fleet 

battle. It was a mission specially designated to the latest K -class submarines. 

Interestingly, for the anti-submarine tactics of the fleet, Tamaki emphasises that air 

recon was one of the essential ways to discover the submarines approaching. The 

airstrike was listed as one of the practical methods to neutralise them. For the usage of 

naval air force, Tamaki lists the aircraft from a carrier, an airship and a moored 

balloon as the three major naval air support at the time. Of these three, aircraft could 

launch an attack with high explosive bombs to the hostile vessels, while the other two 

could only serve for reconnaissance. To deal with airstrikes, Tamaki mentions the 

usage of 4” anti-aircraft gun newly installed on several British vessels. Despite the 
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precise organisation of content, these sections are rather short in comparison to the 

section on Grand Fleet’s battle justifications.113 

 

Regarding British combat style, Tamaki thinks that the British navy is always too 

slow to respond to the intelligence and they also avoid getting close to the German 

coast (to stay clear of a possible minefield). He considers these to be the reasons for 

British’s failure to strike hard on the German since the German Fleet was too far for 

the Grand Fleet to act in time. The British navy’s response to the German submarines 

and airship mine-laying was too slow and damage to the ships was unavoidable. In 

section two, he mentioned his ideas on the formation of the British squadron. He 

suggested that the British nine-ship formation was not a good example for the 

Japanese Navy to learn. He explains that the rising threat of submarines would force 

the squadron frequently performing the ‘zigzag’ manoeuvre, in such a case, an eight-

ship formation was more comfortable to command as it could be split into two smaller 

four-ship formations. He also mentions that an eight-ship formation could distribute 

the firepower more evenly.  

 

In one of his reports, he further discussed the formation adopted by the British navy. 

He highlighted that the British were practising a line-abreast formation at sea and 

deployed into a line-ahead formation when in combat. Such practice, from his point of 

view, was dangerous since the fleet can easily be in a chaos during deployment. Also, 

part of the fleet would be vulnerable during the process, especially the rear echelon. 

 
113 Taishō go nen gaikoku chūzai-in hōkoku maki yon 大正５年 外国駐在員報告 巻４[Overseas 

naval attache report, volume 4 of the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100791600, pp. 492-539. 
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The line-ahead formation of four battleship squadrons and one Battlecruiser Fleet 

could be ten miles in length. Tamaki suggests that such a long battle line has no 

advantages in the typically misty weather of the North Sea. The reason might be that 

the ships in the rear could hardly see the signals from the flagship. He also suggests 

that the British practice required extensive scouting so that the fleet could deploy in 

time. 

 

Another observation of fleet battle was the need for auxiliary vessels. Tamaki called 

for a rapid increase in auxiliary vessels, since the threat of submarines and air force 

made the capital ships no longer able to sail at sea on their own. Auxiliary vessels 

were essential for the navy to tackle the complicated fighting environment. Section 

five is about the necessity for enhancing the port’s defence. Section six is about 

wartime naval education. He urges the navy department to plan for a wartime training 

programme since the demand for the crew would be dramatically rising during a war. 

Section seven is about the tugboat for tugging the target during a gunfire practice. 

Section eight is about the personnel’s leisure time on board. In the last section, he 

highlights the importance of well-trained radio operators. Since there were extremely 

busy encrypted radio transmissions, an experienced radio operator could improve the 

efficiency of communication.114 For IJN, the lessons should be largely influenced by 

the Battle of Jutland except the threats from mines, since he had highlighted the 

importance to learn from the Battle of Jutland in one of his service reports.115 

 

 
114 C10100791600, pp. 637-646. 
115 Go nen nana gatsu kokonoka jūgun hōkoku ichi ５年７月９日 従軍報告１[Service report no. 1, 

9th July, 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100793000, pp. 5-16. 
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The Japanese naval reports also covered the British naval doctrine developed in late 

1917. ‘The fleet formation and battle cruising formation of the British fleet’ was a 

non-technical report written by Taji Tan, a naval constructor of IJN. It was submitted 

in December 1917 and reached the Navy Ministry on 30th January 1918. According to 

the report, the Royal Navy adopted different fleet formation and the battle formation, 

learning from the experiences of the Battle of Jutland. The first chapter of this report 

is about cruising formation, with an annotated diagram for reference. It was the 

standard formation for the British Grand Fleet sailing in the North Sea. According to 

his observation, such formation would cover an area of 900 square miles at sea. It 

consisted of nine lines of ships, with a light cruiser squadron as the vanguard. The 

light cruisers were followed by a cruiser destroyer squadron, a submarine squadron, 

the Battlecruiser Fleet, the 5th battleship squadron, another squadron of submarines, 

the 3rd battleship squadron, another light cruiser squadron and the Grand Fleet. 

 

After listing the formation, Taji Tan describes the duties of different squadrons in this 

formation. The first line of the formation was a squadron of light cruisers sailing in a 

column and was responsible for spotting the enemy’s main fleet as well as scouting 

for capital ships. It would perform a ‘search and destroy’ operation on hostile light 

cruisers performing a similar scouting duty in order to prevent enemy’s light cruisers 

to get close to the main fleet unseen. The column would be 30 miles in length, five 

miles between each ship. A cruiser destroyer squadron followed the light cruiser 

squadron. Cruiser destroyers included three Courageous -class large light cruisers: 

HMS Courageous, HMS Glorious and HMS Furious. According to Taji, these large 

light cruisers would support the light squadron’s ‘search and destroy’ mission with 

their high speed and large-calibre main guns. A squadron of submarines followed the 
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large light cruisers. The battlecruiser fleet followed these submarines, and they were 

expected to further support the large light cruisers as well as the light cruisers, buying 

time for the main fleet’s deployment. The 5th battleship squadron’s Queen Elizabethan 

class fast battleship was to protect and assist the battlecruisers. He mentions that when 

the Grand Fleet had an enemy in sight at the flank or rear, the Grand Fleet would 

perform a ‘whisking’ movement to tackle this threat. 

 

Taji does not only discuss the cruising formation; his report also accounted for the 

deployment at the beginning of the battle. According to Taji, the cruising formation 

would deploy as a single battle line. The three Courageous class large light cruisers 

would be the vanguard. The light cruiser squadron followed the Courageous class, 

then the 5th Battleship squadron, the 3rd Battleship squadron, the 1st Battleship 

squadron, the 4th Battleship squadron, and another light cruiser squadron would be the 

rear-guard of the line. This line of battle will keep 15,000 yards to the hostile German 

High Sea Fleet. It is not certain if the British document he consulted did not mention 

this or it was Taji’s preference, he does not mention much about the duties of 

submarines within the battle line. He only states that the destroyers, as well as the 

submarines, would be at an ‘appropriate location’. In the last chapter of this report, he 

describes the cruising formation of the main fleet. According to the report, the main 

Fleet would sail in a column, and from left to right would be the 1st, 2nd and 4th 

battleship squadron. Each squadron would sail in a double line formation, and a single 

ship -class would form a single line formation in the column, except the 2nd squadron 

since the flagship will be there. So, from left to right, this column formation would be 

formed by five R class battleships, five Iron Duke class ships, four King George V 

class ships, the HMS Queen Elizabeth as flagship plus four each of Orion class, 
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Neptune class and Dreadnought class ships. At the end of the report, Taji remarks that 

he had collected the information from the captain and the staff of the ship he was 

aboard (probably the HMS Monarch).116 

 

This report seems to be firm and valuable since it is identical to the British navy’s 

battle order. However, there are some questions and error in this report. Firstly, the 

report does not mention how the submarines could be able to catch up with the fleet. 

It also does not discuss how would be the arrangement for the submarines to 

communicate with the main fleet with or without radio silence. In a real-life situation, 

the surface vessels would very likely be sailing at 20 knots or higher and the 

submarines would not have a chance to be positioned in the formation. 

 

As Taji does not mention how the submarines would act or be deployed, probably the 

officers on HMS Monarch did not have a solution as well. The first critical 

information Taji misses was that the ‘submarines’ mentioned in the report were the 

latest K class submarines. This formation was developed with the commission of K 

Class. Shortly after the Battle of Jutland, the submarines still played no direct role as 

the Grand Fleet Battle Orders suggested. At the time Taji witnessed this formation, 

the Royal Navy did expect the submarines to play a more active role except as a 

remote support. With the submarines having a position in the Grand Fleet formation, 

the Commander of the submarine squadron should try their best to keep the squadron 

ahead of the main fleet until they had to take their battle station. The Royal Navy also 

 
116 Roku nen jyūni igirisu kantai hensei soshite sentō kōkō joretsu ni tsuite ６年１２ 英国艦隊編成

及戦闘航行序列に就いて [On the British fleet formation and battle formation, December, the 6th 

year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100770700, pp. 179-189. 
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hoped that since the submarines were several miles ahead of the battlecruiser 

squadron, maybe the distance would allow the submarines to try their best to be ahead 

of the battlecruisers.  

 

For the communication between the fleet and the submarines, the Royal Navy 

expected that a destroyer could be attached to the submarine squadron to tell them 

about the latest order in case of radio silence or if the situation did not allow any radio 

communication. The rationale behind this decision was that the supposed position of 

the submarines within the formation should be well-known to all the ships 

participating in the operation, so the destroyer can approach the submarines. What 

Taji missed in this report was that the latest instruction for the fleet was that the 

destroyers attached to the submarine squadron should keep those submarines well-

informed, so that they could always stay in front of the bow of the battle line.117 

 

Besides questions of actual deployment of this formation, Taji made an error in his 

report, which pertains to the battleships inside the main fleet. Quite different from 

what he wrote, mentioned in the previous paragraph, there were four ships of the Iron 

Duke class and one ship each of the Neptune -class and Dreadnought -class since 

HMS Neptune and HMS Dreadnought were unique ships. It is quite unusual for Taji 

to make such a mistake, as he had access to material in Devonport and Greenwich 

during his time in Britain and he should have been able to get the correct intel on the 

Royal Navy’s ship -classes. Moreover, his ignorance of the ship -classes is 

contradictory to his report discussing the evolution of the design of British fighting 

 
117 Norman Friedman, British Submarinces of Two World Wars (England: Seaforth Publishing, 2019), 

pp. 110-112. 
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vessels as he mentions the development of designs from class to class.118 

 

Thoughts on blockade, submarine warfare and other operations 

Reporting on non-fleet-battle naval operation were relatively unpopular among the 

overseas attaches. However, the effectiveness of blockade was discussed by Imamura 

Nobujirō. He considered how the War affected the international food trade, and he 

thought that the related customs would be an essential topic. How Germany would 

respond to a blockade would too provide some insight into setting up a blockade in a 

modern war. He did not review food blockade from a purely military perspective, nor 

did he simplify the problem down to a statistic of how much food German people 

needed per year. For him, the food storage problem under blockade was a problem 

that required cooperation between several departments within the government and 

experts from the society. Besides the politicians and armed forces, economists, 

statisticians, biologists, botanists, geologists and even experienced homemakers were 

required to provide their opinions to tackle the food supply. 

 

Imamura also explored the food supply problem from the point of view of competitive 

demand for food resources. He refers to the figure he collected shortly before the War. 

The German would face a 10-15% shortage of raw materials (wheat) for bread 

production if all overseas supply were cut. This figure would be more severe as 

Imamura felt the government figure on domestic crop production to be an 

 
118 Norman Friedman, The British Battleships 1906-1946 (England: Seaforth Publishing, 2015), pp. 

430-439. Taishō san-nen gaikoku chūzai-in hōkoku maki go 大正３年 外国駐在員報告 巻５ 

[Overseas naval attaché report, volume 5 of the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100771200, pp. 697-842. 
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overestimate. He further pointed out that the shortage of food crops would not only 

directly affect the food production, but also the production of meat since livestock 

was fed by crops too. The food shortage would force the German to herd their 

livestock and the production figure would decrease. When the meat production 

dropped, more crops would be needed. Imamura was not only an officer 

understanding the economic side of the War, but he also understood the complexity of 

food production and supply, a rather rare sense among the Japanese naval officers of 

the time. At the end of this report, he even attaches an article, previously published on 

a German medical journal, translated from German into Japanese by Imamura 

himself.119 However, He does not present his true attitude towards blockade, but he 

probably treated blockade as a strategic strike rather than simply a tactics to obtain sea 

control. 

 

Imamura Nobujirō’s discussion on blockade was from a strategical perspective. 

However, another officer, Menoru Morita, discussed blockade and anti-submarine 

warfare as a tactical aspect, probably affected by the battlefield characteristic of 

Eastern Mediterranean Sea. The first report he submitted consisted of a preface, four 

chapters and a self-reflection. The first chapter is ‘Combat’, followed by ‘Vessels and 

armaments’, ‘Situation’ and ‘Military affairs’. The self-reflection is not numbered as 

other chapters but should be considered as the last chapter of the report. The first 

chapter is the longest one in the report, covering the battle order of the British fleets, a 

brief introduction of the battle plan, the strength of the Eastern Mediterranean Fleet, 

 
119 Yon nen san gatsu jyūsan tsuka hyōrō osamu ni taisuru Doitsu no zengosaku ４年３月１３日 兵

糧攻に対する独逸の善後策 [Germany’s counter measurement upon British food blockade, 13th 

March, the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100778400, pp. 584-618. 
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some information of the patrol districts within the Eastern Mediterranean theatre, and 

some minutes of military affair meetings.120  

 

In the second chapter ‘Vessels and armaments’, Morita records the technical details of 

minelayers, mines, anti-submarines charges, and some of the auxiliary vessels 

including the monitor, sloop, depot ship, seaplane carriers (HMS Ark Royal and HMS 

Empress), the cable ship and even the sailing patrol boat. The structure and usage of 

these armaments are explained with annotated diagrams.121 In the third chapter 

‘Situation’, he selectively jots down different operations of the British fleet, as well as 

several combat situations encountered by the British. Most of the events mentioned 

here are sinking of vessels either by submarine ambushes, mines laid by hostile 

submarines or enemy raids on the base. At the end, Morita mentioned the 

‘memorandum to merchant ships sailing in the Mediterranean Sea’ and the gunnery 

practice of surface vessels and the submarines.122 

 

In chapter four ‘Military affairs’, a large proportion of the content is related to 

communications and logistic arrangements. For communication, Morita mentioned 

 
120 Roku nen shigatsu sanjyū nichi igirisu higashi chichūkai kantai jūgun hōkoku dai ichi-gō (ichi) ６

年４月３０日 英国東地中海艦隊従軍報告 第１号（１）[Service report during British Eastern 

Mediterranean Fleet No. 1 (1), 30th April, the 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute 

for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100794900. 
121 Roku nen shigatsu sanjyū nichi igirisu higashi chichūkai kantai jūgun hōkoku dai ichi-gō (ni) ６年

４月３０日 英国東地中海艦隊従軍報告 第１号（２） [Service report during British Eastern 

Mediterranean Fleet No. 1 (2), 30th April, the 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 
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Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 
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the wired telegram networks between London and other bases in Europe, the wireless 

communication between ships and land bases, and the wartime fleet postal system. 

For logistic, he mentions the fuel, ammunition, personnel reinforcement and drinking 

water supply for the fleet. He also mentions the chain of command of the transport 

ships between the local fleet command and Admiralty.123 

 

‘Self-reflections’ is about anti-submarine warfare. Morita mentions that naval 

operations in the Eastern Mediterranean were mainly escort and anti-submarine 

operations. As the naval force of the Entente Powers enjoyed a massive advantage in 

both quality and quantity, any attempts to launch a fleet-decisive battle with the 

British in the region was not possible. However, the commercial raiding by 

submarines caused considerable problems to the British naval command. According 

to the Commander-in-Chief, Eastern Mediterranean Fleet, even though there were 

destroyers and patrol boats to convey protection, the submarines could always launch 

an ambush and dive away before the anti-submarine warfare (ASW) vessels arrived. 

 

Morita suggests that the geographical features affected the combat effectiveness of 

patrol vessels. The numerous islands within the Eastern Mediterranean theatre divided 

the waters into various sectors, which provided countless potential shelter and 

resupply sites for the submarines. Such relief also required many patrol vessels to 

maintain an effective control. For the British Navy, the available vessels were not 

enough to deal with the situation. Another factor that hindered the ASW effort was 

the poor performance of the patrol vessels. Morita points out that these patrol boats 

were too slow to get into position in time; also they were not fast enough to get close 

 
123 C10100795100, pp. 104-112. 
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and launch their depth charges and return. Even if the patrol boats arrived in time, the 

inadequate weaponry on board, typically one or two 3” guns, were not powerful 

enough to neutralise the submarine. 

 

The last factor affecting the ASW effectiveness he mentions is the personnel. He 

points out that naval reserves operated the patrol boats and other auxiliary cruisers. 

While commanded by a regular naval officer, the quality of the reserves determined 

the combat effectiveness of the vessels. Morita suggests that, as the British experience 

had shown, these reserves could only receive intensive wartime training, as the 

training accumulated in the peacetime could make a significant difference for the 

combat ability of these reserves. He concludes that the auxiliary vessels serving in IJN 

in the next war would probably be much more than that of the Russo-Japanese War 

post the British experience in the Great War and that there would be a huge demand 

for personnel to fill in all these auxiliary vessels. Therefore, he thinks that training and 

education for naval reserves during peacetime is a vital topic to explore. 

 

Morita also mentions the importance of air force for ASW. In his observation, the 

combat ability of the submarine was advancing rapidly and in the future they could 

operate in hostile waters thousands of miles away from home without any assistance 

yet carrying enough firepower on it. Such submarines was a significant challenge to 

the existing anti-submarine doctrine. Morita argues that passive defence (escort) is not 

enough for this increasing threat. He suggests that a navy must be actively hunting the 

hostile submarines before it launches an attack on the transports. To achieve such an 

objective, Morita finds that cooperation between air force and surface vessels is 

essential. An aircraft flying at 2000 to 3000 feet could spot a submarine 40 to 60 feet 
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underwater, while carrying some depth charges which it could launch before the 

submarines escape. Morita also explains that such a combination also allows the 

aircraft to damage the submarine’s hull, causing leakage and forcing it to surface. 

Then the destroyers could force the submarine to surrender. 

 

Apart from the geographical characteristics and ASW tactics, Morita also mentions 

the importance of a united command structure in the Entente naval force. He argues 

that such a command structure could allocate missions and duties to different navies 

and also ensure effective cooperation between navies. He explains that since 

Mediterranean waters were complicated and separated by islands, a proper allocation 

on missions and duty could ensure that patrol forces had covered all critical choke 

points. The united command structure also ensures that vessels or squadrons from 

different navies cooperate effectively. He gives evidence to support his argument: the 

British-French naval task force under the same commander had saved up to 33 

percent of vessels for patrolling and escort. 

 

At the end, Morita suggests the navy department conduct some trials on anti-

submarine net as it seemed effective. He also observed that the British Navy tends to 

arm destroyers and patrol boats with heavier guns. He suggests that in the next war, 

the 3” gun would be obsoleted and 4.7” guns would be appropriate while depth-

charge launchers would be essential. Such suggestions support his observation that the 

guns onboard British patrol vessels were ineffective to neutralise hostile 

submarines.124 

 

 
124 C10100795100, pp. 113-118. 
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Morita’s second Eastern Mediterranean report discussed several aspects mentioned in 

the first report. After mentioning the battle order of the Eastern Mediterranean Fleet 

and the situation in the first chapter, Morita discusses the blockade at the Adriatic Sea, 

the anti-submarine operation, and the unified command structure of the British naval 

forces in the region in three separated chapters. He provides some observations on 

gunnery, mines, air force, emergency damage control at sea, goal of Germany in the 

War and his visit to the French pre-dreadnought République.125 

 

Chapter 2 ‘Blockade at the Adriatic Sea’ is a brief record of Morita’s visit to the 

British Adriatic Squadron. He begins the chapter with the current strength of the 

British squadron and mission allocation between the British, the French and the 

Italian naval forces. According to Morita, the French fleet was responsible for the 

Austro-Hungarian surface fleet, the Italian one was responsible for the submarines, 

and the British squadron would be assisting them. He argues that such an arrangement 

was reasonable, although the allocation was complicated to decide on. In this chapter, 

he discusses the cooperation between the Italian fleet and the British anti-submarine 

net drifters. Since the British organised seven drifters as a division and only the 

commanding vessel was authorised for radiotelegraphy, the communication between 

the British drifters and the Italian quick response force in Brindisi was ineffective.  

 

Morita gives the Battle of the Strait of Otranto fought on 15th May 1917 as an 

example to demonstrate the damages ineffective communication could do. The 

 
125 Roku nen jyūgatsu tsuitachi igirisu higashi chichūkai kantai jūgun hōkoku dai ni-gō (ichi) ６年１０
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Austro-Hungarian fleet raided the blockade line at night while the Italian fleet could 

not arrive in time. Apart from the Battle of Otranto, Morita mentions two more cases 

to support his argument on communication: one drifter was abandoned under gunfire 

from a hostile submarine and the captain was sent to court-martial. Another drifter 

was abandoned by its crew when a hostile vessel was in sight. The crew were 

captured when they reached the Albanian coast. It turns out that the Italian covering 

forces were absent in both cases. Morita suggests that the absence of the Italian fleet 

was due to lack of communication and qualified radio operators on the drifters.126 

 

In Chapter 3 ‘Anti-submarine warfare’, Morita further discusses the equipment and 

tactics adopted by the British navy. At the beginning of the chapter, Morita reviews 

the strategical situation and comments on the naval warfare in both the North Sea and 

the Mediterranean Sea. He argues that a decisive battle like the Battle of Tsushima 

was unaffordable for the German navy, despite the German government needed such 

victories to boost its morale. He explains that in the North Sea, the German fleets 

were less in number and the numerical disadvantage prevented the German fleet to 

pursuit another decisive battle. In such circumstances, keeping the fleet in being and 

letting the unrestricted submarine warfare to weaken Britain’s ability to fight was the 

most rational decision. Such observation suggests that Morita had an open mind to 

different forms of naval warfare other than fleet battles. His description of the 

rationale behind ‘fleet in being’, which was to deter the British fleet by conserving the 

German fleet, rather than pursuing a disadvantaged fight against the British navy, 

demonstrates that Morita knew that naval strategy was not only restricted by a fleet-

decisive battle, something quite rare in a Japanese naval officer’s writing. 

 
126 C10100795200, pp. 21-25. 
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Morita also compares the difference between the rationale of submarine warfare in the 

North Sea and the East Mediterranean Sea. The most significant difference between 

the two was the strength in naval power. The German High Sea Fleet could have been 

a potential threat to the British Grand Fleet, while the Austro-Hungarian Fleet could 

hardly be a threat to the Entente naval power in the region. Even counting the 

battlecruiser Yavuz Sultan Selim, the former SMS Goeben, which was flying the 

Turkish flag after it reached Constantinople, the ‘fleet in being’ strategy could not 

pose much deterrence as the German fleet did in the North Sea. Therefore, submarines 

became the most rational means to strike the Entente, same as the strategic situation in 

the North Sea.  

 

However, in the report, Morita argued that the central powers could threat the 

Entente’s sea transport in the Mediterranean Sea by blockading the Suez Canal. He 

suggests that the SMS Goeben and the SMS Breslau could break through the 

Entente’s naval forces along the path, bombarding Port Said, and scuttling at the 

entrance of the Canal. Morita thinks that such a blockade could heavily strike the 

morale of the Entente forces in the region, but does not explain it further. Such an idea 

might be influenced by the experience of blocking Port Arthur during the Russo-

Japanese War, The failed attempts to prevent SMS Goeben and SMS Breslau 

escaping into Constantinople at the beginning of the Great War may also have 

inspired Morita to worry about the battlecruiser bypassing all the patrolling forces and 

get to the Suez Canal.127 

 

 
127 C10100795200, pp. 26-27.  
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After an evaluation of the strategical situation, Morita discusses a situation report on 

hostile submarines activities, the British anti-submarine operational doctrine and 

several technical details, including the ineffectiveness of gunnery against submarines. 

He argues that the existing gun director was not accurate enough to deal with a tiny 

target like periscope. However, he also suggests that though the gunfire was 

ineffective, the splash and near-miss high explosive shells could produce a significant 

moral pressure. Besides, these shells may damage some vital parts of a submarine, 

which would force them to abort the mission for necessary maintenance. Morita also 

makes a comparison between different types of depth charges, the usage of anti-

submarine net drifters in an ASW operation, the delay fuse on mines, aerial high 

explosive bombs, and the usage of paravane in minesweeping and anti-submarine 

warfare.128  

 

Chapter 4 is a description of the current strength of the British Eastern Mediterranean 

Fleet, followed by a political situation report on Greece. In Chapter 5, Morita provides 

several cross-section diagrams and description on fuses, mines and the minesweeping 

formation at the beginning of the Gallipoli campaign. Interestingly, at the end of the 

report, he records his reflection after visiting the French pre-dreadnought République. 

He points out that the range finding devices was different from the Japanese one. The 

range clock installed in the fire control tower were very similar though. He also 

attached an annotated floor plan of the tower to explain the design of the conning 
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tower.129 Although not related to anti-submarine warfare, it reveals that he was 

interested in fire-control technology. Probably he believed that the advance in fire-

control contributed to the efficiency on ASW too. 

 

Morita discusses convoy escort in much detail. He argues that a large-scale convoy 

escort group has six advantages. Firstly, it is impossible to provide enough number of 

vessels for one-to-one escort. Escort group is the most rational method. Secondly, in 

case there are causalities, the escort could provide rescue in time. Thirdly, a large 

escort group could ensure more merchant ships are passed through a potential 

submarine ambush zone. Fourthly, the escort group could concentrate on several 

merchant ships at a time, reducing the frequency of sea transport and the possibility of 

single merchant ships being discovered by hostile submarines. Several large escort 

groups under a unified command also allows efficient communication between escort 

vessels and escort command. The last advantage is that no matter how many escort 

vessels are allocated to the group, the existence of the armed vessel is already a great 

morale booster for the merchant sailors. 

 

However, the formation had several disadvantages from operational and tactical 

perspectives. Operationally, assembling of merchant ships is time-consuming. At the 

same time, the escort vessels has to stand by in the port, which is not optimal in terms 

of efficiency. The escort group would have its speed limited by the fastest speed of 

the slowest ship in the group, which increases the sailing time, thus the chance of 

 
129 Roku nen jyūgatsu tsuitachi Igirisu Higashi Chichūkai kantai jūgun hōkoku dai ni-gō (san) ６年１
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being attacked. Tactically, smoke from a large escort group is much easier to spot for 

the enemy. A large group of ships also becomes an easier target for the submarine 

than a single merchant ship. Sailing in a formation would be difficult for the merchant 

sailors since none of them are trained in that, thus keeping the formation intact is 

already a challenging mission. The lack in such experience also increase the time to 

react when the convoy needs to perform a zig-zag movement and change course, 

which for Morita is a vital concern. He argues that such a large-scale escort group 

would be more suitable for open waters, such as the Atlantic Ocean, but it would be 

restricted in narrow seas like the Mediterranean. However, the comparison between 

pros and cons does not lead him to oppose convoy escorting. He argues that to make 

escorting efficient, attention should be paid to the organisation of the escort group. 

Based on his own experience he suggests that the number of escorted ships should be 

restricted; the difference in speed between different ships should not be too much; the 

average speed should be maintained such that the escort group would not spend too 

much of time at the sea, especially while passing through a potentially dangerous 

zone; and smokescreens would provide a cover for the convoy to retreat.130 

 

Chapter 2 of the report is about the naval forces in Egypt and the Red Sea. The duties 

of the forces included escort and patrolling along the Egyptian coastline, nearby 

Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea, providing aerial reconnaissance and air support 

to the troops in Palestine, and providing naval support for the sabotage operations 

along the Minor Asian coast. Morita then focuses on the land-sea cooperation in the 
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Sinai and Palestine campaign. According to him, the logistic situation was harsh there 

since the troops were fighting between the Mediterranean Sea and the desert. In 

addition to using camels to a large extent, the British force tried to send relief by 

extending the railway and roads for motorised transportation, and coastal transport 

from Alexandria to the unloading zones. Using coastal transportation, 4000 to 6000 

tons of supply could be unloaded on the coast and then directly transported to the 

front. Other than the issues of logistics, Morita also mentions the naval fire support 

provided by destroyers, gunboats and the seaplane tender, as well as the observation 

posts in the region, which served as liaison posts and artillery spotting posts for the 

navy.131 

 

Chapter 3 is about the Adriatic Squadron. The chapter focuses on the blockade 

attempts in the Strait of Otranto since Morita extensively discussed the Adriatic 

Squadron in the previous report. For example, he reports that strong current hindered 

the efficiency of the anti-submarine net in the strait. He also noticed the difficulty of 

attacking submarines from air in the region. Although it was easy for an aeroplane to 

discover a submarine, the airstrikes were unsatisfactory. Inexperienced pilots 

sometimes launched their attack while being too high in the air, which made the target 

too small to be precisely hit. Last but not the least, he suggests that the five-layer 

blockade system was not effective enough to prevent the Austro-Hungarian 

submarines reaching the Mediterranean Sea.132 

 

Chapter 4 is about the miscellaneous items he observed, including camouflages, aerial 
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reconnaissance, mechanical mines, depth charge launcher and the minefield laid at the 

entrance of Dardanelles. The camouflages, as well as the depth-charge launcher, 

impressed him much. Morita argues that camouflage is a cheap yet efficient way to 

conceal the true speed and direction of the ship, which affected the hostile submarine 

in calculating accurate firing solution, thus lowered their hit ratio. He suggests that the 

depth charge launcher could instantly launch six depth charges around the suspected 

position of a hostile submarine, which would significantly increase the efficiency in 

ASW.133 

 

After the ‘Miscellaneous’ chapter, Morita concludes his observations and experiences 

during the deployment. All of these reflections are related to blockades and submarine 

warfare. The first reflection is on the increasing difficulties in blockading. He 

observes that the rapidly developing submarines and air force forced the fleet to keep 

a safe distance from the target ports or fleets. He still believes in the necessity of 

blockading, but he argues that sufficient auxiliary forces to deal with hostile 

submarines and air force would be necessary too in the future. The second reflection 

is on the diminishing morale of the blockading fleet. He argues that the morale of the 

sailors kept decreasing since they had to station at the same place for an extensively 

long period, which also exposed their weakness to the enemy submarines. Morita 

argues that the methods to maintain the morale of the blockade fleet would be a vital 

topic to study. He also argues that even being blockaded, the enemy fleet could still 

maintain their training within the port or in nearby waters. For example, the Turkish 

fleet could still train in the Marmara Sea, while the submarines and surface vessels 

blockading were not able to perform training yet had to keep blockading. Morita 

 
133 C10100795800, pp. 26-30. 
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argues that a balance between the blockading mission and training in a forward base 

nearby would be another vital topic for the war in future. He suggests that the 

boosting of morale and maintaining the health of their sailors using outdoor activities 

by the British would be good examples for the Japanese navy to follow. 

 

For the submarine warfare, Morita’s first impression is the training system of the 

submarine crew. He argues that the importance of submarines would keep increasing 

in the future, so as their casualties. He urges that a training system which could 

provide enough submarine crews is essential for the next war too. Followed by his 

impression on the importance of submarines, he also urges for further studying 

submarine warfare, especially the experiences obtained in this Great War. According 

to Morita, how to deploy a submarine to hunt and destroy a hostile submarine, how to 

recognise a hostile or friendly submarine underwater, and how to build up an efficient 

logistic system for the air force to perform ASW operations would be critical in the 

future.  

 

The third reflection Morita offered was on the usage of obsoleted vessels. During the 

war, the navies of all countries deployed their obsoleted vessels for auxiliary 

operations. He argues that in the future, the tasks and duties of the navy would rapidly 

increase and thus how to preserve those obsoleted vessels as a reserved force would 

be another vital topic for the navy. Besides, as the experiences obtained in the 

Mediterranean Sea showed, the escorting mission would require a large number of 

small vessels. Their endurance and seakeeping ability would be essential for these 

vessels, especially for the future war in the Pacific region.134 

 
134 C10100795800, pp. 30-33. 
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The reports reveal that Morita was a professional naval officer who was familiar with 

the tactics and techniques of fleet battle as seen in his report discussing the Battle of 

Jutland. Nevertheless, he was also a naval officer paying attention to the naval 

operations apart from the fleet battle. The contents of his report suggest that he was 

interested in naval blockade, escorting operations, and the land-sea corporation. He 

was also sensitive to the strategic situation of the war, and to how the naval warfare 

would be affected by the geographical factor as well as latest technology. Credit 

should be given to him since he does not only describe the ASW experiences but also 

does an analysis using the condition of the respective geographical environment. The 

narrow sea of the Mediterranean region may be a minor theatre compared with the 

North Sea, but Morita had urged the Navy Ministry to pay attention to the experiences 

in the region to prepare for the future war in Pacific. 

 

Thoughts on mobilisation power 

Apart from the discussion on blockade, Imamura Nobujirō also evaluated the potential 

mobilization power of the US. In the report, Imamura generalises what he witnessed 

during the journey into five points. The first point is that he thought the fear of War 

had inspired the US more in willing to concentrate its military strength and being 

prepared for the War. This included measures such as the establishment of oil reserves 

for the rapidly expanding navy and introducing conscription in the country. The 

second point is that the US had started preparing for resources needed in a war, such 

as nitrate of soda from Chile and expansion of naval dockyards and private armament 

industry. The third point Imamura mentions is that the European War had taught a 
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lesson to the US to improve its facilities, supporting infrastructures and defences of 

the military bases. The fourth point in the report is about the adoption of aeroplanes as 

well as the related facilities. Imamura mentions that the US had learnt from the 

European War the importance of air force. Armed forces were cooperating with the 

civil aviation industry to support and further improve the air force, including the 

newly established Pensacola naval air station. The last point he observes is the rapidly 

developing wireless telegram network in the US. He quotes the figure from the US 

navy that the US had 52 telegram stations at the time and a new station was being 

built at the Pearl Harbour. He also highlights the effort of the US to concentrate its 

innovating power on preparing for the War. 

 

Imamura thought that engineers from different fields and professions were vital for 

the technological innovations in the US. At the end of the report, he raises a concern 

regarding the rapidly expanding US navy. Seeing the US passed the 1916 Naval Act a 

year ago, it is easy to understand why Imamura was concerned. Somewhat 

surprisingly, he agrees that the US Navy after the expansion would be a threat to the 

Japanese empire but he does not come up with some military means to address this 

potential strategical threat. For him, the Peace Conference of the Great War was more 

critical. He also suggests that in order to deal with the US while still maintaining the 

peace in Asia, experienced diplomatic actions would be as vital as the armed forces 

behind the scene. His thoughts on the importance of diplomacy were identical to those 

Satō Tetsutarō expressed in his book, but Imamura’s observation on the US’s national 

power for a war was more thoughtful than that of Satō Tetsutarō.135 

 
135 Roku nen sen gatsu jyū nichi oushū senran ni taisuru Beikoku no kakusei ni kansuru kudan ６年３

月１０日 欧州戦乱に対する米国の覚醒に関する件 [The awakening of the Unites States against 

the European War, 10th March, 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute for Defense 
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Imamura’s interest in the non-fleet battle aspect of war also covered the wartime 

personnel management. In a report about the British Royal Navy, he systematically 

narrates the personnel system, which provided hands for the rapidly expanding 

wartime navy. He introduces the difference between several types of reserves, such as 

officers on the retired list, royal fleet reserve, royal naval reserve and the royal naval 

volunteer reserve. Besides, he also mentions how the Royal Naval College mobilised 

the syllabus of wartime naval education after the declaration of the War. He also 

compared the differences in the structure and organisation of fleet headquarters during 

peacetime and wartime. 

 

At the end of the report, he draws several inspirations from the British personnel 

system. The first point is that the Japanese navy had to improve the quality of the 

active-duty officers so that when it faced a rapid wartime expansion, the officers 

could lead the reserve hands more efficiently. The second point he mentions is 

utilising the coastal residents as well as the maritime communities for the navy. Since 

Japan is an island country, the thousands of miles of the coastal line could provide 

plenty of potential workforce for the wartime navy. He suggests that the navy should 

promote the importance of the navy and at the same time utilise the local organisation 

such as the retired servicemen organisation (在鄉軍人会, zaigou gunjinkai) and the 

youth associations. The navy should organise and train these local civilians so that 

they could serve as the voluntary coastal guard when a war comes. This idea was very 

likely inspired by the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve. He also mentions that the 

 
Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100779200. 
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Japanese navy should train merchant sailors as a naval reserve. The navy should also 

improve its cooperation with commercial shipping companies so that merchant fleet 

could be better trained as a potential wartime resource. 

 

For the active-duty personnel, Imamura suggests that the navy should place more 

emphasis on the quality of training. What he meant by quality was not same as the 

restless training schedules during the interwar period. What he suggests is that the 

navy should train ship crew as a whole with a unified training scheme, so that they 

can deploy to other ships during wartime expansion. The navy should deploy the ship 

crew from a ship under maintenance, modernisation or overhaul to other ships for 

training so that they would not sit idle during that time. He also suggests that a proper 

training scheme could improve the crew readiness regarding the latest armaments and 

equipment. Imamura suggests that the Japanese navy should increase the number of 

lieutenant commanders attached to the captain of battleships and battlecruisers by one 

so that more officers could have a chance to augment their experience in commanding 

a capital ship at sea. He might have been impressed by the Royal Navy’s ability to fill 

up a senior position in the wartime navy. 

 

Since IJN had never had a rapid increase in vessels, he believed that his idea could 

increase the supply for senior commanding officers for capital ships. At the end of the 

report, Imamura suggests the navy should improve the financial support for the junior 

officers as well as the seamen, in a form of wartime allowance for their family. He 

suggests that these subsidies and allowance could be supported by charity fundraising 

and donation by ship crew. He also attached some notices and leaflets from the 

National War Loan for the British Royal Navy for the Navy Ministry to consider the 
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suggestion.136 

 

Ship design and protection 

Among the officers discussed in the chapter, a less-known naval constructor Taji Tan 

sent four volumes of reports back to Tokyo, mostly being on ship design. One of the 

most carefully recorded ship plans by Tan Taji was that of HMS Royal Oak, an R -

class battleship under construction at the time he arrived. In Volume 2 of the Naval 

Attaché Report 1914, he even listed the design characteristics of HMS Royal Oak, 

including armaments, armour arrangement scheme, location of the main and 

secondary gun magazines, powerplant and auxiliary machinery.137 Plans and drawings 

of battleships and light cruisers, which account for almost 90 per cent of the three 

volumes. On the other hand, he also mentions details of some auxiliary vessels. 

 

On 17th January 1918, he and Fujimoto Kikuo submitted a report that included a 

detailed introduction as well as a general plan of the P -class sloop serving in the 

Royal Navy. They mention that P boat was a specialised auxiliary vessel, designed 

mainly for hunting enemy submarines. In the same report, they also mention the 

Humber -class monitor. According to Taji, the three Humber class monitors, HMS 

Humber, HMS Mersey and HMS Severn were the latest monitors of the time. They 

were large in terms of size and heavily armed. He especially notes that the Humber--

class monitors participated in Africa and Mesopotamia, assisting the attack on SMS 

 
136 C10100777200, pp. 651-746. 
137 Taishō san nen gaikoku chuuzai-in hōkoku maki ni 大正 3年 外国駐在員報告 巻 2 [volume 2 of 

Overseas attaché report, the 3th year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: A03032293400, pp. 

11-95. 
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Konigsberg in East Africa. For him, these vessels were an essential example of their 

kind that required a detailed record for future reference.138 

 

Captain Tamaki Tosu’s report discussed the measurements required to eliminate 

potential magazine explosion. From the content, it seems it is a summary of his 

conversation with Captain Frederic C. Dreyer, the Director of Naval Ordnance. 

According to Tamaki, although it was still not clear what the truth behind the recent 

ship explosion was, it was essential to tackle the potential threat and fix it in time. 

Three types of potential threats and a solution (or improvement) were mentioned in 

the report. Production of the propellant was the first thing requiring improvement. 

These included a more rigorous quality check and improvement of the quality of 

materials such as the cotton used to make guncotton. 

 

The second improvement was about a better environment for propellant storage. 

Tamaki mentions that the temperature was a vital factor in addition to a regular 

inspection of the situation and quality of the propellant in the storage. When a ship is 

under maintenance, the propellant loaded on the ship’s magazine for two years or 

more must be unloaded. The ventilation of the magazine should receive proper 

attention too since poor ventilation would make lead to uneven temperature among 

 
138 Nana nen ichigatsu jyūshichinichi chuuzai-in hōkoku shintatsu no kudan Igirisu tokushu 

`petorouru'-tei ni tsuite hōkoku-gai (ichi) ７年１月１７日 駐在員報告進達の件 英国特殊「ペ

トロール」艇に就いて報告外（１）[Report on progress of expatriate report-Unreported British 

special ‘petrol’ boat (1), 17th January, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100772200. Nana nen ichigatsu jyūshichinichi chuuzai-in hōkoku shintatsu no kudan Igirisu 

tokushu `petorouru'-tei ni tsuite hōkoku-gai (ni) ７年１月１７日 駐在員報告進達の件 英国特殊

「ペトロール」艇に就いて報告外（２）[Report on progress of expatriate report-Unreported 

British special ‘petrol’ boat (2), 17th January, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100772300. 
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the magazines, that not only affected the performance of the gun but also increased 

the potential of a magazine explosion. Tamaki also mentions that seawater pipes 

should be maintained well so the magazine could be flooded very quickly to prevent 

an explosion. At the end of this section, Tamaki suggests that electricity cables should 

be kept at a distance from the magazine. When capital ships are undergoing 

modernisation, the workers must be monitored closely to ensure the quality of their 

work. 

 

The third part is about the improvement of magazine storage. The first measurement 

to improve the safety of the magazine was to increase the security level of the 

surrounding cabins and counterparts by locking them all. The second measurement is 

to forbid any flammable materials within 20 feet of the magazine’s bulkhead. He 

specifically mentions coal bags here, which, he says, must not be placed nearby. The 

third measurement is to double-check the loading of the propellant on board, both 

before and after lading. The checked propellant should be sealed separately into the 

propellant case. The last thing he does is to urge the authority to establish new safety 

regulations accordingly. Tamaki presents the British navy’s standard for the safe 

storage period of several propellants, for example, he states that cordite MD has 12 

years of safety storage period. 

 

The last part of this report is about the reasons for denotation. Even though the reason 

behind several denotations still required further investigation, he lists some 

preliminary ideas such as a mine was triggered when they were being taken away 

from the magazine without precaution or that ongoing cooking in the path of 
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ammunition transfer accidentally ignited the propellant.139 

 

Not only in magazine protection, Tamaki was also interested in the latest naval 

technology from fire control equipment to anti-submarine warfare. For example, in 

the service report no. 3, Tamaki mentions his observation and first-hand experience 

on the equipment onboard HMS Royal Oak. He visited the fire-control station of the 

6” gun, the controlling top of the 15” main gun, and one of the 15” gun turret. He has 

drawn annotated diagrams of the structure of the director, the fire-control panel, even 

the hoist mechanics and the floor plan of the projectile handling deck in the turret.140 

In service report no. 5, he mentions the new triple turret of the 4” secondary gun 

installed on HMS Repulse with a simple yet clear bird's eye view plan of the ship to 

explain the content.141 In service report no. 6 he mentions the trial of aerial torpedo 

installed on a seaplane.142 In service report no. 9, he mentions some cases of the 

British Navy’s attempts to destroy German submarines with depth charges. He also 

mentions the firing drill for an anti-aircraft gun in the same report.143 He had visited 

the Armstrong dockyard in Newcastle and records the ship-building progress at the 

site in service report no. 11. One of the ships mentioned in the report is HMS Furious, 

 
139 Roku nen jyū ichi gatsu kansen jibaku ni kansuru kudan ６年１１月１日 艦船自爆に関する件

[Report related to ship self-destruction, 1st November, the 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100792300, pp. 483-489. 
140 Go nen ku gatsu tōka jūgun hōkoku san ５年９月１０日 従軍報告３[Service report no. 3, 10th 

September, 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100793200, pp. 31-40. 
141 Go nen Jyū gatsu nijyūni nichi j ūgun hōkoku go ５年１０月２２日 従軍報告５[Service report 

no. 5, 22th October, 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100793400, pp. 24-25. 
142 Go nen Jyū gatsu nijyūni nichi j ūgun hōkoku roku ５年１１月２０日 従軍報告６[Service 

report no. 6, 20th November, 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100793500, p. 

33. 
143 Roku nen shi gatsu tooka jūgun hōkoku kyū ６年４月１０日 従軍報告９[Service report no. 9, 

10th Apil, 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100793800, pp. 80-86. 
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which was initially a large light cruiser armed with two 18” guns. The vessel was 

undergoing building of a flight deck on the superstructure and he adds an annotated 

hand drawing of the same.144 

 

Tamaki’s interests in naval technology included the application of various equipment. 

For example, in service report no. 11, he jots down details of the gunnery drills on the 

Battlecruiser Fleet during the inspection by King George V.145 In service report no. 5, 

he mentions the range-finding practice of HMS Indomitable with a gunnery report of 

the ship during the practice attached.148F146 In service report no. 6, he mentions the 

combat drills of the Grand fleet, especially the performance of smokescreen and 

zigzag manoeuvre during the exercise by the British. Numerous high-quality action 

charts are also attached with the report.149F147 In service report no. 9, Tamaki records 

what he observed during the 2nd combat drills of the Battlecruiser Fleet and notes that 

the British light cruisers were issued with a specially-designed paper. That paper was 

intended for the cruisers to report the direction and estimated speed of the enemy 

ships in sight. This information was expected to be transmitted back to the main body 

of the fleet with signal lights.148 

 

War experience from the Second Special Squadron 

 
144 Roku nen ni gatsu futsuka jūgun hōkoku hachi (ichi) ６年２月２日 従軍報告８（１）[Service 

report no. 8 (1), 2nd February, 6th year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100794000, pp. 

17-20. This report is coded as the eighth service report, however in the content Tosu marked it as the 

eleventh service report. 
145 C10100794000, pp. 23-41.  
146 C10100793400, pp. 13-18. 
147 C10100793500, pp. 5-26. 
148 C10100793800, pp. 40-71. 
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During the deployment to the Mediterranean, the Second Special Squadron sent back 

several correspondences to Tokyo. These materials were all filed under the catalogue 

of ‘Japanese-German War’. Those reports could be divided into three general types: 

observation reports, after-action reports, and technical/doctrinal reports related to 

ASW. Among the reports, those concerning the ASW techniques or doctrine were 

mostly related to the objectives of Second Special Squadron. According to the list of -

classified documents received from and returned to the British navy, the Second 

Special Squadron had received 25 -classified documents. However, none on the list is 

identical with the reports or documents discussed below and all these documents were 

returned to the Royal Navy after the War. Only eight of the submitted reports were 

related to ASW techniques or doctrine, including convoy escorting, so it could be 

confirmed that the ASW-related materials collected by the Second Special Squadron 

were accessible through some unofficial channel. Although some of the reports had 

briefly explained the method of acquisition, it is unclear how they accessed them.149 

 

The first to mention is an untranslated report ‘Remarks on the use of Depth Charge’ 

from June 1917, written by the H.M. Dockyard in Malta and submitted to Tokyo one 

month later. It mentions the destructive radius of a depth charge and describes the 

material and moral damage a depth charge could do to the enemy.150 Another two-

volume untranslated ‘War Instructions for British Merchant Ships’ was published in 

August 1917. It was a about 110-page booklet showing the captain of a merchant ship 

what moves to adopt on their journey, including how to zig-zag and how to recognise 

 
149 CONFIDENTIAL BOOK (1), 1919. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10081193500, p. 1. 
150 Bakurai shiyou-jou no chūi 爆雷使用上の注意 [Remarks on the use of Depth Charge], 1917, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10080068200. 
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friendly and hostile vessels.151 

 

Following the above reports was a Japanese translation of the British navy’s ‘Remarks 

on Submarine Warfare’. According to the front page of the report, the original 

document was classified by the Admiralty, but was provided by a ‘senior staff from 

the navy’. The staff of the Second Special Squadron spent six months to translate it 

from English to Japanese, and sent it to Tokyo. The document consists of five 

chapters. Chapter 1 is about the tactics and means of attack adopted by hostile 

submarines in a difficult situation, including camouflage and concealing measures. 

Chapter 2 is about surveillance techniques used in a submarine. Chapter 3 describes 

attack tactics above and below the surface towards a hostile submarine. Chapter 4 is 

about techniques and tactics to deal with a hostile submarine’s attack and surface 

vessel’s defensive measures. It also includes a subsection about the necessary actions 

to be taken when a hostile submarine is discovered. The last chapter is about convoy 

escort and using a Q boat, a merchant vessel armed with concealed armament 

intended to catch a submarine in surprise. 

 

Although related to convoy escort, the content of Chapter 5 consists only of four 

pages and is rather simple. For the escorting vessels, the document only mentions the 

required number of destroyers for large combat vessels, fast merchant vessels and 

 
151 Bessatsu War Instructions for British Merchant Ships August 1917 (C.B. 415)(1) 別冊 ＷＡＲ 

ＩＮＳＴＲＵＣＴＩＯＮＳ ＦＯＲ ＢＲＩＴＩＳＨ ＭＥＲＣＨＡＮＴ ＳＨＩＰＳ Ａ

ＵＧＵＳＴ １９１７．（Ｃ．Ｂ．４１５）（１）[War Instructions for British Merchant Ships 

August 1917 (C.B. 415) (1)], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080075600. Bessatsu War Instructions for 

British Merchant Ships August 1918 (C.B. 415) (2) 別冊 ＷＡＲ ＩＮＳＴＲＵＣＴＩＯＮＳ 

ＦＯＲ ＢＲＩＴＩＳＨ ＭＥＲＣＨＡＮＴ ＳＨＩＰＳ ＡＵＧＵＳＴ １９１７．

（Ｃ．Ｂ．４１５）（２）[War Instructions for British Merchant Ships August 1917 (C.B. 415) 

(2)], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian 

Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080075700. 
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slow merchant vessels carrying important strategic resources, and the relative position 

of the destroyers during the escort mission. The required performance of the escorting 

vessels is also discussed. However, it only points out that destroyer is better than 

cruiser in an escort mission. The document highlights that a few destroyers escorting a 

single merchant vessel would be the most efficient and a large-scale convoy would be 

a vulnerable target for the submarines. On the other hand, it also says that an armed 

merchant vessel accompanying a certain number of unarmed merchants would be 

safer than the vessels sailing on their own. It was believed that the armed merchant 

could open fire on the submarine, forcing the attacker to submerge, and then the 

merchant ships could escape with a higher surface speed. 

 

The original title of the report was regarding ASW and the Japanese navy also saw the 

document as more concerned with ASW warfare than with convoy escort. The 

Japanese Navy Department considered it as a -classified material and it was restricted 

to the senior commanding officers and to the officers involved in submarine warfare 

only. Officers on escort duty did not have access to this -classified material and those 

who were authorised were instructed to be responsible to avoid any intelligence 

leakage. This attitude reveals that the Japanese navy did not want it to be distributed 

in the fleet and some advanced doctrines circulated among the officers only.152 

 

‘Memorandum on the Escorting Operations by the British Navy’ was the 14th 

memorandum issued by the Escort Command in Malta in January 1918 and sent to 

 
152 Taishō roku nen daini tokumu kantai sensuiteisen ni kansuru tekiyō 大正６年 第２特務艦隊 潜

水艇戦に関する摘要[Second Special Squadron’s Remarks on Submarine warfare], 1917, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10081102700, pp. 6-93. 
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Tokyo in May 1918. It was divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 focused on formation 

as well as zig-zag movement of the convey being escorted. Chapter 2 was a set of 

instructions for the escort vessels. It reminds the officers their position within the 

escort formation during daytime and the procedures during anti-ship operations at 

night. Chapter 3 describes the procedures for the convoy ships being hit by either a 

torpedo or a naval mine. Chapter 4 is a list of names of ports and harbours being 

defending by the Entente in the Mediterranean. Chapter 5 is not much related to 

submarines but has instructions for the convoy personnel in the situation they 

witnessed a Zeppelin airship.153 

 

There is one report, the Royal Navy’s ‘Remarks on Protection by Extended Escorts, 

(C. B. 680)’ translated by the Second Special Squadron in May 1918. The report 

consists of six chapters, which described the objectives of extended escorts (of the 

convoy), the best position within a convoy formation, the characteristic of hostile 

submarines, the value of adopting extended escort, the importance of destroyers for an 

extended escort formation, and the timing to adopt such formation. The translated 

material was straight-forward. For example, Chapter 1 explained the objective of 

extended escort as: 1) prevent the hostile submarine from sighting and ambushing the 

convoy by forcing it operate underwater, 2) to prevent the hostile submarines 

obtaining the optimal angle to launch an attack, and 3) to provide an early warning 

regarding hostile submarines. For the optimal position of escorts within the formation, 

the material suggests that it depends on the situation, which is determined by the 

minimum range the merchants would not be discovered by a hostile submarine. For 

 
153 Igirisu kaigun gosō ni kansuru oboegaki 英国海軍護送に関する覚書[Memorandum on the 

escorting operations by the British Navy], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080072700. 
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the importance of destroyer for such an operation, the report admits that a destroyer’s 

high speed and exceptional lookout ability would be useful. However, the report 

argues that destroyers would have had alerted the hostile submarines and forced it to 

submerge, which would make target recognition a bit difficult.154 

 

‘Notes on Submarine Hunting, Using Hydrophones, (C. B. 791)’ and ‘Note on the 

Theory of Depth Charge Attacks, (C. B. 855)’ were sent to Tokyo in November 1918 

and are detailed manuals on ASW. ‘Notes on Submarine Hunting, Using 

Hydrophones, (C. B. 791)’ is a 70-page manual which describes the hunt for 

submarines in four phases: 1. discover, 2. trace, 3. contact (surround) and 4. attack. 

The manual further discusses the main tactics adopted by submarines at the time, the 

possibility of the existing equipment to successfully attack the submarine, the 

offensive formation for the vessels during anti-submarine operations, using several 

successful examples on anti-submarine operations as well as listing some precautions 

about submarines chasing, etc.157F155 ‘Note on the Theory of Depth Charge Attacks, 

(C. B. 855)’ is a little bit shorter (62 pages) yet detailed, booklet regarding depth 

charge attacks. The manual is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 discusses 

different types of depth charge attacks as well as their pros and cons. Chapter 2 

discusses attacking procedures at the time when a submarine is snorkelling or is at the 

periscope depth. Chapter 3 introduces the attacking method when the hydrophone 

discovers a submarine and only an approximate position of the submarine is 

 
154 Gaishō wo Mottesuru yusō Funekarada Hōgyohō 外哨ヲ以テスル輸送舩体防禦法 [Remarks on 

protection by extended escorts], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080073300, pp. 2-29. 
155 Suichū chōonki ni yoru sensui-tei kari 水中聴音機による潜水艇狩り[Notes on submarine 

hunting, using hydrophones, (C. B. 791)], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080078300. 
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revealed.156 

 

Apart from the ASW documents, most of the reports from the Second Special 

Squadron Command are battle reports, most of which are after-action report (AAR) 

with some summary reports. AAR are detailed in appearance, however, the content 

reveals that the officers deployed to assist in the convoy escorting mission did not 

treat it in any serious manner. 

 

An AAR from the Second Special Squadron consists of different elements. At the 

beginning of the report is ‘Situation’, which includes 1) mission, 2) adopted actions, 

3) hostile intelligence received before departure, and 4) weather and miscellaneous. 

Next is the ‘Escort Plan’, which includes two annotated graphs showing the convoy 

and escort formation as well as the zig-zag movement and the speed, communication 

signals and planned reaction towards lousy weather and enemy submarine attacks. A 

narrative of the convoy, detailed to minutes, was also attached in the AAR. Following 

the narrative is the battle result, battle causalities, ammo consumed or any other 

appendixes the author thought necessary to mention. The ‘Feedbacks’ consists of the 

reflections, feedbacks and observations by the commanding officers, which 

sometimes included the opinions from his sub-ordinance too. 

 

The AAR of the escort operation by Destroyer Momo and Yanagi from 15th Destroyer 

Flotilla on 12th February 1918 is used as an example to demonstrate these features. 

This AAR was written and submitted by Motoharu, the captain of Destroyer Momo. 

 
156 Bakurai no kōgeki genri 爆雷の攻撃原理[Note on the theory of Depth Charge attacks, (C. B. 855)], 

1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical 

Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080078400. 
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He was also the commanding officer of the 15th Destroyer Flotilla. In parts of the 

report, he gives two reflections, the first concerning the cooperation between escort 

vessels to maximise the effectiveness of a depth charge attack; the second concerning 

the existing buoy for marking the approximate position of hostile submarines, which 

he found was ineffective, and which showed the need for a specifically designed 

buoy. 

 

Iwasaki, captain of Destroyer Yanagi, gives nine suggestions and reflections. Those 

suggestions are much more technical and detailed. For example, he suggested that 

when a torpedo was discovered, the observer should report as simply yet as clearly as 

possible and that the observers should not only be deployed at two sides of the bridge 

but also on the upper platforms of the superstructures. In reflections, he provides 

some feedback such as ‘the periscope would make some white waves when it is raised 

at calm sea’, ‘when a torpedo appears at 600 meters, it would make a big and 

recognisable white trace’ and ‘the path of a torpedo could provide some ideas 

regarding what position the hostile submarine was at, which could help to dodge and 

to attack it later’. Most of the content in ‘Feedbacks’ were lies on a tactical level, 

sometimes technical.157 

 

Apart from AARs and ASW documents mentioned above, the remaining material is 

mostly observation reports. Among all these reports, there are three reports which are 

worth mention. The first one discusses the ‘British range keeper’. It is one of the very 

 
157 Taishō nana nen ni tsuki jyūni nichi dai jyūgo kuchiku-tai (momo, yanagi) sentō shōhō 大正７年２

月１２日第１５駆逐隊（桃、柳）戦闘詳報 [After action report of 15th Destroyer Flotilla (Momo, 

Yanagi) on 12th February, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080071100. 
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few, if not the only one, on the investigation instructed directly by the Commander-in-

Chief of the Second Special Squadron. The title itself suggests why it received the 

attention from the Commander-in-Chief himself, as the range keeper was the most 

advanced naval gunnery technology at the time. It was so advanced that the British 

navy decided not to share it with its Japanese counterpart. Despite the British navy’s 

attempt to conceal their fire control technology, the title of report suggests that the 

Japanese naval officers were already aware of the existence of ‘range keeper’, at least 

as a conception. 

 

However, the content of the report suggests that ‘range keeper’ was all the Japanese 

officers had known about it. In fact, it was not a range keeper at all, but an advanced 

model of the Range Clock plus some basic ability to calculate the last gun range and 

deflections from the feedback data. According to the report, the ‘range keeper’ was 

5.2’ tall, 8.5’ in long, and 7’ deep, a very light, small and rectangular box from 

appearance. Its surface had four knobs, one on the front (range-rate adjustment), one 

in the top-left corner of the front (gunsight range adjustment), and two on the right-

hand side (rangefinder range and gunsight range adjustment, and the mainspring 

knob). At the bottom-left corner, there was a regulator button to regulate the speed of 

the mainspring. The surface of the box provided six types of data: two dials to show 

the staddle and spotting corrections, gun range, rangefinder range, range rate, and the 

gun defection. The report does not mention if the data was electrically  transmitted to 

the machine or not, but the presence of knobs suggests that the rangefinder range, the 

range rate, and the spotting data feedback were all manually input by adjusting those 

knobs. The only data generated by the box automatically was the gun range, as it 

could be obtained once the spring speed was adjusted and the range rate and 
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rangefinder range were input.  

 

The box, or the so-called ‘range keeper’ was not a range keeper installed on board the 

capital ships serving in the Grand Fleet at all. The Dreyer table at the time had already 

integrated the plotting board, the Dumaresq, the range clock and electrical data 

transmission from the rangefinder to the fire-control table. The box described by the 

IJN officer was only an advanced range clock and by no means a true range keeper. 

However, the IJN officer’s attitude also revealed that they believed that it was just a 

simplified device for the gunnery operations on light vessels, or applicable when 

independent firing from each gun turrets was required. The IJN officer believed that it 

would be better using the existing fire-control devices instead of the box. If the IJN 

officer believed that it was a ‘range keeper’ the British Navy relied on, such simple 

device probably would have had provided some fake confidence to go for a long-

range gunnery with the existing fire-control devices instead of developing an 

integrated system. However, responses and opinions on the ‘range keeper’ from the 

senior officers in Tokyo are unknown.158 

 

The remaining two reports mentioned here are one recounting the journey on the 

destroyer HMS Cameleon and another describing the submarine HMS E21 each by a 

different IJN officer. Lieutenant commander Kato wrote the report on HMS 

Cameleon. He was onboard the destroyer for a month in early May 1917. His report 

has 11 chapters, including the characteristics of the destroyer, the crew, a brief 

 
158 Eishiki rangekeeper no setsumei 英式 ＲＡＮＧＥ ＫＥＥＰＥＲの説明 [Illustrated 

description on the British style range keeper], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080075800. Norman Friedman, 

Naval Firepower: Battleship Guns and Gunnery in the Dreadnought Era, pp. 45-48, 228. 
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description of its operation, escorting mission, anti-submarine operation and rescue 

mission and daily life on the ship from daily operation to personnel training 

onboard.159 Lieutenant Masukura Kumazawa wrote the report about HMS E21. He 

was one of the crews onboard Japanese Destroyer Katsura. From 5th to 25th April, and 

was deployed to HMS E21 with permission from the Second Special Squadron. 

During this period, the submarine was deployed to Strait of Otranto for the blockade 

against the Austro-Hungarian submarines entering the Mediterranean Sea. This two-

volume report recounts the general characteristic of submarines on both sides as well 

as the calculation of firing solution for torpedo towards the surface target. This report 

was sent to the Torpedo School after it reached the Navy Ministry.160 

 

Among the observation reports, there were also reports about the Royal Navy H class 

submarine, the naval aircrafts commissioning within the Royal Navy, instruction 

manual of the British torpedo, minesweeping, port defences, and anti-submarine net 

tender, which were sent to Tokyo during the overseas deployment.161 Other 

 
159 Igirisu kuchiku-kan `kamereon' jōkan-chū no kenbun ni kansuru hōkoku 英国駆逐艦「カメレオ

ン」乗艦中の見聞に関する報告[Report on board the British destroyer HMS Cameleon], 1917, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10080068300. 
160 Taishō nana nen go tsuki jyū nichi okeru moruta ei sensui-tei jōtei jūgun hōkoku (ichi) 大正７年５

月１０日於モルタ 英潜水艇乗艇従軍報告（１）[Report on board the British submarine at Malta, 

10th May 7th Year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C100800759. 
161 Eikoku H-Kyū Sensuitei Shichitsu Kiji 英国Ｈ級潜水艇視察記事 [Observation report of the British 

H-class submarine], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for 

Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080072100. Igirisu kaigun kōkūki ni kansuru hōkoku (1) 

英国海軍航空機に関する報告（１）[Report on the aircrafts within the British Navy], 1918, 

unknown author, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian 

Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080071200. Eishiki Gyorai Setsumeisho 英式魚雷説明書 

[Instructions of British torpedo], 1918, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080071400. Kirai Sōkaigu Sankōsho 

Tsuika機雷掃海具参考書追加 [Additional reference book on minesweeping equipment], 1918, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10080072600. Chichūkai NenGōkoku Kōwan ni okeru sensuitei ni taisuru 

Hōgyosetsubi oyo Sōkai Suidō ni kansuru Chōsa 地中海連合国港湾に於ける潜水艇に対する防禦

設備及掃海水道に関する調査（１） [Research of the Allied Nation’s anti-submarine defenses and 
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observation reports were rather brief, for example, the report of hospital ship and 

naval arsenal visits.162 These reports suggests that IJN officers enjoyed a high degree 

of freedom to choose what to observe, to investigate and to report. Probably their 

superior did not pay much attention to intelligence gathering. However, the relatively 

limited number of reports concerning ASW reveal the contempt of officers from 

Second Special Squadron regarding convoy escort and the anti-submarine operation 

for the merchants. They were more interested in intelligence related to fleet battle and 

naval gunnery than ASW and convoy escort, which they were assigned to accomplish. 

 

Conclusion 

During the WW1, the Japanese navy had obtained various first-hand experiences from 

the Royal Navy. The lessons from these were not only restricted to fleet battle but 

covered almost every aspect of naval warfare during the Great War. Of the six naval 

attachés studied in this chapter, all wrote what they learnt regarding how these latest 

innovations would affect the face of naval warfare in the next war. For example, the 

use of submarines as commercial raiders, naval air force on scouting and ASW, land-

sea cooperation and the latest fire-control equipment were mentioned multiple times. 

Taji Tan, as a shipbuilder, also drew attention to auxiliary vessels which he thought 

 
channel minesweeping within Mediterranean ports and harbour], 1917, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10080069000. Sensuitei Hōgyoame Fusetsusen ChōsaHōkō 潜水艇防禦網敷設船調査報告 

[Investigation report on the anti-torpedo net layer], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080068400.  
162 Eikoku Byōinsen Rewa Kengaku Kiji 英国病院船「リワ」見学記事 [Field trip report of British 

Hospital Ship Rewa], 1917, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center 

for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10080070700. Taranto Kaigunkōshō Kengaku Kiji タラ

ント海軍工廠見学記事 [Field trip report of Taranto Naval Arsenal], 1917, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10080070400. 
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might play an important role in overseas colonies in the next war. The officers 

deployed to the Mediterranean as the Second Special Squadron also contributed some 

materials from the British Navy on merchant escort. 

 

Apart from technological advances, some of them even discuss the relationship of 

economy and war. Such concerns are not only restricted to the logistic arrangement 

for convoy protection but also how can a nation’s war machine can keep operating 

during a total war. For example, Nobujirou Imamura expressed his idea of how 

personnel training and naval education system could be adapted to a wartime 

situation. He even proposed utilising retired military personnel by forming something 

like the Royal Navy Volunteer Reserves. Tyusuke Shimomura’s first report sent to 

Tokyo discussed the British army’s mobilisation system during the War. 

 

These reports show that the officers were enthusiastic in gathering various kinds of 

intelligence. However, the content and the focus of reports from these officers may 

suggest that there was no intention to guide the officers to write their reports in a 

uniform way. In this way, the reports cover various aspect of naval warfare, but a 

negative impact was that the content as well as the quality of the reports varied 

between different officers. The officers in the Second Special Squadron, through 

which they were participating in escort and ASW operations, were not enthusiastic on 

discussing the tactics; instead, they dug into some minor details. In terms of quality 

and quantity, Morita Menoru’s reports on the Entente naval activities in the 

Mediterranean, both on the land-sea cooperation as well as on the arrangements of 

ASW and blockade, are much better than both Suetsugu’s and other officers serving 

in Second Special Squadron. 
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The lessons learnt from the Russo-Japanese War, more specifically, from the Battle of 

Tsushima, may explain such diversities of observation. Although the Russian cruisers 

had brought some troubles for the Japanese during the War, the Battle of Tsushima 

provided strong evidence on how the naval warfare would be in the next war. The 

strong belief in a decisive fleet action as the conclusion from Tsushima became the 

Japanese theory of victory for the next war and thus affected the understanding of 

naval officers regarding what naval warfare should be. Therefore, it is not surprising 

that the reports mentioning operations or intelligence apart from fleet battles were not 

welcomed in Japan. The officers may have witnessed the importance of escort, ASW, 

land-sea cooperation and submarines on commercial raiding in Europe, but the senior 

officers showed little interest in what these officers had to share. 
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Chapter 3 Drills and exercises during the interwar period 

 

Introduction 

At the end of the Great War, the Japanese navy was a formidable naval force next to 

the Royal Navy and the US navy. However, the international situation changed 

rapidly after the War. The signation of the Washington Naval Treaty not only ended 

the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, but also laid down a restriction on the number of capital 

ships among the major navies of the world. After the treaty, Japanese Navy could only 

maintain 60 percent strength of the US Navy or Royal Navy in the catalogue of 

capital ships. The eight-eight fleet plan was forced abandoned too. The US had also 

become the first priority as the hypothetical enemy and throughout the interwar 

period, the Japanese navy was developing as a force to fight against the US navy in 

the expected war in the future. This chapter would discuss what and how the Imperial 

Japanese Navy (IJN) adopted and reinforced during the period. 

 

The Washington Naval Treaty not only stopped the expansion of the IJN, but also 

planted an internal rivalry between the “Treaty Faction” and the “Fleet Faction”. The 

Treaty Faction, at best represented by Katō Tomosaburō, believed that accepting the 

naval restriction suited the best interests of Japan, or Japan would have to go on for an 

unrestricted naval race with the U.S, which Japan would eventually face an economic 

collapse. However, for the Fleet Faction, the Washington Naval Treaty was a 

disastrous defeat. The navy could no longer reach the essential seven-to-ten tonnage 

ratio against the USN, which was established by Satō Tetsutarō in his writings back in 

1910s. Also, the navy could no longer complete its long-desired eight-eight fleet, a 
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modern battle fleet consisting of eight battleships and eight battlecruisers. After that, 

the IJN could only rely on six WW1-era battleships and four Kongo Class 

battlecruisers plus carriers to against the USN with fifteen standard battleships and at 

least three carriers until the end of Treaty Era.163  

 

The Naval Treaty restricted the combat strength of surface vessels, which the IJN 

determined to develop naval aviation, submarines and torpedo technology to 

neutralise the USN’s numerical superiority. However, the debates between the naval 

aviation and the surface officers became another wave of internal rivalry within the 

Navy. The debates on naval aviation could be traced back to 1914, at the time which 

the potential of naval aviation was still in doubt. However, after the Washington 

Naval Treaty the aviation officers began to argue that the carriers should received 

more attention and became the main body of the Navy. Since the Naval Treaty 

prohibited the construction of new battleships, the strength of battleship force was 

restricted. While the carrier force was a new-born after the Treaty, they were more 

modern, and their aviation could launch an attack far beyond the battle range of the 

battleship’s main gun. Also, the carrier could search, scout, damage and destroy the 

USN surface vessels and even the carriers in an unimaginable distance. However, 

during the interwar period the IJN decided to stick on the battleship tradition. It was 

reasonable as the naval aviation was not reliable enough to operate separately until the 

rapid technological innovations in mid-late 1930s. On the other hand, the battleships 

required the carrier aviation for air cover, and more importantly, to secure the sky for 

 
163 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. 194-198. 
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the spotters.164 Also, the battleship was always a powerful weapon in propaganda, 

especially to win the support from the public, it was a critical battlefield for the IJN to 

survive against the IJA in a budget war. Under such circumstances, it was not difficult 

to imagine why the IJN continued to test and justify the orthodox doctrine during the 

Fleet exercises in interwar period. The military and political factors also played an 

crucial role in the interwar period. 

 

The chapter argues that instead of seeking other ways to solve the problem, the 

Japanese strengthened their fleet to create a fleet that was focused on fighting a 

decisive fleet battle in a multi-phase attrition operation. By analysing the documents 

on exercises and drills, the chapter suggests that IJN tried to use submarines, smaller 

surface vessels and aircraft carriers to weaken the US fleet halfway in the Pacific and 

destroy it in a decisive fleet battle. The venue and fleet organization suggest that 

every large-scale confrontation was intended to prove some ideas of the fleet doctrine.  

As seems from the confrontation exercises and drills, IJN had arranged training for 

different types of combat vessels to perform a specific mission in the attrition 

operation. The chapter also shows that many of the experiences from WW1 had not 

been incorporated into the fleet doctrine, except for the part related to fleet battles, 

such as the usage of submarines as the eyes and vanguard of the main fleet. This was 

the result of personal preference combined with the influence of the Japanese theory 

of victory (Chapter 2). As Suetsugu Nobumasa became the decision maker of the war 

plan against the US as well as the commander of the submarine fleet, he had the 

opportunity to front the submarines as a tool serving this goal. Although the Japanese 

 
164 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun kōkū gaishi 海軍航空概史 [Brief History 

of the Naval Aviation], pp.46-59. 
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navy realized the defects in its fleet structure and ship design, it was too late to make 

any changes when WW2 started in 1941. 

 

Grand Exercises 

Daienshū (大演習, the Grand Exercise) was the largest scale drill of IJN. Sometimes 

IJN called it Tokubetsu Daienshū (特別大演習, Special Grand Exercise). The Grand 

Exercise was ‘special’ if the Emperor himself was going to attend it.165F165 In the 

Special Grand Exercise, which the Emperor ‘commanded’, the Chief of Naval 

General Staff was required to ‘briefly report’ the plan and procedures of the phase one 

of the exercise, the battle plan of the phase two of the exercise (the confrontation 

exercise), the expected battle flow of the confrontation exercise and the action plan 

for the Emperor’s observation ship.166F166 During the confrontation exercise, the 

Chief of Naval General Staff and the judges were required to update the Emperor 

about the latest situation. The instruction to end the exercise as well as the debriefing 

session were also held by the Emperor, at least in name.167 

 

 
165 The records related to the Grand Exercise held in 1927 is one of the examples demonstrating the 

synonymous usages of Daienshū and Tokubetsu daienshū. In Volume 67 of koubun biko (公文備考, 

Official Correspondence for Reference) of 1927, the kaikun kunneibu sho (海軍軍令部長, Chief of the 

Naval General Staff) used the term Tokubetsu daienshū in his letter to the jijyū bukan sho (侍從武官

長, Chief of Emperor’s Aide-de-Camp), while the term Daienshū was used in correspondences within 

the Navy Department. Despite the difference in the name, they both referred to the Grand Exercise of 

1927. For details see, Tokubetsu daienshū omeshikan ni kansuru ken 特別大演習御召艦に関する件 

[Documents related to the Emperor’s observation ship in the Special Grand Exercise], 1927, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C04015770300, pp.1-8. 
166 Kaigun daijin kanbou 海軍大臣官房, Kaigun seido enkaku kan jyūyon 海軍制度沿革 巻 14 [The 

history of the Naval institutions, volume 14]. (Tokyo: Kaigun daijin kanbou, 1941), 896. 
167 O shinsai chū enshū shidō to senkyō jōsō-tō satoru no ken 御親裁中演習指導及戦況上奏等覚の

件 [Memorandum about His Majesty instruction during the exercise and situation report to the throne], 

1927. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical 

Record (JACAR), Ref: C04015771100, pp.2-3. 
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There are nine Grand Exercise and fleet reviews from the Meiji period to the Showa 

period. The first Grand Exercise was held in 1910, and the last in 1940. All Grand 

Exercises after the signation of the Washington Naval Treaty were held during the 

Showa period. Grand Exercises and fleet reviews were held in 1927, 1930, 1933 and 

1936. The Grand Exercise held in 1935 was the exercise in which the Fourth Fleet 

incident happened. Probably it was not counted as Special Grand Exercise because the 

Emperor did not attend it.168 After the outbreak of the 2nd Sino-Japanese war, the 

Japanese Navy should still have organized one Special Grand Exercise in 1940. 

However, the primary sources are inaccessible and only some description could be 

found in the war history written by the National Institute of Defense Studies. This war 

history does not mention the exact number nor the breakdown of vessels used in the 

Grand Exercise.169 Although many documents were destroyed at the end of the Pacific 

War, the remaining material can still reveal some characteristics of the Grand 

Exercises for analysis. 

 

The first item to be discussed about the Grand Exercises would be the number of 

participant vessels. According to the Commemorative Publication of Grand Exercise 

1936 published in the Kobe City in 1937, there were 158, 164, 159 and 100 ships that 

 
168 The Grand exercises were followed by a fleet review. However, as the grand exercises were not held 

every year, some of the fleet reviews were separately held without Grand exercises. So, there were 

seventeen fleet reviews and nine Grand exercises (plus fleet review) until the outbreak of the 2nd Sino-

Japanese War in 1937. However, if counting the Special Grand Exercise in 1940 there would be ten, 

but not nine. For details, please refer to: Kobeshi 神戸市, Shōwa jyūichi nen kaigun tokubetsu 

daienshū kankanshiki昭和十一年海軍特別大演習観艦式神戸市記念誌 [Kobe’s Commemorative 

Publication on the Special Naval Grand Exercise in the 11th Year of Showa] (Kobe: Kobe shi yakusho, 

1937), 3-5.  
169 Due to the lack of official documents on exercise 1940, it is not clear if the exercise that year was a 

‘Grand exercise’, or a ‘Special Grand exercise’ with the Emperor’s supervision. Since the year 1940 

was the (Japanese) Imperial year 2600, which means that there might be a fleet review followed the 

exercises. However it is impossible to further discuss Grand exercise 1940 without enough official 

materials left. Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Sensuikan shi 潛水艦史 [History of the 

Submarines] (Tokyo, Asagumo shinbunsha, 1979), 41-43. 
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joined the Grand Exercises in 1927, 1930, 1933 and 1936 respectively. From the air 

force, approximately 80 planes (and 1 airship), 100 planes, 200 planes, and several 

hundred planes participated in these Grand Exercises respectively. The naval stations 

(鎮守府) that too participated in the same were not counted but the forces under the 

naval stations were part of the Grand Exercises. For example, the naval barracks, 

aviation corps, minesweeper divisions and naval defence corps of Yokosuka, Kure 

and Sasebo Naval Stations also joined the Grand Exercise in 1927.170 Around 140 

vessels,171 and 165 planes172 joined the Grand Exercise of 1935.  

In terms of the number of vessels, Grand Exercise 1927 would be the most detailed 

one. If we count only the major combat vessels, there were six battleships and two 

battlecruisers, three aircraft carriers (Hōshō, Akagi and the seaplane carrier 

Wakamiya), 22 cruisers, 21 Destroyer divisions and two destroyers and 13 submarine 

divisions and I-21.173 There were five battleships and two battlecruisers (of which one 

 
170 Shōwa ni nen tokubetsu daienshū keikakusho chū kaitei no ken 昭和２年特別大演習計画書中改

定の件（１） [Amendments within the plan of Special Grand Exercise in the 2nd Year of Showa], 

1927, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical 

Record (JACAR), Ref: C04015771700, pp.26-27. 
171 Kanbou kimitsu dai kyūhyaku nei go goū jyū. san. go shōwa jyū nen kaigun daienshū keikakusho no 

ken (1) 官房機密第９０５号 １０．３．５ 昭和１０年海軍大演習計画書の件（１） 

[Documents related to the operation plans for the Naval Grand Exercise 1935, Secretariat Secret No. 

905, 5th March, 10th year of Shōwa], 1935, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05034219800, 40-41. 
172 The exercise plan for 1935 did not mention the total number of aircrafts. However, it did mention 

that a total of 26 planes from different naval flying corps were reorganized to form the 1st and 2nd flying 

corps for the Blue and Red Fleet respectively. Of the three carriers that participated in these exercises, 

Hōshō carried 31 planes, Akagi carried 60 planes, and Ryūjō carried 48 planes, so the total number of 

planes in the Grand Exercise of 1935 would be 165, but the actual number could be slightly different 

from this figure. Gunneibu kimitsu dai Ippyaku goū jyū. Yon. jyūhachi shōwa jyū nen kaigun daienshū 

Butai heisei omote chū tokusetsu koūkuūtai heisei no ken 軍令部機密第１００号 １０．４．１８ 昭

和１０年海軍大演習部隊編成表中特設航空隊編成の件 [Documents related to the Special Flying 

Corps in the Table of organisation for the Naval Grand Exercise 1935, Naval General Staff Secret No. 

100, 18th April, 10th year of Shōwa], 1935, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05034219900, pp. 1-2. Bōei kenshūjo 

senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun koūkū gaishi海軍航空概史 [Brief History of the Naval 

Aviation] (Tokyo: Asagumo shinbunsha, 1976), Appendix 2. 
173 Shōwa ni nen kaigun daienshū ni kansuru ken 昭和２年度海軍大演習に関する件 [Documents 

related to the Naval Grand Exercise, 2nd year of Shōwa], 1927, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C04015771400, pp. 

3-6. 
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being the observation ship for the Emperor), three carriers, 23 cruisers, 20 destroyer 

divisions (76 destroyers), 12 submarine divisions and two separated submarines (36 

submarines) and 41 auxiliary vessels in Grand Exercise 1930.174 For the Grand 

Exercise 1933, the breakdown of vessels that participated in it could only be revealed 

from the ship plan for fleet review. According to the list, there were six battleships 

and three battlecruisers (of which Hiei was the observation ship for the Emperor), four 

carriers (Kaga, Akagi, Ryūjō and Hōshō), 26 cruisers, 18 destroyer divisions (63 

destroyers), 13 submarine divisions (35 submarines) and around 30 auxiliary 

vessels.175 In 1935, the vessels included three battleships, three carriers, 27 cruisers, 

20 destroyer squadrons and 12 submarines squadrons, not counting the auxiliary 

vessels.176 In 1936, there were seven battleships and one training battleship (which 

should be the demilitarized fast battleship Hiei), three aircraft carriers, 17 cruisers, 43 

destroyers, 20 submarines and seven miscellaneous vessels that participated. These 

figures come from the Commemorative Publication but the editors do not state where 

the figures come from though they were  probably obtained from official new 

releases.177 

 

From these figures, it can be concluded that the vessels that participated in the Grand 

 
174 Hyōgoken 兵庫県, Shōwa go nen kaigun tokubetsu daienshū kankanshik kiroku 昭和五年海軍特別

大演習観艦式記録 [Records of the Special Naval Grand Exercise Fleet review in the 5th Year of 

Showa] (Hyōgo: Hyōgoken, 1931), p. 6. 
175 The official records of the list of vessels participating in Grand Exercise 1930 probably was 

destroyed at the end of the war. However, the plan of ships for the fleet review can still be accessed. 

The figures are from the plan of ship since the combat vessels would join the fleet review immediately 

after the final phase of a Grand Exercise. Hachi. roku. nana. kankanshik shikishikiJyō no ken (3) ８．

６．７ 観艦式式場の件（３）[Document of the venue of Fleet review, 7th June, 8th year of Shōwa], 

1933, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical 

Record (JACAR), Ref: C05022694700, pp. 13-21. 
176 C05034219800, pp.37-41. 
177 Kobeshi 神戸市, Showa jyūichi nen kaigun tokubetsu daienshū kankanshiki 昭和十一年海軍特別

大演習観艦式神戸市記念誌 [Kobe’s Commemorative Publication on the Special Naval Grand 

Exercise in the 11th Year of Showa], p. 5. 
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Exercises were rather constant in terms of numbers, especially the capital ships. There 

were at least seven battleships, and three aircraft carriers in total. Even through the 

Grand Exercise 1935 had three battleships only, the number of carriers remains 

unchanged. The number of cruisers remained nearly the same, too. The only notable 

drop in number was that of the destroyers that participated in the Grand Exercise 

1936, in which their number was half that of Grand Exercise 1927. Therefore, while 

on paper the participating vessels were drastically less than in the previous years 

(around 33 percent less), the number of capital ships and cruisers remained almost the 

same.178 

 

After a comparison of vessels that participated in the Grand Exercises, the next 

question is how IJN did organize its fleet in the large-scale exercise during the final 

phase of a Grand Exercise. Due to the lack of materials, only the exercises for 1927 

and 1935 have a table of organization, which are detailed enough for discussion. From 

the table of organization, at least from the existing tables, it seems that the Red Fleet 

was always inferior to the Blue Fleet. However, the two fleets both had some 

strengths and some weaknesses, probably reflecting the actual combat situation with 

the opponent. For the Grand Exercise 1930, although not much official 

correspondence is left, fleet organization up to squadron level could still be 

reconstructed. 

 

By comparing the Red and Blue fleets in 1927, IJN probably planned to test its 

 
178 As in 1928, four destroyers formed a destroyer division within the IJN, which is same as the 

structure in 1927. Therefore, 21 destroyer divisions plus two separated destroyers equal to 86 

destroyers. Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ 

[Naval armament, volume 1], p. 213. 
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capability to fight against the US in a fleet battle. The Red Fleet consisted only of a 

battleship division, three cruiser divisions, two destroyer squadrons and one destroyer 

division, two submarine squadrons and one submarine division, the carrier Akagi, and 

six auxiliary vessels. The Red Fleet was reinforced by units under the Yokosuka 

Naval Station. There were some special arrangements for the Red Fleet. One of the 

cruiser divisions formed by protected cruiser Hirato and light cruiser Oi was acting as 

two Fuso class battleships with a top speed of 23 knots. The battleship division 

formed by Fuso and Yamashiro were counted as a battleship division of four. 

 

By these amendments in strength, the Red Fleet enjoyed an overall force at par with 

the Blue. The Red Fleet had six slow battleships armed with 14” guns, while the Blue 

Fleet had one battleship (Nagato) with 16” gun and two Ise class and two Kongo class 

battlecruisers. The strength in cruisers for both fleets was almost the same, though the 

Blue Fleet had an extra light cruiser. Both fleets had two heavy cruisers and a light 

cruiser division. The only difference was that the Blue Fleet had two more cruisers 

attached to the heavy cruiser division whereas the Red Fleet had four light cruisers 

serving as the flagships of destroyer squadrons and submarine squadrons, of which 

the Blue Fleet had only three. 

 

In the catalogue of destroyers and submarines, both had two destroyer squadrons. 

Although one of the destroyer squadrons in the Red Fleet lacked one destroyer 

division, there was a ninth destroyer division reinforced as the attached element. 

However, the Blue Fleet was also reinforced by three destroyer divisions from the 

Kure Naval Station and Sasebo Naval Station, which nearly equalled the strength of a 

destroyer squadron. The two submarine squadrons in both were organized identically, 
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but the Red Fleet had one more submarine division from the Yokosuka Naval Station, 

while the Blue Fleet had two more submarine tenders. For the naval aviation, Red 

Fleet had a two-to-one advantage (60 planes to 31 planes) if only carriers are counted. 

However, the Blue Fleet also received reinforcement from the flying corps from 

Naval Stations. Therefore, the differences on naval aviation was probably 

insignificant.179 

 

From the fleet structure mentioned above, the following can be concluded: the 

confrontation exercise should be a fleet battle between six battleships with uniform 

speed and main guns versus three battleships and two battlecruisers. With almost 

identical cruiser forces, one side enjoyed numerical advantages on carrier aviation 

while the other side enjoyed assistance from land-based aviation. Probably, the Red 

Fleet in the exercise was to act as the approaching US Pacific Fleet and the Blue Fleet 

was the defending Japanese navy. Curiously, the US navy did not have any 

battlecruiser nor fast battleship until the new generation battleships were included in 

the late 1930s. Their battleships after the Washington Naval Treaty were all armed 

with 14” guns except the three Colorado class. Therefore, those ‘six’ Fuso class 

battleships in Red Fleet should be resembling the US navy battleline formed by 

several standard battleships. 

 

Also, the components in battleships could be evidence that Red Fleet was the Royal 

Navy. The Royal Navy and the Japanese navy were the two navies that continued to 

operate battlecruisers, not counting the Turkish Navy, after the signing of Washington 

Naval Treaty. To make the confrontation more realistic, if the Red Fleet acted as a 

 
179 C04015771700, pp.26-27. 
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Royal Navy fleet, both sides should have a battlecruiser too, and very likely it would 

be two battlecruisers in the confrontation exercise. The distribution on CVs and land-

based aviation might be intended to simulate the outcome of the expected fleet battle 

between IJN and the US navy. Such confrontation exercise could be beneficial to the 

Japanese, since it could evaluate the usefulness of the land-based aviation on South 

Seas Mandate. 

 

In Grand Exercise 1930, IJN should have intended to simulate a fleet battle with 

another navy’s fleet with a battleline formed by slow battleships with 16” and 14” 

guns. The fleet organisation also suggests that IJN was trying to put to optimal use the 

cruisers with 8” gun, including how could they cooperate with light cruisers or even 

assist the fleet. 

 

In fleet organization, the Red Fleet had two battleships (Nagato and Hyūga), one 

carrier (Akagi) and three cruiser squadrons (three heavy cruisers and six light 

cruisers). These capital ships and heavy cruisers were supported by two destroyer 

squadrons led by Yubari and Tatsuta, and a separated destroyer squadron. In total 

there were seven destroyer divisions or 27 destroyers in total. Apart from that the Red 

Fleet probably was allocated at least a submarine squadron lead by the submarine 

tender Jingei. The Red Fleet was reinforced with several auxiliary vessels (exact 

number unknown) and a special flying corps for air recon missions. 

 

In comparison, the Blue Fleet has three battleships (Mutsu, Ise and Yamashiro) and 

battlecruiser Haruna, two carriers (Kaga and Hōshō), three cruiser squadrons (five 

heavy cruisers and three light cruisers). The Blue Fleet was allocated two destroyer 
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squadrons and two separated destroyer division (one being attached to the carrier 

squadron), and three submarine squadrons. In total, it had 30 destroyers and 19 

submarines. Apart from the vessels mentioned above, the Blue Fleet was also 

reinforced through Kure, Yokosuka, and Sasebo Naval Stations, and Ōminato and 

Maizuru Secondary Naval Stations. These naval stations would provide additional 

units to the Blue Fleet, adding five flying corps, a destroyer squadron, a submarine 

squadron and two submarines, which meant additional four destroyers and six 

submarines. A division of minesweeper, six in total, was also assigned to the Blue 

Fleet. 

 

It is clear that Red Fleet was disadvantaged in capital ships with a ratio of one to two 

(it had no battlecruiser while the Blue Fleet had one). The Red Fleet had only one 

fleet carrier (Akagi) while the Blue Fleet had one fleet carrier (Kaga) and one light 

carrier (Hōshō). If we count the flying corps under the various naval stations and 

secondary naval stations, Blue Fleet enjoyed a massive numerical advantage, except 

for the fact that this advantage was affected by the effectiveness of the coordination 

between the surface fleet and the land-based aviation scattered among the naval 

stations. On the other hand, the Red Fleet was reinforced by a flying corps, which 

could handle the reconnaissance missions for the aircraft carrier, so the fleet carrier 

could focus on strike missions. However, the Blue Fleet’s carriers were also free from 

scout missions thanks to the flying corps from naval stations, which make the 

evaluation of their strengths complicated. Although Blue Fleet had more land-based 

scout planes for reconnaissance, because as the defending side they had a vast area to 

cover and this neutralized the numerical advantage on paper. However, it is clear that 

the Blue Fleet’s naval aviation would have a slight advantage even if the carrier-based 
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aviation was counted. The light carrier Hōshō could provide additional fighters and 

attack aircrafts, 31 in total. Therefore, the Blue Fleet could have a slightly stronger 

airstrike than the Red Fleet had, and also had more fighters to cover the airstrike 

missions, or to provide air cover to the battleline. 

 

In cruisers, neither had a clear advantage. However, the organization of the cruiser 

squadrons shows a preference for two different concepts of cruiser usage. First of all, 

the four Myoko class were evenly allocated to both fleets. Myoko and Nachi were 

allocated to the Blue Fleet and Haguro and Ashigara were allocated to the Red Fleet. 

So, each side had a cruiser squadron formed by two most advanced cruisers with 8” 

gun. For the remaining cruisers, the two fleets had a different combination. Besides 

the two Myoko, two Aoba class (Kinugasa, Aoba), and a Furutaka class, Kago, 

formed the fifth cruiser squadron of the Blue Fleet. The third cruiser squadron of the 

Blue Fleet was formed by three 5,500-ton cruisers Yura, Nagara and Sendai. The Red 

had only one more cruiser with 8” gun, which was Furutaka, apart from the two 

Myoko. Therefore, the remaining two cruiser squadrons of the Red Fleet, one was 

formed by Furutaka and other three 5,500-ton cruisers Abukuma, Kitakami and Tama. 

The third cruiser squadron of the Red Fleet was formed by three 5,500-ton cruisers 

Jintsū, Ōi and Kiso. 

 

Overall, the Blue Fleet had an advantage on heavy cruisers while the Red Fleet had 

more light cruisers. Considering such arrangement, the Blue Fleet would have 

deployed their cruisers with 8” guns separately from the light cruiser squadrons. 

However, the Red Fleet would have to deploy the Furutaka for supporting the light 

cruisers, since it would be impossible to switch the ship to join the Myoko squadron. 
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Not many choices were left for the Red Fleet on fleet operations. 

 

Although the exact distribution of destroyer squadrons and submarines remains 

unknown, both fleets seem relatively balanced. Both sides had the same destroyer 

squadrons under the command of the respective fleet, though Blue Fleet could 

reinforce its fleet with destroyer divisions under a naval station’s command. Blue 

Fleet also had a clear advantage on submarines if those naval station units are 

counted. However, their defensive stance had minimized the numerical advantage, 

since the Blue Fleet would need them spread out to form a patrol line or deploy them 

for an ambush. One point though remains unclear: how would the difference in 

combination of cruisers affect the combat effectiveness of the destroyers? The Red 

Fleet had more light cruisers and while their main guns might not have been powerful 

enough to deal with cruisers with 8” ones, they would be enough to clear the path for 

the destroyers to launch a torpedo or to prevent the Blue Fleet from doing the same. 

The Blue Fleet could deploy the fifth cruiser squadron to assist its destroyer 

squadrons. However, what would happen if they exchanged fire with Red Fleet’s light 

cruisers is hard to say.180  

 

 
180 Hyōgoken 兵庫県, Shōwa go nen kaigun tokubetsu daienshū kankanshik kiroku 昭和五年海軍特別

大演習観艦式記録 [Records of the Special Naval Grand Exercise Fleet review in the 5th Year of 

Showa], pp. 6-8. Kanbou kimitsu dai issen kyūhyaku niJyūhachi goū go. roku. san shōwa go nen 

kaigun daienshū kankanshik ni kansuru ken 官房第１９２８号 昭和５．６．３ 昭和５年海軍大演

習観艦式に関する件 [Documents related to the the Naval Grand Exercise 1930, Secretariat Secret 

No. 1928, 3rd June, 5th year of Shōwa], 1930, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05021047400, pp. 21-23, 28. 

Kanbou kimitsu dai sansen nei hachi jyūnana goū go. kyu. jyūhachi shōwa go nen tokubetsu daienshū 

kankanshik shikishikiJyō ni kansuru ken (1) 官房第３０８７号 ５．９．１８ 昭和５年特別大演習

観艦式々場に関する件（１） [Documents related to the field of Grand Exercise and Fleet review 

1930, Secretariat Secret No. 3087, 18th September, 5th year of Shōwa], 1930, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C05021052500, pp. 33-34.  
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For the Grand Exercise 1933, the Red Fleet consisted of a battleship squadron (three 

battleships and a battlecruiser), an aviation squadron (Kaga and Ryūjō), two destroyer 

squadrons and a destroyer division under the air force squadron (eight destroyer 

divisions) and a submarine squadron (four submarine divisions).181 

 

In the Grand Exercise 1935, the Red-Blue confrontation exercise was however 

another story. Judging from the fleet structure of both sides, the exercise should have 

been a simulation either of the effectiveness of a light force formed by cruisers, 

destroyers and submarines dealing with a fleet with all-round components from 

surface- to air support. In this year, the Red Fleet (Fourth Fleet) was formed by four 

cruiser squadrons, two destroyer squadrons, one submarine squadron, an aviation 

squadron (Hōshō and Ryūjō and 5th destroyer division), a seaplane tender Kamoi, a 

minelayer Itsukushima and an oiler Tsurumi. The actual strength thus would be six 

heavy cruisers and seven light cruisers (two of them were the flagship of the two 

destroyer squadrons), 26 destroyers and nine submarines and three auxiliary vessels. 

The Blue Fleet was formed with a battleship squadron, an aviation squadron (Akagi 

and the ninth destroyer division), three cruiser squadrons, two destroyer squadrons 

and one separated destroyer division under the Grand Fleet, two submarine squadrons 

and units under Yokosuka Naval Station and Ōminato and Maizuru Secondary Naval 

Stations. The naval stations provided three land-based flying corps, also additional 

 
181 Hachi. kyū. jyūgo. daienshū keikakusho to henkyaku no ken ８．９．１５ 大演習計画書等返却の

件[Document of the returning plan for Grand exercise, 15th September, 8th year of Shōwa], 1933, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C05022700200, pp. 26-45. C05022694700, pp. 13-21. Daiekan dai san goū hachi. 

nana. jyūkyū. tokubetsu daienshū kankanshik kūchū bunretsushiki Jisshi ni kansuru ken 大演観第３号 

８．７．１９ 特別大演習観艦式空中分列式実施に関する件（１）[Documents related to the 

implementation of the fly pass during the Grand Exercise and Fleet review, Grand exercise-fleet review 

number 3, 19th July, 8th year of Shōwa], 1933, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05022700600, pp. 21-27. 
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three destroyer divisions and two destroyers, three submarine divisions and several 

auxiliary vessels to the Blue Fleet. A breakdown of the vessels under the Blue Fleet 

would be three battleships, one fleet carrier, seven heavy cruisers, seven light cruisers 

(four of them being the flagships of destroyer squadron and submarine squadron), 32 

destroyers, fifteen submarines and four auxiliary vessels. There was also a flying 

corps attached to the Blue Fleet, but no details are available.182  

 

The Blue Fleet was more all-round than the Red. It had three battleships: Fuso, 

Yamashiro and Haruna; the Red fleet had none. The Blue Fleet had one light cruiser 

less, but had  two more heavy cruisers. On paper the Red Fleet had an advantage on 

carriers: they had two light carriers and 19 more planes than the Blue Fleet, which 

only had Akagi with 60 planes. However, the smaller deck area of the Red’s carriers 

would hinder their operational capacity, which restricted the size of strike group, 

therefore it could meagre advantage for the Red Fleet.183F183 The Blue Fleet was 

reinforced by specially formed 1st Flying Corps and the 2nd Flying Corps under 

Ōminato and Maizuru Secondary Naval Station; therefore the total strength in 

aviation for the Blue Fleet might have also outnumbered the Red Fleet as long as the 

fleet could coordinate well with units under the naval stations. With such fleet 

structures, the Grand Exercise 1935 could be a simulation of what would happen if 

Japan was at war with the Royal Navy, since the Red Fleet in some sense was similar 

to the strength of the Royal Navy’s China Station.184  

 
182 C05034219800, pp.40-41. 
183 The smaller size of light carriers not only hindered the aviation operational ability due to the smaller 

deck size, but also limited the protection since less tonnages could be allocated. Also, the light carriers 

could not be all- weather operational, but such advantage enjoyed by large carrier were not recognized 

by the navies in 1920s. Norman Friedman, U.S. Aircraft Carriers: An Illustrated Design History 

(Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 1983), pp. 57-63. 
184 From 1919 to 1938, there was always a cruiser squadron, a submarine flotilla plus an aircraft carrier 

based in Hong Kong. In 1939 there was a destroyer division (nine D class destroyers). Although not 
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The last thing to compare and discuss is the content of these Grand Exercises. For the 

planned length of a Grand Exercise, the 1927 and 1930 Grand Exercises were 

different from 1933 and 1936 ones. The first two Grand Exercises (1927 and 1930) 

consisted of two phases in around 20 days in total. However, the content could be 

quite different from one to another exercises. For example, in Grand Exercise 1927, 

the length of phase one was about 11 days and phase two was nine days long. In phase 

one, each unit performed their own training and drills, then they performed a joint 

communication drill. In phase two, the units assemble as the Red Fleet and Blue Fleet 

according to the table of organisation issued by the Chief of Naval General Staff. 

Fleet review followed once the Red-Blue confrontation exercise ended.185F185 In 

1930, however, apart from the separated drills performed by each unit, there was a 

small-scale Red-Blue confrontation exercise in Japanese waters. The large-scale 

confrontation exercise (phase two) followed after that. However, the total length of 

the Grand Exercise 1930 was sixteen days. The documents related to the planning 

stage of the Grand Exercise 1927 and 1930 also mention that the nine days of phase 

two would cover the confrontation exercise and fleet review and the transition time 

from the exercise area to the venue of the review, which matches with the actual time 

length of the Grand Exercises mentioned below.186  

 
able to compare with the Combined Fleet, these vessels still posed a considerable potential threat to the 

Combined fleet. The Red Fleet had more light vessels than the actual strength of the China Station, but 

it would be possible a reinforced strength of the China Station when the possibility of war escalated. It 

was possible since under the seventy-cruiser policy of the Royal Navy during interwar period, forty-

five cruisers were assigned to global trade-protection. If the situation escalated the Royal Navy could 

reinforced the China Station by redeploying cruisers from other nearby stations. Kwong Chi Man; Tsoi 

Yiu Lun, Eastern Fortress: A Military History of Hong Kong, 1840-1970 (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 

University Press, 2014), pp.74-77. Norman Friedman, British Cruisers: Two World Wars and After 

(Yorkshire: Seaforth Publishing, 2010), 144. 
185 C04015771700, pp.1-8. 
186 Hyōgoken 兵庫県, Shōwa go nen kaigun tokubetsu daienshū kankanshik kiroku 昭和五年海軍特別

大演習観艦式記録 [Records of the Special Naval Grand Exercise Fleet review in the 5th Year of 
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The two Grand Exercises in 1933 and 1936 were larger in scale and both had three 

phases instead of two. The details for Grand Exercise 1933 are lost since most of the 

documents are missing. However, news releases from the Navy Department could still 

reveal some of the contents. According to the official news release, the Grand 

Exercise started on 1st June 1933 and ended on 25th August. The first phase was about 

several drills within the fleet, both separated drills of each unit and several joint drills; 

it lasted for two months and ended on 1st August. In the second phase, the units and 

naval stations were separated into Red and Blue fleets and performed a small-scale 

Red-Blue confrontation exercise in Japanese waters. It ended at mid-August with 

ending of the first phase. After that, there was the third phase, a large-scale 

confrontation exercise supervised by the Emperor himself. The news release does not 

mention the region of the exercise but only describes it as a large-scale exercise with 

almost all vessels of the navy partaking. The third phase ended on 25th August.187 

 

For the 1936 one, although the Grand Exercise started on 1st August, phase two 

exercise did not commence until 20th October, when the Emperor Shōwa onboard Hiei 

arrived at the confrontation exercise venue. The exercise ended on 29th October. For 

the Grand Exercises in 1933 and 1936, despite they lasted longer than the previous 

two, the largest scale of confrontation exercises in open seas was same as the previous 

Grand Exercises, which were planned for nine days in total.188 

 
Showa], 7-8. C04015771700, p. 21. C05021047400, pp. 5-6. 
187 Shinbun habbyō 新聞発表 [Press Release], 1933. The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05022713400, p. 3. 
188 Kobeshi 神戸市, Shōwa jyūichi nen kaigun Tokubetsu daienshuu kankanshiki 昭和十一年海軍特

別大演習観艦式神戸市記念誌 [Kobe’s Commemorative Publication on the Special Naval Grand 

Exercise in the 11th Year of Showa], pp. 7-8. 
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For the Grand Exercise 1935, the planned time arrangement was similar to the 1933 

and 1936 exercises, although it had two phases. The first phase of the exercise lasted 

for about fifty-four days, including the separated drills by each unit and several joint 

drills. The second phase was planned to be around seventeen days long. It began with 

some separated and joint drills, probably as a warm-up for the next exercises. After 

the drills, there was a confrontation exercises 0and another ‘special exercise’. Finally, 

a debriefing session ended the exercise. Both phases were held within the Japanese 

waters. What is worth mention from the exercise plan is that the second phase had a 

fleet organization different from phase one: in phase one there was no Red Fleet. It 

was a make-up fleet in phase two, which was the infamous Fourth Fleet.189  

 

It would be impossible to reconstruct the exact battle flow of these exercises. 

However, the existing material suggests that the confrontation exercise would have 

been in the form of fleet battles with no exception. These confrontation exercise also 

had the actual time length much shorter than the planned one. In 1927, the Grand 

Exercise, phase one, took place in the coastal area of Honshu and Kyushu. The 

confrontation exercise in phase two covered the area from Okinawa to Tokyo Bay, or 

the offshore area south of Honshu.190F190 In phase one, Blue Fleet first assembled in 

Ariake Bay, and the attacking Red Fleet assembled in Tokuyama Bay for exercise 

phase one. After that the fleets sailed to the waters south of Japan and commenced the 

confrontation exercises in the morning on 22nd October. Almost at the same time they 

 
189 C05034219800, pp. 8, 37-41. 
190 Tokubetsu daienshū ni kansuru ken 特別大演習に関する件 [Documents related to the Special 

Grand exercise], 1927, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for 

Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C04015771300, p. 2. 
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received the order to start it. The two fleets then fought a fleet battle in the open sea 

near Amami Oshima. Two days later, the confrontation exercise ended in the morning 

on 24th October.191  

 

In Grand Exercise 1930, begun on 10th October, the first phase was a separated 

exercise between the two fleets, commanded by the Chief of Naval General Staff. 

After that, the confrontation exercise started on 18th October, and ended two days later 

on 21st October. At the beginning of phase one, the Red and Blue fleets had already 

assembled in the Ise bay and Kure respectively. According to the official news 

release, the area of exercise in phase two covered the region from Kuril Islands to the 

south of Taiwan. Details of drills in phase one are unknown; however, the small-scale 

confrontation exercise was aimed for training cooperation between surface vessels 

and air force as well as gunnery, radio transmission and air reconnaissance. At the 

beginning of the small confrontation exercise, the Red Fleet sent out the destroyer 

squadrons, led by light cruiser Yubari and Tatsuta, and the submarine squadrons for 

reconnaissance mission. This light force was reinforced by recon planes, probably 

from the aircraft carrier. This recon force was expected to seek for any opportunity to 

exploit. 

 

The Blue Fleet adopted a defensive stance after they assembled in Kure. Seaplanes 

from the Special Saeki Flying corps were sent out to the south for air reconnaissance. 

In the following days there were several encounters but both sides did not prepare to 

fight a decisive battle until 16th October. On that day, the Blue Fleet deployed three 

 
191 Kato kanji taishō denki heisakai 加藤寛治大将伝記編纂会, Kato kanji taishō tsute加藤寛治大将

伝 [Admiral Kato Kanji], Publishing place unknow: Kato Kanji Taishō Denki Heisakai, 1942, pp. 860-

862. 
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battleships from Kure, probably a movement after the Red Fleet’s capital ships were 

located. Not many details are known for this ‘decisive battle’. 

 

After the small confrontation exercise, the two fleets were redeployed to their 

assigned bases for the phase two exercise. At the beginning of the large confrontation 

exercise, the defending Blue Fleet was based at Saeki bay and Amami Oshima while 

the Red Fleet was based at Okinoshima bay and Ogasawara Islands, the distance 

between the two sides was 800 miles. From the location of their respective bases, the 

Blue Fleet would counter the Red Fleet coming from the east. The exercise began 

with skirmishes between surface vessels and the aviation from both sides. The Red 

Fleet launched an air raid towards one of the naval stations of the Blue Fleet. The 

Emperor witnessed this from his observation ship. It is not clear which naval stations 

were targeted and the damage they suffered. However, from the fact that the 

observation ship returned to 2nd coastal fort in the Tokyo bay and anchored there, 

probably Yokosuka was the naval station being bombarded. 

 

On the second day of the exercise, the casualties were dealt by the air force. The 

carrier-based air force of the Red Fleet launched another wave of airstrikes towards 

Yokosuka and the Blue Fleet, and some of the vessels of the Blue Fleet were knocked 

out. None of the details are known though, neither of the losses of the Blue Fleet nor 

of the air force of the Red Fleet.  

 

On the third day, more vessels were involved. Despite the vision was restricted by a 

rainy weather, both fleets deployed their capital ships into action. Besides the air 

force, submarines too were deployed to strike the enemy fleet and destroyers and 
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cruisers also played an active role. However, both fleets were able to manoeuvre away 

from the hostile strike, so there was no decisive battle yet. In the morning of the 

fourth day, both sides finally met for a decisive battle. The confrontation exercise was 

ordered to end after the battle. Despite none of the after-action reports nor action 

reports are available, the news release provides five summaries from the exercises. 

 

The first one was the appreciation of the combat ability of the latest 10,000-ton 

cruisers (the Myoko class). The second one was the damage dealt by the destroyer 

squadron, probably referring to their torpedo attack. The third one was the recognition 

of the rapid advances of submarines and air force. The fourth one referred to the 

capital ships: despite the advances in naval air force and combat effectiveness of 

destroyers and submarines, the capital ships were still recognized as the most critical 

element of the fleet. The final reflection from the exercise was a rather strategical one 

noticing the inadequate vessels of the fleet to defend the vast coast lines of Japan. To 

deal with this lack of vessels, IJN called for more robust training to improve combat 

effectiveness.192 

 

Almost no records about the Grand Exercise of 1933 and 1936 are left; however some 

narratives about the submarine operations during the Grand Exercise 1940 could be 

found in the official history of the IJN submarine fleet. The fleet organization of both 

sides remain largely unknown though. It is clear that Blue Fleet had two submarine 

squadrons. The third submarine squadron consisted a cruiser-submarine I-8 and eight 

Kaidai class submarines, the squadron was commanded by light cruiser Isuzu. The 

 
192 Hyōgoken 兵庫県, Shōwa go nen kaigun tokubetsu daienshū kankanshik kiroku 昭和五年海軍特別

大演習観艦式記録 [Records of the Special Naval Grand Exercise Fleet review in the 5th Year of 

Showa], pp. 6-8. 
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fourth submarine squadron consisted of a cruiser-submarine I-7 and nine Kaidai-type 

submarines, the squadron was commanded by submarine tender Tsurugizaki. The two 

submarine squadrons were placed under the commander of the Mandate Islands 

Force. The main body of the Blue Fleet, or the Combined Fleet, as in every Grand 

Exercise, was placed at the Bonin Islands. The Red Fleet only had one submarine 

squadron, which consisted of I-16 (a modified cruiser submarine, with the aviation 

facilities removed), four minelaying submarines and two Kaichū class submarines. 

 

The plan of the Naval Chief of General Staff for the phase one exercise was as 

follows: the main body of Red Fleet were to chase and destroy the main body of Blue 

Fleet at the Bonin Islands, while the submarine squadron would destroy Blue Fleet at 

the Mandate Islands and push towards the forward base at Truk. The mission for the 

Blue Fleet’s submarines was simple, defend the forward base at Truk. The exercise 

began on 8th September 1940. On the first day, the Red Fleet captured Eniwetok Atoll. 

To deal with the situation, the Blue Fleet divided its submarines into two forces. The 

main part of the submarines was deployed along the south and north navigating routes 

from Eniwetok to Truk, the minor part of submarines was sent to perform surveillance 

mission on Eniwetok. The Red Fleet also divided their submarine force. I-16 and two 

medium submarines were sent to survey Truk, while the minelaying submarines were 

acting as resupply column for the flying boats. Two days later, I-55 of the Blue Fleet 

discovered the Red Fleet and transport ships and attempted to try shadow and harass 

it. In the following days, the Blue Fleet continued to shadow the Red Fleet towards 

Truk and kept gradually weakening the Red Fleet via cooperation with the land-based 

aviation. However, the Red Fleet still managed to capture Truk on 13th September, 

which marked the end of the phase one.  
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During the first special exercise of the first phase, drills for long-term operating and 

surveillance, shadowing then gradually weakening the enemy fleet and cooperation 

with land-based aviation were practiced. The minelaying submarines also practiced 

resupplying the flying boat, which required them to carry an additional ten to fifteen 

tons of air fuel. 

 

The second phase (the large-scale confrontation exercise) of Grand Exercise 1940 

lasted for five days, from 1st to 5th October. In the five days, the submarine force 

practiced surveillance on hostile fleets and commercial raiding. There also was a 

nationwide air raid drill but the details are not known. The confrontation exercise took 

place at the western Seto Inland Sea and the related military ports. The Blue Fleet was 

formed with the main body of Combined Fleet as well as units from Kure, Yokosuka, 

Sasebo and Maizuru naval stations and Chinkai and Ōminato secondary naval station. 

The mission of the Blue Fleet was to gradually weaken and finally destroy the Red 

Fleet. 

 

The Red Fleet consisted of two surface squadrons (17 squadron and 18 squadron), two 

submarine squadrons and the first and second naval flying corps. Three objectives 

were assigned to the Red Fleet: survey and attack the Blue Fleet; destroy the Blue 

Fleet’s facilities; and harass the sea transport of the Blue Fleet. The third objective 

was assigned mainly to the submarines. The Red Fleet’s submarines were deployed to 

the Strait of Tsushima, entrance of the Tokyo bay and Bungo Channel for commercial 

raiding. The seaplanes mounted on I-7 also made two sorties of scout mission 

between Hagi and Hiroshima bay. 
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From the two phases of the exercise, IJN had the following summary of the usage of 

submarines and naval aviation. From phase one, IJN concluded that submarines and 

aviation had a great value in defending islands and atolls. The navy also recognized 

the great tactical value of submarines for an offensive operation. From the large-scale 

confrontation exercise, five lessons were summarized on submarine warfare. The first 

related to the result of submarine force. The submarines sunk one hundred and thirty-

three merchant ships. Such a number should had given some confidence in striking 

the sea transport of the US in wartime. The navy concluded that such result revealed 

the necessity to increase the amount of ammo and torpedoes loaded onboard a 

submarine during a long-term commercial raiding against the US. The second lesson 

was about the survivability of submarines. Five submarines were ‘sunk’ by the 

aviation and another five were ‘sunk’ by patrol vessels. The IJN concluded that the 

submarines should keep changing their position to hide from the hostile anti-

submarine force. 

 

The third lesson suggested that cooperation between air reconnaissance and 

submarines was required to effectively weaken hostile transports. To achieve this, IJN 

suggested changes in the command structure to deal with the intelligence (on the 

transport ships) gathered by air recon. The fourth lesson was related to the 

concealment effort of submarine. Several submarines were located by radio direction 

finding during the exercise. They realized that radio communications of submarines 

should be minimized. If communication was unavoidable, simple sentences and terms 

should be used. The final lesson learnt from this exercise was also related to the 

concealment of submarines. On 4th October, some submarines were discovered by the 
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Wakamiya Guard Station. The navy concluded that although merchant ships would 

concentrate near promontory, those area would receive additional attentions from the 

enemy such as more guard stations or lookouts. Therefore, submarine commanders 

should consider if it was necessary to do commercial raiding near such areas.193 

 

To summarise, the records suggest that IJN treated the Grand Exercise as an 

opportunity to test and justify the possible outcome of a fleet decisive battle with a 

hypothetical hostile fleet. Although the details of the confrontation exercises are 

unknown, a similar length of exercise might reveal that the contents of the large-scale 

confrontation exercises overall remained the same. Even through the length of phase 

two in the 1935 Grand Exercise was almost twice that of other years, there were three 

separated exercises within seventeen days, which means the time for confrontation 

exercise could not be much longer than the other Grand Exercises, if not the same or 

even shorter. 

 

Even through the details are unknown, there are some insights IJN could generate 

from the Grand Exercises. The Japanese navy did not try to test the outcome of 

different possible strategical situations and the venue and fleet organization suggest 

that every large-scale confrontation was intended to prove some ideas of the fleet 

doctrine. One evidence is that the venue of the Grand Exercise, especially of the 

large-scale confrontation exercise, had been in a region expected to be involved in a 

decisive battle.194 Another evidence is that the fleet elements of the Red Fleet in 

 
193 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Sensuikan shi 潛水艦史 [History of the 

Submarines], pp. 41-43. 
194 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. 290-292. 
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Grand Exercises were similar to the hypothetical enemies, mostly the US navy but 

sometimes the Royal Navy too. 

 

For example, the exercise in year 1935, the Red Fleet was probably a hypothetical 

fleet reflecting the naval elements of the Royal Navy in East Asia, a fleet formed by 

heavy cruisers and several light vessels and submarines. Despite the outcome of the 

exercise remains unknown, from the pattern of existing materials the Red Fleet would 

have probably made use of heavy cruisers and light vessels for a fleet battle with the 

Blue Fleet. In an earlier Grand Exercise of 1927, an identical slow 14” gun battleships 

in Red Fleet simulated the US navy and their famous standard battleships. The 

exercise was probably intended to examine if the Blue Fleet could overcome the 

disadvantage in number of battleships with a battlecruiser division formed as a fast 

wing of the fleet, which the Japanese navy was forced to tackle after the Washington 

Treaty. Even the US navy was aware of the lack of battlecruisers during the interwar 

period.195F195 To prepare for the inevitable war with the US, IJN should have known 

it too and tried to utilize those battlecruisers. 

 

The Grand Exercise also suggested that IJN used it as a sandbox for gathering 

information on the new vessels. IJN tried to assign different combinations of large 

 
195 The lack of battlecruisers made a serious topic in fleet doctrine within the USN during the interwar 

period. For the USN General Board, they had been kept aware of the tactical advantage enjoyed by the 

Japanese battlecruisers. In the hypothetical Pacific War, the war plan orange, the USN fleet would have 

to sail across the Pacific, which surely would attract the IJN surface raiders on the fleet train. On the 

other hand, during the fleet battle, the USN believed that their slow standard battleships would never be 

able to force the IJN for a battle. Although the carrier group operating separately might be able to do 

so, their light vessels escorting would have no chance to sink the Kongo class. So, a fast battleship 

wing would be important to a fleet battle with the IJN. The Iowa Class was designed as a killer for 

those approaching cruiser raiders, also a battleship (not a large cruiser or the battlecruiser which traded 

defensive for speed) designed the fast wing of the battleline. Norman Friedman, U.S. Battleships: An 

Illustrated Design History, pp. 307-309. 
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fleet carriers and light carriers for the Red and Blue fleets. The usage of fleet aviation 

was one of the concerned topics among the navies, since a carrier was a new concept 

usedduring WW1. The argument between a large carrier or several light carriers was a 

hot topic among the naval officers of the time, which has become an eternal debate 

through all years.196  

 

Another new concept examined in these Grand Exercises was 8” gun cruisers, or the 

heavy cruiser after the London Naval Treaty. Using 8” gun was controversial 

compared with 6” or 12” gun. It had a slower rate of fire compared to the 6” one and 

its shells were less powerful than calibres  from those battleship. Although the US 

navy preferred it over the 6” gun, the British navy did not favour it, neither did the 

IJN in the 1900s. It was the most powerful armament of cruiser after the signation of 

Washington Naval Treaty set it as the upper limit of a cruiser’s main armament. On 

the other hand, the treaty also made the 8” gun cruiser the most powerful ship class 

after the capital ship, since the number of capital ship was also restricted by the 

Treaty. However, how should a fleet commander treat these 8” gun cruisers, or what 

role should they bear were an open question at the time.197  

 
196 The usages of carriers in battle were uncertain during the interwar period, especially in 1920s when 

there were no operational experiences from exercises. The IJN Kaga and Akagi were armed with eight-

inch secondary guns, so as the Lexington Class of the USN. These eight-inch guns remained on board 

these large carriers throughout the interwar period. Another hot topic for debates was the size of 

carrier, which not only a tactical debate but a restriction by the Naval treaty. The carrier below 10,000 

tons were not restricted by the treaty system, therefore the IJN built Ryūjō. For the USN, they faced the 

same limitation that after Lexington and Saratoga, only 69,000 total tonnages on carrier remained. The 

USN considered to build three 23,000 tons carriers, four 17,250 tons or five 13.800 tons carriers. The 

USS Ranger was the product of the five 13,800 tons carrier option, which at the time the General board 

believed that she would be adequate to support her aviation. However few years later, Captain Lewis 

Coxe of War plans complained during the General board hearing that 13,800 tons was not enough for 

naval aviation operation. Even till now, the USN debates on the size of carrier, as well as if the 

supercarrier Ford Class should be abandoned and replaced by several lighting carriers. David C. Evans; 

Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, 

pp. 314-318. Norman Friedman, U.S. Aircraft Carriers: An Illustrated Design History, pp. 57-63, 79-

80. 
197 For example, from the point of view of the Royal Navy in 1900s, the 8” gun was not reloading as 
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It seems from the Grand Exercises described above, IJN did try two different 

approaches to deploying the 8” gun cruisers: concentrating as a supplementary force 

for the battleline or dispersing to support the destroyer squadrons. This debate on fleet 

operational doctrines could not be settled until tried out in the field, either as naval 

exercises or at a real war. These experiences probably affected the design of combat 

vessels later. 

 

The final insight was IJN favouring the fleet battle as the theory of victory. One 

evidence was that almost every time the two fleets crashed for a decisive battle after 

some days on skirmishes and attrition encounters. Not until the exercise in 1940 there 

 
fast as the 6”, nor was it as powerful as the 9.2” gun. Therefore they adopted the 7.5” gun instead of the 

8” one. After the Washington Naval Treaty, Royal Navy still believed that the 6” gun cruiser was 

capable to interrupt hostile destroyers from launching a torpedo attack. It was  also much cheaper to 

build for the trade protection mission. On the other hand, the 8” gun cruisers were slightly worse in 

fighting hostile destroyers, but their main guns ensured an upper hand while encountering other 6” gun 

cruisers. So, if the construction of 8” gun cruisers had not ceased, trade-protection cruisers would have 

had a hard time while facing the 8” gun cruisers. Such rationale explained Britain’s strong desire to 

stop the construction of 8” gun cruisers during the London Naval Conference. The US navy debates on 

the 6” and the 8” gun for the cruiser were also the same. The 8” gun cruisers had to destroy the 6” gun 

cruisers fast enough, since 6”  guns were far more superior in the rate of firing within eight thousand 

yards. The US navy also discovered that 8” gun cruisers could fill the role of the obsolete battleships in 

the scouting force, the escort for fast carriers or even as the flagship of the fleet, not to mention that the 

US Navy General Board considered to operate the 8” gun cruisers as junior capital ships, substituting 

their lack of battlecruisers. It was unfortunate that the after-action reflections on those Grand Exercises 

are lost. So, it is impossible to know how did the IJN officers see the 8’ gun cruisers in terms of fleet 

operational doctrine from these confrontation exercises. However, it is clear that they tried to evaluate 

two different usages of heavy cruisers (concentrating for fleet actions or supporting the light vessels). It 

seems from the existing documents, the IJN Naval staff considered the new 8” gun cruiser a substitute 

to capital ships which were limited in number by the Treaty. On a strategical level, the new cruisers 

could play an active role on the vast Pacific region, either in an attributing operation or weakening the 

US’s large cruisers. The large cruisers could also pose a threat to the US fleet train, which forced the 

US navy to spare some cruisers to protect their logistic route. The IJN officers considered it as a way to 

weaken the number of large cruisers of the US fleet during the fleet-decisive battle. On a tactical level, 

IJN considered the 8” gun cruisers as a dominating factor for the initial encounter between the 

vanguards of both sides. Interestingly, IJN also believed that surface vessels (the new large cruisers) 

were better than submarines in commercial raiding, since they thought that submarines were too slow 

and not manoeuvrable enough for the operations. Norman Friedman, British Cruisers of the Victorian 

Era. (Yorkshire: Seaforth Publishing, 2012), pp. 248, 256. Norman Friedman, British Cruisers: Two 

World Wars and After, pp.142-143. Norman Friedman, U.S. Cruisers: An Illustrated Design History 

(Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1983), pp. 111-113, 130-132. Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修

所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval armament, volume 1], pp.367-372. 
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was a solid record that the Japanese navy permitted some non-fleet battle related 

items during the confrontation exercise. On the one hand, while IJN realized the value 

of attacking the fleet train of an approaching enemy in the 1940 Grand Exercise, it 

was too late for the navy to include these experiences in its doctrine, not to mention to 

do so the design process on new submarines as well.  

 

On the other hand, striking hostile sea transport, or the fleet train of a hostile fleet, had 

only appeared once as the main objective of fleet training in 1922. After that the focus 

of the training was on submarine operations in coastal defines, minelaying, 

cooperation with air force, shadowing and harassing hostile fleet in an attribution 

operation, and studies on improving submarine concealment in operations and it also 

became the operational doctrine of submarines in the combined fleet even though 

commercial raiding was not a part of it. Such focused concentration on fleet battle 

was from the experiences by Suetsugu Nobumasa, who was sent to Europe during the 

early stage of WW1 and who believed that submarines would have significant 

influences on a fleet battle.198  

 

Another evidence showing the unawareness regarding deploying submarines for 

attacking the hostile logistic train was that the lessons from the 1940 Grand Exercise 

were rather basic concepts in a submarine raiding mission. The 1940 Grand Exercise 

probably the first time IJN discovered their weakness in sea transport and the 

strategical value of it. Considering that the Grand Exercise could not be held annually, 

it would leave the Japanese navy in a vacuum to investigate different approaches of 

 
198 For more details of the experiences/ lesson learnt during WW1 by Suetsugu Nobumasa, see Chapter 

2. Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Sensuikan shi 潛水艦史 [History of the 

Submarines], pp. 26-38. 
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modern naval warfare, such as utilizing submarines as an instrument for commercial 

raiding. 

 

The Basic Exercise of 1936 

The Basic Exercise 1936 consisted of three confrontation exercises, from 20th to 23rd 

July 1931, which were set based on major training objectives included attacking a 

military port, anti-air drill, coordination between surface vessels and land-based flying 

corps, aerial reconnaissance and shadowing on hostile aircraft carrier, skills and 

techniques of torpedo and dive-bomb attacks on vessels protected by heavy anti-air 

fire, and the search-and-destroy skills for a carrier approaching to bombard land 

targets. 

 

In the first-round exercise, the Blue Fleet was anchored in Sasebo Naval Station 

facing multiple air raids from the Red Fleet carrier, which was twenty miles south of 

Jeji Island and sailing east. In the second-round confrontation exercise, the Blue Fleet 

deployed two Haguro class heavy cruisers (acting as armoured cruiser Tokiwa and 

protected cruiser Tsushima) to chase the carrier, and Red Fleet tried to charge the 

Blue Fleet’s vessels with air force, destroyers, and submarines. The only information 

Blue Fleet was given was that the Red Fleet carrier was in the west of Ōsezaki at the 

morning of 20th July. The third round of confrontation exercise was a scenario in 

which Blue Fleet deployed its land-based aviation to strike the Red Fleet carrier, 

which was acting as Tokiwa. The Red Fleet carrier was escorted by protected cruiser 

Tsushima acted by a Haguro class heavy cruiser, and the 26 destroyer squadron.  
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One characteristic of this exercise was that many vessels were assigned with a speed 

limit. For the second round, Tokiwa and Tsushima were restricted to 12 knots only, 

the 26th destroyer squadron were restricted to 16 knots. For the attacking Red Fleet, 

light cruiser Yubari was restricted to 14 knots, the 24th destroyer division and 26th 

submarine division were restricted to 16 and 12 knots respectively. In the third round, 

Yubari and 24th destroyer division were restricted to 16 and 18 knots respectively. 

The surface speed of 26th submarine division were restricted to 14 knots. For Tokiwa 

and Tsushima, their speed limit was kept same as in the second round, while the 26th 

destroyer squadron was restricted to 18 knots.199 

 

The structures and elements of both sides for the first round are not clear. The after-

action report suggests that the Sasebo Force consisted of battleship Mutsu, carrier 

Kaga, light cruisers Tatsuta, Yubari, Yura, Natori, the 22nd, 23rd, 26th, 27th, 30 

destroyer divisions, 25th and 27th submarine divisions and several auxiliary vessels. 

From the report each wave of attack consisted of four to eight aircrafts and the targets 

were Mutsu, Kaga and the office of the naval station. It is not clear if it was the 

intention to attack the capital ships only or it was because the nature of surface vessel 

anti-aircraft training required the planes to target the surface vessels only. The details 

of the second and third round of confrontation exercise are largely unknown since 

none of the after-action reports have survived.200F200 Even for the battle flow of the 

drills, what can be revealed is limited to the land-based aviation, destroyers, and the 

 
199 Enshū keikaku (1) 演習計画（１）[Drill plan (1)] , 1931, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05021593100, pp. 

1-25. 
200 Dai ichi kai Taikou Enshū Keika Gaiyū 第１回対抗演習経過概要 [A brief record of the first 

confrontation exercise], 1931, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05021593900, pp. 1-37. 
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submarines that succeeded to attack the two ‘Haguro’ class during the second-round 

exercise.201  

 

The 1936 exercises had revealed two ideas regarding IJN’s execution of basic 

exercises during the interwar period. The first was that IJN used obsolete coal-burning 

vessels to act as a certain type of major combat vessels. This was probably an attempt 

to save the fuel expenditure while keeping the fleet trained. The second was that to 

further simulate the realistic battle situation, all participating vessels would have the 

speed limited to match the speed of obsolete vessels.  

 

However, even though the exercises successfully provided some experience for 

fulfilling the major training objectives, to what extent these exercises could contribute 

to modern naval warfare, or to train the fleet for a mission, is a question. The old 

vessels could not perfectly simulate the characteristics of modern vessels, which IJN 

would face in the Pacific War. When the destroyers meet the US navy cruisers armed 

with a modern fire-control system (and which were much faster than the old armoured 

cruiser), the difficulties in launching a success torpedo rush would be much harder. 

These exercises were useful to keep the fleet trained yet saving the fuel but nothing 

more. 

 

 
201 Dai ni kai kihon enshū dai ichi kai taikou enshū otsu kun kōkūbutai dai ichi hekōkitai keika gaiyū 

(1) 第２回基本演習第２回対抗演習乙軍航空部隊 第１飛行機隊経過概要（１）[Brief records of 

the First flying corps of the Red force during the Second round of confrontation exercise, the Second 

round of basic exercise (1)], 1931, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05021594200, pp. 1-50. Dai Ni kai Kihon Enshū 

Dai ichi kai Taikou Enshū Otsu Kun Kōkūbutai Dai ichi Hekōkitai Keika Gaiyū (2) 第２回基本演習

第２回対抗演習乙軍航空部隊 第１飛行機隊経過概要（２）[Brief records of the First flying corps 

of the Red force during the Second round of confrontation exercise, the Second round of basic exercise 

(2)], 1931, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian 

Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C05021594100, pp. 1-29. 
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Battle Drill 

Apart from the Grand and Basic Exercises, IJN also held another type of drill, the 

Battle Drill. IJN divided the Battle Drill into two subcategories. Gunnery drill with a 

fleet battle scenario was called Sentō Shageki (戦闘射擊), literally, ‘combat 

shooting’. The torpedo drill was called Sentō Hassha (戦闘發射), or ‘combat 

launching of torpedo’. For the combat shooting drill, the drill was further divided into 

Type A and Type B combat shooting at the fleet level. Type A was a gunnery drill by 

the battleships and cruisers of the First Fleet, mostly performing at the division level. 

Type B was a joint-operation drills between the battleline and destroyer squadrons. 

The combat shooting drill for the destroyer squadron was not further sub-divided into 

Type A and B; it was only combat shooting and combat launching drill. The combat 

launching drill was only performed by the light vessels from destroyer squadrons and 

submarines, but almost all combat vessels were involved in torpedo launching drill, 

since most of the vessels, including capital ships, were equipped with torpedo tubes. 

Although no material on these drills has survived except the documents from years 

1922 and 1923. Probably battleships would not participate in launching drill after 

their torpedo tubes were removed during the modifications in 1930s.202 Comparing 

the drill records of 1922 and 1923, IJN had executed their annual battle drills in an 

almost identical routine, except that the drill plan in 1923 directly mentions that the 

 
202 In 1922, Nagato, Mutsu, Ise and Hyuga participated in torpedo launching drill. The drill had no 

battle scenario; it was  only intended to evaluate the effectiveness of the underwater tube crew. From 

the existing summary, the performance for all battleships seems unsatisfied. The captain of battleship 

Ise suggested that this was because the newly adopted Type Six-year torpedo, which was still 

unfamiliar for the crew. Since the underwater tube of those capital ships were all removed after 

modernization during the interwar period, probably the capital ships would never have participated in 

torpedo launching drill. As the documents suggest, the ‘torpedo launching drill’ was a test of the skills 

of crew; it was an exercise rather than a drill. So, drills of all vessels are not discussed here. Hassha 

kentei (1) 発射検定（１）[Type A Combat shooting drill for the First Fleet (3)], 1922. The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C08050518600, pp. 3-35. 
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battle drill for engine crew would execute at the same time as the gunnery or torpedo 

drill.203 

 

Type A gunnery drill was executed with a battlefield scenario in which the IJN capital 

ships would exchange fire with hostile battleline aided by destroyer squadrons. 

Different battle damage situations were planned to increase the level of realism. Using 

combat shooting drills in 1922 as an example, the participating capital ships were 

organized into two divisions. The first division had three battleships (Nagato, Mutsu 

and Ise) and three Kongo class battlecruisers (Kongo, Hiei and Kirishima) formed the 

second division. All battleship divisions were given the scenario of fighting on an 

enemy battleline with almost same strength, sailing at the same direction. The 

difference between the first division and second division was the arrangement of 

target firing and the hostile destroyer squadrons.  

 

For the first division, Nagato and Mutsu were assigned to perform the Type A drill 

together. The two Nagato class battleships would be the lead ship and the second ship 

in the battleline. They would shoot at the lead ship and the second ship of the hostile 

line respectively with their main guns, although both ships of the hostile battleline 

were represented by a Type A target towed by pre-dreadnought Settsu (a target ship 

available after the Washington Treaty, however not a target during this drill). After 14 

minutes, the flagship of the hostile destroyer squadron would appear, which the two 

 
203 The drill of 1922 and 1923 shared an identical routine. Even the battle scenario was almost the 

same. Only difference was the ‘battle damage’ assigned to the vessels during the drill. Also, although 

the drill plan in 1922 does not mention the drills for engine and machinery crew, they still received the 

battle drill and took the certification test. However, the content was almost the same. These 

engine/machinery crew training will be mentioned below. Dai ichi kantai gunkan chūkan sentō shageki 

(1) 第１艦隊軍艦昼間戦闘射撃（１）[Combat drills of the First Fleet during daytime (1)], 1922. 

The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C08050829800, pp. 17-18. 
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battleships had to sink with secondary guns. The ‘flagship’ of hostile destroyer 

squadron was a Type B target towed by light cruiser Kuma. Battlecruiser Kongo and 

Hiei were in the same scenario too, except that both ships concentrated fire on the 

enemy lead ship; the Type B target was towed by light cruiser Ōi. 

 

Battleship Ise and Battlecruiser Kirishima in the second division executed the Type A 

drill with a slightly different setting from the division they belonged. They were 

respectively assumed as the lead ship of an anonymous capital ship division, 

exchanging fire with an enemy battleline with main guns, focusing on the lead ship. 

During the gunfight, the flagship of the hostile destroyer squadron would appear 

between Ise and the target, while enemy destroyer attacked from the other side of Ise. 

The ‘flagship’ and the ‘destroyers’ were required to be sunk by secondary guns only. 

The hostile battleship was represented by a Type A target towed by Settsu, the 

destroyer squadron flagship represented by a Type B target towed by light cruiser 

Kiso (battleship Ise would tow the target in Kirishima’s drill), and the destroyer 

represented by a Type C target towed by protected cruiser Yahagi (light cruiser 

Tenryu for Kirishima).  

 

Several arrangements are mentioned in the Chief of General Staff’s drill plan apart 

from the target designated for the drill. These arrangements include the number of 

shells allocated to each gun, timing to fire and switching fire, as well as manoeuvres 

of the participating ships and the targets during the drill. All these instructions were 

not revealed to the captain until according to the plan the drill commenced when the 

exercising division (or ship) reached the assigned position. A blank round would be 

fire by the participating ship to signal the target-towing ship. Once the target-towing 
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ships were notified by the blank fire, they would speed up to 12 knots, no matter what 

type of ships the targets were assumed to be. 

 

For example, in the 1922 drill, the Chief of General Staff required Nagato to lead the 

division to a position that the Type A target was at, abeam of the port side and the 

distance was around 24 km. Once the drill started, both the participating division and 

the targets would keep changing course at a four to six minutes interval, for which the 

ship would not receive the order about two minutes before. The timing to commence 

fire was restricted. In the first five minutes, the ship would have to acquire the range 

of target. Nagato would start firing main gun until ten minutes after the 

commencement of drill. Two minutes after the main gun fired, the division would 

change the course again and commence firing at the Type B target with secondary 

guns. About 18 minutes and 30 seconds after the drill started, Nagato would cease 

fire, and let Mutsu to shoot her main guns three minutes later. Mutsu would repeat the 

same rundown almost identical to what Nagato did earlier. The battlecruisers in the 

second division were assigned a similar drill plan, except that the two battlecruisers 

would shoot at the target at the same time to perform a concentration of fire towards 

the lead ship of the enemy line.  

 

As mentioned above, Ise and Kirishima performed the drill differently from other 

ships in the division, in which they were required to handle three targets (one extra 

target). The arrangement was similar, the only notable difference would be that both 

the battleship and battlecruiser would not start firing until three to four changes in the 

course, not until the lead ship and second ship in the battleline ceased fire, probably to 

avoid the gunnery officers confused by splashes from multiple ships. Ise would start 
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firing main gun after 25 minutes of the blank round, and after 20 minutes in 

Kirishima’s case. Both would start firing secondary guns to the Type B target several 

minutes later. One minute later, both ship would start firing the secondary guns on the 

other side towards the Type C target. 

 

A restriction on the numbers of shells allocated to each gun was mentioned in the drill 

plan. All capital ships were allocated six rounds for each main gun. For secondary 

guns, Kongo and Hiei were allocated 12 rounds for each secondary gun. For Ise and 

Kirishima, the secondary guns on the side shooting first had 10 rounds, and eight 

rounds for another side. The additional two rounds were to compensate for the side 

which fired one minute earlier. The secondary guns should be able to fire more than 

two rounds a minute but the rate of fire would probably be slower if spotting and 

correcting were considered, which was essential if the gunnery officers wished to 

achieve a better result in the drill. In all cases, not more than half the rounds allocated 

to the two secondary guns closest to the stern could be transferred to other guns. Such 

arrangement could be explained by the poor arc of fire for those secondary guns near 

the stern.  

 

The last arrangement mentioned in the drill plan to be discussed was the simulation of 

battle damages. It is easy to understand that such arrangement was to increase the 

realism of the drills, as also to test the performance and effectiveness of crew under 

several battle damages. Some of the battle damages would have the handling 

procedures marked on the drill plan, but not a word for the remaining battle damages, 

probably the Chief of General staff wanted to test the combat ability under those 

situations, as the essentials on executing the battle drills suggested.  
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In the Type A drill in 1923, both Nagato and Mutsu had their main gun sighting 

device on the pagoda mast out of action, which required them to switch to a back-up 

device. The range clock of the secondary guns were knocked out three minutes after 

the first salvos, with minor casualties of the secondary gun crew, probably simulating 

taking a direct hit at the casemate. The battle damages on secondary guns meant that 

the gun crew had to fire without the assistance from the range clock, as well as 

operating with reduced manpower. On Ise, the commanding gunnery officer would be 

heavily wounded after the ‘arranged timing (not unknown from the plan)’ and the 

backup commanding gunnery officer would have to take up the role. The secondary 

guns on the starboard side would have the commanding officer and one of his 

messengers heavily wounded three minutes after the first salvo. A trainer of one of the 

secondary guns on the port side would be heavily wounded four minutes after the 

secondary gun opened fire. The drill plan did not mention what to do to deal with 

these battle casualties. For the second division, Kongo and Hiei also had the same 

battle damage of main gun sighting device. For secondary guns, three minutes after 

the first salvo, the messengers of two guns would be heavily damage, 30 second later 

all gunnery officers responsible for acquiring range rates would be knocked out. Such 

arrangements on battle damage of the secondary gun fire control were probably an 

evaluation of the effectiveness if the range clock and range rate calculator were out of 

action respectively. 

 

The light cruisers under the first fleet also had its own Type A combat shooting drill. 

There were two arrangements for the light cruisers in the 1922 drill. Cruisers within 

the third division would execute the drill in a two-ship formation and Kiso and Ōi 
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would be the first group to shoot first; Kuma and Tama would be the second group to 

follow. The division would change courses at a six-minute interval, same as the 

battleships. These arrangement in gunfire should be related to the fact that only one 

Type B target, about 15 km away, was assigned to the division. Third division was 

given a battle scenario to fight against a hostile light cruiser division, on which the 

four-ship division would concentrate fire on a two-to-one basis, which meant that 

there should be two targets if the two groups were to shoot at the same time. 

Therefore, to prevent any interferes from splashes by the gun fire from different 

groups, as for the gunnery officers it would be impossible to make proper spotting and 

correcting, one group had to wait for the previous group to cease fire. Light cruiser 

Tenryu acted as the flagship of the destroyer squadron, fighting against the 

approaching cruiser. The protected cruiser Yahagi was to be the flagship of the 

submarine squadron, fighting against the approaching hostile destroyer. Both ‘cruiser’ 

and ‘destroyer’ for Tenryu and Yahagi represented a Type A level target. All light 

cruisers were allocated with 12 rounds per gun. These cruisers received multiple 

battle damages during the drill, such as destruction of voice tubes and lighting system 

in the plotting room or of the main gun director, gun crew casualties, the commander 

and his messenger out of action due to heavy injuries.204  

 

For the Type B combat shooting drill, the arrangements were similar to the Type A 

drill, except for the fleet organization and the battle scenario. For example, in 1922, 

Type B drill was a fleet-level drill participated in by battleships (the first division), 

battlecruisers (the second division) and light cruiser and destroyers from the first 

 
204 Dai ichi kantai kōshu sentō shakeki (3) 第１艦隊甲種戦闘射撃（３）[Type A Combat shooting 

drill for the First Fleet (3)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050512700, pp. 7-52. 
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destroyer squadron. Capital ships were to concentrate fire on the lead ship of the 

hostile battleline, represented by a ‘Type five’ target (probably a battleship-level 

gunnery target, however not much is mentioned in the text). Light cruisers from the 

third division also participated. They were torpedo target of the first destroyer 

squadron to practice some torpedo dodging skills. However, the third cruiser division 

practiced their gunnery, as they were given a scenario to concentrate fire on a single 

hostile cruiser represented by a Type B target. All vessels that participated in this drill 

adopted a divisional level of centralised fire control from the flagship. The drill plan 

does not mention how to coordinate the fire from different ships; it only mentions that 

if the centralised fire control fails, signals would be used as a back-up.205 

 

Type B combat drills also included a night battle drill. Although the drill plan for the 

first fleet was not as detailed as the daytime battle drill. Based on after-action 

reflections, the capital ships were required to use searchlights to acquire the target. 

Considering the difficulty to observe a target at night, the range would be shorter than 

at daytime. Also, the result would be investigated by specific personnel in the 

morning.206 The battleships and battlecruisers were restricted to fire with secondary 

guns only. Both capital ships and light cruisers Kiso, Ōi, Kuma, Tama, Tenryu and 

the protected cruiser Yahagi had practiced night battle in a scenario where hostile 

destroyer (represented by a Type B target in the drill) was in sight ahead about five to 

 
205 Dai ichi kantai Otsushu Sentō Shakeki (1) 第１艦隊乙種戦闘射撃（１）[Type B Combat 

shooting drill for the First Fleet (3)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), 

Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050514000, pp. 44-57. 
206 The drill plan stated that further detailed arrangements would be listed in an appendix; however, it is 

lost or was destroyed at the end of the Pacific War. Only the after-action reports of the drill survived, 

which are discussed at the end of this subsection. Dai ichi kantai otsushu sentō shakeki (4) 第１艦隊乙

種戦闘射撃（４）[Type B Combat shooting drill for the First Fleet (4)], 1922. The National Institute 

for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C08050514300, pp. 18-36. 
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six km (probably seven km for the capital ships). All vessels operated alone or in a 

formation in the drill scenario; the speed was restricted to 15 knots, probably a 

precautionary measure to prevent crashes. The target was towed at 10 knots, two 

knots slower than the daytime drill.207 

 

For destroyers, the combat shooting drill in daytime and night-time were quite similar. 

The destroyer division pursued hostile main fleet, which engaged hostile destroyers 

and exchanged fire. At the beginning of the drill, the destroyer division sailed towards 

the target and turned opposite at the distance about five to six km, from which the 

destroyers could open fire. In the daytime drill of 1922, the destroyer division fired at 

two targets. The division was further divided into two-two subdivisions, two on one 

target. The lead ship fired at Type A target first, then switched to the Type B target. 

Once the lead ship switched target, the second ship would commence fire on the Type 

A target and switch to another target. Once the first subdivision ceased fire, the third 

and fourth ships followed. 

 

In the night drill, there were two small targets represented by destroyers, the distance 

was the same, six km from the division. Once the target was in sight, the destroyers 

would commence fire in a two-two subdivision, aiming with the assistance of 

 
207 All names of the cruisers in the drill plan were masked except the drill plan for Yahagi, so it is 

impossible to identify which plan was for which cruiser. However, it is certain that both the single-ship 

and two-ship formation for the night battle drill were executed. Since there were two unidentified night 

battle drills that mentioned 15-cm gun shells were to be allocated, one in the scenario of two-ship 

formation and one operating alone. Probably the three Kongo class (Kongo, Hiei, Kirishima) were 

divided into two groups. Nagato, Mutsu and Ise were armed with 14-cm secondary guns, so it is 

impossible to identify their night drill plans from the light cruisers which also were armed with a 14-cm 

main gun. It is clear, however, that all night battle drills were intended to deal with night-time attacks 

from destroyers. Dai ichi kantai otsushu sentō shakeki (5) 第１艦隊乙種戦闘射撃（５）[Type B 

Combat shooting drill for the First Fleet (5)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050514400, pp. 11-38. 
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searchlights. According to the drill plan, the range receiver of the number 3 gun 

would be out of action three minutes after the first salvo. The gunners of number 1 

and number 2 guns would receive heavy casualties too.208 

 

The torpedo launching drill involved submarines and light vessels. For submarines, 

the drill was performed at both single-ship and the divisional levels. For the single-

ship drill, the submarines of a division were spread along the path of the target ship, 

each launching a torpedo in sequence. For example, in the 1922 drill, the targets of the 

single-ship drill for the first submarine squadron were Kongo, Hiei and five escorting 

destroyers. The group sailed along the designated path with the standard zig-zag 

movement. Each submarine could launch a four-torpedo salvo, the firing distance 

about one to two km. The drill was aimed to study the manoeuvre to launch the attack, 

acquisition of firing solution, use of periscope, evading manoeuvre, operating torpedo 

tube mechanics and preventive measures for possible battle damages. The plan on 

attacking as well as preparation works on the equipment was also evaluated.209  

 

The squadron-level combat drill was such that a squadron launched a coordinated 

ambush on a hostile fleet consisted of capital ships and light vessels. One big 

difference from the single-submarine drill was that the submarines in squadron-level 

drill could commence fire as they were in contact. For example, in the 1922 drill, the 

first submarine squadron was ordered to ambush a hostile fleet coming from north-

 
208 Dai ichi kantai kuchikutai sentō shakeki (1) 第１艦隊駆逐隊戦闘射撃（１）[Combat shooting 

drill for the destroyer divisions of the First Fleet (1)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050515300, pp. 3-51. 
209 For this year, the after-action report also suggested that the Kongo class was not a good target for 

practice compared with the Nagato class, which had less exhaust smoke. Sentō hassha ichi (1) 戦闘発

射１（１）[Combat launching 1 (1)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050516200, pp. 3-37. 
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northeast. The squadron had spread across a 13 miles ambush line, prepared to attack 

when the enemy was in sight. Although the weather was foggy, the squadron had the 

fleet led by Nagato and Mutsu in sight at a distance of about 10 km. The submarines 

launched torpedo from about two to three km and moved away as they did in single-

submarine drill. From the after-action commentary, it seems that the evaluation items 

were same as in the single-submarine drill.210 

 

For the destroyers, their combat launching drill was formation of a destroyer 

squadron. The daytime and night-time drill were executed in a row. In the daytime 

drill, the participating destroyer squadrons were given an ‘order’ (the scenario) to 

launch a torpedo attack on the hostile battleline exchanging fire with friendly main 

fleet. At night, the destroyer squadrons shadowed the fleeing hostile fleet and sought 

for any opportunities to attack it from close. The pattern of distance of the torpedo 

attack was different though. 

 

In the daytime drill, the destroyer squadron attacked on a division (three ships as in 

the 1922 drill), taking the second ship as the reference for sighting device. The 

flagship set its torpedo for the maximum distance at 14 km and launch the torpedo 

within seven km. The destroyer divisions set the maximum range of the torpedo at 

nine km and launched the salvo within five km. In the night battle, the maximum 

range and the launching was largely reduced. For the light cruiser, the maximum 

range was eight km and launched at 2.5 km. The destroyer divisions set the range at 

six 6 km and launched the salvo at 1.5 km. The destroyer squadron aimed at a single 

 
210 Sentō hassha ichi (3) 戦闘発射１（３）[Combat launching 1 (1)], 1922. The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C08050516400, pp. 3-23. 
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vessel only, probably the bad visibility at night prevented the squadron from 

launching a coordinated attack on the enemy’s battleship division.211 

 

In 1922 and 1923, the routine as well as the battle scenario were identical except the 

battle damages assigned to the combat vessels and some slight differences in fleet 

organisation. In the daytime battle drills, the fleet still focused on training the gunnery 

(and torpedo launching) skill towards an enemy fleet with almost the same strength. 

Gunnery drills were in the same direction but the concentration of fire was different in 

different situations: either the whole division concentrated on the same target or 

focused the fire in a two-two subgrouping. The light vessels focused attacking the 

hostile battleline, intercepting hostile destroyers that attacked friendly 

battleships.212F212 In the night battle drills, the destroyer squadrons focused on 

shadowing and harassing the hostile fleet and dealing with enemy’s destroyers.213  

 

For the battle drill and certification of the engine crew, IJN focused on maintaining 

high efficiency of the crew under battle pressure. The drill also focused on 

maintaining combat ability under damages. For example, in 1922, the crew on Nagato 

and Mutsu had trained to gradually speed up to rated acceleration. During the combat 

gunnery drill, the crew were required to maintain a steady output of the propellers. 

Several battle damages were simulated to test their ability of damage control: the 

bulkhead was holed by an enemy shell; there was a fire in the forward generator 

 
211 Sentō Hassha ni todo (1) 戦闘発射２止（１）[Combat launching 2 end (1)], 1922. The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C08050517100, 5-29. 
212 C08050829800, pp. 16-44. 
213 Dai ichi Suiraisentai Sentō Shageki (1) 第１水雷戦隊戦闘射撃（１）[Combat drills of the First 

Destroyer Squadron (1)], 1923. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050831100, pp. 17-20. 
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room, in which all crew were killed; engine control room was hit by the enemy and all 

equipment were knocked out. The crew were required to control the damage while 

maintain the possible maximum output.214 The after-action report records output of 

the propeller of two Nagato class but comments from the captain are unknown. 

However, from a reflection written by the officer on Kongo after the 1922 drill, it 

seems that IJN believed that a group of well-trained engine crew could have a positive 

impact on the vessel’s combat performance, an idea that was probably shared by a 

majority of IJN naval officers. However, the report also states that fuel supply crew of 

the boiler received no specific training since fuel was too precious to waste.215 Even 

in the early 1920s, the lack of oil supply in the mainland Japan had already affected 

the navy. 

 

The reflection and observation reports submitted by the naval officers suggest that 

they were developing a fleet doctrine for the decisive battle in future. Both Grand 

Exercises and the battle drills were for the IJN officers a learning experience to fight 

another decisive battle by combining the long-range gunfire from battleships, 

screening, and torpedo attack from light vessels as well as early warning or even 

charging of enemy battleline by submarines. The opinions of the IJN officers suggests 

that the Japanese navy was concerned about the techniques of gunnery rather than 

coordination between different types of vessels.  

 

 
214 Dai ichi Kantai (1) 第１艦隊（１）[The First Fleet (1)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050531200, pp. 

9-18. 
215 Dai ichi Kantai (3) 第１艦隊（３）[The First Fleet (3)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050528300, pp. 

2-13. 
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The ideas of long-range gunfire performance in the drills would be discussed firstly. 

In 1922, IJN vessels were at par with the Royal Navy in post-WW1 standard in terms 

of gunnery. On the latest capital ships and light vessels directors and rangefinders 

were already installed. The inclinometer, the instrument for measuring target relative 

bearing, was also installed. The vessels were also equipped with Dumaresq 

(calculating the range rates of target, an essential instrument for gunfire solution), 

range clocks and plotting boards. The firing solutions could be passed to the gun crew 

by a follow-the-pointer device, at least for the capital ships. A device similar to the 

Dreyer fire control table was probably developed in 1921 but it seems it was not 

installed on any vessel as none of the reports in 1922 or 1923 mentions anything 

about that. However, with these devices IJN could generate firing solutions with a 

similar efficiency of WW1 level.216 

 

So, how did the Japanese navy think about the gunnery performance is an interesting 

question. The first insight revealed by the reports suggests that IJN was not satisfied 

with the gunnery efficiency; however, they still felt optimistic to further extend the 

combat range. According to a report written by the Commander-in-Chief of the 

combined fleet, though the result for a 28 km gunnery drill was not good enough, 

once the equipment improved, it should be able to reach 30 km or further. He suggests 

eight improvements of gunnery. The first emphasizes that the muzzle velocity of the 

16” and 14” guns as well as the elevation of the guns should be improved. Probably 

he was suggesting improving the accuracy by reducing the travel time of the shell.  

 

 
216 Norman Friedman, Naval Firepower: Battleship Guns and Gunnery in the Dreadnought Era, pp. 

130, 228-229. 
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Another suggestion he gave was the establishment of separate range-keeping squad on 

board. He felt that in the long run, every weapon branch should have its own range-

keeping squad to improve the efficiency. The third suggestion was to further improve 

the secondary gun director. He argued that any malfunction during the drills would 

have serious negative impact on the gun crew. The fourth and fifth suggestions are 

using observation balloon and spotting aircraft. The remaining three suggestions are 

about practice targets. He suggested that the speed of the target should be higher and 

specialized towing ships should be considered to improve the efficiency of fuel 

consumption and deployment preparation works for more consecutive drills. He also 

emphasized that a specialized towing ship could reduce the chance of accidents when 

deploying a light cruiser for duty.217 

 

The Commander-in-Chief of the combined fleet did not further explain his idea on an 

improved range-keeping squad; however, more details are revealed from a report 

submitted by an officer of Mutsu. He concluded from the drill that even the eight-

meter rangefinder would be affected by the gun blast. The rangefinder was unable to 

function within the five seconds of a salvo. The motion of the vessel also hindered the 

rangefinder in keeping track of the target. He did not suggest installing a gyro device 

to stabilize the rangefinder though; instead, he suggested a separate range-keeping 

squad and that the squad for the main gun should consist of a Dumaresq operator, a 

spotting glass operator, two inclinometer operators, two operators for deciding the 

inclining angle and to act as the messenger, three operators for the plotting board, and 

two messengers for transmitting the range taken and the firing solutions. The 

 
217 Dai ichi kantai kōshu sentō shakeki (1) 第１艦隊甲種戦闘射撃（１）[Type A Combat shooting 

drill for the First Fleet (3)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050512500, pp. 4-15. 
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secondary gun squad was only to have a spotting glass operator, two inclining angle 

calculators, a range-averaging operator and two messengers for the range taken and 

the firing solutions. He also suggested to consider installing a secondary gun plotting 

board; however, he was concerned that dispersed devices would require more 

messengers.218  

 

The negative impact of the gun blast towards the fire-control devices was also 

mentioned by the officers on Nagato. The captain of Nagato suggested in the 1922 

drill that modifications to completely prevent the 10-meter main gun rangefinder from 

being damaged by gun blasts should be developed and adopted. The smokestacks 

should also be modified to reduce the interference from the exhausted gases. An 

anonymous officer even reported that the gun blast had damaged the covering plate of 

the main gun director. Heat from the smokestacks also hindered the main gun 

rangefinder tower from rotating smoothly, which resulted in a poor gunnery 

performance.  

 

For range-acquisition and firing method, both chief gunnery officers of the main and 

secondary guns on Nagato called for a full salvo followed by two or three half 

salvoes. They were not aware that the secondary guns firing at the same time would 

interfere the fire controlling process of the main guns. However, they felt that 

concentration of fire from more than three ships would easily confuse the spotting 

officers. Also, they felt that balloon was ineffective in a real-life situation and a 

spotting aircraft would be more practical. However, electricity supply during a fight 

 
218 Gunkan mutsu sentō shakeki 軍艦陸奥戦闘射撃 [Combat shooting drill of Mutsu], 1922. The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C08050512400, pp. 4-9. 
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would not be sufficient for an effective communication between the aircraft and the 

transmitting station. The communication would also be interfered by the hostile fleet, 

since they expected the enemy would do the same on spotting, and the radio waves of 

both sides would possibly jam.219 The fear of being radio-jammed was not an over-

estimation in a sense. Between the two Wars, the Royal Navy had investigated the 

possibility to hinder the hostile fleet’s aerial spotting ability by radio jamming. 

However, experiments in the Mediterranean proved to be unsatisfying.220 

 

The officers on light vessels also called for a laddering fire for getting the range 

quicker. For example, the captain of the light cruiser Kuma suggested that the 

rangefinder was not precise enough to achieve a straddle in the first few salvoes. He 

concluded that the combat between light vessels would require a faster way to acquire 

the range and to get into rapid firing. However, the fire control improvement he 

suggested was rather problematic. He suggested a centralized fire control for four 

ships. The divisions would set the gun sight using the firing data from the flagship. 

The first division would set the gun range with half of the straddle width reduced and 

the second division would set the gun range with half of the straddle width added. 

Such method probably was intended to utilize the shells from several ships for a group 

of salvoes to cover a large area at the same time, or a laddering fire at the divisional 

level. However, if the range from the flagship was ere too unprecise, even adding or 

reducing a straddle width would not save the accuracy of the salvo.221 

 

 
219 Dai ichi kantai Kōshu Sentō Shakeki (4) 第１艦隊甲種戦闘射撃（４）[Type A Combat shooting 

drill for the First Fleet (4)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050512800, pp. 4-20. 
220 Norman Friedman, Naval Firepower: Battleship Guns and Gunnery in the Dreadnought Era, p. 119. 
221 C08050514300, pp. 1-3. 
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According to the report submitted by the destroyer division under the first fleet, the 

error of rangefinder under flanking speed could have been as large as a kilometre for a 

target six km away.222 A 5000-ton light cruiser may not be affected as much as the 

destroyers under battle speed, however, it was possible that the error in range finding 

would make the above suggestion impractical, since a straddle would only be 400 

yards or less in width. 

 

Engagement between destroyers would demand more efficient ranging taking skills 

and devices, since the vessels were fighting closely and fast. A report from a destroyer 

under the first fleet reveals that in 1922, the gun crew received firing solutions by 

messengers. The reason calling for follow-the-pointer devices for both the gun range 

and line-of-sight correction value for the gun were an attempt to shorten the dead time 

in the gunnery process. The rangefinder also vibrated rapidly during the drill, and the 

officers demanded an improvement of the structure or even in the hull design. The 

report suggested that the amount of ready service ammunition for each gun should be 

increased as much as possible. This attempt was to improve the rate of fire to three to 

four rounds per minute. The report also suggested that improvement in the range of 

fire was important, since the battlefield situation could change rapidly in a destroyer 

battle and more shells fired within a timeframe would ensure a higher chance of a 

hit.223 

 

The performance of torpedo attack by destroyer squadrons is the last experience from 

 
222 Dai ichi kantai kuchikutai sentō shakeki (2) 第１艦隊駆逐隊戦闘射撃（２）[Combat shooting 

drill for the destroyer divisions of the First Fleet (2)], 1922. The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050515400, p. 12. 
223 C08050515400, pp. 14-21. 
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the combat drills to be discussed here. The report suggests that IJN was aware that the 

timing of torpedo attack was important. It is unknown what ‘precise timing’ for a 

torpedo attack means, however, in the 1923 Type B combat drill, the First destroyer 

squadron received a comment that the timing to rush was ‘a little bit too late’. Another 

element IJN felt important for a successful attack was deciding when to engage 

hostile light vessels. However, it is hard to tell what IJN’s standard on this was, as the 

report mentions the navy’s demand that the commander of the destroyer either 

continue the rush or break contact without hesitation. For the cooperation between 

light cruisers and destroyers, the report emphasized the action taken by the light 

cruiser divisions.  

 

During the Type B drill against the hostile fleet, light cruisers successfully intercepted 

the hostile light cruisers that came for the destroyers. The report also mentions that 

the hostile battleship’s gunfire on the rushing destroyers was ineffective since the 

hostile battleships were turning at the time. For the night battle, the concept of a good 

timing was relatively clear as it has been mentioned in the report. Naval officers 

believed that one of the essential factors affecting the timing was visibility. According 

to the report, the second destroyer squadron received a comment that their attack in 

the night battle drill was too early as the sun had not set completely. Such mistakes 

could result in a strong defensive fire from the target. Also, the usage of searchlight 

was mentioned in the report. Light cruiser Kitakami’s use of searchlight was ‘little bit 

too long’ in the eyes of the judges, since it could reveal the own position to the target, 

which would result in a higher possibility of returning fire from the enemy.224 

 
224 Dai ichi、dai ni suiraisentai sentō hassha ni todo (1) 戦闘発射２止（１）[Combat launching of 

the First and Second destroyer squadron 2 end (1)], 1923. The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C08050835700, pp. 3-24. 
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To summarise, from the details of combat drills, the Chief of Naval General Staff had 

made a large proportion of efforts on improvement on gunnery under manoeuvres. 

The arrangements in gunnery drill were aimed for training the gunnery officers in 

tracking and range finding on a target when both sides were changing course 

constantly. It would be easy to keep tracking a target constantly sailing in a straight 

line but both sides changing course rapidly would be closer to the real-life situation. 

Also, the gunnery drill was always arranged in lieu of fire in the same direction. It 

suggests that the IJN officers were aware of the rapid changing in range rates if two 

fleet were in opposite direction, and it would be hard to score a hit as well as not 

achieving any significant result with surface gunfire. The destroyers in the night drill 

practiced firing in the opposite direction, which was a proper training for IJN 

destroyers. The destroyer squadrons were expected to harass the hostile fleet at night 

as the combat drill showed that battling with hostile light vessels in opposite direction 

was a proper tactical training to cover one’s retreat. 

 

However, slow targets in the drills were a factor that hindered IJN in reviewing their 

actual combat effectiveness in a gun fight since the target’s maximum speed was 10 to 

12 knots, which was too slow to demonstrate a real-life target. Even the R Class 

battleship of the Royal Navy could reach 19 to 20 knots. The slow speed not only 

meant a low range rate target but also that if the line of sight of the guns was 

deflected, the deflection would be greater. On the other hand, in real-life, gunnery 

officers would be under the pressure of hostile fire and even without battle damages, 

their range acquisition would be slower. Such situations were hard to reveal in 

peacetime drills. For example, as the gunnery result sheets of the first division in the 
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1922 Type B combat drill suggest, both Nagato and Mutsu gave an unsatisfactory 

performance. In that year, Mutsu was the second ship to commence fire. The 

rangefinder’s range was consistently about one km less than the actual range. The first 

two salvos were a ladder that were spaced 800 meters from each other, almost twice 

the normal straddle width. The ladder achieved a blanket fire on the target and despite 

the pattern suggested that the gunnery officer had failed to find the line of sight, both 

salvoes were deflected to the left. However, the gunnery officer was too ambitious to 

call for a full salvo 200 meters higher than the first salvo. The third salvo was far 

away and the fourth salvo was 400 meters higher, which resulted in a straddle. The 

salvoes afterwards were 300 to 400 meters far from the target. At last, Mutsu scored a 

17 percent hit rate out of 40 rounds; it was already a quite good result shooting at a 

target 28 km away.225  

 

However, could the gunnery officers achieve such high hit rate in a real battle is 

another question. The smoke and gun blasts would further reduce the visibility in the 

field, which could reduce the efficiency of long-range gunnery. Such concerns were 

maybe the reason why the officers demanded a faster target towing ship for the drills 

in future. Although it would be impossible to demonstrate the bad visibility obtaining 

in the battlefield, at least a faster and more manoeuvrable target could increase the 

difficulties of long-range gunnery. Some officers even suggested to cancel the Type B 

drill in 1923, so the shells could be saved and spent for Type A combat drills. Those 

 
225 In the 1922 report, the staff listed that the effective rounds of Mutsu was 6.8, as there was a shell 

that was close enough to be considered effective but it was not sure if it was a direct hit or not, so it 

was counted as 0.8 round, instead of 1. Dai ichi kantai otsushu sentō shakeki (2) 第１艦隊乙種戦闘射

撃（２）[Type B Combat shooting drill for the First Fleet (2)], 1922. The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C08050514100, pp. 12-18. 
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officers seems to have put gunnery before coordination between different ship 

classes.226 

 

Conclusion 

From the various type of exercises and drills discussed above, it can be concluded that 

IJN had trained their fleet for a fleet battle. The battleships were of the fleet 

operational doctrine, other vessels were all serving to support the battleline to crush 

the hypothetical hostile fleet. They also utilize the Grand Exercises for latest 

technology and new concepts. Despite the Japanese navy had several first-hand 

experiences from the British navy during the WW1, not much of the experience was 

incorporated into practice by the Japanese navy, probably because they were hindered 

by their own experience of naval warfare.  

 

One of the most significant evidence is that after spending two years in the 

Mediterranean, IJN showed not much interest in sea-route transport protection. 

Instead, under the influence of Suetsugu Nobumasa, the Japanese navy not only 

planned for a Tsushima style of attrition operations to tackle the US Pacific Fleet, but 

also forged a fleet intended for a confrontation with the weakened US fleet, as if the 

attrition plan could work. 

 

Apart from the victorious experiences, the restricted fleet size after the Washington 

Treaty also hindered IJN to find problems in its fleet doctrine. It seems from the 

records of Grand Exercises, only 80 percent of the battleships, or not more than eight, 

 
226 C08050831100, p. 5. 
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could be deployed for the exercises. Even if the Japanese navy could deploy nearly all 

its combat vessels, the fleet had to be divided into halves. Therefore, none of the 

Commanders-in-Chief of the combined fleet could have the chance to take command 

of the whole fleet in peacetime. IJN seems to have realized this problem, which they 

intended to solve by multiplying the strength of the division on paper.  

 

However, such arrangements could never have provided the experiences of fleet 

tactical situational awareness. Using the battleship division as an example, 

commanding a division with two battleships was different from a six-battleship 

formation, no matter how many two-battleship formations were dep0loyed. The 

communication between ships, the arrangement of concentrating fire, stress under the 

returning fire from the enemy and the manoeuvre during the battle would be quite 

different. Even if IJN tried to maintain the fleet situations updated to execute its 

complicated fleet doctrine, the officers would be saturated by the full size of the fleet 

in wartime. However, experience from the fleet exercised did provide at least some 

ideas about how heavy the wartime fleet communication would be. One example that 

demonstrated such attitude would be the Takao class, which was designed to serve as 

the flagship of the vanguard of the battle fleet (the light vessels and the destroyer 

squadrons) during the expected attrition naval campaign.227 However, no one during 

the interwar period could predict how massive the actual transmission flow could be, 

since they had never assembled such a massive fleet under single command till the 

Grand Exercise of 1935. 

 

 
227 David C. Evans; Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. 229-232. 
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The preference for a fleet-decisive battle had an indirect effect on developing the fleet 

doctrine. For the commanders of the two sides, it would be rational to keep the fleet 

concentrated to prepare for any possible situation, since every time, at least as the 

existing records suggest, the large-scale exercises ended up in two sides pursuing for a 

decisive battle within the time limit. If a commander detached a cruiser division for 

the carrier to form a carrier task force like the US navy, he could not ensure that the 

cruiser division could return in time when the decisive battle happened. He could not 

ensure if the cruiser division and the carrier would survive when the Blue Fleet’s 

battlecruisers discovered them, which would result in a total loss of a large proportion 

of the fleet strength. Combined with the belief in a Tsushima-style fleet battle, 

concentration on the fleet was the most rational approach, as it was hard to imagine 

what could go wrong. 

 

The exercises and drills helped IJN to further refine its fleet battle doctrine. After the 

exercises, the naval air force and treaty cruisers were incorporated into the naval 

doctrine. IJN also utilized he experiences they had from WW1, mostly the lessons 

related to fleet battle, which suited their theory of victory. On the eve of the war, IJN 

should have realized some defects of their fleet doctrine, for example, the weakness of 

commercial raiding operations by submarines. However, it would be too late to make 

any changes when they decided to declare the war in late 1941. 
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Chapter 4 Japanese Navy’s War Experience during the Shanghai Incident of 

1932 

 

Introduction 

In 1927, the Dai Ichi Kengai Kantai (First Expeditionary Fleet, 第一遣外艦隊 ) 

stationed at Shanghai was made responsible for protecting the sea lanes, as well as the 

Japanese residents in Central China and Yangtze region. The Dai Ni Kengai Kantai 

(Second Expeditionary Fleet, 第二遣外艦隊) was given the same duties in Northern 

China region. At the time of Mukden incident, the First Expeditionary Fleet consisted 

of only the protected cruiser Hirado, a WW1-era destroyer Urakaze, eleven gunboats 

and less than seven hundred Naval Special Landing Force. These forces were to cover 

the major cities along the Yangtze region. The fleet was also tasked to respond to the 

anti-Japanese movement or riots immediately, for which there would be no time for the 

commander to seek any instructions from Tokyo.  

 

The Commander-in-Chief of the First Expeditionary Fleet was instructed to maintain 

the status quo in Shanghai and Hankou, as well as in the Yangtze region, following the 

Mukden incident in September 1931. He was responsible for reporting any signs of 

instability he observed as soon as possible. The situation started to get worse with the 

appearance of the anti-Japanese movement in the region. Expecting the situation to 

deteriorate, the Commander-in-Chief requested further reinforcements. From late 

September 1931 to mid-January 1932, coastal-defence ship second class Tsushima, the 

twenty-fourth destroyer division, light cruiser Tenryū and armoured cruiser Tokiwa 

(reclassified as minelayer at the time), as well as the First Sasebo Special Naval Landing 
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Force (two hundred and thirty-six in strength) were deployed to the First Expeditionary 

Fleet. In late January, light cruiser Ōi, the Fifteenth Destroyer division, seaplane tender 

Notoro and the First Kure Special Naval Landing Force (four hundred and fifty-seven 

in strength) were deployed to Shanghai due to the deteriorating situation. A few days 

later, the First Expeditionary Fleet even received the carrier Hōshō and the First 

Destroyer Squadron (lead by light cruiser Yubari and twelve destroyers) plus two 

companies of the Sasebo Special Naval Landing Force. Therefore, as of 28 January 

1932, the strength of Japanese Naval force stationed at Shanghai was twenty-two 

combat vessels and more than one thousand and eight hundred Special Naval Landing 

Forces, not counting the few light cruisers, destroyers and gunboats scattered along the 

important cities and ports of Yangtze River. To further reinforce the land forces, thirty 

percent of crews from the anchored combat vessels were organised as additional 

landing parties, which increased the land forces’ strength to about two thousand and 

eight hundred.  

 

On 2 February 1932, the Japanese Navy reformed the First Expeditionary Fleet and the 

reinforcements into the Third Fleet following the Shanghai incident. The armoured 

cruiser Izumo (Flagship of the Third Fleet) and the seaplane tender Notoro as well as 

the landing parties were directly under the Commander-in-Chief’s command. The First 

Expeditionary Fleet, now serving under the Commander-in-Chief of the Third Fleet, 

consisted of the old second-class cruisers, five destroyers and several gunboats, plus 

light cruiser Ōi and the Fifteenth Destroyer division. Carrier Hōshō had returned to the 

First Aviation Fleet, which also included carrier Kaga and the Second destroyer division 

(four destroyers). The First destroyer Squadron and the Third Squadron (light cruiser 

Naka, Abukuma and Yura) were also attached to the Third Fleet. After its establishment, 
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the Third fleet had two carriers, five light cruisers and twenty-five destroyers, and a 

seaplane tender, as well as several auxiliary vessels and gunboats.228 

 

Being the first operation for the Japanese naval aviation after the Great War, the 

Shanghai Incident had provided them with numerous war experiences. More 

importantly, the Shanghai Incident provided precious first-hand combat experience 

during the interwar period for the Japanese Navy, while the USN and the Royal Navy 

had lacked such opportunity to test their fleet and their armament. Being the first 

bombardment operation of a city by carrier-based aviation, it was the most significant 

contribution of the experience of the Shanghai Incident to the Japanese Navy. 

 

Therefore, although the Shanghai incident happened five years before the official 

declaration of war between China and Japan, the conflicts provided several operational 

experiences and lessons for the naval officers. The Imperial Japanese Navy provided 

fire support to the landing troops by gunfire from the surface vessels and naval aviation 

bombardment. Throughout the Shanghai incident, the naval aviation from Kaga and 

Hōshō and the seaplane tender Notoro also provided aerial reconnaissance and air-to-

air combat for obtaining air superiority.229 It is unclear how the IJN evaluated their 

performances during the Incident. There is no record of the reflections and lessons 

 
228 Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Daihonei kaigunbu daitōasensō kaisen ikisatsu 

<1> 大本営海軍部 大東亜戦争開戦経緯 ＜1＞ [History of the outbreak of the Great Asian War, 

the perspective of the Chief of the Navy General Staff within the Imperial General Headquaters, 

volume 1] (Tokyo, Asagumo shinbunsha, 1979), pp. 68–81. Kōkan shōwa roku.nana nen China jihen 

shi ge (Kōkan shōwa roku.nana nen jihen kaisen shi ge) 公刊昭和６．７年支那事変史下（公刊昭

和６．７年事変海軍戦史原稿） [Official History of the Incidents in China during 6th–7th year of 

Emperor Shōwa (the original draft of the naval operational history between the Incidents during 6 th–7th 

year of Emperor Shōwa)], 1932. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14120182700, pp. 752–753. 
229 There is a whole chapter (Chapter 8) narrating the aerial operations during the incident in the naval 

official history. But the author did not organise the surface vessel’s gunfire support into a separated 

chapter. C14120182700, pp. 833–912. 
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learnt from surface vessels since the documents were lost (or destroyed). However, the 

success against Chinese forces might have provided the IJN a belief in their innate 

superiority. On the other hand, the existing documents suggest that a committee was 

organised to study the aerial operations lessons. The materials related included the after-

action reflections from frontline units, study reports from land-based naval flying corps, 

and comments from the fleet commands of the First Fleet and the Second Fleet.230 

 

War Experience from Carrier Kaga 

The report submitted by Kaga began with a chapter discussing aircraft gunnery. The 

first reflection was that Shanghai’s experiences revealed the need to improve the 

gunnery practice with towed sleeve target and camera gun. The report suggested that 

the towed sleeve target could only simulate the scenario of intercepting hostile attack 

aircraft. The report believed that it could not offer any form of training besides aiming 

practice for the camera gun. To reduce the difference between the training and real 

combat, the staff on Kaga suggested improvements on both gunnery training items. The 

staff suggested increasing the size of the balloon target and also introducing a new 

 
230 The first volume of the Aerial Research Committee were after-action reflections from the two carriers 

and the seaplane tender Notoro. The second volume were the reports from fleet commands, naval flying 

corps and the two carriers participated in the incident. The reports from Kaga in both volumes were 

identical. For the reports from Hōshō, the attached report in volume two was overall identical to the one 

in volume one, in terms of content. The only notable difference was that a sub-section discussing the 

morale impact towards hostile ground forces by strafing was missing in volume 2. Since the content had 

been rearranged in volume 2, such content had probably been deleted by the editor, although it is not 

clear who decided to do it. On the other hand, it was clear that the committee attached the further 

organised after-action reflections in volume 2. However, the after-action report of the seaplane tender 

was not included in volume 2. A rational explanation was that the fleet carrier’s experience was treated 

seriously as these lessons were beneficial for the development of aviation within the fleet decisive battle 

doctrine. The experience from Notoro was less impressive since seaplane tender would have a minor role 

to play in the fleet battles in future. C14120124600, p. 872. Shōwa nana nen kōkū kenkyūkai kankei tsu 

sononi 昭和７年 航空研究会関係綴 其の２ [Files related to the Aerial research committee in 7th 

year of Emperor Shōwa, no. 2], 1932. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14120127500, p. 1136. 
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target which could simulate the tactical movement of a fighter during air combat. They 

also suggested that the rear gunners of attack aircraft should receive more self-defence 

training towards a hostile fighter approaching from behind them. For the camera gun, 

the report suggested that its sight should be identical to the gunsight installed on the 

aerial machine gun, and that it should be used for gunnery practice instead of just aiming 

training. The author did not mention the details of the improvements nor the rationale 

behind them. However, the suggestions revealed that the Japanese naval aviation 

gunnery training focused on the fighters intercepting incoming attack aircrafts before 

the Shanghai incident. Fighter-versus-fighter training was probably not seen as a 

primary mission for the carrier-based fighter pilots at the time.  

 

The second issue was the experience of strafing at a land target. The report compared a 

swivel machine gun mounted on the rear cockpit of attack aircraft and a fixed machine 

gun mounted on a fighter. The staff of Kaga thought that strafing with the swivel 

machine gun was more effective at the height of one thousand meters. For the fighter, 

strafing should be performed at five hundred meters. The report did not mention the 

reason behind this. After that, the report emphasised the number of ammunitions carried 

per aircraft. It suggested that one thousand rounds per gun for a fixed machine gun on 

a fighter should be carried if it did not affect the plane’s aerial performance, especially 

if expecting a strafing mission. For swivel guns, it suggested carrying as much 

ammunition as possible. These suggestions were probably inspired by the close air 

support missions during the Incident. Apart from increasing the ammunition, the report 

even stated the urgent need for an ammunition counter onboard the aircraft. Although 

the reason was not stated, it was probably intended to assist the pilot in evaluating the 

remaining ammo, which was a possible scenario when heavy close-air-support missions 
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were requested from land forces. Without such an instrument, the pilot would have a 

hard time during air combat.231 

 

The second chapter of the report discussed air combat. The overall opinion of fighter 

pilots was discussed first. They emphasised that the pilot must be filled with a strong 

offensive spirit, and they pointed out that tracer ammunition was useful for ballistic 

correction during combat. The first suggestion was reasonable for fighting against a 

weaker opponent like the ROC Air force, since the more active the pilot, the more could 

be achieved. The second one was a practical suggestion to improve the aerial gun’s 

accuracy on both fighter and rear gunner on an attack aircraft. Apart from that, the staff 

on Kaga did not think of any changes to be made on the current fighter operating system, 

except for the fighter crew being given some education to make them familiar with 

other aircraft types, and the design requirements for future fighters. They suggested that 

future fighters should be built with all-metal bodies, should have better performance 

compared to the expected opponent fighter and should have its fixed machine gun 

position closer to the gun sight—all these suggestions are rational and typical to 

improve the aircraft’s survivability and offensive power. 

 

The importance of an ‘offensive spirit’ was again mentioned as an essential value for 

the attack aircraft crew. The report emphasised that they should be more active in 

repulsing the fighters coming for them, including an active adoption of the tactical 

manoeuvre in which they had to keep turning in high speed while being pursued. In a 

bid to probably increase the effectiveness of the rear gun, the report called for an 

increase in the effective battle range of the gun, and for promoting better 

 
231 C14120127500, pp. 1313–1317. 
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communication between the aircrew, the pilot and the rear gunner to improve the 

accuracy of the swivel gun during active manoeuvres. Additional self-defensive 

firepower was called for, as one rear machine gun was not deemed to be enough. The 

report suggested that the swivel gun be upgraded to a twin-mount version plus the 

nose’s fixed gun. It also suggested an automatic firearm for the scouter, probably to act 

as a last resort for repulsing the hostile fighter. 

 

The report also stated that the attack aircraft crew had difficulties in identifying between 

hostile and friendly aircraft. This would be a critical problem for the survivability of 

attack aircraft since the earlier the hostile plane could be identified, the more time the 

aircrew would have to either retreat or repulse, as the report promoted. The report 

however only urged the aircrew to pay more attention to battlefield surveillance. 

Ammunition handling on attack aircraft is also mentioned in the report, where it calls 

for more efficient ammunition storage to improve the armament’s reload speed and to 

investigate the causing of malfunction on the cartridge bag. It was probably raised to 

increase the efficiency of close-air support and the self-defence machine guns. To 

further increase its survivability, the report called for an all-metal design for the 

upcoming attack aircraft (same as the fighter) and improved seat arrangement for a 

better shooting arc of the rear gunner. An air-cooled engine and metal propeller were 

suggested to minimise the impact of battle damages. 

 

At the end of the air-combat discussion, the report suggested improvements in 

cooperation between attack aircraft and covering fighters for better survivability of the 

attack aircrafts. It emphasised that the presence of a fighter escort was a must when 

hostile fighter interception was expected. In such an escort mission, the fighters’ focus 
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should be the safety of the attack aircraft. The relative position between the escorting 

fighters and the attack aircrafts should be maintained. The report suggested that the 

fighter escort’s strength should be considered with the expected hostile interceptor’s 

strength. These lessons probably were because of fighter pilots being too offensive on 

other targets, which explained why the report emphasised attack aircraft safety being 

receive the highest priority. Even if the fighters did not go for defenceless targets, the 

inefficient communication should have hindered the escort fighters’ effort to 

rendezvous with the attack aircraft, which further restricted the overall effectiveness of 

the escort mission.232 

 

Another topic discussed in the Kaga report was aerial bombing. It described the 

effectiveness of different aerial bombs towards airfields, coastal battery, field defences 

and railway facilities at the beginning of the session. The report stated that the two-

hundred-and-forty-kilogram aerial bomb had been ineffective in neutralising a coastal 

battery, even though a direct hit was scored. Trenches, in contrast, were an easy target 

to be neutralised. The report stated that an explosion of the two-hundred-and-forty-

kilogram bomb could kill the combatants in the trench as far as thirty-five meters from 

the point of impact. The staff believed that a forty-five-kilogram bomb would be 

sufficient for land troops, despite the limited opportunity they were given to test its 

effectiveness during the Incident. The report stated that any bomb heavier than the 

sixty-kilogram bomb could ultimately destroy it in one direct hit for the airfield’s 

hanger. Although only mentioned briefly, the report also suggested that the incendiary 

bombs had a high percentage of not exploding, which was an unacceptable outcome as 

they were expected to destroy the resident area with ease. The staff suggested the active 

 
232 C14120127500, pp. 1318–1322. 
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consideration of a specifically designed, incendiary shrapnel bomb for land 

bombardment. 

 

For infrastructure, the railway line was an easy target. The report suggested that a thirty-

kilogram bomb was enough to destroy a fifteen-meter rail track. For comparison, a two-

hundred-and-forty-kilogram aerial bomb could destroy thirty meters of rail tracks. 

Considered the differences in weight (eight times in weight), the two-hundred-and-

forty-kilogram aerial bomb did not perform well as it could only destroy two times the 

length of rail tracks, which was an unsatisfactory result for the staff on Kaga. However, 

the report stated that the two-hundred-and-forty-kilogram bomb performed well on 

bridge destruction. It could destroy a steel-constructed bridge if the crew managed to 

hit both sides of the bridge. Aiming at the bridge’s centre was not necessary. 

 

The attitude of the aerial bombardment mission and the battle damages were discussed 

in the report. It is suggested that level bombing at two thousand meters height should 

be performed in good weather. For a cloudy day, the crew should perform a level 

bombing around five hundred meters. The UN’s impression should be that battle 

damages from the ROC’s anti-aircraft guns were ineffective since not much was 

mentioned in the session. The report stated that most of the battle damages from AA 

fire were received during low attitude bombing of below five hundred meters and the 

aerial photo-reconnaissance mission operating around one-thousand-and three hundred 

meters. The report also suggested studying the possibility of allowing the second and 

third attack aircraft in the formation to suppress the anti-air battery by strafing them 

during a bombardment mission. The recognition of friendly troops during the 

bombardment mission became a problem. The staff of Kaga suggested that the Army 
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used a ‘red and white’ cloth-covering plank, probably a Japanese National flag, for 

aerial recognition. The staff thought it was effective despite it not being convenient for 

the land troops to redeploy. The staff also suggested that photo reconnaissance on the 

target before the strike mission would improve the efficiency of the mission.233 

 

The experience obtained from logistical operations during the Incident was more 

critical. The first impression mentioned in the report was the worn-down state of the 

armaments under a prolonged period of operation. The staff was unsatisfied with the 

equipment’s production quality, as they encountered serious malfunctions on the 

aircraft and the armaments were not durable enough for wartime. The staff suggested 

an improvement on material strength, especially for the swivel machine gun (Lewis 

light machine gun). Its structural strength should be more durable under continuous 

firing. They also suggested keeping an operational record of each gun to help evaluate 

the remaining lifespan of the guns. 

 

The malfunction of the armaments during operation was bad, but the low acceptance 

percentage of the parts was more concerning. According to the figures of acceptance 

test on the armaments issued at the beginning of the Shanghai incident, the parts of 

armaments had a defected ratio that varied from fifteen percent (firing mechanics) to 

ninety percent (ammo feeder), which means that nearly all ammunition feeders were 

not perfectly functioning at the time. The staff emphasised that such massive defections 

on materials was a critical problem. What was more concerning was that many of the 

issued machine guns in the fleet were wearing down too. They requested a full-scale 

investigation of the malfunctioning of machine guns as soon as possible. 

 
233 C14120127500, pp. 1323–1328. 
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The staff were also concerned about the maintenance of the engine and the airframe of 

combat aircraft. They explained that the airframe and engine could only receive a 

complete teardown inspection after a prolonged interval, which could be as long as one-

hundred and ten hours, due to the intensified battlefield situation and the lack of 

maintenance labour. For the airframe, the long interval between maintenance would 

reduce the combat ability of the aircraft due to the dirt accumulated on its surface. The 

ice accumulated on the controlling gear during a flight might damage the gear and the 

airframe cover if regular maintenance could not be carried out. The engine’s efficiency 

would be hindered, if not an overall malfunction, if the oil and dirt accumulated under 

operation were not removed regularly.  

 

Convinced by their battlefield experience, the staff on Kaga believed that the current 

maintenance personnel on board were insufficient for wartime operations, despite there 

being sixty additional crew allocated throughout the Incident. The staff suggested that 

an overall reform of the organisation the crew on board the aircraft carrier would be 

inevitable. The reason for this was because the increase in maintenance crew would be 

restricted by the strength of other supporting crew and the available living space on 

board. It would be impossible to further increase the maintaining crew without adjusting 

the other branches. On the other hand, qualified metalworking crew would be needed 

after the introduction of all-metal aircrafts. Studies on new crew organisation with 

additional maintaining crew would be required. 

 

The staff also suggested that the aircraft maintenance crew should become a specialised 

branch in order to increase its quality and efficiency. Apart from the institutional 
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reforms, the staff suggested that the chief aircraft maintenance officer should be 

responsible for conducting training for his subordinates to improve their efficiency. 

They believed that such reforms could allow the chief maintenance officer to have full 

control of the maintenance department, both in peacetime and war time, which would 

be essential in the future.  

 

These suggestions on the maintenance department’s reform probably were inspired 

from the unsatisfying performance during the Incident, as mentioned in the report. The 

staff believed that the performance during the Incident reflected the actual performance 

in any future fleet battles. They believed that the maintenance crew were not sufficient 

in number to finish the maintenance within a reasonable time during the naval 

engagements in which the scale of operation and pressure would be much than what it 

has been in Shanghai. Besides, the staff suggested that the reinforcement of new 

aircrafts had to be prepared and they had to be in battle-ready within the limited time. 

They suggested the formation of a specific inspection unit that would focus on the 

armament zeroing, test flight and other necessary adjustment.  

 

To speed up the preparation work to make ready a plane, the staff had two suggested 

improvements on the design of the aircraft. The report suggested that the dismantling 

level of storing planes should remain as minimum as possible. This intended to 

minimise the time required to assemble the plane before battle. Another suggestion was 

having a standardised engine for all planes. The staff suggested that this could 

significantly improve the efficiency for engine inspection and maintenance, as well as 

the training time for the maintenance crew.234 

 
234 C14120127500, pp. 1329–1351. 
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At the end of the report, the staff of Kaga had written twenty-nine pages of suggestions 

on battle technique improvements. Some of the improvements had been mentioned 

earlier in the report (which have been previously discussed) but were further elaborated 

in this section. The content suggested that the staff was not too concerned with frontline 

combat experience. The first paragraph of the suggestions described the Shanghai 

incident as a ‘minor event’ that was incomparable to the large-scale naval battles. The 

staff then emphasised that the incident had still revealed that the aircraft maintenance 

during wartime would be significantly different from that in peacetime—a point that 

kept appearing throughout the staff’s report. 

 

The first suggestion by the staff was the establishment of a carrier-flying corps that 

would be solely attached to a carrier. The staff explained that it would improve the 

logistic efficiency under high-tensity battle conditions in the future. A carrier-flying 

corps could prepare the necessary reinforcements onshore, both for the aircraft or the 

armament, and load them to the carrier within the shortest time while the vessel returned 

to the home port after an operation. Another advantage would be that many tests and 

adjustments of the aircraft could be done onshore before the planes were loaded, saving 

both time and limited space in the carrier’s hanger. The staff also called for analysis for 

more efficient emergency repair on engine, wing and airframe, probably to improve the 

post-battle maintenance during an operation. 

 

As discussed earlier, the staff of Kaga called for all-metal airframe in aircrafts in the 

future. In this section, they further explained the rationale behind this. For fighters, as 

observed from the Incident, the wooden airframe could not resist even the small-calibre 
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automatic weapons. The fragments produced by the penetration would be as deadly as 

a small-arms fire, while both the wood fragments and the rounds had a large probability, 

causing critical battle damages. The staff believed that the fighters would not be as 

easily penetrated if they were covered by a metal envelop. The staff also believed that 

the new metal cover could improve the aircraft performance (probably more 

streamlined surface) and also improve the protection of engine. If the fuel tank were 

moved away from the nose, the plane would be less likely to be on fire even after being 

hit. Combining all these advantages on the protection bought on by all-metal aircrafts, 

the staff believed that additional bulletproof protection for the pilot or the plane was 

unnecessary. 

 

Compared with fighters, the staff believed that adequate protection to withstand small-

arms fire (as they observed from the Incident) for an attack aircraft’s crew and fuel tank 

would be enough; protection for other parts of the hull was a debatable question. The 

scouter would be the same for additional protection. However, the staff also mentioned 

that during strike missions towards hostile vessels in the future, the attack aircrafts 

would receive damages from the anti-aircraft fire and the hostile fighter interceptions. 

Therefore, the staff suggested to consider placing some ‘light but tough’ defensive 

equipment at the bottom and rear of the fuel tank and the pilot cockpit.235 

 

At the end of the report, the staff had written down discussions about the landward 

defence of the forward airfield and about the education of air crew. The staff felt that 

the defence provided by the Special Naval Landing Party (two rifle platoons and three 

machine gun platoons) was adequate, despite the number of machine guns not being 

 
235 C14120127500, pp. 1352–1358. 
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enough. The report also suggested that a surprised attack from plain-clothes soldiers of 

ROC would be devasting since the forward base was too close to a residential area. 

Therefore, the report suggested that the deployment of bayonet-mounted sentries and 

barbed-wire fences surrounding the forward base would be the safest defensive 

measurement. Bombardment from the ROC’s field artillery was mentioned, and the 

staff suggested that land troops should be deployed to keep the hostile artillery fire 

away from the airfield—at least outside the effective firing range. The command post 

and other high-value facilities should be kept far from the boundaries—at least not 

within the grenade’s throwing range. 

 

The anti-air defence was considered unsatisfactory by the staff. The first opinion was 

that the number of anti-air firearms were not enough, as only machine guns from the 

landing party and a single eight-centimetre anti-aircraft gun (removed from anonymous 

naval vessels in Shanghai at the time) were available. The second opinion was that the 

firepower of those anti-aircraft guns was not powerful and efficient enough. Machine 

guns with a calibre larger than twelve centimetres would be required for airfield air 

defence. The staff believed that while the eight-centimetre anti-aircraft gun would be 

scary enough for hostile aircrafts, its actual value was doubtful. In contrast, the staff 

had a positive impression on the Army’s “eighty-five mm anti-aircraft gun”. They 

described the gun as being ’easy to deploy and handle, yet effective ‘, and suggested 

that some similar guns should be deployed to the forward base in the future. 

 

For the education of the air crew, the staff suggested a more cautious process of fighter 

pilot selection. The report specifically mentioned that the selection should not be solely 

affected by personnel affairs, connection, or any personal consideration. The report did 
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not further explain what experience had impressed them with such idea, but it credited 

the training and selection method adopted by Kasumigaura and Yokosuka Naval Flying 

Corps. The report also suggested that cadets with a determined mind as well as a strong 

body were welcome to join the ranks of air crew.  

 

Another suggestion on education was again about aircraft maintenance. The staff added 

some additional remarks on this topic. The first thing was to call for a more concentrated 

education and training on either airframe or engine, as they believed that teaching only 

one of them would speed up the efficiency of the training. Another notable suggestion 

was to amend the training scheme of scouter pilots. The staff called for additional aerial 

communication training, as well as dive-bombing training. They believed that no matter 

how the naval warfare would change in the future, dive-bombing would still be essential 

in a naval battle. Thus, at least some dive-bombing training should be provided to the 

scout plane’s air crew.236 

 

War Experience from Carrier Hōshō 

The report from Hōshō shared some common ideas with the report from Kaga. In the 

preliminary report, the suggestions on improvements of aerial target and camera gun 

for better training, more realistic aerial gunnery exercise, complaints on unacceptable 

parts for armament due to unsatisfied production quality, and the suggestion of 

ammunition indicator for fighters were similar to the content in Kaga’s report.237  

 
236 C14120127500, pp. 1373–1380. 
237 Since most of the content of the two reports from Hōshō were nearly identical, the chapter would 

focus on discussing the Hōshō report in vol. 2, unless some content that only appeared in the preliminary 

report is discussed. C14120124600, pp. 0875–0882. 
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However, the report had a different point of view on aircrew education, which the staff 

of Kaga did not mention much. The staff of Hōshō called for a stronger spiritual power 

to be vested in the aircrew. The Kaga report suggested that the pilot should be filled 

with an offensive spirit, but the Hōshō promoted spiritual power much further. The 

report described the air combats shown in the Shanghai incident as the “one-to-one 

fight” in the Sengōku period, in which the side with the stronger spirit would 

undoubtedly win, even the more elite side was fighting against a hundred of average 

pilot.  

 

Under such an impression, the report called for a stricter selection for airmen in the 

future. The staff suggested that the fighter pilots should be chosen from those senior 

officers with both excellent combat skills and mental strength; a tiny proportion could 

be selected from non-commissioned officers with extremely impressive air combat skill. 

For attack aircraft and the radio operators on scouters, the staff felt it suitable to fill the 

vacancies with non-commissioned officers. The report mentioned that as the US Navy 

(USN) was picking the finest crew from the human resources pool, the Japanese Navy 

should learn and adopt a similar doctrine. Therefore, their aircrew quality preference 

should be influenced by their war experience in Shanghai and the intelligence on the 

US personnel selection policy. Still, they believed that such selected airmen should be 

taught the importance of spiritual elements in a fight, which should have an essential 

role within the training programme. 

 

From the content of the report, it can be concluded that the staff of Hōshō was impressed 

by the USN’s personnel policy on airmen. However, they did not mention what and 
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how they had heard about the USN’s policy. Besides reforming the selection policy by 

referring to the USN, they also suggested that the welfare system needed to be adjusted. 

The airmen, especially those qualified (or continuously improving) volunteered non-

commissioned officers, should receive better welfare and advantages on personnel 

policy. The air crew were unsatisfied with their current welfare, especially compared 

with what the USN provided to their airmen. For those who had an unsatisfied result 

during the training, the cadets with the lowest scores should be dismissed from the 

training programme. The staff believed that such dismissal could encourage the others 

to work harder.238 

 

Changes and improvements in combat training was another item the Hōshō report 

discussed. Its opinions and comments revealed more details about the IJN aerial 

gunnery training in the early 1930s. Similar to what Kaga’s staff suggested, the Hōshō 

report commented that the naval aviation’s current training required more 

improvements to respond to the battlefield situation. According to the report, one of the 

air combat training problems was that air combat tactics and techniques were 

overshadowed by shooting. The report suggested that, for the frontline flying corps, the 

training should be focused on air combat tactics, while for the training cadets, both 

gunnery training and air combat tactics should be implemented.  

 

The second training problem was that the existing “shoot within three passes” gunnery 

drill was considered inappropriate after Suzhou’s air combats. The report felt that the 

actual air combats had a much faster pace, probably meaning that accuracy within one 

pass would be more decisive in an actual battle. Therefore, shooting within three passes 

 
238 C14120127500, pp. 1383–1384. 
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was no longer an appropriate test for the fighter pilot. The report therefore called for an 

investigation to improve the content of the training programme. If gunnery training with 

live ammunition was impossible for a more realistic air combat training, the report 

suggested for it to rely on a camera gun—a suggestion similar to what Kaga’s staff had 

suggested. 

 

The report also commented on the details of existing training items. It suggested that 

the gunnery training should have a restriction on ammunition spent, as well as on the 

time for shooting, since the modern air combat would develop rapidly and end fast. 

Such a suggestion probably aimed at the fighter pilot being able to shoot accurately in 

a limited time. Besides this, the report suggested that the training should also urge the 

pilot to shoot at critical parts of hostile planes, since it believed that scoring a hit to a 

critical area of the hull could be effective in destroying a hostile plane. To achieve this 

objective, the report suggested to encourage the pilot to shoot at a specific small area 

of a towed target during the live ammunition training. The combat range during the 

gunnery training was mentioned as well. The report suggested that the long-range 

gunnery training was a waste of time and ammunition, and that it was unnecessary. 

Training should be focused on mid-range, since it could help the gunner, both the 

fighter pilot and the gunners on other aircrafts, to commence fire at the effective range 

where they were confident of scoring a hit.  

 

Camera gun training was considered as an effective method to improve the firing 

efficiency of the airmen. The staff believed that camera gun training could help the 

airmen improve their ballistic correction skills towards fast-moving targets during air 

combat. It was something that live ammunition training could not achieve. The camera 
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gun for air combat training could investigate the pilot’s skill in estimating the angular 

velocity of the target and in making the necessary corrections. However, the report felt 

that the result of camera gun training had long been ignored by the airmen. Therefore, 

it called for further studies to improve the usage of camera gun in training. 

 

The third problem raised by the Hōshō report was about training. The first concern on 

training was the lack of air combat training for non-fighter airmen, especially for the 

seaplanes. The report suggested allocating more air combat training for them. It was a 

suggestion mentioned by the Kaga report, however the Hōshō’s staff had a different 

reason apart from “aggressive spirits” that was promoted by the staff of Kaga. The 

report suggested that the attack aircrafts and seaplanes would be intercepted by hostile 

fighters, despite the fact that the Navy could provide adequate fighters to escort them. 

Therefore, the report suggested that every branch of airmen should receive additional 

training and education on air combat.  

 

The second concern was about the training cycle of airmen. The staff of Hōshō assumed 

that even if the airmen received only basic training and battlefield-oriented training, the 

training programme would take a year or longer to complete. Therefore, the land-based 

flying corps should receive carrier-landing training on carriers in the reserved fleet. 

Once they were redeployed to a carrier as reinforcement, the retraining time could be 

minimised. The suggestion was probably aiming to shorten the training cycle of airmen. 

Improving the efficiency of land-sea cooperation was mentioned too. The staff of 

Hōshō suggested that some of the senior aviation officers should receive specialised 

education on reconnaissance skills from Army aviation officers. After that, these trained 

senior aviation officers could be the instructors for the airmen. This suggestion was 
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similar to the Kaga report’s idea, which emphasised that air reconnaissance was vital 

for close air support.239  

 

The third issue discussed in the report was the insufficient repair and maintenance 

power, which was also mentioned in the Kaga report. The report states that there were 

only four armament maintenance technicians for each carrier and each flying corps, 

which was far from enough, as experienced in the Shanghai incident. The overloaded 

technicians could hardly provide any satisfying performance in armament maintenance. 

The staff provided an example to highlight the problem: reloading a one-thousand-

round belt for the machine gun would take a technician about four hours, not counting 

the time they took to clean and dry the belt as well as other necessary preparation work 

before it could be reloaded. The problem was applicable to make ready both fighter and 

attack aircraft. The staff suggested that the Navy should increase the ratio of fighters to 

armament maintenance technicians to one-to-one. For every fighter squadron, there 

should be two depot maintenance technicians. The attack aircraft and attack aircraft 

squadron should also receive similar increase in manpower, as suggested by the staff.240 

 

The unsatisfying quality of the parts had been mentioned in the report from Kaga. This 

problem was also mentioned in Hōshō report, but in a much-detailed manner. The 

ammo belt of the aviation machine gun supplied from Sasebo was first mentioned in 

this section. The staff complained that the belts were covered with red dust when they 

were delivered, and that some of them had even been deformed. These two defects 

together caused several guns to jam. The gunsights installed on the combat aircrafts 

 
239 C14120127500, pp. 1385–1387. 
240 C14120127500, p. 1388. 
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were not functioning well either. The Norman sight-ring sight combination installed on 

the Lewis machine guns were functioning inaccurately and were not responsive. The 

staff commented that even a fixed gunsight with tracer rounds for ballistic correction 

could shoot better than the machine guns. Such a situation had happened probably 

because the rear ring sight responsible for estimating target speed were outdated as the 

designed calculating speed was inadequate for planes in the 1930s. Therefore, they 

called for more supply on the fixed gunsight, probably to replace the untrusted Norman 

sight set. On the other hand, they felt that the accuracy of optical gunsight was 

acceptable when combined with the ring-shape iron gunsight. They suggested the 

adoption of such combination of sights. The Norman sight was not the only unsatisfying 

sight at the time. The reflective gunsight did not perform well during the Incident, 

especially in bad weather, for which the staff suggested that a backup gunsight with a 

compass attached was necessary.241 Apart from poor quality of armaments, the logistics 

during the Incident were also considered to be unsatisfactory by the staff. They 

suggested that several transport ships should be reserved so that the resupply could be 

shipped as soon as the frontline units called for reinforcement. Such a suggestion 

revealed that, the logistics at the time were probably not responsive enough.242 

 

 
241 The Norman sight was a wind vane sight that was invented during WWI. It was a fore sight on the 

Lewis gun, which could compensate the velocity of the bullet regarding the speed of the aircraft. 

Combined with the rear ring sight for estimating the speed of target, it was intended to assist the gunner 

in calculating the corrections needed for firing their weapon. Therefore, the design of ring sight affected 

how much math the gunner was required to do to estimate the speed of target. For example, according to 

the USN’s technical publication in 1920, the Bureau of Ordnance designed an updated version of the rear 

ring sight that consisted of two rings—one for hundred miles/hour, and the other for hundred and thirty 

miles/hour. This means that, if the ring sight was not up to date as the aviation technology advanced, it 

would be useless for speed estimation. It also explained why the staff called for fixed (fore) gun sight 

with tracer rounds, since the gunner just need to follow the tracer to correct his aim. United States Navy 

Department Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Ordnance Activities: World War, 1917–1918 (U.S. Government 

Printing Office, 1920), pp. 140–141. C14120127500, pp.1389, 1391. 
242 C14120127500, p. 1396. 
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Discussions regarding armaments, especially the fixed machine guns on the noses of 

combat aircraft, were much more detailed than those in the Kaga report. Both reports 

suggested relocating the ammunition storage to a more convenient position to speed up 

the reloading speed. Malfunctions of guns during reloading were also mentioned. Apart 

from the discussion of armour-piercing rounds, as the Hōshō report suggested, much of 

the content overlapped with the content of the Kaga report. Such similarity of content 

revealed that the unacceptable poor quality of armament was common during the 

Incident. The report also suggested that every machine gun installed on the fighters 

should have two ready guns. Once the fighter returned to the base, the machine guns on 

board could be directly replaced with the second gun, whether or not any malfunction 

had occurred. Therefore, the post-battle maintenance of the gun could be done 

separately, which would also allow the fighter to fly another sortie. Such a suggestion 

was probably raised to cope with the poor quality of armament as well and was intended 

to reduce the impact of prolonged maintenance works due to the poor quality of 

armament. 

 

Apart from these common discussions, the Hōshō report had further focused on 

armament and related equipment’s performance at the time of the Incident. The first 

opinion was on the position of the fighters’ machine guns. The report commented that 

installing the machine guns next to the cylinders would be a better option. For the 

aircrafts having two machine guns installed at the noses, the trajectories of the two 

machine guns should be parallel with the gunsight. The gun mount design allowed the 

technicians to adjust them without any difficulties. However, the guns would be 

displaced under the vibrations from continuous firing. Therefore, after several salvos 

(probably referring to several operations with live ammunition fired), the trajectories 
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had to be readjusted. The report specifically mentioned the gun mount of the new 

commissioned Type three carrier fighter, in which the gun mount should receive further 

modification, as the guns were easily displaced after firing continuously. Also, the gun 

of the Type three fighter was hard to reload, and the staff called for an adjustment for 

that as well.  

 

The position of the gun mount was mentioned again in the report, as the staff suggested 

that the guns should be placed alongside the first cylinder of the engine. They believed 

it was the only location from where the gun’s line of fire could be parallel to the 

gunsight, as explained earlier. They also emphasised that if the guns were mounted in 

other position, the trajectories of guns after converging would make for precise shooting 

impossible. Concerns on (wing-guns) convergence not allowing precise shooting at 

long ranges should have revealed why the IJN did not accept wing-mounted machine 

guns later. However, it was rather violated the content of the staff suggested previously 

that long-range shooting was impractical. A rational explanation should be that 

although long-range shooting in air combat was proved to be impractical, the staff still 

supported maintaining such an ability on fighters.243 

 

The bomb crutch and external handing position were discussed following the discussion 

on machine gun issues. The report suggested that the bomb crutches or hardpoints 

should be standardised and the changes be followed for the coming design. During the 

Incident, the staff observed that when the attack aircraft had to load between thirty-

kilogram and two-hundred-and-forty-kilogram bombs, the crutches or hardpoints had 

to be removed and reinstalled. Such preparation works, according to the staff, were 

 
243 C14120127500, pp. 1390–1391. 
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exhausting for the technicians. The massive reinstallation of proper bomb handing 

points would be time consuming too. If the equipment were improperly installed, 

accidents were inevitable. Therefore, the staff probably made this suggestion to reduce 

the workload of the technicians by standardising the bomb’s loading points and to 

further reduce the possibility of accidents that could be avoided.  

 

The improvements in the design of the bomb crutch and hardpoints was one way to 

improve the readiness and efficiency of preparation work of attack aircrafts. Another 

way the staff suggested was to change the internal design of the aircraft carrier. They 

suggested moving the bomb storage to below the attack aircraft hangar with three bomb 

elevators. These suggestions probably aimed to improve the efficiency of bomb 

handling, as well as to lower the intervention between fighters and attack aircrafts on 

the flight deck and hangar deck. The staff mentioned that the fighter could not enter the 

forward hangar while the technicians were preparing the attack aircrafts for action. The 

staff also believed that the attack aircrafts could not load bombs on the flight deck, 

which prevented the possibility of launching successive airstrike within a short period 

of time. The staff believed that such an arrangement was a practical improvement for 

aircraft combat effectiveness. To further improve the aircraft maintenance duties on 

board, the staff suggested that the management of bombs, guns and aerial torpedoes 

should be relocated from the duties of the Senior Air Officer to their respective officers. 

The staff suggested that such reshuffling of duties was suited to the rapid development 

of armaments. Under the rapid improvement on aerial armament, it would be a heavy 

burden for the Senior Air Officer alone to cope with all these specialised weapons for 

different branches of aircraft. 
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Apart from the bomb crutch, the quality of incendiary bombs was another issue. As the 

Kaga report discussed the effectiveness of the bombs on different types of targets, the 

Hōshō report also suggested that incendiary bombs, both the thirty kilogram and forty 

kilogram versions, were extremely effective in urban battles. However, the staff felt 

that the bomb’s effectiveness was hindered by the unreliable fuses, since many of the 

bombs were reported to have failed to detonate. The staff called for an investigation 

and necessary modifications to improve the reliability of bomb fuses in the report. The 

staff were unsatisfied by the aerial reconnaissance well; they considered the naval aerial 

reconnaissance to be much worse than that of the army. They called for further 

improvements on related equipment, despite not mentioning what exactly should be 

done. The staff also raised the issue of a parachute being available for every airman and 

additional armour being installed at the bottom of aircrafts participating in close-air-

support. Both suggestions were probably made to improve the survivability of the 

airmen.244 

 

The final section of the Hōshō report was six pages discussing the characteristic of 

future fighters and attack aircraft, which were inspired by the experience of the 

Shanghai Incident. For the fighters, the staff were most concerned about the speed. In 

their opinion, the future fighters should have a maximum speed of one-hundred-and-

seventy-two knots or higher And the landing speed should be around sixty-two knots. 

They also mentioned that the next fighter that was going to be commissioned had an 

advantage in climbing rate but was slightly inferior in speed when compared with the 

latest fighters of the USN.  

 

 
244 C14120127500, pp. 1392–1393. 
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While these faster, new generation of fighters were being put into service, the staff 

suggested that the airmen operating them should be carefully selected. They suggested 

that the new fighters should only be provided to the first line fighter squadron and that 

the veteran pilots from the Yokosuka Naval Flying Corps should be able to operate 

these faster planes at ease. The airmen from Kasumigaura were specifically mentioned 

as not capable to handle it. The staff had an impression that the planes would receive a 

massive depreciation in short time under their operation. To further express their idea 

on training airmen for the new fighters, the staff suggested that only the pilots who had 

landing experience with Type three fighter should be allowed to operate the upcoming 

new fighters. Airmen with Type 90 fighter operating experience were considered to be 

unqualified. Despite Type three fighters being considered suitable for retraining airmen 

for the new generation of fighters, the staff felt that its performance was unsatisfying. 

They suggested a higher wing loading, more powerful engine and more polished 

airframe.  

 

Apart from higher speed, the staff suggested that a reinforced airframe would provide 

high stability, more responsive flight control and improved gunsight positioning. The 

staff felt that having doubts on the structural strength of its aircraft would impact to the 

airmen negatively during an air combat. Using Type three fighter as an example, it 

could not normally perform while doing a forty-five-degree dive at one-hundred-and 

fifty-two knots or above. Such weakness was considered by the airmen as being the 

most critical one during the Incident, since it is the basic tactical requirement for a 

fighter to dive during an air combat. Also the staff believed that once the pilot was 

injured, an aircraft with low stability would easily stall. The type three fighter was 

considered to be too instable, and it also consumed too much attention from the pilots 
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during scouting and patrolling missions. The staff agreed that a fighter being too stable 

would be a disadvantage in air combat as it would have low manoeuvrability. However, 

certain among of stability was essential. The type three fighter’s flight control was 

considered by the airmen as being too unresponsive and heavy. The staff suggested 

improving the flight control system so that that lesser force would be required from the 

operator. A better-positioned gunsight was suggested since the staff believed that the 

current gunsight on the fighters was too far from the gun’s line of fire, which resulted 

in an unsatisfactory dispersion and accuracy out of the convergence range.245 These 

suggestions were rational, and they all responded to the development of aviation at the 

time. A more powerful engine and a more streamlined airframe were adopted as it was 

impossible to develop a new fighter with a weaker engine, nor an all-metal aircraft with 

poor aerodynamic perform in the late 1930s. These suggestions were not adopted on 

successive fighter designs, probably because the Japanese aerial engine was not 

powerful enough. The inadequate aerial engine would be a critical problem that would 

not be solved throughout the war.246  

 

 
245 C14120127500, pp. 1397–1399. 
246 The Type Zero fighter had gone the opposite way to what the report suggested. To achieve the 

technical requirements from the Navy, the Type Zero was designed with low wing loading (for higher 

manoeuvrability) and an extremely light airframe. The ‘Sakae’ engine was a new generation engine at 

the time; however, its 950 hp output would not provide enough speed to meet the needs of the navy. 

Therefore, the design team had to design Zero to be as lightweight as possible. Although an ‘extra super 

duralumin’ (ESD) was invented by the Sumitomo Industries at the time, the airframe still suffered from 

weak structural strength. Another suggestion that was adopted on the design table but abandoned later 

was the servo tab. A servo tab could reduce the force required from the pilot, especially at high speed. 

However, the pilots complained that such lightened flight control would allow them to manoeuvre the 

plane beyond what the structural strength allowed. So, the comments from pilot won the debate that 

lighter flight control is better for fighter, despite its high-speed performance (especially during a dive) 

being hindered, as it would be uncontrollable for the pilot. Its ailerons were too heavy once it reached a 

speed of three hundred kilometres per hour or above. The poor diving performance and the loss of control 

under high speeds were exploited by the Allied pilots during the Pacific War. However, the Type Zero 

did not easily get stalled, probably because the designer adopted the idea to maintain a certain degree of 

positive stability. Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun Kōkū Gaishi 海軍航空概史 

[Brief History of the Naval Aviation], pp. 126–130. Akira Yoshimura, translated by Retsu Kaiho and 

Michael Gregson, Zero Fighter (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1996), pp. 100–108. 
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The first item discussed for the attack aircraft, was its speed. The first suggestion about 

the speed was to improve the maximum speed of the future attack aircraft. During the 

Incident, the attack aircrafts, which only had a maximum speed of one hundred twenty 

knots, had been intercepted by the hostile fighters several times, despite the escorting 

fighters being superior to the hostiles. The staff concluded that the problem could not 

be solved by deploying more advanced fighters; the attack aircrafts needed to have 

improve their maximum speed as well. The staff even suggested that the high speed of 

attack aircraft would be the best to cope with hostile interceptors. To explain their claim, 

the staff had given a hypothetical example: they assumed that if a Type 13-3 attack 

aircraft (maximum speed one hundred-and-ten knots) was chased by a fighter at one-

hundred-and-sixty knot, the hostile fighter could make three attack passes. If the attack 

aircraft could increase its speed by ten knots, the hostile fighter could only make two 

passes. The fighter escorting the aircraft would have a higher chance to get to its aid on 

time.  

 

Following this example, the staff suggested the existing one-hundred knots was 

insufficient for the Type 13-3 attack aircraft to survive from modern fighter attacks. 

The Type 13-3 and future attack aircrafts should have a maximum speed of at least one-

hundred-and-twenty knots. The staff suggested that such ten-knot increase in maximum 

speed could be achieved by increasing the wing loading and improving the aero 

efficiency of the airframe. For the wing loading, the staff suggested that the 

improvement on arresting gear allowed the attack aircraft to land safety at fifty-four to 

fifty-five knots, which should have a margin to increase the wing loading. They also 

suggested that the design of the pilot cockpit could be further improved to reduce the 

air drag. Maximum speed was not the only problem; the staff felt that the current 
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cruising speed of Type 13 attack aircraft (sixty-eight knots) was inefficient. Their 

second suggestions on speed was to increase the cruising speed, as they believed that 

the new cruising speed for future attack aircraft should be at least eighty knots.247 

 

The field of view of the Type Thirteen was discussed in the report. The staff felt that 

its field of view was excellent during landing on a carrier, but it was extremely 

unsatisfying for air combat and land bombardment. The staff explained that the 

operator’s eye view was at the middle of the two wings, which means the front, side 

and rear view were all within their blind spots. While it was good for landing, during 

an air combat or operation, the read view was totally blinded. It was a critical 

disadvantage for the attack aircraft as the operator would have no chance to discover a 

hostile fighter approaching from behind. With the concern that the Navy would not be 

able to provide adequate fighters to escort the attack aircraft, such a disadvantage with 

the blind spot would be deadly as the attack aircraft would not discover the attack from 

the rear on time. The staff suggested that the poor field of view required urgent 

consideration for improvements.  

 

Endurance was another problem raised in the report. The staff suggested that the current 

endurance for attack aircraft (around one-hundred-and-twenty miles) was still enough 

for a typical air raid. However, if the air combats on target air space were so fierce that 

air supremacy had not been obtained, such endurance was considered to be inadequate. 

An auxiliary fuel tank could be installed to increase its combat radius, but it would 

drastically reduce the performance and would restrict the plane from being loaded with 

bombs heavier than thirty kilograms. The staff suggested that, apart from the external 

 
247 C14120127500, pp. 1399–1400. 
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fuse tank, future attack aircraft should improve the endurance by reducing the 

airframe’s weight. Improvement in the fuel efficiency under cruising speed should also 

be considered. 

 

Although the staff asked for better fuel efficiency under cruising speed, they did not 

consider the engine to be underpowered in related discussions. However, they felt that 

the current water-cooled engine could be easily knocked out of action by battle damages. 

Such low durability of the water-cooled engine would be an unnecessary point of 

concern for the airmen during air raids. The staff suggested that the current design 

philosophy for attack aircraft should only be installed with the water-cooled engine was 

stubborn as the battlefield experience suggested. The staff also suggested that the air-

cooled engine should be more compact and lightweight, reducing the weight of the 

attack aircraft while making it more resistant to battle damage. The staff believed that 

further investigation on both types of engines should be conducted as a minimum 

reaction to the battlefield experience, so that the Navy could gather more information 

to determine which engine should be adopted for the next generation of attack aircraft. 

The investigation could provide valuable experience for the design of future attack 

aircraft. 

 

The end of the Hōshō report includes some opinions about equipment. The staff 

suggested that hard points for torpedoes and bombs should be added for the Type 89 

carrier-based scout plane. The rationale behind this was that the scouter had been 

required for ground attack missions during the Incident. Additional hard points would 

increase the utility of the scouter. The staff expected that the scouter would have to deal 

with an attack mission even in the future naval battles. In addition, the staff again 
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suggested that the Type 13, or future attack aircraft, should be installed with both 

torpedo and bomb hard points so that the attack aircraft could have some flexibility 

with regard to armaments it could use to response with different targets. For the fuel 

tank, the staff suggested separating it into two or more independent tanks. This 

suggestion was raised to improve the survivability, as the staff believed that it was 

essential to limit the loss of fuel once being hit. In conclusion, the staff suggested the 

removal of the fixed machine guns at the nose. The staff believed that, compared with 

the offensive power bought by the machine guns, an additional sixty kilograms of fuel 

(by removal of machine guns) would be more essential for the attack aircraft. Such an 

idea was probably made in order to increasing the operation radius of attack aircraft, as 

previously mentioned in the report.248 

 

War Experience from Seaplane Tender Notoro 

The staff of Seaplane Tender Notoro submitted two reports to the Navy Ministry. The 

first report was a general reflection of the Shanghai Incident. Most of the opinions were 

similar to the reports submitted by Kaga and Hōshō, while some opinions were only 

mentioned by the officers of Notoro. The second part was a more detailed report, which 

was focused on the aerial operations including bombardment, strafing, aerial 

reconnaissance, aircraft protection, operational experience of seaplanes at the estuary 

of Yangtze River and thoughts on naval personnel education.249 

 

 
248 C14120127500, pp. 1400–1403. 
249 C14120124600, pp. 940–955. 
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In the first report, the staff of Notoro first mentioned the education of radio operators. 

The report had praised the air-land radio communication between headquarters and 

combat aircrafts as being excellent and smooth, which contributed a lot to the satisfying 

performance of the seaplanes during the conflict. The staff suggested that the 

experience had demonstrated the importance of well-trained radio operators as well as 

communication techniques in modern naval battles, which might even determine the 

outcome of a naval encounter. Based on this experience, the report suggested to put 

more efforts on radio communication training.  

 

The second item discussed was aerial reconnaissance, which the report agreed  had an 

unsatisfying performance. The report suggested that the Navy should employ some 

professional photographers to train future scout plane operators. They also called for a 

naval flying corps to be specially trained for the mission, inspired by the Army’s aerial 

service. The staff suggested that the Kasumigaura Flying Corps could be selected for 

such concentrated training purpose.  

 

The third item discussed under personnel education was the air combat techniques. 

Apart from the impression shared with other carriers, the staff of Notoro requested for 

additional training on tactics and drills of fighter escorts. They raised a suggestion that 

the Navy should start researching combat tactics for escorting mission. This probably 

reflected the unsatisfying performance of fighter escorts during the Incident, which was 

also mentioned in other reports.250 

 
250 Notoro’s positive impression of  combat radio communication during the Incident was different from 

what the Kaga report suggested, as mentioned earlier. On the other hand, the staff from the two carriers 

also suggested that the fighter escort was ineffective, but they did not suggest including the escort training 

into the fighter training programme. Kaga only suggested that better cooperation between attack aircrafts 

and fighters should be achieved, and to provide air combat training to attack aircraft crew. Hōshō’s staff 
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Sharing the same points with the carrier’s staff, Notoro’s report argued that the 

technicians and aircrew were overloaded too. They explained that Notoro had 

contributed two-hundred-and-ninety-three sorties during the Incident. Despite most of 

the operations being between one to two hours, the eight groups of air crew were 

exhausted, especially after the night operations. The staff suggested that the battle 

injuries could further reduce the available air crew if another such incident happened. 

Therefore, they suggested that the armament technician should be increase by one, and 

that the air crew should increase to one-hundred-and fifty percent battle-ready planes 

on board, or at least be increased from eight to ten groups.251 

 

For the performance of aerial armament and equipment, the Notoro report had criticised 

the poor performance of the periscope and the stereoscope, similar to their criticism for 

the unsatisfactory performance of the scouter operator. The staff of Notoro suggested 

that the advancing of concealing techniques of land troops had gradually increasing the 

difficulty of aerial reconnaissance. As experienced in Shanghai, the existing aerial 

cameras and telescopes were capable of obtaining aerial photo for battlefield 

intelligence and after-action evaluation, but these were not detailed enough. The staff 

suggested that aerial images for naval operations would require better resolution for 

small targets along the coastline (probably referring to the hostile vessels). Therefore, 

the staff suggested a stereoscopic camera and a more precise telescope for future scout 

planes.  

 

 
suggested increasing the speed of attack aircraft for better survivability of attack aircraft. C14120124600, 

pp. 940–941. 
251 C14120124600, pp. 941–943. 
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For the aerial bomb, Notoro’s staff suggested that the bombing mechanism and the 

bombsight should receive additional anti-freeze measurements since they had received 

reports of  malfunctioning of these parts from the airmen. The staff also suggested that 

it was necessary to install two-to-three-millimetre bulletproof-steel plates at the sides 

of the cockpit, and a two-to-four-millimetre steel plate at the bottom of aircrafts 

involved in low-attitude missions. The staff estimated that this additional protection 

would only consume about eighty-five kilograms, or a one-hour reduction on endurance. 

However, the airmen would benefit from the additional protection—at least 

spiritually.252  

 

A discussion on the seaplane tender and its aviation was mentioned in the report. The 

first item was about the seaplane on board. The staff suggested that, in the future, 

seaplane tenders should carry both the Type 90-2 seaplane and the Type 14 seaplane, 

at a fifty-to-fifty ratio, while patrolling the Yangtze River. They explained that the more 

advanced Type 90 would be more capable in handling the intercepting fighters. 

However, its bombload, stability on water and buoyancy were inferior to the Type 14. 

Therefore, the staff suggested the future seaplane tenders should carry both types of 

seaplanes.  

 

The report suggested an increase in aviation capacity, probably because of lessons 

learnt from the intensive sorties faced during the Incident. The staff suggested that the 

seaplane storage should be increased to four (the battle-ready seaplane should still be 

six in number as mentioned earlier in the report), of which two should be battle ready. 

They also suggested that the reserving radio set should be two times that of the battle-

 
252 C14120124600, pp. 943–945. 
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ready planes, so that a malfunctioning or out-of-action radio could be replaced 

immediately. At the end of this session, the staff complained that aerial engine parts 

and other supplies were inadequate. They believed that it was because of insufficient 

and ill-arranged supply conveys from mainland Japan. They suggested that the interval 

between supply conveys should be more decreased, since the current arrangement had 

proved to be unsatisfactory during the Incident.253 

 

The notable contents from the final section of the first report were related to strategical 

discussions. The first item was a discussion on the Japanese naval power in the Yangtze 

region. The staff believed that the Shanghai incident was a valuable experience, which 

demonstrated how badly an anti-Japanese movement could escalate into during an 

armed conflict. The understrength of the Japanese naval elements within the region was 

a weakness, which encouraged China to escalate the Incident and to try and solve the 

political issues by use of armed force. The staff felt that the seaplane tender was capable 

of being deployed on a force demonstration mission in Yangtze River. In fact, they felt 

that another seaplane tender stationed in Northern China would be necessary well. But 

they understood that the Navy lacked the resources to deploy two seaplane tenders in 

China.  

 

The report suggested the direct deployment of naval aviation from land-based flying 

corps located in the mainland. Its aim was to improve the efficiency of naval aviation 

elements responding to unexpected urgent situations. They believed that the newly 

adopted Type 90-3 reconnaissance seaplane and Type 89 carrier-based torpedo bomber 

were capable of flying across the waters between Sasebo and Shanghai. Therefore, the 

 
253 C14120124600, pp. 945–947. 
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naval flying corps manning these two types of planes could directly redeploy to 

Shanghai on their own, which would save the time spent in arranging the shipment. 

These seaplanes could use the anchorage near Yangtze Estuary—the carrier-based 

aviation could use the flatland near the industrial area at the east of Shanghai 

International Settlement.254F254 

 

The second report submitted by Notoro was a more detailed report  compared to the 

first one; it contained more detailed explanations for the suggestions that were 

submitted in the first report. But some of the contents were identical to the contents in 

the first report. The first chapter of the report was discussions on bombardment. It 

started with a discussion on the anti-aircraft tactics and bombardment tactics for urban 

warfare. Not surprising, the discussion with regard to the recognition fire-directing of 

bombardment target came first. Such an approach was identical with the Notoro reports. 

 

For daylight bombardment, it was easy for the bombarding aircraft to locate and 

bombard a city-level target. However, the bombardment would be ineffective, or even 

fail, when the attack aircrafts were ordered to bombard a specific building or land target 

within a modern city, especially in a metropolis like Shanghai. The staff explained that 

it was difficult for bombers or the operators to identify the bombardment target from 

the air when they were unfamiliar with the combat area. The staff believed that high 

quality aerial photos combined with maps could overcome the problem of target 

acquisition, since the Japanese had benefited from the British Airforce’s aerial pictures 

taken in 1927 when studying the potential targets in Shanghai region during the Incident. 

This experience probably explained why the staff of Notoro strongly recommended 
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improving the quality of aerial photos in the first report. They also suggested that aerial 

photos of the foreign cities of potential opponents should be prepared in advance. To 

prevent the major facilities of mainland Japan being bombarded, they suggested 

forbidding any aerial photography of the cities where important military facilities were 

located. They also mentioned that some senior officers had been assigned to an air 

reconnaissance trip to study the city few days before the Incident. They believed this 

was important, but that an observation post located on high ground or tall buildings 

would serve the same purpose. 

 

The staff suggested that it would be much more difficult to do night bombardments if 

the airmen were unfamiliar with the geographical characteristic of the battlefield. 

However, the night bombardment operations were satisfactory since the daylight 

operations had given the airmen sufficient opportunities to gather intelligence, and also 

the targets (at Chapei, at commercial press and the Chinese troops position at Woosung) 

were immobile and big enough to be recognised. The staff suggested that for these large 

targets, night bombardment with the aid of illuminating bomb would be practical.  

 

The staff selected three bombardment tactics during the Incident. They were confident 

that these tactics could handle nearly almost every situation. The first example was a 

night bombardment at the dawn of 29 January 1932. The report stated that it was rainy 

and there was a blackout in the Chapei district, which made target acquisition difficult. 

Since every plane had been loaded with four illuminating bombs, the section dropped 

all the illuminating bombs at low attitudes (one plane at six hundred meters and other 

at one thousand meters) to try identifying the target. The staff suggested that secondary 
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targets like railways or roads could be bombarded if the blackout were not completely 

enforced.  

 

The second example was the night bombardment on Chinese troop’s positioned at 

Woosung and the potential Chinese troops who had occupied civilian houses. For the 

Chinese position at Woosung, the staff suggested that targeting at night would not be 

as difficult as expected, since the target area was narrow and the Japanese airmen had 

flown past the area during daylight missions. But illuminating bombs were dropped to 

achieve a direct bombarding upon the target. For the civilian houses in urban areas, 

illuminating bombs were necessary as targeting was much more challenging. The attack 

aircrafts had first deployed illuminating bombs at five hundred meters and then 

performed a dive bomb towards the target. The staff specifically mentioned that 

techniques adopted during the mission were similar to anti-submarine diving. The third 

example was the bombardment towards the civilian houses. This time the Japanese 

airmen had adopted a slightly different tactic. Every attack group had three planes. One 

plane would maintain its position at five hundred meters and the other planes would 

stay at seven hundred meters, following the leader. The three planes would circle the 

target. Once the leader dropped its illuminating bombs, the other two planes would 

make use of the light and perform a level-bombing towards the target.  

 

The staff had further explained the rationale behind the second and third tactics. The 

third tactic should be adopted when visibility was good enough for the planes following 

the leader. Once the planes could follow their leader, they could make use of the 

illuminating bombs dropped by the leader. The staff suggested that the spare 

illuminating bombs could be dropped onto the surrounding areas to further improve the 
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visibility. The second tactics should be adopted when the situation forced the attack 

group to bombard the targets separately. To sum up, the staff felt that the night 

bombardment was effective for large land targets like cities or hostile position. It should 

be adopted more often if the hostile had the air supremacy.255 

 

Compared with the detailed discussion about the night bombardment, not much was 

mentioned about the anti-aircraft measurements in urban areas. The staff had 

summarised three points. The first was the usage of camouflage concealment. The staff 

commented that the Chinese troop’s concealment work was impressive. The Chinese 

troops were highly alert to any incoming hostile aircrafts. They would hide themselves 

in the foxholes or nearby civilian houses, and sometimes even take cover under the 

canopies along the streets. Their positions were effectively concealed. One example 

that demonstrated the effectiveness of camouflage under airstrike was the airstrike done 

on Woosung Battery. Of the three buildings within Woosung Battery, only the one that 

was storing ammunitions was camouflaged. The other two buildings were destroyed, 

but the camouflaged building remained intact even after the airstrike. Apart from the 

camouflage and concealment works, the staff suggested that the smoke caused by the 

urban areas being on fire had accidently served as an anti-aircraft measurement, as it 

hindered the bomber’s targeting. Despite the Chinese troops lack of proper anti-aircraft 

fire, the staff mentioned that the small arms fire from machine guns and rifles were a 

threat to the airmen.256 

 

 
255 C14120124600, pp. 956–962. 
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The second comment discussed was the aerial bombs used during the Incident. The 

staff seemed to be satisfied with the airstrike’s performances during the Incident. The 

only comment they made was that the incendiary bomb was more effective on wooden 

structures, while the high explosive bomb were better used on concrete or brick 

structures. However, the third comment highlighted that the aerial bombs could still be 

improved for heavy fortifications, as the airstrikes on coastal fortifications were 

ineffective, even with a direct hit. But the staff still considered the airstrikes to be 

helpful for the Third Fleet, as the airstrike could still force the gunners to take cover, 

which helped the surface vessels to barrage the forts without facing any threats from 

the unmanned coastal guns. The staff suggested that such air-sea cooperation would be 

essential for bombarding the fort. The fort should be suppressed by the bombers and 

the surface vessels should then commence fire immediately. From the unsatisfactory 

result, the staff concluded that a two-hundred-and-fifty-kilograms bomb and a three-

plane formation would be effective for such a target.257 

 

Chapter two was about strafing upon land targets and the evaluation on its effectiveness 

during the battle. The staff suggested that strafing should only be executed below five 

hundred meters, else it would be ineffective. The most optimistic attitude for strafing 

would be two-to-three-hundred meters. When strafing at the trenches, the attacking 

aircrafts should strafe at the back of the trenches for an effective attack run. The staff 

did not offer any further explanations, but it was probably related to the Chinese troop’s 

high alertness towards any approaching hostile aircrafts. Strafing from the back could 

probably achieve a more surprising attack, which did not give the target the time and 

chance to seek cover. The staff also suggested that for a plane like the Type 90-3, a 
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machine gun that is able to fire downward being mounted at the bottom of the aircraft 

could allow the plane to strafe and level-bombarding the target at the same time. The 

desire for additional protection for aircrafts participating in close air support missions 

was mentioned again. The staff suggested the addition of some bulletproof steel plates 

for the pilots. At the end of the chapter, the staff attached a table of the material failure 

reported during the Incident, which was identical to the reports submitted from the 

carriers. Unsatisfactory production quality was considered to be the main reason for the 

armament malfunctions.258 

 

Chapter three was about the air reconnaissance during land battles, in which the staff 

raised another point to urge for the replacement of existing telescopes. They said that 

the inadequate telescopes would force the recon planes to fly lower, which made them 

more vulnerable to the small arms fire or explosion of field gun shells. Probably due to 

the nature of low to extremely low attitude reconnaissance missions, the staff raised the 

concerns of additional protection for airmen in chapter four, and the urgently needed 

additional aircrafts and air crews in chapter five. If the recon planes had to acquire 

hostile targets within the effective range of the small arms fire, the additional protection 

suggested by the Notoro’s staff would be necessary. It also explained why the staff felt 

that more aircrafts and air crew were needed. The threats from small arms fire could 

deliver unexpected battle damages to the planes and could cause additional stress from 

combats to the airmen.259 

 

 
258 C14120124600, pp. 966–968 
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Reflections on War Experience by Fleet Headquarters and Naval Flying Corps 

After the frontline units submitted their after-action reports to the Navy Ministry, the 

fleet headquarters and naval flying corps also submitted their thoughts on the war 

experience. The contents of their reports suggested that the war experience had been 

selectively adopted. On the other hand, they had their own opinions and understandings 

of the lessons of war.  

 

While the frontline units were focused on the tactical issues, the staff from Headquarters, 

First Fleet studied the war experience began with an emphasis on tradition 

establishment. The first opinion they suggested was the necessity of writing the history 

of aerial operations during the Incident. They felt that the Shanghai Incident was the 

first conflict in which the naval aviation had participated. Since the naval aviation was 

a junior branch within the navy, the operational history of this incident could serve as 

the foundation of the unit tradition. It could also inspire the airmen to fight bravely in 

future battles and could be an important material for the spiritual education. The fleet 

HQ believed that the experience had proved that superior equipment and armament 

were not the only factors to determine the outcome of battles: the difference in morale 

and offensive spirits also had an effect on the air combat. Such an opinion was similar 

to the suggestions of the Kaga report. 

 

The suggestion of writing an operational history of the naval aviation was followed by 

a discussion on carrier-landing training. The staff of the First Fleet agreed that it was 

necessary to strengthen the training for carries landing. They felt that reinforced training 

within the land-based flying corps was not enough. They suggested that the winter 
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holidays should be shortened for additional training, and that Sundays should be 

allocated for training as well. The additional training time from the shortened holiday 

would not solely be for carrier-landing training. From the viewpoint of fleet action, the 

staff believed that it would be necessary to strength the cooperation between the naval 

aviation and the surface vessels. They believed that related training on fleet battles 

should be commenced when the fleet assembled, since the limitation on fuel and the 

aviation being scattered in different airbases hindered any large-scale training for the 

aviation—not to mention the air-sea cooperation drills.  

 

The staff also agreed that basic training should be completed at land-based flying corps 

before the airmen were assigned to serve on the carriers, since they believed that the 

war experience proved that the training time on carriers should be reserved for the 

carrier-based operations, instead of wasting resources for basic training. The staff 

suggested that those who had already qualified in carrier landing should also receive 

training for night carrier landing so that the fleet could implement night operations in 

the future. The report did not mention why they were welcoming night operations, but 

the night operations during the Incident had probably demonstrated its potential, 

especially at a time when target acquisition was not advanced enough.260 

 

Apart from the inefficiency of the current training programme, the staff of the First 

Fleet were not content with the strength and quality of their aerial reconnaissance 

branch—both the airmen and the equipment. They believed that the airmen were only 

interested in air combat, torpedo launching and dive bombing, while ignoring the value 

of reconnaissance. Although the staff commented that such behaviour had been 
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observed in the Incident, not much was mentioned in the after-action reports from the 

frontline units. So, the ignorance had probably existed long before the Shanghai 

Incident. Despite their strong opinion towards it, the staff did not make any solid 

suggestions, except for mentioning that the education system should make changes to 

cope with it. For the armament, however, the staff agreed with the carrier’s reports that 

the rear swivel machine guns should be improved. Probably did not expect the fighter 

pilots would realise the importance on escort, the staff confirmed that sufficient fighter 

cover for the recon and attack aircrafts would be impossible. The improved rear guns 

combined with the defensive formation would be more a practical approach in the future. 

They also suggested that the gunsight should be improved to cope with the extending 

combat range, but this had not been further elaborated. 

 

The last reflection was the logistic problem that had been revealed during the Incident. 

The first opinion was the necessity to increase the training ammunition storage on board. 

The Incident had shown that there would be plenty of time between airstrike missions, 

which could be utilised for dive bombing training. However, the current ammunition 

allocated for training purposes was only twenty rounds for two groups of air crew per 

vessel, which was far from enough. The staff expected that these kind of wartime 

trainings would rapidly increase during wars in the future, and it would be much more 

intensive than the training programme followed at peacetime. The ammunition storage 

on board should be increased to cope with the expected high consumption rate. The 

staff also suggested that spare parts and materials for repair, replacement and 

modification would depend on the battlefield situation and the demand per mission. 

This was probably in response to the unexpected high battle damages and the 
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unexpected frequently changes of bomb mounts between missions during the 

operations at Shanghai.261 

 

The report from the staff of the Second Fleet HQ was different from the others. In the 

abstract, the staff emphasised that the Shanghai Incident had provided precious 

experience on aerial operations. They suggested that the experience would be useful for 

the next war against China, but the expected Pacific war against the United States in 

the future would still be the ultimate objective for the Navy. Therefore, they felt that 

these lessons of war should be selectively adopted to improve the Navy for the war in 

the Pacific. If the experience were wrongly adopted, they worried that it would hinder 

the war preparation of the Navy. The Second Fleet’s report was the only one directly 

that manifested the purpose to learn from the conflict and to improve the fleet for the 

expected war with the US. 

 

The first item discussed by the Second Fleet was the training programme of air combat. 

The training of airmen for fighter and reconnaissance aircrafts was mentioned. For 

fighter training, the staff only had one opinion—to strengthen the spiritual education 

for fighter pilots. The staff explained that the experience in Shanghai had shown that a 

strong spirit of attack could overcome the weakness on aircraft performance, even 

though their aircrafts were inferior to the hostile’s planes. They believed it to be the 

most important lesson learnt from the Incident. They further suggested that the airmen 

should from now onwards be taught a tradition of air combat, which was to engage and 

shoot down any hostile planes they met. The staff from Kaga agreed with this 

suggestion—a typical example of the over-emphasis on an offensive spirit to overcome 
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the inferiority in material. On the other hand, suggestions about updating the content of 

fighter gunnery training, or additional air combat tactics training, had not been 

mentioned at all. The staff of the Second Fleet probably did not feel that there were any 

improvements needed on these aspects.262 

 

Compared with the emphasis on having an offensive spirit, the opinions on 

reconnaissance were practical. From the content of the report, the staff of the Second 

Fleet believed that the inefficient command chain of the aerial reconnaissance branch 

hindered the quality of air recon. Their suggestions were mostly focused on improving 

the information flow between the superior and the airmen, as well as the efficiency of 

the intelligence transmission from the airmen to the intelligence officer.  

 

Using the Shanghai Incident as an example, they considered the chaotic situation at the 

beginning of the Incident as a demonstration of what would happen in a battle, while 

the ill-planned reconnaissance missions, which failed to gather intelligence on the 

battlefield situation, worsened the commander’s understanding of the flow of battle. 

Therefore, their suggestions were focused on improving the deployment of 

reconnaissance missions rather than improving the equipment.  

 

The first suggestion was to brief the airmen about the battlefield situation of both sides, 

so that the reconnaissance aircrafts could get to the contested area as fast as possible. 

The staff suggested including the mission briefing as part of the training in the future. 

They further demanded that the training mission should be instructed via telegram or 

radio transmission—an idea aimed to train the airmen’s ability to tackle with the rapidly 

 
262 C14120127500, pp. 1144–1145. 
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changing battlefield. They also urged for the officers who issued the reconnaissance 

mission and the airmen to improve together. The staff did not explain what they should 

improve, but from the content, the staff were probably referring to the efficiency on 

mission instruction and the airmen’s ability to understand the intention behind it. 

Aiming to improve the efficiency of intelligence transmission within the command 

chain, the staff suggested moving the airmen’s ready room to somewhere close to the 

Bridge so that the airmen could easily receive updates regarding the battlefield situation. 

 

The second suggestion on aerial reconnaissance was to improve the incentives to send 

back the intelligence. The staff commented that the recon aircraft operators did not 

realise the importance of sending the intel on time. For example, they commented that 

there was a situation where a recon aircraft flew pass seaplane tender Notoro and 

several friendly vessels, but they failed to transmit the recon report back because of a 

malfunctioning radio. The staff felt that this was unacceptable. They though that the 

airmen should try every method to get the intel delivered back to their superior as early 

as possible. From their point of view, the airmen could return to base immediately, they 

could seal the report into a ball and drop it to friendly units, or they could even land on 

water and communicate with friendly units using signal flags. The airmen should be 

educated that a malfunctioning radio is not an excuse to not transmit the intelligence 

back to base. The staff further explained that the Navy would probably fight with a 

hostile fleet beyond the horizon. The efficiency of the reconnaissance planes to report 

the discovered hostile’s position and direction would be critical. The airmen should be 

educated that intelligence should be sent back as soon as possible, using any means. To 

further improve the quality of aerial reconnaissance, the third suggestion from the staff 
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of Second fleet was to train the airmen to report what they discovered and observed 

using simple but concise language.263 

 

The staff of the Second Fleet did not give any comments on the strength of the carrier 

technicians or their training programme. They simply wrote a ‘no comment’ in the 

report. For the current aerial armament, which was the third item discussed in the report, 

they also adopted a different approach. Much of the content of this section discussed 

the effectiveness of different aerial bomb in a naval battle. Before they moved on to 

discuss the bombs, they first responded to the armament on reconnaissance seaplanes. 

The armament of aerial armament, especially the swivel machine guns on seaplanes 

and attack aircrafts, was a hot topic that had often been seen in the after-action reports, 

as previously mentioned. However, the staff of the Second Fleet did not show any 

interest in the Lewis machine guns. Instead, they were more concerned about the 

additional weight bought on by the increasing armaments demonstrated in the Incident. 

The staff were not satisfied as the additional weight would reduce the fuel carried, 

which would result in the time-over-target being reduced by half. The staff urged the 

increase of maximum weight from one-thousand-and-eight-hundred kilograms to one-

thousand-and-nine-hundred kilograms. As per the contents, the staff of the Second Fleet 

were more concerned about the endurance of the scout planes and attack aircraft. It was 

easy to understand from the viewpoint of fleet battle, since it affected the striking radius 

of carriers and the maximum range from which a fleet could spot the hostile formation 

by air.264 

 

 
263 C14120127500, pp. 1145–1149. 
264 C14120127500, pp. 1149–1150. 
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Aerial bombing in the Shanghai Incident was carried out by most of the frontline units. 

The staff of the Second Fleet did not have many opinions on this topic. However, they 

were concerned about the effectiveness of aerial bombs towards surface vessels—a 

target that never appeared at Shanghai. Also, they suggested that the attacking tactics 

should be optimised through the study of the performance of different aerial bombs on 

surface vessels. Their opinions formed the fourth suggestion (and discussion) of the 

report. It would be hard to understand why the staff discussed the effectiveness on a 

type of target that never appeared in the Incident. However, the staff explained this with 

the discussion of the effectiveness of the thirty-kilogram bomb. They states that the 

bomb was discovered to be ineffective on reinforced concrete structure, especially the 

coastal battery. The reason behind this, as suggested by the staff, was that the Navy had 

conducted several performance tests for large aerial bombs but not for the small aerial 

bombs. Therefore, the true damaging power of the small bombs was uncertain. The 

staff concluded that if the performance of the bombs were uncertain, it would be 

impossible to select the bombs to use on various targets. It was a lesson hard to deny, 

even there was no anti-ship missions at Shanghai. 

 

To support their argument for conducting performance test on small bombs, the staff 

provided another argument on the importance of small bombs. This was raised from the 

viewpoint of strengthening the striking power during a naval battle. The staff states that 

numerous reconnaissance aircrafts loaded with light aerial bombs, either carrier-based 

or seaplanes, would be participating in the future naval battles. If the performance of 

the bombs on various types of targets were clarified, the scout planes select the most 

efficient target. Such experiments, therefore, would be vital for strengthening the 

striking power of the fleet. To strengthen their argument, the staff used the example of 
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Notoro’s oil tank explosion in 1931. They stated that the accidental explosion 

demonstrated how much damage a small bomb could achieve once it penetrated the 

flight deck of hostile’s carrier and exploded inside the hanger. This could happen, in 

theory, and it probably sounded promising enough for the Japanese Navy who were 

concerned about fighting against the massive USN in the future. Although the staff of 

Kaga also suggested training the scout plane operators in dive bombing, their intention 

was to make sure the scout plane could supplement as make-shift dive-bombers if the 

situation required. The idea of the Second Fleet, which urged the inclusion of scout 

planes as part of the fleet’s strike force, was far more controversial.  

 

Despite there being no actual operational experience during the Incident, the staff 

believed that their thoughts on light bombs for future naval battles were practical. They 

further suggested that the seaplanes or reconnaissance planes that dive bombed the 

carrier should aim for the flight deck so as to damage the hanger. For capital ships and 

heavy cruisers, the airmen could aim for the bridge. For light cruisers and destroyers, 

they suggested aiming for an underwater hit. The staff believed that some experts could 

be employed to study the effectiveness of bombs on combat vessels, especially if a 

direct hit was scored on a bridge or boiler room. According to the staff, some one-to-

one scale models should be built for research. Probably to strengthen their opinion, they 

expected that the fleet could reach its full potential in airstrikes if the naval aviation 

elements were trained according to the research results.265  

 

From the description in the report, it seems that the staff intended to increase the 

airstrike ability of the fleet by increasing the offensive power of the recon planes—both 

 
265 C14120127500, pp. 1150–1151, 1380. 
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carrier-based and seaplanes. The idea itself was a rational one, especially for the 

Japanese Navy who expected themselves to be inferior in the number of fighting vessels. 

Also, it could be understood as the trend of an inferior navy’s attempts to make up for 

the lack of a superior hostile fleet by using relatively cheap weapons. Just like the 

unreasonable expectations on torpedo boats in late 19th and early 20th century, the staff 

of the Second Fleet probably expected that the naval aviation could serve as an 

inexpensive means to offset the numerical advantage of the US fleet. Following such a 

mindset, their opinions to make every reconnaissance plane an attack aircraft would be 

rational, just like the ‘distributed lethality’ doctrine promoted by the USN in the late 

2010s.266 

 

However, such suggestion was contradicted by their opinion on reconnaissance. If the 

scout planes were loaded with bombs, and intended to dive-bomb the high value target, 

whether the reconnaissance plane do it after reporting the target location would be a 

problem. It the staff of Second Fleet agreed that intelligence would be vital for naval 

battles, continuing to shadow the hostile fleet could be more valuable to the Fleet rather 

 
266 Norman Friedman suggested that, as the size, tonnages and cost of the heavy naval guns and armour 

protection became increasingly higher in the late 19th century, it became unaffordable for the smaller 

navies. Since it would be impossible to keep a battle fleet, these small navies turned to arming their 

navies with torpedoes. The same logic was applied by the Third World countries’ navies attempted to 

keep an asymmetric balance with missile boats. In fact, Norman Friedman even suggested that the 

torpedo and anti-ship missile shared a few similarities—both are self-propelling, can be launched from 

a relatively small platform at sea and are able to deal massive damage once they hit the weak-point of a 

ship. Considering the opinion of the Second Fleet on scout planes, their idea shared the same logic with 

those small navies—they aimed to turn the small scout plane into a cheap platform from which they 

would be able to launch a massive blow (aerial bomb) to the vital parts of the ship: the bridge, the flight 

deck and hanger, or the boiler room of light vessels. Also, under their idea, every scout plane would 

become an anti-ship weapon platform scattered over a large area. It would share some similarities on a 

tactical level with the USN’s ‘distributed lethality’, which distributed the offensive power of the fleet by 

improving every surface vessel’s offensive ability. The USN expects that such distributed offensive 

power could deter their potential opponents. However, the biggest difference between the USN and the 

Japanese Navy was the concentration of their battle fleet. The Japanese naval officers still emphasised a 

concentrated battle fleet, supplemented by armed reconnaissance plane, instead of distributing the whole 

fleet. Norman Friedman, U.S. Battleships: An Illustrated Design History (Annapolis: Naval Institute 

Press, 1985), pp. 1–2. T.S. Rowden, Surface Force Strategy: Return to Sea Control (Washington D.C.: 

Department of Navy, 2017) pp. 9–11. 
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than launching an airstrike towards the target, unless the target was vulnerable enough 

to take a such risk. On the other hand, the opinion to urge employing experts to conduct 

investigations and experiments shows that the staff raised the idea without any solid 

facts or findings at all. If a small bomb could achieve the damage the staff suggested 

would be a problem. Another problem would be that if a recon plane were capable of 

dive-bombing, it would bring considerable structural damage to the airframe or, in the 

worst case, even break down. Therefore, this suggestion should be an over-excitement 

on war experience, if not an intentional mislearning on war experience to support 

arguments of the staff.267 

 

After stating the opinion on increasing the offensive power of reconnaissance aircrafts, 

the staff did not make any other significant comments. They agreed that the authority 

of aviation armaments should be transferred from the Chief Gunnery Officer to the 

Senior Air Officer to improve the efficiency of armament stowage and maintenance. 

 
267 The Japanese Navy was not the only one in pursuit of a multi-purpose carrier-based aircraft. For 

example, the standard air group of the pre-WW2 USN carrier would include a scout-bomber squadron in 

which the aircrafts served as both scout plane and bomber, depended on the missions. At the time the 

Yorktown class carrier was being designed, in the early 1930s, the USN was considering employing a 

two-seat heavy fighter as a scout plane on the carrier as well. The two-seat fighter-scout was merged 

with the heavy dive bomber (a dive bomber able to deliver a thousand-pound bomb), which became the 

scout-bomber, in late 1930s. One of the most famous scout-bombers was the Scout Bomber Douglas 

(SBD). A similar case happened in the British Royal Navy. The famous Swordfish bomber developed in 

the 1930s was a torpedo-spotter-reconnaissance aircraft which was intended to fulfil the dual role of 

torpedo bomber and reconnaissance aircraft within the Fleet Air Arm. Therefore, it was not unrealistic 

for the IJN officers, or more precisely the staff of the Second Fleet, to ask the scout plane to perform as 

a dive bomber or torpedo bomber. However, it would be impossible to ask the dual-purpose aircraft to 

perform both duties at the same time as a thirty-kilogram-bomb-carrying scout plane. The bomb was too 

light to do any significant damage. As comparison, the SBD Dauntless would carry a five-hundred-pound 

bomb (plus extra fuel) for an armed reconnaissance mission, which was two hundred and twenty-seven 

kilograms, seven times heavier than the thirty kilograms mentioned by the staff of Second Fleet. So, if 

their suggestion were adopted, they would need a scout plane with a more powerful engine and airframe 

to carry a heavier bomb for such armed reconnaissance. Other they would fall into their suggestion that 

additional armament reduced the time on target of a reconnaissance plane, which hindered its efficiency 

as the eye of the fleet. Norman Friedman, Naval Anti-Aircraft Guns and Gunnery (Annapolis: Naval 

Institute Press, 2014), pp. 16, 30. Norman Friedman, U.S. Aircraft Carriers: An Illustrated Design 

History, pp. 67, 87. Ray Rimell, Swordfirsh: Fairey Swordfish MKS I-III (Essex: Linewrights Ltd, 1988), 

pp. 3–4. 
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They also suggested that the bombs and bullets stowage on the carriers should be 

increased to wartime standards, and that new bomb stowage should be established on 

board if necessary. Such opinion was similar to their suggestion on increasing 

ammunition allocated for training.  

 

There were two points they believed to require urgent improvements. The first item was 

to increase the number of the carrier’s air group to wartime standards, even in peacetime. 

They felt that the carriers should keep two planes battle-ready and another two planes 

in the hangers on standby, which could be launched without long preparation time. They 

also suggested the testing of the practicability of parking one ready plane outside the 

hanger (probably referring to deck-parking), which would be needed at wartime. The 

cruiser-based seaplanes should follow the same standard of battle-readiness. The staff 

argued that heavy cruisers Haguro and Ashigara could only modify two Type fifteen 

reconnaissance seaplanes from training status to operational status at the beginning of 

the Shanghai Incident. Even through the cruisers seldom operated the seaplane in 

peacetime, the staff was unsatisfied. They felt that from then on the cruisers should 

keep operating two seaplanes in peacetime so that the seaplane operators on cruisers 

could be familiar with the routine. They also believed that, started the following year, 

training planes used in drills or training should be identical to the operating aircrafts so 

that the training efforts could be maximum in the battlefield. The second item was to 

investigate the impact of gun’s muzzle blast upon the aircrafts on the flight deck. Such 

losses had happened during the incident, which the staff believed to be painful but 

avoidable loss.268 

 

 
268 C14120127500, pp. 1152–1154. 
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The reflection report submitted by the Dai Ichi Kōkū Sentai (First Aviation Squadron, 

第一航空戦隊) did not contain many opinions. Instead, it was like an endorsement 

report for the suggestions from Kaga and Hōsho carriers. Such preference was not 

surprising at all. Since these two carriers were deployed to Shanghai under the 

command of the First Aviation Squadron, the staff of the Squadron shared similar 

viewpoints about the lesson of war. The report covered nearly every aspect that was 

mentioned by the carriers, if not all. Most of the opinions endorsed the ideas of the 

carrier’s staff and urged the Navy Ministry to consider adopting their suggestions.269 

 

The staff of the First Aviation Squadron had still written down their opinions, which 

focused on the discussion of air combat. The first comment was about the defensive 

tactics against incoming hostile fighters. The staff of the First Aviation Squadron had a 

positive impression of the swivel machine guns. They felt that the rear machine gun 

would be a potential defence weapon due to its increasing destructive power. With 

proper training on gunnery and defensive formations (which still yet to be developed), 

the staff believed that it would be effective in defending against hostile fighters, 

especially when the fighter escort was inevitably going to be inadequate. The staff also 

suggested that only one rear-mounted swivel machine gun per attack aircraft was 

inadequate, since if all the rear guns of a three-plane section were out of action, they 

would be totally defenceless. They suggested switching the single-mounted guns to a 

dual-mounted swivel machine gun. The also suggested the addition of a downward 

machine gun to cover the blind spot at the bottom. Due to Incident revealing the poor 

 
269 C14120127500, pp. 1161–1181. 
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quality of the swivel guns, the staff mentioned that the new dual-mounted guns should 

be reliable and simple in design. 

 

Despite the comments on fighter escorts for attack groups in the future battle being 

pessimistic, the staff emphasised the moral value of having a fighter escort. They 

believed that the presence of a fighter escort would have a positive effect on the morale, 

which would help the attack aircraft focus when commencing the attack run. Apart from 

the moral value, the fighter escort had additional tactical value. If the fighter escort were 

inadequate or non-existing, the concern of being intercepted would significantly hinder 

the performance of dive-bombers. So, the fighter escort could indirectly improve the 

accuracy of dive-bombing. Concerns on inadequate fighter support had been raised by 

the carriers as well, but only the staff of First Aviation Squadron had discussed it from 

the viewpoint of moral and tactical impact. 

 

Once the staff expressed their opinion on the importance of having fighter escorts, they 

made a second suggestion that the carrier-based fighters should be allocated for escort 

mission to the attack aircrafts rather than performing carrier-air-patrol. To cope with 

the reduction of fighter cover above the fleet, the staff suggested further investigation 

to determine the minimum number of fighters required to provide fighter covers for the 

fleet. The investigation should also study ways to optimise the usage of the limited 

fighter cover.270 

 

Five naval flying corps (Kasumigaura, Yokosuka, Tateyama, Saseba and Ōmura) were 

part of the research committee of the aviation experience during the Shanghai incident. 

 
270 C14120127500, pp. 1171–1175. 
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They all submitted their reflections and opinions in a written report. A large part of its 

contents were confirmation of what the frontline units had suggested, supplemented 

with aerial technical details. The staff from naval flying corps shared their opinions in 

the report, despite it not being much.271 

 

In the report submitted by the Kasumigaura Naval Flying Corps, they suggested that 

the poor air combat performance demonstrated the necessity of unified air combat 

tactics for the fighter training programme. The staff mentioned that, since the 

Kasumigaura’s responsibility to train all the airmen had ended in 1930, the training 

programme between naval flying corps varied. The differences were so significant that 

the leaders could not coordinate their wingmen for tactical manoeuvres effectively. The 

staff specifically commented that the airmen trained by Yokosuka and Tateyama were 

the most difficult to cooperate with. They suggested that such ineffectiveness on 

cooperation demonstrated the failure to disperse training duties to different flying corps. 

They also suggested that the obsoleted aircrafts in different flying corps would hinder 

the flying corps in improving their training programme and developing new air combat 

tactics. The staff of Kasumigaura did not ask the Navy Ministry to revert the decision 

made in 1930. However, they suggested that the training programme should be 

improved under effective instruction and (the supervision from unit that) both capable 

and specialised in the field. Considering that the staff specifically mentioned that their 

responsibility of training all fighter pilots had ended a few years before the Incident, 

such a suggestion was more likely made because of a rivalry between the flying corps 

 
271 Since large portions of the contents overlapped with the suggestions from the carrier reports, only 

the unique suggestions of the naval flying corps are discussed here. 
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as evidenced from war experience, although it was a rational decision to call for a 

unified air combat tactics within the training programme.272 

 

The content of the Yokosuka Naval Flying Corps’ report was mainly focused on the 

logistical aspect discussed by the carrier reports. At the beginning of the report, the staff 

of Yokosuka Flying Corps had suggested providing bicycle training to the technicians. 

They believed that the size of the airbase would be rapidly increasing in the future and 

thus bicycles could be an effective transportation for the technicians within the airbase, 

and the reduced traffic time meant an improvement in their maintenance performance. 

Another suggestion raised by the staff of Yokosuka was to expand the availability of 

technicians on carriers by providing maintenance training to the aviation-related 

personnel. The staff explained that the training of maintenance personnel would be a 

timey process which could not be accelerated. During wartime, the battle loss of 

technicians would be inevitable, and finding their instant replacement would be 

impossible during the operation. The only way to keep the maintenance power at an 

acceptable level would be to train the aviation-related personnel as reserves. They also 

suggested that such large-scale expansion in maintenance training would be a possible 

and practical solution for the expected demand on maintenance power at war. The two 

opinions were in response to the lack of technicians revealed in the Incident, and the 

staff of Yokosuka further foresaw the huge demand on repair and maintenance at war 

in the future.273 

 

 
272 C14120127500, pp. 1207–1209. 
273 C14120127500, pp. 1232–1234, 1241–1243. 
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The report of Tateyama began with a direct reply to the rivalry waged by the 

Kasumigaura. At the beginning of the report, they suggested that the current 

arrangement for airmen training was more appropriate. Although a unified training 

programme sounded more efficient for cooperation at war, it ignored the nature of 

duties between different naval flying corps. For example, the staff explained, the 

Yokosuka Naval Flying Corps would be responsible for the air defence of the naval 

station. Therefore, the naval flying corps training their air groups separately, although 

inefficient for wartime cooperation, was necessary for the airmen performing their 

specific duties assigned by the naval station. The staff of Tateyama suggested that, 

considering the importance of unified training, the flying corps should have more joint 

combat trainings with other units within the navy. It would be the most practical 

measurement to improve the effectiveness on cooperation at war. The staff also 

suggested that the Navy could appoint an officer who was specifically responsible for 

inspecting aerial training programmes in different naval station. The officer could 

supervise the training of naval stations, which would ensure that the content of training 

would be on track with the other stations. The staff also attached their own training 

programme as reference for other naval flying corps.274 

 

This opinion was a direct contradiction to the Kasumigaura Flying Corps’ report. The 

staff of Tateyama avoided any discussion on the inefficient cooperation between airmen 

of different flying corps at Shanghai, but their argument on the uniqueness of duties 

and responsibility between naval stations was a strong excuse, since the defence scheme 

of naval stations was separately prepared by the respective naval station. If the 

Kasumigaura flying corps was determined to bring back the abolished centralised 
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training system, they would have to fight against the naval stations’ defence of their 

individual autonomy. 

 

Apart from the debate on a unified training programme with the Kasumigaura Flying 

Corps, the staff of Tateyama had raised other opinions on airmen training. One 

suggestion was related to the improvement of the quality of aerial reconnaissance. The 

staff suggested that a certain number of the personnel from the aerial reconnaissance 

branch should be continuously receiving training in operating the radio. They suggested 

that the efficiency of aerial reconnaissance relied on the efficiency of aerial 

communication. If the radio operators on recon aircrafts were inexperienced, the 

transmission of intelligence would be hindered. They also suggested the radio operator 

should be assigned to the attack aircrafts for a period of time, so that they could be 

familiar with the terminology of different branches.275 

 

Besides discussions on airmen training, the staff of Tateyama also suggested that the 

land-based flying corps should switch to operate land-based aircrafts instead of carrier-

based aircrafts. The land-based aviation would be expected to cooperate with the 

surface vessels fighting at the coastal area, either attacking the hostile vessels or 

providing air cover for friendly vessels. The staff suggested that the land-based aircraft 

could have superior characteristics compared with the carrier-based aircraft, which the 

land-based flying corps could benefit from. The report also suggested that more funding 

should be allocated for drills and training. The staff felt that the gunnery, dive-bombing 

or aerial communication near the airbase was inadequate. They suggested that the 

airmen should receive more long-range flying missions to further improve their skills. 

 
275 C14120127500, pp. 1255–1257. 
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They also suggested that the Tateyama flying corps was expected for littoral warfare in 

which fast-ferrying to another airbases would be an important skills for the airmen. The 

staff argued that such ferrying skill could not be maintained with an insufficient training 

budget.276 

 

For the Sasebo flying corps, their report had provided several suggestions to improve 

the efficiency of logistic. The staff suggested that the naval flying corps should prepare 

certain number of materials at the port, which the vessels could assemble and load with 

the required materials in a short period of time. The staff also suggested that the Navy 

should learn from the Army on the preparation of materials. They mentioned that the 

Army would have the materials pre-packed in a unified package. Wherever the 

materials were urgently required, they could be loaded and shipped in a short period of 

time. Automobiles for transporting materials from the depot to the harbour should be 

provided as well. To increase the transporting speed, the staff of Sasebo suggested 

expanding the flying boats by half a squadron. They suggested that they would be useful 

for transporting supplies across the East China Sea in case there was another war with 

China and also while they would be at war with the United States and Britain or even 

against Russia. To cope with the expansion of the flying boat fleet, the staff reminded 

that related facilities should be expanded to cope with the increasing demand on 

logistics, especially the hanger and the factory. They suggested that the naval hospital 

could be relocated for more land and space.277 

 

 
276 C14120127500, pp. 1260–1261, 1268–1269. 
277 C14120127500, pp. 1282–1290. 
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The report of the Ōmura Naval Flying Corps made several suggestions on the personnel 

system as responses to the problem revealed in Shanghai. For example, they suggested 

that the personnel with carrier-operation experience should be kept in the Navy as much 

as possible, since these personnel would be important for wartime expansion. The staff 

suggested that with the limited tonnage of carriers allowed by the naval treaties, these 

personnel could be transfered to the land-based flying corps since there was no 

restriction on the land-based aviation. Once there was an urgent demand for 

experienced personnel, either for newly-commissioned carrier or to replace battle losses, 

these men could be transfer almost instantly. To keep these personnel within the Navy, 

the staff suggested expanding the minimum service time from four years to six years. 

To increase the reserve manpower pool of airmen, the staff suggested that the Navy 

should aid and supervise the student aerial coalition, whom the staff considered to be 

potential wartime airmen. Improvement on target bomb, better designs of airframe and 

aerial engine for certain degree of interchangeability, optimised supplying system for 

frontline unit and even improvement on carrier-landing process were mentioned in the 

report. Coincidently, the staff also suggested an automobile training scheme, since the 

Incident proved the necessity of automobiles within the airbase.278 

 

  

 
278 C14120127500, pp. 1292–1308. 
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Conclusion 

The war experience obtained in Shanghai could be catalogued into three aspects. The 

first aspect was the tactical experience gained during the war. The Shanghai Incident 

provided opportunities for the naval officers to examine the effectiveness of air combat 

tactics, escorting and bombardment on land targets. The second aspect was fleet 

logistics, in which the operations demonstrated that the supply chain from the mainland 

to Shanghai was insufficient, even it was just an Incident that involved a limited 

proportion of the Japanese Navy. The poor quality of materials, especially machine gun 

parts, would not have been revealed without the incident acted as a pressure test. The 

naval aviation officers benefited from the incident as it tested the aircraft’s performance 

and provided some insights into the design of the new generation military aircraft. The 

inadequate destruction power of the light aerial bombs also inspired the staff to urge 

further experiment and investigation.  

 

The third aspect was related to the organisation and structure of the Japanese Navy. The 

war experiences demonstrated that the technicians for either the frontline squadrons or 

the carriers were inadequate, which resulted in exhausted airmen and maintenance 

personnel. The inefficient cooperation between airmen from different naval flying 

corps also triggered a debate on the newly reformed airmen training system. The 

incident also revealed the necessity to transfer the authority on aerial armament 

management from the Chief Gunnery Officer to the Chief Air Officer and to reorganise 

the maintenance personnel under a unified command. These opinions and suggestions 

on fleet organisation were valuable and could not be fully realised with drills or a grand 

exercise. 
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The discussions of the war experience also demonstrated how the previous experience 

and concepts influenced the officers to understand and adopt the lessons of war. The 

two carriers had different opinions on improving the fighter pilots. The staff of Kaga 

suggested a more realistic aerial gunnery and air combat training, while the staff of 

Hōshō favoured strengthening the offensive spirit within the airmen. The staff of 

Notoro were more focused on improving the combat effectiveness of seaplanes on 

reconnaissance and night bombardment. The staff of the First Fleet and Second Fleet 

also analysed the war experiences from different aspects. While the First Fleet was 

more responding to the experience, the Second Fleet had studied the lessons of war with 

a fleet-decisive-battle-oriented mindset. The five naval flying corps also had their 

preferences for improving naval aviation, although they had agreed with many 

suggestions from the frontline units. Their different opinions on the war experience, 

which sometimes disagreed with each other, also suggested that the differences between 

roles and positions could result in different understandings of the same experiences. 

 

The Shanghai Incident’s experience had its limitation. Despite several experiences from 

the conflicts that surprised the Japanese Navy, the Republic of China was not a strong 

enough opponent for the Japanese Navy to consider further investigations into its 

weakness for a transcontinental war. Despite the logistics problem mentioned by the 

frontline units, the lack of a properly arranged supply chain was only realised by the 

officers on the carrier and the Sasebo Naval Flying Corps. Meanwhile, either a few 

more merchant ships or half squadron of flying boats were inadequate to cope with the 

enormous logistics demand once Japan entered the Pacific War. The Incident was not 

a big enough threat to awaken the Japanese Naval officers from their ignorance on 
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commercial protection, which proved to be a vital factor for the Japanese Navy during 

the Pacific War. 
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Chapter 5 War Experience during the Early Stage of the Second Sino-Japanese 

War 

 

Introduction 

After the end of the Treaty Era, the Japanese Armed Forces started renewing their 

strategic planning and war plans. The new version of the Imperial Defence Policy had 

been approved by the Emperor on 3 June 1936.279 One year later, the war with China 

was commenced, in which the IJN played both a tactical role and a strategical role. The 

tactical role refers to the fire support missions for IJA’s amphibious operations along 

the Chinese coast. The strategic role refers to the strategic bombardment of major cities 

and facilities.280 Neither of the roles required the active participation of the capital ships, 

as the Chinese navy was absolutely outnumbered by the IJN.  

 

The Marco Polo Bridge Incident began in 7th July 1937 was regarded as the start of the 

2nd Sino-Japanese War. At the very beginning, the IJN was following the Japanese 

government’s attitude not to escalate the situation. Under the directive to restrict the 

incident within the Northern China, the IJN’s missions was to stay alert to the situation. 

They also responsible for protecting the interest of Japanese Empire, as well as the 

security of Japanese citizens in China. At the same time, the IJN was also preparing to 

operate in Central China according to the agreement with the IJA, which including the 

 
279 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Daihonei kaigunbu daitōasensō kaisen ikisatsu 

<1> 大本営海軍部 大東亜戦争開戦経緯 ＜1＞ [History of the outbreak of the Great Asian War, 

the perspective of the Chief of the Navy General Staff within the Imperial General Headquarters, 

volume 1], pp.118–119. 
280 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887–1941, p. 340. 
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fighter support for the land troops and naval gunfire support at the coastal area. Certain 

proportion of the Combined Fleet and the special naval landing forces were stand-by 

for any deployment. 

 

The directive to restrict the conflict in Northern China did not survive long. In August 

1937, the Japanese government decided to escalate the military means against China. It 

was not welcomed by the IJN despite they have an agreement with IJA to provide 

necessary assistance. For the IJN, the full-scale war against China would consume the 

resources to defend the Pacific against the U.S. The Chinese forces was not a notable 

threats for the surface combat vessels, but it could still pose considerable threats to the 

aviation. The IJN considered that the land-based bombers played a critical role in the 

war plan against the USN. These bombers would be vulnerable to the Chinese 

interceptors and anti-aircraft fire during low-latitude bombardment missions. However, 

the IJN had no choice but to deploy the fleet into battle.281 

 

Although the Republic of China’s navy was not even a threat to the Imperial Japanese 

navy, the Japanese navy actively participated in the early stage of war. After the Marco 

Polo Bridge Incident, gunboats under the Third Fleet along the Yangtze region received 

the order to escalate their awareness towards the situation. The Third Fleet also 

responsible to surveillance the coastline south of the Hai-chow Bay, which the Second 

Fleet responsible to the coastline north of Hai-chow Bay. As the situation escalate, the 

navy began to plan for further operations. Apart from escorting the army’s transport 

 
281 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Daihonei kaigunbu daitōasensō kaisen ikisatsu <1> 

大本営海軍部 大東亜戦争開戦経緯 ＜1＞ [History of the outbreak of the Great Asian War, the 

perspective of the Chief of the Navy General Staff within the Imperial General Headquarters, volume 

1], pp. 205-220. 
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vessels, in late July the navy began to assemble the Special-landing forces to Tsingtao 

and Shanghai.  

 

The navy did not believe that the Chinese navy and aviation could pose any threats to 

the fleet, but they also urged the frontline units to stay alert. Compare with that, they 

were more aware of the Western powers’ attitude. To prevent any intervention, the 

frontline units were reminded to avoid any misfire towards the Western powers, 

especially along the southern coastline. They believe that without other countries’ 

intervention, the conflict with China could be ended swiftly. Since there were not much 

to plan for a fleet battle, efforts were spent for projecting the marines to the strategical 

location onshore. According to the staff, the Landing forces could act as a single and 

decisive blow towards any point at Shandong Peninsula and Shanghai. These landing 

forces should be motorized, well-trained for close quarters battle in urban area, and 

equipped with automatic firearms for rapid breakthrough after the successful landing. 

Naval aviation and gunfire were expected to provide any necessary fire support during 

the landing and breakthrough.282   

 

The course of battle was close to the navy staff’s expectation, however, in a much larger 

scale. The Japanese marines fought at Shanghai and Tsingtao as expected, however the 

battle was not swiftly or decisive as the prewar expectations, which lasted for two 

months. To further advance towards the Capital of China, the navy was involved in 

dense combats within the Yangtse river, from reopening the blocked Whangpoo river, 

 
282 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Chūkōku hōmen kaigun sakusen <1> ——shōwa 

jyūsan nen san gatsu made 中國方面海軍作戦 ＜1＞——昭和十三年三月まで—— [Naval 

operations in China Theatre, volume 1, till March, the thirteenth year of Emperor Shōwa] (Tokyo, 

Asagumo shinbunsha, 1974), pp.262-272. 
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minesweeping, and to provide gunfire support for the amphibious operations. As the 

war between two countries did not conclude shortly as the staff expected, the Third 

Fleet were involved in blockade towards Chinese coastline. Finally, the aerial 

operations did not restrict to close air support for Tsingtao and Shanghai. The naval 

aviation was operating at a vast area of central and southern China, from close support 

for landing troops in Hangzhou Bay, fire mission during the Battle of Nanking and 

strategical bombardment towards the infrastructures and military targets. Both land-

based and carrier-based aviation were involved, even the seaplane units were deployed. 

283  

 

As the navy involved in the early stage of Sino-Japanese War in a much larger than 

expected scale, it would be an excellent case study to evaluate the Imperial Japanese 

Navy’s performance in a real battlefield. The vast area and various types of operation 

could have had provide precious insights of how the IJN prepare for this kind of non-

fleet-battle operations, or did they not expected or prepare at all. Also, it would be 

valuable to tell what lessons the IJN had learnt from these kinds of operations. However, 

after-action reports and follow-up internal studies were no longer exist, probably 

destroyed by the massive destruction of official materials at the end of the Pacific War. 

The remain materials of the navy’s operations during the early stage of the Sino-

Japanese War was far from complete for discussion of IJN’s lesson learning. 

Fortunately, the after-action report of the First Aviation Squadron including carrier 

 
283 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Chūkōku hōmen kaigun sakusen <1> ——shōwa 

jyūsan nen san gatsu made 中國方面海軍作戦 ＜1＞——昭和十三年三月まで—— [Naval 

operations in China Theatre, volume 1, till March, the thirteenth year of Emperor Shōwa], pp. 393-540. 
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Kaga was still in-tact, which could serve as an excellent material to discuss the Japanese 

navy’s war experience during the period. 

 

Therefore, this chapter focuses on two aspects. The first is the strategical planning and 

war plans of the IJN in 1936. The second is the war experience observed by the officers 

of the First Aviation Squadron. Discussions on both aspects are critical for a better 

understanding of the war experience and learning process of the IJN. Reviewing the 

strategic planning and war plans of the time revealed the IJN’s expectations of the 

future war, and their respective actions. The war experiences obtained from the 

battlefields revealed the IJN officer’s observations and reflections of the battlefield 

situation, as well as the difference between the actual war and their pre-war imagination. 

These two aspects contribute to a deeper understanding of the IJN theory of victory 

before the Pacific War and how the war experience from China had influenced this.  

 

The chapter argues that the war plans before the war with China had also focused on 

the expected long war with the US. Despite them realising the possibility of a war with 

China, it was considered as being a secondary mission. The content of the IJN war plan 

also suggested that the importance of sea transport protection was ignored. On the other 

hand, the naval aviation operations in the early stages of the war provided precious 

battle experiences to the IJN, especially in the land support missions, cooperation 

between seaplane and carrier-based aviation, and crucial improvements required for the 

naval elements to effectively operate overseas. The comparison between the 

performance of the Chinese fighter pilots and the IJN pilots also revealed some flaws 

in their existing tactical and combat training. However, even through the conflict 

provided numerous precious operational experiences in a prolonged full-scale war, 
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these experiences were not appreciated by the staff. The navy still focused on trainings 

related to fleet battle in order to have ship building programme which emphasised 

modernising the existing capital ships and constructing new carriers and the Yamato 

class super-battleship.284 The ROC navy’s inability to hinder the IJN’s dominance at 

sea should also be considered as a factor that prevented the IJN from obtaining 

experiences from non-fleet battle operations. Their ignorance of transport protection 

and logistic would prove to be a vital factor during the Pacific War. 

 

The Strategical Planning and War Plan in 1936 

the Imperial Defense Policy of 1923 stated that the principles of the Japanese Empire 

would be to avoid international isolation and to secure the sea route transport that was 

vital to the civilian economy. The policy also predicted that the Western Pacific region 

(including the East Asian region) would be the hotspot of another international conflict 

due to the complicated conflicts of interest between the Western powers and the rich 

economic resources within the area. The United States had been seen as the most likely 

opponent in the future, while the Soviet Union and China were considered as lesser 

threats due to their internal unrests.285  

 

The Imperial Defence Policy of 1936 had however admitted that the Empire had to 

prepare for a long war in the near future, according to the international situation. The 

Japanese Empire should develop its armed forces to a standard where it would be able 

 
284 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887–1941, pp. 356–357, 382–383. 
285 Teikoku kokubō hōshin 帝国国防方針 [The Imperial Defense Policy], 1923. The National Institute 

for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C14061002700, pp.4–15. 
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to swiftly launch and win a preventive war. The United States was considered as their 

biggest threat, followed by the Soviet Union, the Republic of China and the United 

Kingdom. To achieve the required strategical goal, the National Defense Scheme of 

1936 suggested that the Japanese Empire needed an armed force to dominate both the 

Western Pacific region and the East Asian Continent.  

 

To achieve their goal, the Japanese Navy would need a battle fleet consisting of twelve 

battleships, ten aircraft carriers, twenty-eight cruisers, six destroyer squadrons (six light 

cruisers as flagships and ninety-six destroyers) and seven submarine squadrons (seven 

flagships and seventy submarines). The standing naval aviation force would be 

approximately sixty-five squadrons. The Defence Policy also set a limit on the lifespan 

of the combat vessels, which was twenty-six years for capital ships, twenty years for 

carriers and cruisers, sixteen years for destroyers and thirteen years for submarines. The 

force structure was expected to be maintained for the coming ten years unless there 

were to be some rapid changes in the strategical situation.286  

 

Compared with the strength as of 1936, the Navy was not so far from the projected fleet 

strength. The Japanese Navy had six battleships and three battlecruisers (the 

battlecruiser Hiei would be rearmed shortly), with two additional ships being under 

construction. There were four already commissioned fleet carriers and two that were 

under construction. There were twelve eight-inch guns heavy cruisers and two 

commissioned Mogami class cruisers, while two additional Mogami class and two Tone 

class cruisers were still under construction. Since the Mogami and Tone class cruisers 

 
286 Teikoku kokubō hōshin 帝国国防方針 [The Imperial Defense Policy], 1936. The National Institute 

for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C14061005100, pp.157–165. 
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would have their 155mm main guns replaced with the eight-inch guns, there would be 

a total of eighteen heavy cruisers and seventeen light cruisers. The total number of 

destroyers was one-hundred-and-twelve; however, thirty-five of them were obsolete 

second-class destroyers, which means there were seventy-seven modern destroyers that 

had been commissioned plus thirteen that were under construction. There were seventy-

nine submarined in total, and another five were under construction. This was the total 

strength of the Japanese Navy when they entered the war with China.287 

 

The operational principles of the Imperial Armed Forces were also renewed in 1936, 

emphasising a preventive war to crush the enemy’s main fleet (respectively, the hostile 

field army for the IJA) swiftly with overwhelming force. The Soviet Union and the 

United States were mentioned at the beginning of the document as being their most 

dangerous opponents. Generally speaking, the official document required the IJN and 

IJA to occupy the strategic points as soon as possible during the early phase of the war. 

The IJA would play a major role in the war with the Soviet Union, in which the Navy 

would be responsible to obtain naval supremacy in the Northeast Asian waters. While 

at war with the United States, the Navy would bear the responsibility to wipe out the 

US naval elements in the East Asia at the beginning of the war, and then the Pacific 

Fleet from the West Coast. During this time, the Army would capture the Philippines 

with assistance from the Navy.  

 

The principles for the war with China and British were brief. For the War with China, 

it only mentioned that the strategic points in North and Central China should be 

 
287 Bōei kenshūjo Senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval 

armament, volume 1], pp. 472–474. 
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captured under land-sea cooperation. The Navy would be responsible to neutralise the 

naval forces at the China coast and the Yangtze region. For the war with Britain, it only 

mentioned that the British stronghold within the region (Hong Kong, Singapore and 

Malaya) should be captured, the naval existence should be neutralised as soon as 

possible and the Navy should prepare for a decisive battle to destroy the British Fleet’s 

reinforcements from the European waters. The stuff did not specifically study the tactics 

and strategies for warring with two or more powers at the same time, but they believed 

that combining the principles of fighting specific countries would be sufficient.288 

 

The Imperial Defense Policy of 1936 and the operational principles of the Imperial 

Armed Forces were guidance documents rather than a practical plan. The naval staff 

still need to prepare a more detailed war plan that would be renewed yearly. Unlike the 

strategic documents, the naval war plan was more detailed in operational arrangement, 

such as fleet organisation, responsibilities assigned to fleet elements, and the 

arrangement of logistic and sea protection. It also further specified the threats of their 

opponents according to the viewpoint of the Navy. The United States was their most 

dangerous opponent (no matter whether it was allied with other countries listed on the 

war plan or not), followed by the Soviet Union and the Republic of China. The war plan 

with the United Kingdom had not been drafted in 1936. 

 

As mentioned above, the Imperial Defence Policy of 1936 defined the force structure 

and size of the Navy, while the war plan specified the usage of the fleet. One 

 
288 Teikokukun no yōhei kōryō shōwa jyūichi nen rokugatsu mitsuka oshinsai 帝国軍の用兵綱領 昭

和１１年６月３日 御親裁 [The Operational principle of the Imperial Armed force, approved by the 

Emperor, 3rd June of the Eleventh year of Emperor Shōwa], 1936. The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14121166700, pp. 

1228–1236. 
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characteristic of the war plan was that the arrangement for maritime traffic protection 

was only mentioned in the ‘general rules’. No further arrangement about the units 

responsible for the maritime security had been made for the war plan for any specific 

country. So, the unit mentioned in the plan should be the default unit for the maritime 

protection, regardless of the country the Navy was fighting. In the war plan of 1936, 

the Fourth Fleet and the naval stations would be responsible for the maritime traffic 

protection; additional forces from the battle fleet would be assigned only if the situation 

required. The Navy did not assign any naval elements for the waters outside the coastal 

area of the Empire. The war plan only mentioned that an appropriate unit’ would be 

assigned for the mission.289 Such an attitude revealed that the maritime traffic was not 

the most important mission in the Navy’s mind, even though the Japanese Empire was 

a maritime empire. 

 

Comparing the war plans for the Japanese Empire’s opponents, it was not hard to 

observe that the United States was the strongest enemy. The number of pages of the 

war plan for the United States was equal to the pages of the war plans for Russia and 

China combined—twenty-one pages, twelve pages and ten pages, respectively. This 

was not surprising, as the USN was stronger in total naval strength, and the war against 

the United States would cover a vast area of the Pacific Region. Also, an operation 

against the United States included several phrases, from the initial operations to wipe 

out the US naval presence in the Western Pacific to assisting the Army to capture 

strategic points in the region and to defeating the Pacific Fleet sailing to the East Asia 

 
289 Although the unit or the strength of the maritime protection force were not mentioned, the war plan 

for specific countries would still highlight the region required for maritime protection. Dai ichi Hen 

Sōsoku 第１篇 総則 [Chapter 1, General rules], 1936. The National Institute for Defense Studies 

Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14121167400, pp. 1255–

1260. 
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from the Homeland.290 The war against the Soviet Union or China would be a littoral 

warfare where the objectives of the Navy would be mostly to supress the Russian or 

Chinese naval presence, fire support for the IJA operating at coastal area and prevent a 

third country’s intervention. The operational scale and the difficulties would be smaller 

than if they were fighting against the USN.291 

 

To execute multiple naval campaigns against the United States, almost the entire 

Japanese combined fleet would be deployed. According to the war plan, in the first 

phrase of the war, the Navy would launch offensives at the Philippines (with the Third 

Fleet as the backbone), the western region of the Northern Pacific (the main body of 

the Second Fleet), the Micronesia region (with the Fourth Fleet as the backbone) and 

the Pacific coast of the United States as well as Hawaii (with part of the combined fleet). 

The Japanese waters would be the responsibility of the main body of the combined fleet. 

The submarine fleet had not been assigned to participate in any of these offensives, as 

they would be deployed to the American Pacific coast to scout the movement of the US 

Pacific Fleet. Interestingly, the war plan even mentioned that if the situation allowed, 

some of the fleet elements would be deployed to the Pacific coast or even to the Atlantic 

region.  

 

 
290 Dai ni hen beikoku ni taisuru sakusen 第２篇 米国に対する作戦 [Chapter 2, Military operations 

against the United States], 1936. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14121167500, pp. 1263- 1264. 
291 Dai san hen rokoku ni taisuru sakusen 第３篇 露国に対する作戦 [Chapter 3, Military 

operations against Russia], 1936. The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan 

Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C14121167600, p. 1284. Dai yon hen china ni 

taisuru sakusen 第４篇 支那に対する作戦 [Chapter 4, Military operations against China], 1936. 

The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C14121167700, p. 1296. 
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The second phase was the decisive battle with the Pacific Fleet. At the beginning of this 

phase, the Third Fleet and Fourth Fleet would be stationed at their recently conquered 

regions, while the Second Fleet would be redeployed to the direction of the main body 

of the US Pacific Fleet, and the main body of the combined fleet would be stationed in 

home waters. The Second, Third and Fourth Fleets would be responsible for gathering 

intelligence on the incoming hostile fleet, lessening them, and cooperating with the 

main body of the combined fleet during the decisive battle. The elements of naval 

stations and secondary naval stations would be attached to the elements of the combined 

fleet that are operating in their respective region.  

 

One feature worth mentioning here would be the arrangement of maritime protection. 

Under the war plan, the maritime protection force would only be covering the Sea of 

Okhotsk, the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea and the Pacific waters close to the Japan 

Islands. Even the China Sea and the fleet train to the Micronesia region would only 

receive limited protection, as long as the situation allowed the Navy to spare vessels. 

Such an arrangement on maritime protection revealed the pessimistic expectations of 

the Navy in relation to convey protection during a war against the United States. The 

USN was probably superior to the whole fleet of the Japanese Navy which was 

deployed in the Central Pacific region for the expected decisive battle. The Fourth Fleet 

had already been deployed to the Micronesia region, which would make it impossible 

for them to carry out extra duties of convey escorts or hunter-killer missions towards 

the US raiders. If considerable casualties were received during the First phrase, the 

Fourth Fleet’s strength might not be able to carry on the combat objectives assigned to 

them, let alone perform the duties the maritime protection. Since the overseas Japanese 
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Fleet would be resupplied from Kure, Sasebo and Yokosuka, having a secured fleet 

train was extremely crucial.292 

 

The exact plan of action of how the Japanese Fleet would fight in the decisive battle 

was not mentioned in the war plan. However, the fleet tactics studied by the Japanese 

Naval War College give us some impression on what would have happened, at least in 

the Japanese officers’ mind. The Naval War College’s war plan was divided into three 

phases: the initial attack on Pearl Harbour, the harassing phase and, finally, the decisive 

fleet battle. The first phase was similar to the Pearl Harbour attack in 1941, except that 

the Naval War College Plan involved flyboats. According to their estimation, a surprise 

attack should be launch against the US battleships and the carriers anchored at Pearl 

Harbour. They highlighted that such an attack by carriers, and medium or large flyboats 

(resupplied by seaplane tender on the half-way), would be essential.  

 

The second phase involved the whole fleet, except for the battleships. When the US 

fleet would be sailing west, the IJN submarines would scatter across the Pacific to 

harass and shadow the enemy. At the same time, the carrier squadron would approach 

the US fleet at night, launching an airstrike at dawn. Since the officers believed that the 

IJN attack aircraft were inferior in terms of combat radius (one-hundred-and-fifty 

miles), the staff expected to reduce the bombardment to a single two-hundred-and-fifty 

kilograms bomb. They also expected to implement aerial refuelling and other training 

to improve the fuel efficiency at cruising. The cruiser squadrons backed up by the 

battlecruisers would approach the US fleet as close as thirty-three thousand meters. 

 
292 C14121167500, pp. 1265- 1283. 
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Once the distance was reached, the cruisers would launch the torpedoes. The main body 

of the combined fleet would commence a gun duel with the US fleet.  

 

The naval officers imagined that the vanguard would launch a total of two-hundred-

and-eighty of Type 93 torpedoes towards the US fleet. A ten percent hit rate was 

expected. They imagined that the US fleet would be in chaos when the combined fleet 

commenced their firing. To exploit the chaotic situation, the cruiser squadrons and the 

destroyer squadrons would charge in towards the US battleships for another wave of 

torpedo attack. The Naval War College war plan expected that every destroyer division 

(four destroyers; thirty-two to thirty-six torpedoes) would be able to sink one battleship. 

After the decisive fleet battle in the daytime, the battlecruisers would support the light 

vessels in harassing the remaining US fleet at night. If everything went as the staff 

expected, they would have finished the war within a day. 

 

The Naval War College war plan demonstrated the Japanese naval officers’ 

understanding of their strength. They were inferior in almost every type of vessel. 

Therefore, the war plan was to continuously harass and decrease the US fleet and to 

finish them in a decisive battle. Even in the fleet battle, the cruisers and destroyers were 

expected to get close for the torpedo attack. Such preference was demonstrated in the 

Japanese Navy’s fleet manoeuvres and exercises that are discussed in a previous chapter. 

This expectation of neutralising the US fleet also explained the Japanese Navy’s 

attitude towards maritime protection. As long as they could finish the US fleet in a 

single complicated campaign, and force the US government to negotiate, there would 

be no room for the USN to raid the Japanese maritime routes. However, if the plan 
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failed, a prolonged war would be inevitable and all these ignored details could be 

critical. 

 

Considering that the war plan was a complicated one involving multiple operations 

divided into three to four phases, it was possible to be caught off guard by accidents, 

since the war plan did not leave any room for even a slight mistake. The nature of the 

war plan, or the doctrinal idea behind it, was to cooperate between different vessels 

over a vast area to overcome the inferiority in numbers. It would require a professional 

degree of communication, intelligence gathering, tactical situational awareness and 

training, else the plan would be screwed up. For example, the battlecruisers were 

responsible for supporting the light vessels before the fleet battle. They were probably 

required to join the battleline to exchange fire with the US battleline. Otherwise, the 

strength between the Japanese Navy and the USN would be drastically reduced from 

twelve-to-fifteen to eight-to-fifteen. The loss of four capital ships armed with fourteen-

inch main gun could be critical to the outcome of the battle. On the other hand, if the 

intelligence was wrong about the attempt to ambush the US battle fleet failing, an intact 

US fleet would be a nightmare for the Japanese fleet. The battle cruisers failing to 

rendezvous with the battleline would make the situation even worse. 

 

Another example was the air supremacy campaign before the decisive battle. The 

officers highlighted the importance of securing aerial supremacy before the decisive 

fleet battle. However, it did not clearly specify in which phase the Fleet should attempt 

this bid for air supremacy. Perhaps the officers contributing to the plan expected the US 

carriers to be wiped out in Pearl Harbour. But if this mission failed, the Japanese vessels 

executing the harassing missions would be threatened by both the surface vessels and 
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the carriers. The Japanese officers expected the US carriers to be focused on the 

Japanese carriers to obtain the air supremacy. They might have believed that the 

harassing operations against the surface fleet would face little or no pressure from the 

US carriers. However, the existence of the carriers would be troublesome for them. The 

first problem was that the scout planes from the US carriers would have spotted the 

Japanese harassing vessels or that the Japanese vessels might even be attacked by the 

US aviation. Even if the US carriers decided to save the ammunitions on more valuable 

targets, the Japanese vessels would have lost the element of surprise or, in a worst-case 

scenario, would be hunt down by the US’s vanguard. Neither would be acceptable for 

the Japanese Navy. The second problem was that, if the US carriers survived the attack 

on Pearl Harbour, the Japanese Navy would have to launch another operation to secure 

the air supremacy. However, the carriers were already assigned the mission to launch a 

dawn attack on the US fleet. If they had to neutralise the US carriers first, they would 

not have the ammunitions to weaken the US capital ships. The Japanese Naval officers 

could also resupply the carriers to execute both the air supremacy and harassing 

missions. However, that meant the battle fleet would have to be stationed at the forward 

bases in Central Pacific to wait for the carriers to finish their duty. The supply line 

would be extremely vulnerable to US raiders.293 

 

The content from the strategical planning and war planning suggested that the Japanese 

Navy did not expect that a war with China would be happening that soon, despite them 

expecting the possibility of the outbreak of war. Under such a background, it would be 

 
293 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun gunsenbi <1> 海軍軍戦備＜1＞ [Naval 
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worthwhile to investigate the experiences obtained by the Japanese officers and the 

problem they revealed about the early stage of the Second Sino-Japanese War. 

 

War Experience of the First Aviation Squadron 

The war plan against China suggested that the participation of naval vessels would be 

reduced. The missions assigned to the Navy during such a war would involve only the 

Third Fleet, although the Fourth Fleet would be standing by as reserves in the Japanese 

waters.294 The scale of force deployed to China was considered to be appropriate, as the 

staff expected that they had an overwhelming advantage. They expected that China may 

deploy underwater weapons (mines) to delay Japanese’s naval offensive, but deployed 

carriers to assist the Imperial Japanese Army in China. This was probably related to 

their estimation of the ROC’s Air force. They estimated that China could deployed five-

hundred-and-fifty planes for combat, of which six would be at least on par with the 

Japanese naval aircraft, if not superior. The staff also expected that the Chinese airmen 

were well trained in dive-bombing, which they could use to attack the carrier forces.295 

 

From 1 December 1937 to 15 December 1938, the First Aviation Squadron, which 

included the carrier Kaga and the twenty-ninth destroyer division, was redeployed from 

the First Fleet from the combined fleet to the China Area Fleet. During the twelve 

months of its deployment, carrier Kaga had participated in operations along the 

coastline of Guangdong, Guangxi and Fujian. These operations including the 

 
294 C14121167700, pp. 1297–1305. 
295 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Daihonei kaigunbu daitōasensō kaisen ikisatsu 

<1> 大本営海軍部 大東亜戦争開戦経緯 ＜1＞ [History of the outbreak of the Great Asian War, 

the perspective of the Chief of the Navy General Staff within the Imperial General Headquarters, 

volume 1], p. 204. 
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suppression of hostile air forces, destruction of military facilities and bombardment of 

hostile transportation networks. One month after they were deployed to the coast of 

China, carrier Ryūjō and the thirty-destroyer division were attached to the First 

Aviation Squadron. Apart from airstrikes, the destroyers also participated in naval 

bombardment at the fortifications in Humen. During the prolonged overseas 

deployment, carrier Kaga and the accompanying destroyers had returned to the 

mainland twice for the necessary overhaul and maintenance.  

 

The year-long overseas deployment was highly praised by the staff of the First Aviation 

Squadron. They considered the deployment as a rare opportunity to operate in distant 

waters, with numerous sorties launched and landed at sea that were unimaginable in 

peacetime. The deployment also revealed several problems in the process of 

maintenance and resupply. The unique weather of the South China Sea, such as the hot 

summer and the rough seas, was challenging for the sailors. the staff considered the 

weather to be a trial for the sailors operating at open seas. Nineteen airmen were killed 

in action, while one airman was reported as being missing in action.293F296 

 

The First Aviation Squadron’s after-action report was divided into four parts: opinions 

from general operations, opinions from air combats and bombardment, opinions on 

supply and fleet logistics and a ‘miscellaneous’ section. In the general operations 

section, the first opinion was about the necessity of cooperation between carrier-based 

 
296 Dai ichi kōkū sentai sentō keika gaiyō namini senkun shoken shōwa jyūni. jyūni. ichi ~ jyūsan. jyūni. 

jyūgo 第１航空戦隊戦斗経過概要 並に戦訓所見 昭和１２．１２．１～１３．１２．１５ 

[Brief account and war experience of the First Aviation Squadron, from 1st December of twelfth year of 

Emperor Shōwa to 15th December of the thirteenth year of Emperor Shōwa], 1939. The National 

Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C14120375600, pp. 426–443. 
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aviation and seaplanes during inland operations. The war experience revealed that 

during inland operations and operations without a nearby emergency landing airbase, 

the seaplanes’ cooperation and assistance proved to be vital.  

 

The staff raised three arguments to support their opinion. The first one was about the 

importance of climate intelligence gathering, which proved to be more efficient when 

executed by seaplane. They explained that the weather of the target area was critical to 

the outcome of the attack. If the attack aircrafts encountered unexpected bad weather 

during the operation, the scattered aircraft were vulnerable to the enemy’s interceptors. 

The poor accuracy of an airstrike would be a waste of ammunition as well. Therefore, 

an air reconnaissance mission ahead of the airstrike would be vital for a more efficiently 

executed air raid, and seaplanes were more suitable for this purpose when compared 

with carrier-based aviation. 

 

According to the staff, the seaplane had two advantages to execute this kind of aerial 

reconnaissance mission. The first was that a seaplane was more concealed as compared 

with a carrier-based aircraft. It could recon the target location without alerting the 

hostile troops while collecting the climate information. The element of surprise of the 

airstrike could be maintained. The second advantage was related to flight deck 

management. The staff explained that the carriers’ flight deck would be crowded with 

attack aircraft, making it impossible to lift a reconnaissance aircraft from the hanger 

and launch it. Under such circumstance, a seaplane from the accompanying vessels 

could provide reconnaissance without interfering with the flight deck’s preparation 

work.297 The staff did not further explain why they believed that a seaplane could be 

 
297 C14120375600, pp. 444–445. 
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hard to detect by hostile troops. It was probably an excuse to shift the auxiliary duty to 

the seaplane. However, the second advantage they mentioned was a rational idea for 

coping with the flight deck management problem, which the USN recognised during 

the interwar period. The idea to shift the recon mission to the seaplane was practical, at 

least on paper. The USN had a similar idea to launch an aircraft apart from the full-

loaded flight deck—from the hanger catapult.298 

 

The second argument for cooperation between carrier-based aircrafts and seaplanes was 

the seaplane’s potential to exploit the victory. Although the seaplane’s bomb-loading 

capability was limited, it could launch multiple sorties within a short period, regardless 

of the weather condition. While the carrier-based attack aircraft could carry a heavier 

bombload, the sorties available within a short period were limited due to the long 

preparation time after an airstrike. Therefore, the staff suggested that the seaplanes and 

carrier-based aircraft could be specialised for airstrike missions suitable for their 

characteristics: the seaplane should be assigned to bombard the coastal target, and the 

 
298 While the officers of First Aviation Squadron suggested shifting the reconnaissance duty to seaplanes, 

the USN’s solution to solve the problem of launching planes without interfering with the flight deck was 

the hanger catapult. According to Norman Friedman, the USN considered installing a hanger catapult on 

the hanger deck as early as when they were designing the USS Ranger. They believed it would be an 

advantage to launch a plane (and seaplanes), whatever its type or purpose, without interfering with the 

planes already parked on the flight deck. The USN even assumed that a hanger catapult could become 

an emergency launching point for the aircraft in case the flight deck was out-of-action. Considering such 

an advantage, the naval officers suggested installing as many of hanger catapult as possible, of which 

two were intended for the USS Ranger. To provide adequate space for the hanger catapults, the forward 

elevator had to be rearranged. However, these two intended hanger catapults were cancelled to reduce 

costs during construction. During the design stage of the Yorktown class, the hanger catapult was 

considered again, together with the double-flight-deck design. The double-flight-deck design was 

abandoned in the early stage of design. However, the hanger catapult design survived, and it appeared 

on almost every class of carriers, until the Midway design. The Royal Navy did not face the flight deck 

problem that forced them to shift the recon mission to seaplane (as the Japanese Navy did), or installed 

any hanger catapults (as the USN did). They did not adopt flight deck parking or the USN airstrike 

doctrine (launching a massive wave of attack aircraft, as much as the flight deck allowed) during the 

interwar period. The Royal Navy’s carrier would immediately tow back the plane to the hanger after it 

had landed. So, the Fleet Air Arm had not experienced any ‘traffic jam’ on flight deck. They could always 

launch a recon aircraft from the flight deck. Norman Friedman, U.S. Aircraft Carriers: An Illustrated 

Design History, pp. 70, 75, 79–84, 105–108. 
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carrier-based attack aircraft should bombard the inland target. The staff explained this 

using the war experience of operating near Canton. During the airstrikes on the Yuehan 

Railway, the carrier-based aviation attacked the northern part, while the seaplanes 

attacked the southern part. The carrier aviation only launched limited sorties at a day, 

while the seaplanes continued the airstrike day and night to hinder any efforts to repair 

the railway. The staff evaluated such continuous concentration airstrike effective, 

which demonstrated the effectiveness of cooperation between the two types of 

aircraft.299  

 

From the example raised by the staff, it was hard to understand why they believed that 

seaplanes were more suitable to strike inland targets. A possible reason would be the 

shorter distance between the target and the airbase, since seaplanes could launch from 

near the shore, in contrast to the attack aircraft launched from the carriers in open waters. 

Under such conditions, the lower speed and limited combat radius of the seaplanes 

would be overlooked. If seaplanes operating at a coastal airbase was what the staff 

expected, their opinion that seaplanes could launch multiple airstrikes on the target 

would be controversial yet practical. The seaplanes did not have any significant 

advantage in post-battle ream and refuelling. The speed in which the rearming and 

refuelling is completed would be restricted by the efficiency of the technicians. 

However, if the target were within the operating radius of the seaplane, the shorter 

distance could allow the seaplane to fly multiple sorties within a day, although the 

efficiency of the technicians would still be a bottleneck. 

 

 
299 C14120375600, pp. 445–447. 
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The third reason that seaplane cooperation was essential for carrier airstrike operations 

was understandable—performing as emergency rescue mission while the attack aircraft 

were returning to the carrier. The staff explained that the attack aircraft would be either 

damaged by hostile fighters or anti-air gunfire, exhausted during the manoeuvre or 

running low on fuel. All these could result in an emergency landing on the way back to 

the carrier. As the carrier aviation would break formation after the bombardment and 

would be returning to base separately, the emergency landing of attack aircraft would 

be hard to recognise by the carrier aviation. The seaplanes could stand by, tracking the 

emergency landed aircraft or performing rescue mission to those crash-landed at sea. It 

was an important lesson of war, and their suggestion was essential for reducing the loss 

of airmen due to an emergency landing. The battle damages were unavoidable, but the 

loss of airmen due to improper rescue work was avoidable.300 

 

The second opinion of the experience from the general operations was about the attack 

on the railway, which were generated from the airstrike operations on the Yuehan 

Railway and the Canton-Kowloon Railway, including the reflection on the airstrike on 

iron-constructed railway bridges. A general consensus from the staff on the railway 

attack was that concentrating fire on the rail junction, either the railway bridges or the 

railway facilities (railway yards, depots and engine houses) was the most efficient tactic 

to put the railway system out of action.  

 

The concentration of fire tactics was inspired by the numerous railway attack missions 

during the deployment. The staff explained that a bombardment on the railway bridges 

was unsatisfactory due to the low accuracy of bombing and the number of unexploded 

 
300 C14120375600, pp. 447–448. 
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bombs. The war experience in Central China and the Army Aviation’s airstrike tactics 

could deal some temporary damages, but it was impossible to shut down the hostile 

railway transportation for an extended period. The staff did not mention how the Army 

Aviation attacks the railway system, but they described how they had done it in the 

early stages of the railway bombardment operation. At the early stage of their 

deployment to South China, the First Aviation Squadron’s attack aircraft adopted the 

tactics of bombing a vast area of the railway system. However, the enemy started to 

stockpile materials and deploy anti-aircraft gun positions along the railway lines. Such 

measurements limited the damages on rails from Japanese naval aviation to an 

acceptable level, which were then quickly repaired with the prepared materials.  

 

Although bombardment on the railway bridges proved to be unsatisfactory, it would be 

the most efficient target to destroy a railway network. The staff expected that if the 

maximum amount of attack aircraft and bombload were to be deployed and was 

concentrated on the critical points of the railway, such as railway bridges, the outcome 

should be satisfactory. To ensure the bombing accuracy, the staff suggested that a 

torpedo bomber should be deployed together with the dive bomber. The torpedo bomber 

would be responsible for suppressing the anti-aircraft fire first, and then the dive 

bombers could concentrate on bombing the railway bridge repeatedly to exploit the 

victory. The staff suggested that it would be a practical tactic to shut down the railway 

network for a prolonged period, just as the battlefield experience had demonstrated. 

They also mentioned that, according to the operation experience, a twenty-five-

kilogram bomb would be sufficient to damage ordinally railway bridges if the bomb 

managed to score a hit within one hundred meters from the bridge. However, the bomb 

would be ineffective for a reinforced railway bridge. 
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Any damage to the tracks could be repaired without any significant difficulties, 

especially when the material had been assembled in advance. The staff suggested that 

another tactic to knock out the hostile’s transportation network would be launching a 

concentrated attack on the railway hubs with massive attack aircraft formation. Besides 

the railway bridges, the staff suggested that railway yards, depots and engine houses 

were also vulnerable to an airstrike. An airstrike on these targets was similar to 

bombardment on an urban area. The staff suggested that attacking critical railway 

facilities would be significantly effective; since these railway facilities were 

concentrated within the city, once they were destroyed or seriously damaged, the 

transportation in the surrounding area would be chaotic. The staff especially mentioned 

the airstrike on railway hubs in northern Guangdong, where the tactics proved to be 

effective and the post-war investigation evaluated the facilities as being ‘totally 

destroyed’. 

 

The staff believed that the successful airstrike on railway bridges and transportation 

hubs using the new tactics mentioned in the report had revealed their misconceptions 

of the pre-war understanding on transportation destruction. They suggested that the 

misconception had  guided the naval flying corps to focus separately on a section of 

railway network among a vast operational area at the beginning of the 2nd Sino-Japanese 

War, the result of which was insignificant. The new concentration attack tactics was 

useful; however, additional attacks were needed to exploit the victory. For example, the 

staff suggested that the locomotives and rail wagons should be struck as soon as 

possible once they were spotted.301 

 
301 C14120375600, pp. 448–452. 
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The third opinion on the general operations was the establishment of an airfield for 

emergency landings. The staff had suggested deploying seaplanes as emergency rescue 

planes to recover the carrier-based aircraft that had to do an emergency landing while 

returning to base. The third opinion was a further explanation on the necessity of an 

emergency-landing field. The staff explained that at the early stage of operation in the 

South China region, the lack of an emergency landing base had restricted the 

deployment of carrier-based aviation. Later on, the emergency airfield established at 

Kinmen during the Battle of Xiamen, Sanzao Island, for an airstrike operation in Canton 

and at Weizhou Island for an airstrike operation at Guangxi proved to be important for 

the carrier aviation operating in the region. The staff believed that more bases should 

be built in advance to reduce the post-battle airmen losses. The staff also believed that 

the airbase could extend the operation radius of the carrier-based aviation by allowing 

the aircraft to land and refuel there.302 

 

The fourth opinion was about the combat radius of carrier-based fighters. The 

inadequate combat radius of the fighter had limited its performance in an escort mission. 

The staff were not satisfied with the limited combat radius of the Type 96 carrier-based 

fighter. Its cruising speed and combat radius were considered to be too low and too 

short when compared with the Type 96 carrier-based torpedo bomber. The staff also 

believed that the fighter’s manoeuvre and intentionally low-speed flying had further 

worsened its limited combat radius. The engine malfunctioning due to the cold weather 

during the winter of South China region had contributed to the poor combat 

performance of fighter as well. The staff urged that the designed combat radius and 

 
302 C14120375600, pp. 452–453. 
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cruising speed of different types of carrier-based aircraft should be similar to cope with 

the escorting problem.  

 

To support their point, First Aviation Squadron mentioned their operational experience. 

During the airstrike mission, the carrier-based fighter would take-off first, followed by 

the slower attack aircraft. The two groups of aircraft would meet midway to the target. 

The staff explained that the maximum combat radius of the Type 96 fighter would be 

about two-hundred-and-twenty miles. It seemed adequate for escorting even the Type 

97 bomber, which had about two hundred miles of combat radius. However, the Type 

96 would only have two hundred miles of combat radius since some fuel had to be 

reserved for air combat in the area of the target, which would be as limited as fifteen to 

twenty minutes. The operational experiences revealed that this fuel reserve was far from 

enough. The air combat with intercepting fighters during the bombing of Nanxiong and 

air combats over Guangdong suggested that the typical length of an air combat would 

be forty minutes, two times more than the action time allocated for the Type 96 fighter. 

Therefore, some of the fighters had to do an emergency landing at the airfield on Sanzao 

Island, probably due to insufficient fuel. The staff concluded that if the fighter escort 

were expected to fight with numerous hostile interceptors, the appropriate combat 

radius would further reduce to one-hundred-and-fifty miles.  

 

Probably the staff were not satisfied to fight with hostile fighters while escorting the 

attack airwaves. Instead, they should have been more willing to lure out the Chinese 

fighters and eliminate them prior to any bombardment mission to secure their air 

supremacy before the bombers arrived. Although the preference for tactics was not 

mentioned directly in the report, it was not difficult to understand why the staff 
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preferred to control the sky before any further land bombardment. The Japanese fighters 

would be passively repulsing incoming hostile aircraft while the hostile fighters could 

always ambush the attacking airwaves at the time and place of their choosing, even 

their planes were inferior in quality. The Japanese fighter pilots could only rely on their 

eyes to search for incoming hostile interceptors, and a low visibility situation could 

hinder their effectiveness in seeking and destroying the hostile fighters. In contrast, the 

hostile fighters could lure the escort fighters and launch a surprise attack towards the 

ill-protected bombers. If the fighters could launch a campaign to ensure their air 

supremacy first, the pressure on them during an escort mission would be significantly 

reduced. Even if the carrier-based fighters had failed to obtain absolute air supremacy, 

the air combat would have reduced the number of hostile fighters they may have 

encountered during the escort mission. This probably explained why the staff felt that 

it was easier to execute escort missions under the current situation.  

 

The behaviour of the ROC Airforce also encouraged the Japanese naval staff to seek an 

air campaign before any air assault. The staff mentioned that the Chinese Air force 

would send their fighters to the bombarded area. For example, when the Yuehan 

Railway was bombarded on 13 April, hostile fighters had been deployed to the area at 

the end of April. The same behaviour was repeated as the Chinese fighters were 

deployed to Guangdong on 10 May, following the Japanese air raid to Guangdong in 

early May. The staff believed that it would be possible to weaken the intercepting power 

of the Chinese by luring their fighters out, probably meaning to secure the air 

supremacy before the air raid. Considering the war experience, this was a rational idea, 
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as fighting the Chinese fighters in air combat would be easier than dealing with them 

during an escort mission.303  

 

The fifth opinion was about the choice of target. Instead of solely attacking 

transportation hubs, the political and military institutional hubs should be attacked as 

well. Such opinion was concluded from the indecisive air raid along the railway lines, 

which the staff had discussed earlier in the report. The carrier aviation had focused on 

the railway hubs as well as the military facilities in Canton City since late May. The 

staff reported that the progress was significant, and the enemy’s activities within the 

region were more chaotic and reduced. They believed that it was the result of them 

 
303 The Allied air command had faced a similar problem while launching the strategic air campaign to 

the Nazi Germany in 1943. At the beginning of the strategic bomber offensive, General Eaker, the 

commander of American Army Eighth Air force, was confident of bombarding the strategic target in 

Germany by around three hundred heavy bombers without using any fighter escort. His estimation on 

the losses of the bombers was about four percent, if not lesser. Such confidence was based on the 

assumption that the heavily armed defensive firepower on board the heavy bomber would be adequate 

for defending themselves in a large bomber formation. However, the strategic air offensive did not go 

well. The air raid at Schweinfurt, an important ball-bearing production base for the Nazi war machine, 

proved to be a disaster, with significant heavy bomber losses. The improving German air defence, formed 

by flak and fighters, proved to be deadly to the bombers without any fighter escort. Despite realising that 

heavy bombers required fighter escorts as early as June 1943, the Eighth Air Force could only provide 

fighter escorts as far as the low countries and western half of France. It was not enough for any strategic 

strike towards Germany. The situation only improved after January 1944. The external fuel tanks 

supplied to the frontline units were finally sufficient. The newly commissioned P-51 Mustang fighter 

also provided adequate range for use as a long-range escort. The more important achievement was the 

renewed fighter escort tactics. The original escort tactics were similar to what the Japanese naval aviation 

had adopted. The Allied fighters would assemble somewhere first, then meet up with the bomber 

formation halfway to their target. Once they rendezvoused, the fighters would escort the bomber in a low 

speed, which should be the ‘intentionally slow cruising speed’ of the fighter referred to in the report. The 

Allied fighter was instructed to stick close to the bomber. Pursuing a hostile fighter was strictly forbidden 

since the bomber would be opened to any attack if the fighter moved away from their position. The new 

tactics was a much offensive escorting tactics. Compared with the Japanese officer’s suggestion to lure 

the hostile fighter in an air supremacy campaign, the Allied new tactics in January 1944 gave up the idea 

of a close escort. The escorting fighter formation would be further divided into three groups, which 

covered the top of the formation and the left and right flanks, with another fighter squadron being the 

vanguard of the bomber formation. The vanguard would be responsible for neutralising any hostile 

interceptor at the front, while the fighters at both flanks were allowed to engage with any fighters 

speculating an attack window to the bombers. Such tactics was a significant change in which the hostile 

interceptor would be harder to assemble, especially the heavy fighter (the twin-engine fighter). Also, the 

escorting Allied fighters were given permission to strafe Luftwaffe airfield on the way back to England. 

Such tactics brought considerable pressure to the Luftwaffe’s air defence system, which encouraged the 

heavy bombers to continue their strategic airstrike mission. W.A. Jacobs, ‘Operation Overlord’, in Case 

studies in the achievement of air superiority, ed. Benjamin Franklin Cooling (Washington D.C.: Center 

for Air Force History, 1991), pp. 279–290. C14120375600, pp.453–456. 
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striking both the transportation and the institutional hubs within the city. Based on the 

war experience, they expected the progress to be faster and much more satisfying if the 

military and political targets were bombarded at the beginning of the operation. 

However, a bombardment on such targets in a metropolitan city like Canton would 

inevitably cause casualties on a ‘third country’s’ (the Western countries’) personnel or 

properties. The staff suggested proper intelligence gathering and better training for the 

airmen as a solution to avoid unwanted accidents, so that they could conduct more 

accurate bombing on the target based on more precise target acquisition and bombing 

accuracy.301F304 

 

The sixth opinion was about the performance and war experience during the Canton-

Xiamen offensive. The staff was satisfied with the overall performance. They believed 

that it was not easy for the airmen to carry out the land-support missions since the naval 

aviation’s training and doctrine were specialised in naval warfare. They specifically 

mentioned the performance of aerial communication was as being excellent during the 

Canton Offensive, for which the airmen even received admiration from the cooperating 

21st Army of the IJA. However, they doubted if the experience would be helpful in 

naval battles in the future. They even warned that the Navy should not be content or 

optimistic of the performance during this prolonged deployment. The staff’s concern 

was reasonable since the battlefield of a naval battle would be much larger, and the 

situation would be much more predictable. Also, the intelligence would be much 

difficult to obtain, unlike the land-cooperating mission for which plenty of situation 

reports would be provided in advance by the Army. Therefore, they concluded that 

 
304 C14120375600, pp. 456–457. 
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while the experience could be studied and adopted, the difference in nature between 

land and naval battles should be borne in mind while investigating the war lesson. 

 

The staff was satisfied with the performance of their aerial communication. However, 

the efficiency between the land–sea cooperation still required more attention. This 

opinion might have revealed that the land–sea cooperation was not as satisfactory as 

the beginning of this section had suggested. The staff suggested that under the current 

battlefield situation, communication personnel and liaison officers from the Navy 

should be sent to the respective Army unit. The details of the ground support mission 

should be discussed and informed before the operation commenced. Also, the staff 

complained that the signal for ground attack was not clear and recognisable, which 

resulted in friendly fire. The staff suggested that the top of the tanks be marked with air 

recognition symbols, since it was difficult for the airmen to identify friendly units. The 

staff strongly emphasised that the frontline unit of the Naval Special Landing Force 

should prepare such recognition symbols. Otherwise, it would be difficult to bomb any 

target within five hundred meters from the frontline, so as to avoid friendly fire. 

 

While discussing the experience gained from the Canton-Xiamen offensive, the staff 

again mentioned the importance of avoiding accidental bombing on a third country’s 

personnel and properties. The staff highlighted that the staff and airmen did not 

recognise the importance of avoiding bombing these targets, and the political 

consequences followed until the air raid missions in Canton. The staff concluded that 

the accident resulted from inadequate intelligence of the third country’s related target 

within the operation area during the planning phase. They urged the Navy to allocate 

more resources and efforts to improve the gathering of intelligence of the third 
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country’s rights and properties in the military geographic documentation, since such 

information would be necessary for the planners, especially when attacking targets 

within the urban area. This information should be up-to-date and be delivered as soon 

as possible. 

 

The last opinion in the general operation experiences was about the endurance of the 

carrier. The staff had summarised that the supplies on board the Kaga class carrier 

should be sufficient for a six-month deployment. They believed that six months would 

be an appropriate interval for the repair, overhaul and maintenance work to be done at 

the dockyard in mainland Japan. However, the carrier group should be resupplied every 

three months. To satisfy such arrangement, some forward resupply base should be 

established overseas, for example in Magong. The staff did not further elaborate the 

rationale behind this suggestion but the content of the war plan and the geographical 

characteristics could help explain the suggestion. In the war plan against China, 

Magong Secondary Naval Station had already been assigned the mission of assisting 

the naval elements involved in China; therefore, it was reasonable to establish a forward 

base in Magong. In terms of geographical characteristics, establishing a forward 

resupply base in that area could provide the Navy with the necessary port service some 

place that was close to China yet still under a solid control of Japan. Magong was close 

to mainland China but was under the control of Japanese Taiwan. It was probably the 

only suitable place in the mind of the staff since they did not mention any other places. 

Also, as the war plan suggested, the staff expected that Central China would be the 

major operational area in this theatre. Any ports in Korea would only be useful to 

support the vessels operating at Northern China coast, as the distance from Central 
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China coast to any Korean ports would be nearly the same as the distance from the ports 

at Kyushu. 

 

For the accompanying destroyer squadron, the staff suggested that three destroyers 

would be sufficient, based on the operational experience, since those destroyers were 

not engaged in any frontline operation. Most of the time, these destroyers would be 

escorting the carrier, rescuing drown airmen, gathering weather information and 

communicating with other units. The staff did not feel any necessity to increase the 

number of destroyers in the squadron. Instead, they suggested that the most difficult 

situation for these destroyers would be the logistical problem, which was the 

maintenance of engine, boilers and other machinery parts. These parts would be most 

easily worn down under a long period of deployment, especially the escorting 

destroyers that would have to sail at full speed to catch up with the carrier.305 

 

The second part of the report (opinions from air combats and bombardment) was a 

summary of the operational experience in Southern China. The overall impression was 

positive, especially the fighter’s performance in air combat. The staff were impressed 

by the fighter pilot’s strong desire for victory (and his offensive spirit) and the superior 

aerial gunnery—these two factors were considered to be most decisive for the 

impressive performance in air combat. 

 

The narratives of the details of air combat revealed, however, that the air combat 

experience was not as impressive as the staff had suggested. The two air combats on 13 

April and 30 August 1938 at Nanxiong were described by the staff in the report. In both 

 
305 C14120375600, pp. 457–461. C14121167700, pp. 1300–1301. 
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air combats, the Chinese Airforce had a numerical advantage in terms of fighters. The 

Chinese fighter pilots also demonstrated excellent air combat tactics. The staff 

especially mentioned the air combat on 30 August, where they said the Chinese fighters 

had executed a well-trained coordinate-attack during the combat. However, the 

Japanese fighter pilots had strike back once they successfully broke the Chinese’s 

formation. In the one-on-one battle, the Japanese airmen were able to hit them hard 

with precise aerial gunnery, aided by superior dogfight techniques. It was unknown 

how badly the Japanese airmen had executed these techniques during the early stage of 

the air combat. But the staff did mention that the technique of formation flying should 

receive additional training. It may mean that the Japanese airmen’s performance in this 

aspect was far from satisfactory. 

 

The Chinese airmen not only did well in formation fighting, they also did well in 

ambushing the Japanese bombers by utilising the clouds to conceal themselves. 

Which the incompetence of Japanese escorting fighter also contributed to the bomber 

losses. The report mentioned that the Chinese fighters had assembled in a group of 

nine to twelve aircraft at the attitude of about five thousand meters. The fighters 

concealed themselves behind the clouds, wait until the Japanese bombers commenced 

dive-bombing to launch a sudden attack (the escorting fighter should be strafing the 

ground target as no Chinese fighter in sight). This ambush tactics should be quite 

common during the offensive, which should be quite effective that it had caught 

attention from the staff. To deal with the tactics, the staff suggested that the fighter 

escort should divided into two when there was adequate fighter available, which one 

of the groups should keep at certain attitude to prevent any surprised attack. Also, the 
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staff highlighted that, the attack aircraft, especially the dive bomber, should maintain 

the communication with escort fighter throughout the operation. 

 

The surprise attack was not the only threat to the Japanese bombers; the anti-aircraft 

fire was fierce as well. The staff had highly praised the courage of airmen who dared to 

bombard the target under such heavy anti-aircraft fire. They also mentioned that the 

accuracy of the bombardment had been gradually improving since the early stages of 

the deployment. However, the anti-aircraft fire had affected the accuracy of the dive-

bombing, which resulted in them accidentally bombarding nearby third country 

properties. The accidental bombardment of an unwanted target, especially third country 

properties, had been highlighted by the staff to be avoided as much as possible. To 

reduce the dispersion of the bomb dropped, the staff suggested that the current manual 

bomb-release control should be replaced with an electric-control model. It was a 

rational suggestion, since better intelligence gathering and target acquisition could not 

eliminate the possibility of an accidental attack on the wrong target due to large 

dispersion. 

 

To further improve the accuracy of the bombing, the staff suggested that the aerial map 

for target acquisition and the bombsight should be updated or amended as well. The 

staff argued that numerous airfields and cities were located in the mountainous region 

where the actual height of the target would be different from the height above sea level. 

Therefore, the bombsight had to be reset for different target, according to their actual 
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height. The aerial map should be renewed with updated-actual heights of the airfields 

and cities too, since the airmen would rely on the map for setting the bombsight.303F306 

 

The section on supply and fleet logistics was rather short as it only highlighted the need 

of a forward base and an additional oiler for to replenish the carrier during overseas 

deployment. The reason for establishing a forward base at Magong had been discussed 

earlier in the report, while the additional oiler was intended to replenish the aerial 

gasoline to the carrier. The staff suggested that the current small can for gasoline was 

inadequate and that it required a massive amount of fuel to refuel the carrier. The 

replenishment at sea would be exhausting for the crew and would also be extremely 

dangerous since the cans were all carrying highly flammable aerial gasoline. If an oiler 

was capable of refuelling the carrier at sea instead of transporting numerous fuel cans, 

it would be much safer and would also be beneficial to the overseas-deploying carrier. 

Apart from the fuel, the staff suggested that spare parts of the aircraft could be 

stockpiled at the forward base close to the operational area. These spare parts could be 

delivered by air transport to the frontline. This suggestion was intended to reduce the 

transport time from mainland Japan to China. However, the staff warned that the aircraft 

assembled at the frontline were reported to encountering malfunction and technical 

problems more easily. 

 
306 The large dispersion of the Japanese bombardment under heavy anti-aircraft fire had revealed the 

nature of the air attack at the time. According to Norman Friedman, the air attack before the invention of 

guided weapons was in fact another form of firing a projectile from a gun. The pilot or the operator would 

have to aim the target, thus giving the projectile the direction and the necessary velocity for a dive bomber. 

To take aim and to obtain a higher probability of hitting the target, the pilot had to maintain a steady 

course. The anti-aircraft fire could make use of such steady course to score a hit before the projectile was 

ejected. Also, the anti-aircraft fire could force the pilot to manoeuvre to avoid being hit. Such a 

manoeuvre, while being necessary for the pilot to survive, would also ruin the aim of the attack aircraft. 

The poor dispersion of the bombers not only resulted from the manual bomb-release control but the aim 

was also thrown off because of the fierce manoeuvre. Norman Friedman, Naval Anti-aircraft Guns and 

Gunnery, p. 21. C14120375600, pp.461–464. 
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The ‘miscellaneous’ section was in fact just a paragraph at the end of the report. It was 

a discussion on the strength of the airmen on board a carrier during a long period of 

deployment. The staff suggested that if the carrier was deploying to distant waters for 

a long period, the airmen on board should be ten to twenty percent more than the 

suggested number. This suggestion was intended to maintain the number of airmen on 

board under expected battle losses. For a deployment longer than six months, the airmen 

should be scheduled to have a rotation for rest and recovery. If the battlefield situation 

allowed, the airmen should be given a holiday every two to three days. It was a painful 

experience learnt from a prolonged deployment during the hot summer at Southern 

China during which ten percent of airmen were out of action due to heatstroke.307 

 

Conclusion 

Despite the experience and problems revealed during their deployment, the naval staff 

did not appreciate the lessons they learnt. This was not just a special case within the 

First Aviation Squadron. The Navy was worried that the deployment of the naval flying 

corps to China would inevitably consume the time intended to strengthen their combat 

techniques for naval battles. It would be quite unacceptable for the Japanese Navy, who 

emphasised on their superiority in fleet battle.308 Considering that the war with China 

would not be ending in the near future, the Japanese Navy continued their preparation 

for the war with the US. The contents of the war plan suggested that the main body of 

the IJN were expected to capture the region of Southeast Asia. The naval armament 

 
307 C14120375600, pp.465–466. 
308 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Kaigun kōkū gaishi 海軍航空概史 [Brief History 

of the Naval Aviation], p.142. 
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expansion programmes in the following years were still focused on increasing the 

number of capital ships and establishing an airbase in the Central Pacific region, which 

was intended to strengthen the Navy’s ability for a large-scale and decisive fleet 

battle.309 

 

From the preparation towards the war with the US, the discussion of the war experience 

obtained during the early stage of 2nd Sino-Japanese War did not influence the Navy 

much. Apart from the fleet battle doctrine that hindered the officers from appreciating 

the lessons learnt from littoral warfare, China’s inability to challenge the naval 

supremacy enjoyed by IJN should be another reason. Strategically, the war or the 

conflict with China had never been evaluated as a major theatre in either the war plan 

drew by the Navy Department or the Naval War College. Tactically, despite the IJN’s 

tactical performance, the battle losses by Chinese armed forces were limited. Not to 

mention, despite the overall quality of Japanese personnel being superior to the Chinese 

personnel, could the Chinese managed to exploit the Japanese’s flaws and to deal some 

damages. The logistic pressure would be too insignificant to be compare with a full-

scale naval confrontation with the USN. Therefore, even though some problems had 

been revealed through the Shanghai incident, such as the fighter tactics and logistical 

problems, the battlefield observation were unable to alert the naval officers. In the 

Pacific war, these flaws proved to be critical for the Japanese Navy, but by then it was 

too late to correct them. 

  

 
309 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Daihonei kaigunbu daitōasensō kaisen ikisatsu 

<1> 大本営海軍部 大東亜戦争開戦経緯 ＜1＞ [History of the outbreak of the Great Asian War, 

the perspective of the Chief of the Navy General Staff within the Imperial General Headquarters, 

volume 1], pp. 244–246, 303–308. 
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Conclusion 

 

‘Speaking to Congress, the Chief of Naval Operations recently argued that the purpose of the 

U.S. Navy hinged on the timeless missions of sea control and power projection. Perhaps so. 

But to most people, these phrases raise more questions than they answer. Control at what cost, 

and to what end? Power to do what, exactly? Projected where and how? Such declarations 

seem unlikely to induce taxpayers to fork over the enormous sums entailed, especially when 

so many think the money could be better spent fixing pressing domestic problems. But this is 

nothing new’.
310 

 

In the article ‘What Is a Navy For?’ Nicholas A. Lambert highlighted the differences 

between strategic purpose and operational necessities. He pointed out that it was not a 

strategic discussion faced by modern US navy Admirals and Congress, but a problem 

that concerned the US navy for a century, if more. However, it was not a problem that 

only concerned Mahan or Admiral Michael M. Gilday, the Chief of Naval Operations 

(CNO) in office. The discussion of naval strategy, from the use of naval expenditure 

to use of resources, was discussed by the Japanese naval officers to achieve the main 

objectives of ‘what is a navy?’ While the ‘timeless missions of sea control and power 

projection’ pointed out by the CNO are exactly what Satō Tetsutarō argued in his 

writings. The answer for these questions is also the answer for the question ‘what is 

navy?’311 

 

 
310 Nicholas A. Lambert, ‘What Is a Navy For?’, Proceedings Vol. 147/4/1,418 (April 2021), 

https://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2021/april/what-

navy?fbclid=IwAR0IWYJc2zn18yodhdVAsBs6MdSTtulfwv3Fi9rSydVTsgFdu4v3JpN7sFU. 

(Accessed July 6, 2021). 
311 Nicholas A. Lambert, ‘What Is a Navy For?’, Proceedings Vol. 147/4/1,418 (April 2021), 

https://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2021/april/what-

navy?fbclid=IwAR0IWYJc2zn18yodhdVAsBs6MdSTtulfwv3Fi9rSydVTsgFdu4v3JpN7sFU. 

(Accessed July 6, 2021). 
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Despite the same investigation and discussion of the same strategical questions, the 

Japanese navy was totally different from modern-day US navy. At that time, even 

though IJN might be considered as the strongest naval presence in the East Asia, it 

was never a global navy, nor the ‘Blue Sea Navy’, but a regional navy desiring for a 

global power projection. Apart from being an island country, the UK did share 

nothing with the imperial Japanese empire. While the modern US navy is playing the 

same important role the British navy did then, it became a global naval power after its 

war with Spain. The US had gained control of Hawaii, the Philippines, and Puerto 

Rico, which granted it the ability to project its naval forces to the East Asia.312 Japan 

did not have one until the end of WW1. 

 

The lack of overseas bases or available ports in wartime had limited the overseas 

power projection by Japan, thus limited its operational area in the East Asia, as 

discussed in Chapter 1. What made the situation worse was that mainland Japan 

consisted of four islands and a long coastline. Just as Satō Tetsutarō suggested, it was 

not a coastline that the navy could defend on its own. In his theory, he mentioned sea-

land cooperation dominated by the navy as a solution to this strategical problem. To 

further polish his naval strategical discussion, he even suggested the famous “70 

percent navy”, which was desired for the navy in the following decades.313 

 

As discussed earlier, Satō Tetsutarō’s answer to the nature of navy was simple: the 

defender of Japan, protector of overseas trade protection, securing the sea control at 

war. It was like Admiral Mike Gilday’s answer. However, neither the sea-land 

 
312 Norman Friedman, U.S. Battleships: An Illustrated Design History, p. 5. 
313 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, pp. 141-143. 
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cooperation nor the 70 percent navy could answer one critical question: what is the 

purpose to maintain a large navy if the national strategy, or the naval strategy, is self-

defence? It was a big dilemma in his theory: if Japan was just a self-defending island 

country, it could have options other than maintaining a strong battle fleet. Alternatives 

for coastal defence would be several coastal defence flotillas formed by torpedo boats, 

or fleet capable to hinder the enemy’s forward base nearby or executing commercial 

raiding on the enemy’s maritime economy. The former was examined and justified by 

the Royal Navy during the fleet manoeuvres in the 1890s.314 The latter was adopted 

by the US navy until the WW1. The US Navy Policy Board even proposed to build 10 

long-range vessels to bring the war to the hostile coastline and 25 ships intended to 

operate at the coastline of two oceans, capable to break any forms of blockade and to 

destroy the hostile fleet. Of course, the two-fleet suggestion was turned down because 

of the massive resources required.315  

 

Japan had no overseas territories at the time; its share in the international trade was 

limited. In the era of Pax Britannia, it was a question difficult to answer why the navy 

required another wave of expansion after the war with Russia316 To answer the 

question, Satō Tetsutarō promoted an offensive self-defending navy to execute a 

multi-layered attrition naval campaign against the approaching enemy. He did not 

desire for a single decisive battle but to weaken the enemy bite by bite, and strike the 

wounded enemy in the final decisive battle. And the oriental military wisdom was the 

secret weapon to ensure the success of such a complicated campaign, in which every 

 
314 Norman Friedman, British cruisers of the Victorian Era, pp. 23-37. 
315 Norman Friedman, U.S. Battleships: An Illustrated Design History, p. 25. 
316 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p.  140. 
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encounter in the high sea served as a neutralizer of the numerical advantage of the 

hostile fleet. 

 

On paper, it was a sound naval strategy. Also, it seemed that the Russo-Japanese War 

had proved its effectiveness, at least within the Japanese waters. Thus, the Russo-

Japanese War style of naval strategy in some sense was a ‘theory of victory’ justified 

by the war. And the ‘victory’ of such theory of victory desiring was a tactical level of 

victory: to end the war by eliminating the means of invasion from the hostile country, 

the enemy fleet. By destroying the enemy fleet in the last naval encounter of the war, 

Satō Tetsutarō believed that it could force the opponent to seek peace. In fact, the 

senior officers in the Pacific War also desired the same victory. 

 

However, difficulties of distance, communication and logistic were Japan’s 

limitations for its global naval presence would hinder any attempt to operate at the 

enemy’s coastline. Both the US and European countries were enemies too far for the 

Japanese navy to bring the war to their front door, except in the colonies in East Asia. 

The communication problem on one hand hindered the Japanese navy in maintaining 

acceptable cooperation between fleets, which means that it is also a problem of a 

unified command. On the other hand, it was also an intelligence problem as poor 

communication hindered the effectiveness of intelligence transmission between the 

scout cruisers (later, seaplanes) and the main body of the fleet, or between fleets. The 

logistic problem is easy to understand, the further the fleet operating from its 

homeport, the longer the fleet train and more it is complicated to maintain. However, 

without adequate overseas bases or merchant fleet, the Japanese navy was restricted in 

the region, which worsened the already complicated situation of logistic. 
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These operational difficulties were lethal not only in a naval strategy, but also in a 

national strategy. To concentrate all the naval elements for a massive naval campaign 

and expect to solve all the problems in trade protection, coastal defence and sea 

control with it would be debatable by now. David Evans and Mark Peattie even 

evaluates such naval strategy as ‘no strategy at all’.317 Their comment may be too 

harsh to the Japanese navy, since Satō Tetsutarō did tackle with the use and allocation 

of naval elements to achieve the major objectives of navy. In fact, the Royal Navy 

from the 1880s until Admiral Fisher stepped into office did not welcome any convoy 

escort too with similar concerns as had Satō Tetsutarō.318 The major difference was 

that the Royal Navy was capable of bringing the war to its opponent’s coastline, 

blockade it and solve the strategical problems at the beginning. It was what Japanese 

navy desired to achieve but could not. 

 

From the perspective of the study, such misunderstanding of naval strategy was 

contributed by the failure to acquire practical experiences from the war. Not many 

naval battles had occurred between the second half of the 19th century, and David 

Evans and Mark Peattie considered five only of them to be significant sea battles. 

They believed that the Japanese navy till the WW1 benefited from the combat 

experiences from three of these five.319 However, the argument ignores the 

relationship between war experience and the lessons learnt. Just as this thesis tries to 

point out, war experience does not necessarily teach lessons to the participants of war; 

 
317 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p. 140. 
318 Norman Friedman, British cruisers of the Victorian Era, pp. 17-21. 
319 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p. 504. 
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learning process is a selective adoption of experiences, which is affected under the 

power of Confirmation bias. Also, the war experiences were not restricted to the 

participants only but also open to the observers, and they learn from the experience as 

per their own preference.  

 

Captain Pakenham, one of the naval attachés from the Royal Navy during the Russo-

Japanese War offers a good example of lessons learnt from the war experience by an 

observer. As an officer who disliked developing of fire-control system, his 

observation on the gunnery action during the Battle of Yellow Sea in 1904 

demonstrated his attitude. He considered that the fire-control method adopted by the 

Japanese was ineffective, as the gun started hitting targets when the chaos of battle 

prevented the range transmitted by messengers from the rangefinder reaching the gun. 

For him the battle experience suggested that marksmanship of the individual gunner 

would be more important and effective than a centralized fire-control. Of course, the 

Director of Naval Ordinance (DNO) of the Royal Navy rejected Pakenham’s 

suggestion that opposed developing a centralized fire-control system. Instead, DNO 

believed that developing a system would solve the problem of target acquisition and 

improve the efficiency of gunfire. Norman Friedman describes this as a belief of 

‘technique dominated tactics’.320 

 

Even the Japanese navy was a participant in the war, it did not ensure they could have 

an advantage of the lessons learnt. The revised version of the Historical Discussion on 

National Defence already emphasized a biased selection of examples to support the 

 
320 Norman Friedman, Naval firepower: Battleship Guns and Gunnery in the Dreadnought Era, pp. 36-

39. 
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political goal for an upper hand against the army. Such a bias would have 

significantly hindered the process of lesson learning. Taking commercial protection as 

an example, during the Russo-Japanese War, the Japanese navy was unable to deal 

with the few cruisers from the Vladivostok squadron; however, Satō Tetsutarō did not 

feel uncomfortable. Instead, he said it was the fault of the army launching the 

campaign regardless of the control of sea. The Confirmation bias demonstrated how 

powerful it could affect a person, or even an institution, to learn in their context. 

 

Comparing this with the Royal Navy in the 1890s, the Royal Navy had more 

awareness of the problem of convoy raiders through the analysis of the result of 

several manoeuvres. The lesson they learnt from the manoeuvres might have 

surpassed what Japanese navy have learnt from the Russian commercial raiders. On 

the other hand, even if both navies were unwilling to recognize convoy escort until 

WW1, the British navy was more willing to change its force structure and doctrine to 

deal with the problem of trade protection. The invention of battlecruiser, and an 

intelligence-guided raider hunting tactics promoted by Admiral Fisher, was a 

distinctive example of how to deal with the strategical difficulty using technological 

innovation.321  

 

Apart from Confirmation bias, some lessons were unobtainable for the Japanese navy. 

As the Japanese navy was operating within the Sea of Japan, it had nearly no pressure 

nor experience to operate far from its homeport, or to patrol globally. And since the 

Japanese navy were outnumbered, they did not divide its fleet strategically when 

 
321 Norman Friedman, British Cruisers: Two World Wars and After, 36-38. Norman Friedman, British 

cruisers of the Victorian Era, pp. 20-21. 
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facing enemies at war. So, they did not experience the difficulties of dividing and out-

planning its enemy in the absence of radio. Therefore, even if the Japanese navy had 

first-hand experiences in three of the five significant sea battles, it is too ambitious to 

say that they were ahead of the European navies in real battle experience. Other 

navies, either by massive manoeuvres or observation, could still obtain valuable 

lessons. Therefore, the Japanese naval officers were probably not too much ahead in 

the competition to investigate a perfect formula between techniques and tactics at the 

time like other navies. 

 

Unfortunately, although there may have been different opinions regarding the war 

with Russia, the political support from the Minister of Navy and the Emperor behind 

Satō Tetsutarō’s writing made it the most influential one. As stated in the 

Introduction, the work of Satō Tetsutarō can be regarded because of the lesson 

learning process in the post-Russo-Japanese war period. It was also the process to 

integrate the war experience into the official naval strategy of the empire. Since his 

work was presented to the Emperor, thus his naval strategy was no longer an 

academic work of a senior officer but a divined, blessed, and unignorable naval 

strategy. The experience of the Russo-Japanese War shaped the theory of victory, and 

it had lived long enough to solidate the Japanese navy’s strategical vision until the 

Pacific War. 

 

The Japanese navy’s lessons learning experiences during WW1 had further revealed 

the complex nature of learning. During WW1, the Japanese navy obtained war 

experiences from the naval attachés deployed to the Royal Navy and the Second 

Special Squadron in the Mediterranean Theatre of War. This is exactly how the Royal 
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Navy learnt from its Japanese ally. Chapter 2 pointed out that the Japanese naval 

officers had access to various aspects of naval warfare, and their reports revealed a 

strong personal interest in determining what to observe and what to learn. Nearly all 

officers discussed in Chapter 2 paid attention to intelligence related to fleet battle, 

suggesting that they were influenced by the victorious experience of the Russo-

Japanese War. The preference for fleet battle and related techniques is notable. Even 

though the Japanese naval officers showed a wide interested in various aspects of 

naval warfare, discussion on non-fleet-battle naval operations, convoy escort, 

submarine warfare, logistic and trade protection received much less attention.  

 

On the other hand, the freedom of observation enjoyed by the naval officers also 

strengthened the influences of their personal preference. Just as the DNO rejected 

Pakenham’s opinions on gunnery, the senior officers in Tokyo would have probably 

selectively read, analysed and adopted the lessons from those overseas reports. In fact, 

the experiences may have become the evidence and proof for the officers in Tokyo 

arguing for their opinion rather than for any useful experiences that could help 

correcting the ignorance in logistic, communication or sea transportation since the end 

of Russo-Japanese War. Even if the reports received the deserved attention from the 

senior officers, it could not have ensured the war experience would have been 

adopted. 

 

The war experience, either obtained first-hand or as an observer, would have lagged 

for a period go through the process of studying, discussing and deciding what to 

adopt. Probably, the person who stepped into the office would have his own 

understandings of such ideas too. For example, Suetsugu Nobumasa, one of the 
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officers discussed in Chapter 2, had become the decision maker to determine the 

approach towards the US. His decision to shape Japanese submarines as a tool for a 

fleet battle was identical to his impression of submarines in fleet action mentioned in 

the reports. Just as Williamson Murray said, the experience learnt from the past did 

not appear in the lessons learning process of most of the senior officers. Murray was 

referring the US officers during the war in Iraq, but it is also precise enough to 

describe the IJN senior officers during the interwar period.322 

 

The details of the Grand Exercises and training are largely lost, but the survived 

materials discussed in Chapter 3 reveal the experience from WW1 integrated into 

IJN’s fleet doctrine. During the Interwar period, the fleet manoeuvres and training had 

a continued focus on decisive battle, reinforced by the latest technological innovation 

such as naval aviation, treaty cruisers and axillary vessels to overcome the numerical 

disadvantage restricted by the naval treaties. The Grand Exercises showed an interest 

in developing the attrition warfare towards the approaching US fleet. However, these 

exercises also reveal an ignorance about trade protection and the potential of 

commercial raiding by submarines, which the Japanese navy only began to investigate 

in the Grand Exercises shortly before the Pacific War. It was too late for IJN to make 

any changes to the doctrine, or to introduce vessels with new design into the navy. 

Just as David Evans and Mark Peattie suggested in their book, the Japanese navy take 

the flaws revealed in exercises into the war with the US.323 

 

 
322 Williamson Murray, ‘Thoughts on Lessons Learned in the Past’, in Learning the lesson of modern 

war, ed Thomas G. Mahnken, p. 42. 
323 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 
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Apart from blaming the IJN ignorance of the flaws revealed in the Grand Exercises 

and training, attention should be paid to another aspect revealed from the discussion 

on interwar IJN’s fleet manoeuvres, the lack of resources, from the number of vessels 

and availability of fuel to its effect on lesson learning. Operationally, during the 

interwar period, IJN managed to conduct less than 10 Grand Exercises with a three-

year interval. The vessels that participated in the exercises never exceeded 80 percent 

of the navy’s total strength. Divided into two, the fleet commanders of two sides in 

the Grand Exercise would never have a chance commanding more than half the 

strength of the Grand Fleet, not to mention the practice of fleet-level cooperation. 

Even for the development of tactics, the lack of fuel had restricted the reality of the 

exercises, which was revealed in the fact that coal-burning vessels were used to act as 

carriers for auxiliary vessel’s exercise. Considering that IJN had run no full-scale fleet 

operation after the Russo-Japanese War, they did not enjoy much advantage in fleet 

operation, or even the less experienced compared with the US and the Britain, who 

had a larger proportion of capital ships. 

 

The lack of resources limited the operational experience to be obtained from the 

Grand Exercises. It also limited the ability of IJN to investigate any strategical 

scenario other than the Russo-Japanese War pattern. Rationally speaking, the 

Japanese navy’s expectation to fight the incoming European or American navies was 

logical, so its extensively simulating the battle between a defending navy and an 

approaching hostile fleet. Given the limited resources, credit should be given to the 

IJN that it tried hard to simulate every stage of their attrition warfare against the US, 

which included the battle phase to hinder the US navy from obtaining a forward base 

in Central Pacific. However, they did not realise that in the future war their enemy 
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might not use a close blockade but a distant blockade the Royal Navy adopted and 

practiced against the German. Even if they had realized the possibility, they hardly 

had the resources to justify its possible threats and the effectiveness of IJN’s 

countermeasure, since every Grand Exercise meant a precious opportunity to 

assemble the fleet for a full-scale operation. It was understandable IJN decided to grab 

the opportunity to train an amalgamation of its elements in a fleet battle.  

 

However, compared with the US navy, IJN’s rationale to spare the resources for a 

fleet battle proved to be accompanied by an expensive price of strategic discussion. 

Just as Albert A. Nofi mentioned, the US navy’s Fleet problem was critical to almost 

every aspect of naval development, from shaping the doctrine to tactics, training the 

personnel for the war in future, and, more importantly, act as a massive experiment 

for the admirals to test the fleet in any situation. One of the most significant 

contribution of the Fleet Problem to the victory in Pacific War was that it provided an 

opportunity for generations of officers and staff to prepare to fight a battle on a 

transoceanic scale. For example, the Fleet Problem XV in 1934 was to test the navy to 

deal with a situation of a two-ocean war, confronting fleets from both Europe and its 

Asian ally. Apart from operating in two oceans, the Fleet Problem also rejected any 

fixed battle plan to test the fleet’s ability to tackle the ever-changing battlefield 

situation, something totally absent in the IJN strategical discussion. 

 

Also, the Fleet Problem was crucial for the US navy to test, modify and justify its 

carrier doctrine. For example, the Fleet Problem XIV in 1933 revealed the fragility of 

carrier doctrine, but also confirmed that the concept was practical despite the 

limitations of training restricted its performance. For the Fleet Problem XXI in 1940, 
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even it was the first time since 1928 that it did not involve almost all active elements, 

it still justified the US navy’s ability to deal with a well-prepared Asian country’s 

navy that if attempted to strike the unprepared US navy and its forward base in the 

region.322F324 The US navy’s Fleet Problems surpassed IJN’s Grand Exercises 

during the interwar period in almost every aspect and also demonstrated how 

devasting the underpowered IJN would face in acquiring experience from training. 

The transoceanic scale was unmanageable for IJN and the imagination of strategical 

situation was almost impractical. With limited resources, IJN could only build up its 

fleet to refight a Tsushima-style naval battle, to fulfil its officer’s idea of a strategy. 

 

While preparing for the war with the US during the interwar period, the Shanghai 

Incident in 1932 provided a precious opportunity for the IJN to justify its war machine 

on a small-scale conflict. Though there was no surface operation, the aerial operations 

in the Shanghai Incident were vital for naval aviation, especially the seaplanes. 

Despite being the dominating navy in the region, the performance of the IJN did not 

match its reputation. While IJN had managed to accomplish its missions, the conflict 

revealed the incapability of the Japanese navy’s logistic system. The flaws in the 

design of aircraft and equipment and the shortage of maintenance personnel to keep 

the aircraft in action could have been an alarm for the navy. The flaws in air-to-air 

combat revealed in the action could have contributed in improving its air combat 

effectiveness too. Also, the conflicts also provided valuable experiences in using 

seaplanes and their cooperation with the carrier-based aviation. The land missions, on 

the other hand, provided a test field for its ordinance, especially the destructive power 
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of the bombs. However, reports from the carriers and seaplane tender painted another 

picture, that of how personal preference had determined the lesson learning process. 

The differences in air combat were one of the most controversial war experiences 

discussed in their report. 

 

If the war experiences got and discussed by the frontline units are considered as 

demonstrating the Japanese naval officers obtaining experiences other than fleet battle 

missions, the discussion of war experience by senior officers in the rear demonstrated 

how personal preferences and politics between different units could harm the 

acquisition of war experiences. The opinion of the Second Fleet’s officers is a good 

example. Their opinion regarding seaplanes in a fleet battle used the operational 

experiences to achieve their purpose (shifting the scout missions to seaplane) rather 

than a discussion of the conflicts themselves. The suggestions from Kasumigaura 

Naval Flying Corps could be regarded as a measure to solve the ineffective 

cooperation between fighter pilots trained in separate naval stations, but it was more 

likely a strike back for its previous institutional power on a centralized pilot training 

system. Opinions from other naval flying corps were more or less responding to the 

flaws revealed from the conflict; however, their suggestions also reveal that they saw 

the flaws not as critical but minor mistakes due to ill-preparation. The idea to resupply 

parts or materials to the units in mainland China with seaplanes was one of the 

examples of their underestimation of the logistic problem. 

 

Compared with the Shanghai Incident, land missions in the early stage of the Second 

Sino-Japanese War were larger in scale. It could have been considered as a pressure 

test for IJN. However, it could not provide many experiences of fleet battle as the 
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Chinese navy was too weak to pose even a slightest threat to the IJN. However, as the 

war outbroke five years after the Shanghai Incident, it revealed so few lessons from 

the previous conflict were learnt. From the report of the First Aviation Squadron, the 

IJN fighter pilots still favoured personal combat techniques instead of cooperation 

with their wingmen. The cooperation between the fighter planes and the bombers 

being escorted was disappointing. This was criticised by the officers during the 

Shanghai Incident. 

 

As stated in the Chapter 2, IJN did not consider a war in Asia an important one. 

Instead, they considered it was a waste of resources, especially of the training time for 

the navy to prepare for the war with the US. In 1940-1941, IJN significantly reduced 

its presence in China. The naval aviation was shifted back to retrain its combat ability 

in a fleet battle.323F325 However, it should be recognized that the war experience also 

provided the first taste of operating from homeports for a prolonged period. If the 

Japanese officers paid enough attention, it would be an interesting question whether 

they realized their inadequate preparation on fleet logistic. If the navy was unable to 

supply one or two carriers to operate along the China coast, it is doubtful that the navy 

was capable to carry out its ambitious southern campaign. 

The overwhelming advantage enjoyed by the Japanese navy had made it unaware of 

the logistic and tactical problems revealed in actions. Thus, improvements by the navy 

were limited. For the IJN, a more practical experience obtained would be the doctrine 

of seaplane in reconnaissance mission. Aerial reconnaissance experiences obtained in 

the war with China were vital for the navy to polish up its aerial doctrine, especially 

 
325 David C. Evans, and Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the Imperial 

Japanese Navy, 1887-1941, p. 343. 
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to solve the technical problem of launching a scout plane when the deck was fully 

loaded. Compared with the US navy’s solution, IJN decided to shift the burden to 

seaplanes instead of making an alternative arrangement on the carrier. Probably it was 

one of the very few lessons it learnt from the war with China. The other lessons are 

debatable, especially the fake confidence in aircraft protection. The inadequate anti-

aircraft fire China could gather probably contributed to IJN overestimating the 

existing aircraft protection, which was also revealed in the Shanghai Incident reports. 

 

After decades of lessons learnt, the outbreak of the Pacific War became the final test 

for the Tsushima-style of naval warfare, the theory of victory founded after the Russo-

Japanese War and reinforced by intelligence from generations of IJN officers. 

However, the outcome of the war revealed the weakness of lessons learnt, as the 

situation was far from what experiences suggested. The surprise attack in Pearl 

Harbour knocked almost all capital ships of IJN out of action. Despite a student in the 

Naval War College had suggested to begin the war with an surprise attack on Pearl 

Harbour with massive usage of seaplanes before senior officers like Yamamoto 

argued, the carrier-based aviation had accomplished the mission so splendidly that 

none would have had ever imagined. However, such brilliant success also knocked off 

the strategy, doctrine, and war plans prepared for decades. The multi-layered attrition 

campaign to wait for the incoming US fleet was incapable for the current situation. 

Now it was the mission to search and destroy the remaining US navy carriers, which 

none of the pre-war large-scale exercises had simulated. When the war escalated to a 

total war, the vessels designed specifically for the purpose of fleet-decisive battle 

proved insufficient to tackle the unexpected strategical environment. The ignorance of 

logistics and sea route protection also proved to be critical in the  total war with the 
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US. 

 

On the other hand, though the war begun as IJN had expected and prepared for, its 

quality probably was not able to support the navy’s ambitious objectives to finish off 

the US fleet as planned. The long-range gunnery and cooperation between several 

flotillas and auxiliary vessels in a decisive battle were incapable for the situation and 

the preparation was proved to be over-optimistic in real life that how far it was 

between training and real-life combat situation, as the Battle of Java Sea proved. 

While fighting the Allied heavy cruisers, the Japanese cruisers had hardly managed to 

score a hit, the accuracy was unacceptable while the fight at a long range (about 16 to 

18 km). The gunnery performance was so disappointing that a special projectile 

design for spotting was required by frontline officers. Besides, the battle range for 

surface gunfight was suggested to be reduce by the frontline officers. In daytime 

battle, the officers from Yokosuka gunnery school suggested that the battleship should 

commence fire on a battleship-size target not more than from 20 km. For cruisers 

versus a cruiser, the battle range was suggested to be 12 km, for destroyers, not more 

than 5 km. Such a battle range was further reduced to 15 km, 10 km and 4 km 

respectively in the night battle. The torpedo attack also was not as effective as the 

Japanese officers expected.326  

 

Being a new innovation during the interwar period, the performance of the naval 

aviation was unsatisfying, and which was also revealed in battles. The attack aircrafts 

sank a modern treaty battleship and a modernized battlecruiser in the Battle of 

 
326 Bōei kenshūjo senshishitsu 防衛研修所戰史室, Ranin. bengaruwan hōmen kaigun shinkō sakusen 

蘭印・ベンガル湾方面海軍進攻作戦 [Naval offensive operations in Dutch Indonesia and Bay of 

Bengal] (Tokyo, Asagumo shinbunsha, 1969), pp. 448-473. 
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Malaya; however, the flaw in design also helped the Japanese pilots to complete their 

duty. In fact, the volume of anti-aircraft fire projected by HMS Prince of Wales 

surprised the Japanese pilots. If not nearly all its heavy calibre anti-aircraft guns were 

out of action due to shut-down of power after a torpedo hit the propeller shaft, the IJN 

aviation would have to deal with the Royal Navy’s latest technology in anti-aircraft 

warfare and the battle outcome could be debatable. 

 

Although it is not related to the scope of this research, it should be pointed out that 

sinking of HMS Prince of Wales also an example that demonstrated the nature of 

lessons learnt: the experience from interwar anti-aircraft research and exercises were 

inaccurate and though the firepower was impressive, it was not destructive enough to 

eliminate the incoming air raid fast enough to neglect the importance of evasion.327  

The effectiveness of air reconnaissance was another aspect that was over-estimated 

pre-war. As early as in the Battle of the Coral Sea, the Japanese air recon had 

mistakenly recognized an oiler and a destroyer as US navy carrier and cruiser. In the 

Battle of Midway, the ill-performance in seaplane reconnaissance proved to be 

critical. K-operation, the reconnaissance mission, originally planned by a large 

seaplane refuelled by a submarine, had to be cancelled as the US navy had broken the 

IJN code. Therefore, the Japanese navy was commencing the Battle of Midway with 

nearly no intelligence on the strength or position of the US navy forces nearby. While 

in the course of battle the failure of reconnaissance had cost four fleet carriers of IJN 

and the victory of a decisive battle as argued by Yamamoto.F328 However, such 

unsatisfactory performance of seaplanens and the main body of the fleet was hard to 

 
327 Norman Friedman, Naval Anti-Aircraft Guns and Gunnery, pp. 196-197. 
328 Paul S. Dull, A Battle History of The Imperial Japanese Navy (1941-1945), pp. 124, 134-138, 145-

168. 
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imagine before the war. The Japanese navy had realised a certain degree of such 

difficulties during the conflicts in China; the problem was that experience was never 

accurate enough to tell the future. 

 

Another characteristic demonstrated during the course of the Pacific War was IJN 

making a complicated operation plan for the decisive battle. Yamamoto’s battel 

decision to divide his force during the Battle of Midway was considered as a critical 

mistake as he had failed to concentrate his force to cover the convoy towards Midway 

and failed to maintain the supremacy in naval aviation by keeping the light carrier 

Hōshō with the combined fleet and sending the remaining light carriers to secondary 

missions at the time. From the discussion in Chapter 1, it is clear that such ‘doctrine 

of diminution of forces’ described by Paul S. Dull was a tradition planted by Satō 

Tetsutarō after the conclusion of Russo-Japanese War experience. However, the 

Japanese navy did not give up the doctrine. In the last decisive battle, the Battle of 

Leyte Gulf, the Japanese navy demonstrated their ultimate attempt at Sun Tsu’s idea 

of dividing military forces to destroy a much superior enemy. The vessels that 

participated in the battle were divided into four combat forces. The war plan required 

the Mobile Strike Force to distract the US navy and let the surface vessels (Force A, 

B, C) to get close and destroy the fleet off Leyte. Such a war plan would be praised by 

Satō Tetsutarō, as it contained the elements he suggested, especially the detailed part 

to defeat the enemy fleet. However, the plan only resulted in a disastrous night battle 

in Surigao Strait and indecisive surface battle in Samar. Nothing was decisive except 

the self-destruction of IJN as a capable force to control the sea.329 

 

 
329 Paul S. Dull, A Battle History of The Imperial Japanese Navy (1941-1945), pp. 138, 313-333. 
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The war experiences and the lessons learnt from them by the Japanese navy revealed 

that they shaped the navy’s understanding of naval warfare. The understanding of war 

defined their adoption of the lessons learnt, which in turn continued to refine their 

understanding of war. IJN’s overestimation on its tactical superiority provide another 

insight: war experiences could not provide an accurate prediction of war in future but 

an impression or a reference for the development of naval warfare. Given the 

complicated international situation in the 1930s, it was impossible to think that its war 

experience could have helped Japan avoid the clash with the US and Britain. 

However, one could imagine that if the Japanese naval officers learnt the lessons with 

a different mindset, their fate would have been quite different, or at least less 

disastrous. 

 

This dissertation also provides another perspective to understand the Japanese navy’s 

decision during the interwar period and the Pacific War. The study also provides an 

insight into how military forces as an organization learn. The nature of navy, or ‘what 

is a navy?’, is a simple question which most of the navies could answer. The difficult 

part is always to answer the question of how, what, when and where to allocate 

resource to accomplish the main objectives of a navy. Despite their extensive efforts, 

the Japanese navy as an organization had done this far from satisfactorily, a problem 

that became one of the causes for its final destruction.  

 

At the end of the research, it is worth to mention that modern navies could benefit 

from the experience of IJN in its learning process. The IJN were willing to learn from 

experience, either in first-hand or as an observer. However, the learning process in 

their own context. Such confirmation bias was a mixture of their victorious 
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experience in the Battle of Tsushima, the oriental military thoughts and even the 

attack spirit influenced by the Japanese Bushido. It demonstrates that the good old 

traditions and values in the peace time could pose a dangerous influence for the 

military personnel to learn from a boarder view. It was a hard-won lesson obtained by 

the IJN officers in the price of losing the Pacific War, and every modern military 

personnel should bear in mind as an example of lesson learning for the war in future. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Bureaus, positions, ranks and units of the Imperial Japanese 

Navy330 

 

Bureaus, department and schools of the IJN 

 

Japanese name Roman transliteration English translation 

海軍省 Kaigun-shō Navy Department 

海軍大臣官房 Kaigun-Daijin-Kanbou Ministerial Secretariat, Navy 

Department 

軍務局 Gunbu-kyoku Bureau of Military Affairs 

兵備局 Heibi-kyoku Mobilization Bureau 

人事局 Jinji-kyoku Personnel Bureau 

教育局 Kyōiku-kyoku Education Bureau 

軍需局 GunJyu-kyoku Bureau of Stores 

軍令部 Gunnei-bu Naval General Staff 

海軍艦政本部 Kaigun-kansei-honbu Naval Technical Department 

海軍航空本部 Kaigun-kōkū-honbu Department of Naval 

Aeronauties 

鎮守府 Chinjyufu Naval Station 

海軍警備府 Kaigun-keibifu Minor Naval Station 

要港部 Yōkōbu Secondary Naval Station 

海軍大學校 Kaigun-daigakkō Naval War College 

海軍兵學校 Kaigun-heigakkō Naval College 

海軍砲術學校 Kaigun-hōJyutsu-gakkō Naval Gunnery school 

海軍水雷學校 Kaigun-suirai-gakkō Torpedo School 

海軍潛水學校 Kaigun-sensui-gakkō Submarine School 

 

Positions of the IJN 

Japanese name Romanised name English translation 

海軍大臣 Kaigun-daijin Minister of the Navy 

海軍次官 Kaigun-jikan Vice-Minister of the Navy 

海軍省軍務局長 Kaigunshō-Gunbukyokuchō Chief of the Bureau of 

Military Affairs 

軍令部總長 Gunneibu-sōchō Chief of the Naval General 

Staff 

軍令部次長 Gunneibu-jichō Vice-Chief of the Naval 

 
330 Only the major ranks, bureaus or units of the IJN, as well as those related to the current research are 

listed here. Unless specifically mentioned, all the English translations are from the two documents of 

the Imperial Japanese navy: Kaigun Daijin Kanbou 海軍大臣官房, Kaigun Chōga Oyo Kanshokumei 

nado no Ei Futsu Yaku 海軍廳衙及官職名等ノ英佛譯 [English and French Translations of the 

Navy’s Bureaus and positions] (Tokyo: KaigunDaijin Kanbou, 1944). Kaigun Kikan Gakkō 海軍機關

學校, Waei Taishō Futsū Yōgo Shū 和英對照普通海軍用語集 [Japanese-English Collation of general 

naval terms] (Yokosuka: Kaigun Kikan Gakkō, 1909). 
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General Staff 

海軍大學校長 Kaigun-daigakkōchō President of the Naval War 

College 

海軍艦政本部長 Kaigun-kansei-honbuchō Chief of the Naval Technical 

Department 

海軍航空本部長 Kaigun-kōkū-honbuchō Chief of the Naval 

Aeronautical Department 

鎮守府司令長官 Chinjyufu-shineichōkan Commander-in-Chief, _____ 

Naval Station 

聯合艦隊司令長

官 

Nenkōkantai-shineichōkan Commander-in-Chief of the 

Combined Fleet 

艦隊司令長官 Kantai-shineichōkan Commander-in-Chief of the 

Fleet 

戰隊司令官 Sentai-shineikan Commander of the Squadron 

 

Ranks of the IJN 

Japanese name Romanised name English translation 

元帥 Gensui Admiral of the Fleet/  

Fleet Admiral 

大將 Taishō Admiral 

中將 Chūjiō Vice-Admrial 

少將 Shōshō Rear-Admiral 

大佐 Daisa Captain 

中佐 Chūsa Commander 

少佐 Shōsa Lieutenant-Commander 

大尉 Daii Lieutenant 

中尉 Chūi Sub-Lieutenant, 1st class 

少尉 Shōi Sub-Lieutenant, 2nd class 

少尉候補生 Shōi-kōhosei Midshipman 

造船官 Zōsenkan Naval constructor 

造船總監 Zōsen-sōkan Inspector-General of Naval 

construction 

造船大監 Zōsen-daikan Inspector of naval construction 

造船中監 Zōsen-chūkan Chief naval constructor, 1st 

class 

造船少監 Zōsen-shōkan Chief Naval constructor, 2nd 

class 

造船大技士 Zōsen-dai-gishi Naval Constructor 

造船中技士 Zōsen-chū-gishi Assistant Naval constructor, 

1st class 

造船少技士 Zōsen-shō-gishi Assistant Naval constructor, 

2nd class 

兵曹長 Heisōchō Warrant Officer 

上等兵曹 Jyōtō-heisō Higher Petty Officer 

一等兵曹 Ittō-heisō Petty Officer, 1st class 

二等兵曹 Nitō-heisō Petty Officer, 2nd class 
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水兵長 Suiheichō Chief Seaman 

上等水兵 Jyōtō-suihei Higher Seaman 

一等水兵 Ittō-suihei Seaman, 1st class 

二等水兵 Nitō-suihei Seaman, 2nd class 

飛行兵曹長 Hikō-heisōchō Flight Warrant Officer 

上等飛行兵曹 Jyōtō-hikōheisō Higher Flight Petty Officer 

一等飛行兵曹 Ittō-hikōheisō Flight Petty Officer, 1st class 

二等飛行兵曹 Nitō-hikōheisō Flight Petty Officer, 2nd class 

飛行兵長 Hikō-heichō Chief Flight Seaman 

上等飛行兵 Jyōtō-hikōhei Higher Flight Seaman 

一等飛行兵 Ittō-hikōhei Flight Seaman, 1st class 

二等飛行兵 Nitō-hikōhei Flight Seaman, 2nd class 

 

Units of the IJN 

Japanese name Romanised name English translation 

聯合艦隊 Nenkōkantai Combined Fleet 

第一艦隊 Taiichikantai First Fleet 

航空艦隊 Kōkūkantai Aviation Fleet 

支那方面艦隊 Chinahōmen-kantai China Sea Fleet 

遣支艦隊 Kenchi-kantai China Coast Fleet 

戰隊 Sentai Squadron 

航空戰隊 Kōkū-sentai Aviation Squadron 

水雷戰隊 Suirai-sentai Destroyer Squadron 

潛水戰隊 Sensui-sentai Submarine Squadron 

驅逐隊 Kuchiku-tai Destroyer Division 

潛水隊 Sensui-tai Submarine Division 

海防隊 Kaihō-tai Coast Guards 

水雷隊 Suirai-tai Torpedo Division 

掃海隊 Sōkai-tai Minesweeper Division 

驅潛隊 Kusen-tai Submarine-Chaser Division 

砲艦隊 Hōkan-tai Gunboat Division 

哨戒艇隊 Shōkaitei-tai Patrol-Boat Division 

砲艇隊 Hōtei-tai Gunboat Division 

潛水艦基地隊 Sensuikan-kichitai Submarine Base Corps 

海軍航空隊 Kaigun- Kōkūtai Naval Flying Corps 

海軍特別陸戰隊 Kaigun-dokubetsu-

rikusentai 

Special Landing Party 

聯合特別陸戰隊 Nenkō-dokubetsu-rikusentai Combined Special Landing 

Party 
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Appendix 2: Naval attachés during the Great War 

 

Nobumasa Suetsugu 

 

As a lieutenant-commander at the time, the navy officially commissioned Nobumasa 

Suetsugu as the naval attaché in Britain on 28th September 1914.331 He left Japan on 

21st October, almost a month after his commission.330F332 He arrived in London on 

19th December and settled down in an apartment in South Hampstead, London, ten 

days later. Not surprisingly, he reported to the Navy Department that he estimated to 

spend three months to polish up his English first, especially for his daily 

communication. This would mean that the Japanese naval officer might have spent 

time learning terms related to the navy, but their command over communicative 

English was inadequate. 

He kept collecting British naval intelligence while learning English. He submitted his 

first report concerning the naval combats at the North Sea during 1914 in February 

1915, which took place long before his arrival.331F333 From May 1915 to May 1916, 

he served on various battleships of the Royal Navy. He was on board HMS Queen 

Mary of the British Grand Fleet from May 1915 to January 1916.332F334 From 

January to May 1916, he served onboard HMS Agamemnon, a Nelson class pre-

dreadnought, which belonged to the British Eastern Mediterranean Fleet at the 

time.333F335 Leaving HMS Agamemnon on 4th May 1916, he began his journey back 

to London through Malta, Italy, Switzerland and France. After his return to London, 

probably in early June, he visited Vice Admiral David Beatty’s Battlecruiser Fleet in 

Rosyth, which IJN Commander Tyusuke Shimomura was killed in action on board 

HMS Queen Mary during Battle of Jutland. He accompanied Rear Admiral Saneyuki 

Akiyama fopr his visit to the naval base at Plymouth and he also visited the Britannia 

Royal Naval College in Dartmouth alone. Suetsugu then left for New York on 1st July 

and arrived on 9th July. He finally returned to Yokohama from the US on 7th August 

1916.336 

 

Taji Tan  

 

Tan Taji left Japan for Britain on 6th February 1914. At the time he was a Naval 

Constructor (zousen-dai-gishi, 造船大技士, ) of the IJN, a rank for naval engineers 

and architects which was equivalent of Lieutenant in the Western navies. According 

 
331 San nen kugatsu nijūhachi nichi chakunin todoke ３年９月２８日 着任届 [Notification of 

arrival, 28th September, the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100766300, p. 

1. 
332 San nen jyūgatsu jyūshichi nichi Shuppatsu todoke ３年１０月１７日 出発届 [Notification of 

departure, 17th October, the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1914, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100766400, p. 

1. 
333 C10100766700. 
334 C10100767000. 
335 C10100767700. 
336 Go nen hachigatsu nijyūku niche ninmu hōkoku ５年８月２９日 任務報告の件 [Mission report, 

29th August, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100767600. 
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to his progress reports, he arrived in London on 22nd March 1914. From 22nd March to 

30th June, he spent time to enrich his English further. During his deployment to 

Britain, he adopted a regular rotation between the naval dockyard in Devonport, 

Portsmouth, and the Royal Naval College in Greenwich. He spent half a year at the 

dockyard and the other half at the Royal Naval College. During his field study, he 

observed the construction works of several ships, including Battleship Warspite and 

Royal Oak, the light cruiser Aurora and Cleopatra as well as fleet oiler Carrol and 

Ferrol. The only exception to his was that he went on board HMS Monarch from 1st 

October 1917 to March 1918. After the journey on HMS Monarch, he made some 

field trip on the European Continent. He returned to Japan on 13th May 1918.335F337 

He was one of the most productive naval attaché deployed to Europe during WW1: of 

the seven volumes of Naval Attaché Reports 1914, his reports occupy a major portion 

of volumes 2-5. 

 

It is not clear exactly what Taji did in Devonport and Greenwich. However, from the 

reports and correspondences he sent back to Japan, it seems he likely gathered ship 

sketches and general plans when he was stationed at Devonport and further studied 

the material in Greenwich. As a naval architect, his reports sent back to Tokyo were 

mainly drafts and sketches of the fighting vessels he saw during his field trips at 

Devonport. One of the most detailed record of a ship by Tan Taji was HMS Royal 

Oak, an R class battleship under construction at the time. In Volume 2 of the Naval 

Attaché Report 1914, he even listed the design characteristics of HMS Royal Oak, 

including the armaments, armour arrangement scheme, locations of the main gun and 

secondary gun magazine, powerplant and auxiliary machinery.338 

 

Imamura Nobujirou  

 

Nobujirou Imamura originally was the naval attaché in Germany. He left for Germany 

on 6th May 1914, and arrived in Germany on 26th June but was redeployed to Britain 

after the WW1 started and arrived in Britain in late August, He immediately began his 

English learning in September, mainly focusing on improving his English 

pronunciation. In his first report submitted to Tokyo, he mentions that he would like 

to spend the first six months in Britain for polishing up his English, including writing, 

reading and listening skills and after that he would spend the remaining two and a half 

years on military research.337F339 During his deployment in Britain, he spent plenty 

 
337 A03032293400, pp. 3-9, 96-97, 179. Go nen shichigatsu tsuitachi shūgaku teiki hōkoku ５年７月１

日 修学定期報告[Study Periodic Report, 1st July, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100768600, pp. 0425-0426. Nana nen ichigatsu futsuka chūzai teiki hōkoku ７年１

月２日 駐在定期報告[study periodic report, 2nd January, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, 

The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100772000, p. 0591. Nana nen ichigatsu tsuitachi chūzai teiki hōkoku ７年１月１

日 駐在予定報告[Scheduled station report, 1st January, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The 

National Institute for Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record 

(JACAR), Ref: C10100772100, p. 0592. 
338 A03032293400, pp. 11-95. 
339 San nen jyū gatsu tsuitachi ninmu suikou ni kansuru hōkoku ３年７月１日 任務報告 [On the on-

going mission, 1st October, the 3rd year of Emperor Taishō], 1917, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100777800, pp. 

575-577. 
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of his time onboard HMS Vanguard and participated in the Battle of Jutland too. His 

reports covered several aspects of war, including economics, logistics, fleet tactics as 

well as anti-submarine warfare.340 

 

Tyusuke Shimomura 

 

Lieutenant Commander Tyusuke Shimomura received the order of his deployment to 

Britain in 1915, departed on 5th October. He arrived in London on 25th November 

1915 and spent the rest of 1915 to polish up his English. Shimomura also did some 

preparation work for further naval research. He went onboard battlecruiser HMS 

Queen Mary on 9th February 1916 and was killed in action during the Battle of 

Jutland. He was promoted as a Commander at the time.341 

 

During his short deployment time, Shimomura submitted 11 reports to Tokyo, among 

them six reports were related to naval intelligence. The first report he sent back to 

Tokyo was about the recruitment system of the British army. The report discussed the 

scale and strength of the British army under the voluntary recruitment system during 

WW1 in its early phase. He also attached several leaflets. Unusually, it was directly 

sent to Akiyama Saneyuki, the Chief of Military Affairs Bureau at the time. Most of 

the reports from naval attachés were sent to the Vice Minister of the navy. A possible 

explanation could be that the report was for what Akiyama had instructed him to pay 

attention to during his deployment to Britain. However, there is no direct evidence to 

prove this.342 

 

Tamaki Tosu 

 

Tamaki Tosu was one of the staff of the IJN’s First Fleet at the time when he received 

the order on 11th March 1916 to deploy to Britain. He received the order on 11th 

March 1916 and estimated to depart on 21st March. He went to Britain through the 

Siberian Railways and arrived in London on 13th May 1916.343 He visited the Russian 

Naval Museum, several Russian vessels, naval factories and arsenals on the way to 

London, including the Russian Battleship Sevastopol, the dockyard in Kronstadt and 

the famous Baltic Shipyard in Saint Peterburg.344 After arriving in London, he went 

onboard HMS Indomitable on 27th June 1916, almost a month after the Battle of 

 
340 C10100777200. 
341 Go nen ichigatsu tsuitachi ninmu hōkoku ４年１２月１日 着任及宿所の件 [Mission Report, 1st 

January, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 
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343 Go nen san gatsu jyūichi nichi shuppatsu todoke no kudan ５年３月１１日 出発届の件

[Departure report, 11th March, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for 

Defense Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: 

C10100791900, pp. 0465-0467. 
344 Go nen go gatsu jyūroku nichi chakunin no kudan ５年５月１６日 着任の件 [Arrivial report, 

16th May, the 5th year of Emperor Taishō], 1916, The National Institute for Defense Studies Archive 

(NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100792000, pp. 0469-0474. 
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Jutland.345 Tosu left HMS Indomitable on 6th August 1917 and returned to Japan on 

12th September 1917.346  

 

Tamaki Tosu submitted two types of reports during his deployment to Britain. The 

first was focused on one specific topic, which form the Volume 4 of the Naval 

Attaché Report 1916.345F347 The second type was comprehensive intelligence report, 

which mentioned every valuable intel he gathered during the period. These 

comprehensive reports form Volume 5 of the Naval Attaché Report 1916.348 

 

Morita Menoru  

 

Morita Menoru received his order to leave for Britain as the naval attaché in 1916. He 

left Tokyo on 23rd August 1916.349 and arrived in London on 23rd September.350 In 

October, he was assigned to HMS Agamemnon, a pre-dreadnought stationed at the 

Eastern Mediterranean Sea.351 He left the British Eastern Mediterranean Fleet on 30th 

November 1917, and back to London on 15th December.352 He studied the materials 

he gathered in the Mediterranean after he returned to London. During his remaining 

time in Britain, he also went for some field studies but has not mentioned them in 

detail in his reports.353 He left London in September 1918 and returned to Toyko on 
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10th November. He had submitted four reports recounting his observations and 

experiences back to Tokyo.354 

  

 
Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100795500, p. 1. 
354 Nana nen jyūichi gatsu jyūichi nichi kijyou todoke ７年１１月１１日 帰朝届 [Notification of 

returning, 11th November, the 7th year of Emperor Taishō], 1918, The National Institute for Defense 

Studies Archive (NIDS), Japan Center for Asian Historical Record (JACAR), Ref: C10100795900, p. 

1. 
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